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a b s t r a c t

Upcoming and planned experiments combining increasingly intense lasers and energetic
particle beams will access new regimes of nonlinear, relativistic, quantum effects. This
improved experimental capability has driven substantial progress in QED in intense
background fields. We review here the advances made during the last decade, with
a focus on theory and phenomenology. As ever higher intensities are reached, it
becomes necessary to consider processes at higher orders in both the number of
scattered particles and the number of loops, and to account for non-perturbative
physics (e.g. the Schwinger effect), with extreme intensities requiring resummation of
the loop expansion. In addition to increased intensity, experiments will reach higher
accuracy, and these improvements are being matched by developments in theory such
as in approximation frameworks, the description of finite-size effects, and the range
of physical phenomena analysed. Topics on which there has been substantial progress
include: radiation reaction, spin and polarisation, nonlinear quantum vacuum effects and
connections to other fields including physics beyond the Standard Model.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

In high-intensity laser pulses, electrons can be accelerated to relativistic velocities over a single laser wavelength.
uch lasers, made possible by chirped pulse amplification [1] for which the 2018 Nobel prize was awarded [2], have
reat potential not only for applications in the sciences, industry and medicine, but also as a tool to probe fundamental
uantum physics. Pulses of light in which the photon density surpasses one photon per Compton wavelength cubed are
ow routinely produced at modern laser facilities. They provide a means of experimental investigation complementary
o accelerator searches for probing the ‘intensity frontier’ [3] of the Standard Model.

Laser light is well described by a coherent state, in which the interaction of laser photons with charged matter adds
oherently. In high intensity laser pulses, the charge-field coupling becomes large enough that the perturbative hierarchy
s disrupted and the interaction between the charge and the laser must be accounted for to all orders in perturbation
heory, or non-perturbatively. This is an example of ‘non-perturbativity at weak coupling’; while the fine structure
onstant α remains small, the photon density ρ in a laser scales as ρ ∼ ξ 2/α in which the dimensionless intensity
parameter, ξ , defined below, nowadays easily exceeds unity, and the effective charge-field coupling is

√
αρ ∼ ξ ≫ 1.

This situation is in contrast to existing high-precision tests of quantum electrodynamics (QED), where electromagnetic
ields are low intensity and calculations can be performed perturbatively. For example, the electron anomalous magnetic
oment and fine-structure constant have been measured to agree with theory up to order O(α5), or better than one part

n a billion1 [8,9]. Other recent high-profile tests of QED in ultra-peripheral heavy ion collisions, where light-by-light
cattering (ATLAS [10,11] and CMS [12]) and linear Breit–Wheeler pair-creation (STAR [13]) have been measured for the
irst time, are found to be consistent with perturbative QED calculations [14,15].

An intense, or strong, electromagnetic field (characterised more precisely below) can be regarded as a coherent state
f high occupation number or, by the correspondence principle, an essentially classical field. For high occupation number,
ne can also neglect back-reaction on the field and consider it as fixed. (Again, this approximation eventually breaks

1 A precise measurement of the electron magnetic moment in highly charged ions allows precise tests of bound state QED [4,5], for instance on
the reliability of perturbative expansions in Zα [6,7]. Also note the electric fields probed by the ground state of high-Z atoms can be of the order
of the critical, or ‘Schwinger’, field of QED, see below Eq. (1).
3
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Fig. 1. Indicative bibliometric search using NASA-ADS, for at least one of the following terms occurring in the abstract: ‘‘strong field QED’’, ‘‘nonlinear
QED’’, ‘‘nonlinear Compton’’, ‘‘nonlinear Breit-Wheeler’’, ‘‘locally constant field’’, ‘‘Schwinger effect’’, ‘‘Schwinger pair’’. The shaded region is the last
decade, on which the current review is focussed.

down, as will be discussed.) The appropriate theory for studying e.g. high-intensity laser–matter interactions is therefore
quantum field theory (QFT) in an external, or background, field (sometimes the term ‘strong-field QED’ (SFQED) is used).

This is a subject as old as QFT itself [16–18], and within it lies, to illustrate, the topic of Schwinger pair-production
rom an external field (also called the Sauter–Schwinger effect) [17,19]. This is perhaps the most familiar, and ‘prototype’,
xample of a non-perturbative QFT effect which can admit an analytic treatment. Significant progress has been made in
nderstanding the theory and phenomenology of the Schwinger effect in more realistic backgrounds, with a particular
ocus on models of colliding laser pulses, which offer one route toward eventual experimental measurement [20]. Despite
his progress, there remain many unanswered questions about the time-resolved Schwinger effect; when are the pairs
roduced (or ‘become real’), what can one say about the behaviour of the system at non-asymptotic times, and what can
e measured [21–23]? These are questions which go to the heart of quantum mechanics and which arise also in tunnelling
onisation [24] and in cosmological scenarios [25,26]. We return to the Schwinger effect below.

Much of the work on which this review builds, began in the 1960s [27–32], shortly after, and inspired by, the invention
f the laser itself. In most of these early papers [28,29], laser fields were modelled as monochromatic plane waves, or
heir low frequency limit, constant crossed fields. This setup allowed for analytic progress in the calculation of scattering
bservables while, crucially, treating the strong background exactly. However, the model neglects the finite duration of
real laser pulse as well as the structure transverse to its propagation direction, focusing effects, which go hand in hand
ith shorter pulses and higher intensities. (Notable exceptions are the prescient early papers [30,31].) As such, much of
he work in subsequent decades has concentrated on the incorporation of more realistic structure in the modelling of
aser pulses (‘‘finite size effects’’) in tandem with experimental developments.

Considering more realistic descriptions of laser fields (even by introducing only e.g. a finite pulse duration) has allowed
or progress in many areas. For example, at the time of the E144 experiment on pair production in the collision of a laser
nd a high-energy electron beam [33], there was no complete theory of the process being investigated, namely ‘nonlinear
rident pair production’, as even the tree level amplitude had not been calculated exactly in strong backgrounds. This
llustrates the extreme complexity of amplitudes in strong fields, even for low numbers of scattered particles (four in
he case of trident). This situation has now changed; by going beyond the simplest models, and doing so from a QFT
erspective, we now have a fairly complete understanding of the nonlinear trident process [34–36].
Indeed, it has been found in many cases that the simple constant and monochromatic backgrounds originally studied

an often obscure the physics rather than exemplify it. Going beyond this has allowed the resolution of long-standing
problems, such as the nature of the much discussed ‘effective mass’ in a laser pulse [37], and the refinement of models
and approximation schemes needed to plan and analyse experiments in the high intensity regime, the advent of which
(see Section 1.1 below) has been a significant driving factor for the field. Predictions for signals of vacuum birefringence
have, for example, been made more precise and refined in preparation for upcoming experiments which aim to measure
this subtle consequence of light-by-light scattering [38–40], see Section 7.

Experimental developments have also renewed interest in the behaviour of QED in extremely strong fields, far beyond
what we can realise today. This has lead to a great deal of activity surrounding the Ritus–Narozhny conjecture, which
suggests that at sufficiently high intensities, not only is the charge-field coupling large, but the fine structure constant
itself becomes enhanced by intensity effects [41,42]. The implication is that QED becomes ‘fully non-perturbative’ in
such a regime, requiring all loop orders to be resummed in order to yield reliable results. This conjecture, as well as
the application of resurgence in QFT [43,44], has inspired new interest in the behaviour of higher loop processes in strong
fields, and their resummation.

This review has been written now because of both technological progress and increasing research activity; see Fig. 1
for some estimate of the increase in papers published in recent years. QED in intense fields has also begun to attract

attention from the high energy physics community, and experiments colliding conventionally-accelerated electron beams

4
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ith intense laser pulses will be performed in E320 [45] at SLAC and LUXE [46–49] at DESY in the near future. At the same
ime, a new generation of laser facilities have recently come online (CoRELS [50]), are being commissioned (ELI [51]), are
eing built (SEL [52]) or are in the process of consultation (MP3 [53]). Therefore, a review of recent theory developments
s timely for experts and newcomers alike.

.1. Experimental landscape

QED in intense background fields can be tested in a number of ways. We give here an overview of the region of
arameter space that has been, and will be, probed in experiment. This section also introduces some standard parameters
or quantifying total particle yields that will be used throughout the review.

The intensity of a background field is often quantified using the dimensionless and gauge-invariant ‘classical nonlinear-
ty parameter’, (also ‘intensity parameter’ despite being proportional to the square-root of intensity), ξ , (in the literature
lso ‘a0’ or occasionally ‘η’). This parameter occurs naturally in scattering calculations as the dimensionless charge-field
oupling, and can be written in a more physical way as ξ = eEλc/h̄ω, where −e < 0 is the electron charge, λc = h̄/mc
s the Compton wavelength for the electron, with mass m and E ≥ 0 is electric field strength. In this form, ξ is the
ork done by the background, over the Compton wavelength of the electron in units of the background photon energy.
he probability of leading-order perturbative calculations of tree-level processes is proportional to ξ 2, and so ξ 2 can be
nderstood as an approximate measure of the number of photons interacting with an electron. It can be defined for a
lane wave in a manifestly gauge-invariant way [54] as ξ =

(
e2⟨(−p · F)2⟩/[mk · p]2

)1/2, where F is the classical field
trength tensor, p is the momentum of a probe particle, k is the wavevector of the background and ⟨·⟩ indicates a phase
ycle average over the phase ϕ = k · x.
The energy of the collision between probe and plane wave background, can be quantified using a dimensionless linear

uantum parameter, η (in the literature also ‘b0’), which for a plane-wave background takes the form η = h̄k ·p/m2c4. The
parameter η is therefore equal to the laser frequency in the rest frame of an accelerated charge. If the particle is a photon,
η is half the centre of mass energy when in a collision with a single laser photon; the threshold for linear Breit–Wheeler
is η ≥ 2.

The ‘quantum nonlinear parameter’, χ (occasionally Υ or η in the literature) can be written as

χ =
eh̄[−(p · F)2]1/2

m3c4
(1)

and applied to a general background field. It can be interpreted in many ways: for an electron or positron, it can be phrased
as the work done by the background, over the Compton wavelength in the particle’s rest frame, in units of the particle’s
rest energy; as the ratio of the electric field to the Schwinger limit ES = m2c3/(eh̄) in the rest frame of an accelerated
charge; as the proper acceleration; as the world line curvature of a particle moving under the Lorentz forces times the
Compton wavelength [55]. Therefore when χ ∼ O(1), quantum nonlinear processes such as pair creation, should become
probable. These three parameters, ξ , η and χ , are related in a plane wave background via χ = ξη.

Several important experimental tests of QED in intense background fields have been performed by colliding proton
beams with amorphous media and oriented crystals, where the high energy of the proton beams and the strong static
inter-planar crystalline fields combine to give a quantum nonlinearity parameter of the order of χ = 0.1 . . . 7 [56].
he NA63 experiment collides electrons and protons with energies O(100) GeV provided by Cern’s SPS (Super Proton
ynchrotron) with fixed targets of different proton numbers, Z . It has had widespread success in measuring strong-field
ED effects in the crystal’s background field which can vary, depending on the transverse momentum variation [57], from
ndulator-like to synchrotron-like. In the last decade, NA63 has measured the quantum suppression of synchrotron radia-
ion in the range χ = 0.05 . . . 0.7 [58], measured the Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal (LPM) effect of radiation suppression
ue to multiple Compton scattering within the photon formation length [59,60], measured radiation reaction [61] in the
lassical limit (verifying the Landau–Lifshitz equation [56]) and has also observed quantum effects [57,62].
Although they have seen much success reaching intensity parameters as large as ξ ∼ O(102) [63], a possible future

imitation of using oriented crystals is the maximum intensity parameter that can be produced. In contrast, intensities
eachable at the next generation of multi-PW lasers can in principle soon exceed ξ ∼ O(102), and at multi-PW lasers,
ould exceed ξ ∼ O(103). For example, if a laser of wavelength 800 nm is focussed with linear polarisation to an intensity
f 1023 W cm−2, the intensity parameter corresponds to ξ ≈ 150. Therefore, in the near future, lasers will push further
nto the ξ ≫ 1 parameter region allowing the ‘quantum nonlinear’ region of χ ∼ O(1) to be probed with lasers for the
first time. This region can also be probed by using currently available lasers and instead making the probe energy higher.
A summary of laser–particle experiments2 and facilities with their target parameters are given in Fig. 2. (A comprehensive
review of high power laser systems can be found in [64], which also contains laser landscape plots, as does the recent
review [65].)

The experiments in Fig. 2 can be divided into two groups: those with an electron beam produced by a conventional
accelerator (E144, E320, LUXE), and the rest using an electron beam produced by laser wakefield acceleration. Whilst

2 Fixed-target experiments colliding particle beams with crystals have achieved χ ∼ O(1), but due to the difficulty of defining an ‘intensity
parameter’, have not been included on the parameter plot, which is for laser-particle experiments only.
5
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Fig. 2. Laser-particle experiments. Solid lines and markers indicate reported experimental results; dashed lines and empty markers indicate planned
experiments. The specific experimental values plotted, in (ξ, η) co-ordinates, are: Apollon [66]; ATLAS-MPQ (0.9, 5 . . . 6 × 10−4) [67]; BNL-ATF
0.6, 7.5 × 10−4) [68]; CALA [69]; CoReLS [50]; DIOCLES1 (0.4, 0.0029) [70]; DIOCLES2 (2 . . . 12, 0.0036) [71]; DRACO (0.6, 0.0027 [230MeV]) [72];
144 (0.36, 0.83) [73]; E320 (2, 0.15) [45]; E320II (proposed upgrade) (16, 0.15) [74]; ELI [51]; EP-OPAL [75]; Gemini1 (1 . . . 2, 0.006) [76]; Gemini2
24.7, 0.003 . . . 0.02) [77,78]; LUXE 0 (0.1 . . . 5, 0.13 . . . 0.19) [49]; LUXE 1 (5 . . . 20, 0.10 . . . 0.19) [49]; VULCAN [79]; SEL [52]; SULF [80]; XCELS [81];
EUS [82]. The grey ‘Multi-PW Class’ and ‘Multi-10PW Class’ regions correspond to typical values of ξ that can be produced at these laser facilities,
nd values of η correspond to 1 . . . 5GeV particle beams colliding at 20 degrees with the laser pulse, naïvely assuming the electron reaches the peak
ntensity at the focus of the laser pulse.

he former allow for higher precision measurements due to the lower emittance of the electron beam, the latter will be
mployed at high intensity laser facilities that will probe higher values of ξ . One set of QED laser experiments that do
ot appear on Fig. 2 are the tests of light-by-light scattering using real photons. Since these experiments typically employ
ptical or x-ray photons, the energy parameter is rather low. Furthermore, since they are probing the perturbative, weak-
ield limit (four-photon scattering: 2 → 2 scattering at one loop), the physics being tested is somewhat different to that
n intense backgrounds. Examples here include HIBEF (Helmholtz International Beamline for Extreme Fields) which will
ollide 12.9 keV x-ray photons from the European XFEL with 1.55 eV photons from a PW-class intense optical laser [83];
n experiment at the SACLA [84] x-ray free electron laser which tested light-by-light scattering cross-section at a centre-
f-mass energy of 6.5 keV [85] and laser-cavity experiments using quasi-constant magnetic fields such as PVLAS [86] and
MV [87].
Typical signatures of QED effects in e.g. nonlinear Compton scattering (photon emission from an electron in a

ackground field) include the influence of the electron’s effective mass on the harmonics in radiation spectra [67] and
ransverse momentum [68] (if χ ≪ 1, these effects can also be described using nonlinear classical electrodynamics);
he ellipticity of the transverse momentum distribution of photons [71] and the correlation of the scattered electron and
hoton energies [77].
Upcoming lasers will access much higher values of ξ , and so the phenomenological aspects of radiation reaction in laser

ields have been a topic of much research in recent years. Progress in this area has recently been reviewed in [65], which
overs radiation reaction approaches in PIC codes, kinetic equations [88,89], and novel effects in particle dynamics due
o radiation reaction such as trapping [90], straggling [91] and quenching [92]. Another important development has been
lanned experiments that combine lasers with conventional accelerators, such as LUXE [49] and E320 [93], which can
robe how strong-field QED processes behave as ξ is increased from below to above ξ = 1. This has led to a development
f approximation frameworks [94,95] that are valid at intermediate values of ξ and hence beyond the locally constant
ield approximation (LCFA).

.2. Outline and scope of the review

This review will cover the fundamental theory of QED in intense background fields. The focus is on progress made
uring, roughly, the past 10 years. We will not review work in the decades before this, which is covered by previous
eviews [96–101], although we will naturally refer to original papers when introducing basic concepts. The review covers
aterial published/arXived before 28th February 2022.
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Section 2 provides an introduction to relevant theory concepts (other recent pedagogical overviews are given in
40,102] ). We review the by-now well established methods of strong-field QED, in particular the Furry picture expansion
f scattering amplitudes, and the primary solvable cases of the Schwinger effect in constant fields, and scattering in plane
ave backgrounds.
In Section 3 we review progress in studying the simplest ‘first order’ (three-point tree level) processes of strong-field

ED in plane wave backgrounds. Despite this being a long-studied topic, several important advances have been made
n the last decade: the consequences of including a physical finite pulse rather than assuming an unphysical infinitely
ong wave, how single or multiple finite pulses affect particle spectra through interference effects, the control of particle
olarisation, and higher-precision calculations. These advances have an impact on the material in later sections.
In Section 4 we review second-order processes including e.g. four point scattering amplitudes. Typically challenging to

alculate, progress has centred around: computation in finite pulses; the separation of on-shell/off-shell contributions,
r two-step/one-step contributions, where a finite pulse duration can play an important role; polarisation sums and
alculation of various limiting cases. In Section 5 approximation schemes employed in numerical simulation are reviewed.
dvances in the last decade include a better understanding of the validity range of common approximations; development
f new approximations that are more accurate for specific applications and further development of the phase space
istribution formalism centred on the equal-time Wigner function. Some of these approximations are used to calculate
igher-point, and higher-loop order, amplitudes, which are reviewed in Section 6. This section includes recent results
rom all-orders and resummed perturbation theory, in particular their application to the topics of radiation reaction and
olarisation in higher-order processes.
Section 7 covers light-by-light scattering and its observable effects. Recent progress includes the calculation of higher-

rder and all-orders results in strong magnetic fields, the discovery that one-particle-reducible processes are in fact
on-zero, and an improvement in the modelling of collisions involving focussed backgrounds. Strong electric fields are
he focus of Section 8, in which we review the non-perturbative creation of electron–positron pairs, or Schwinger effect.
dvances in this area include fields with spacetime inhomogeneities leading to dynamical-assistance and quantum-
nterference effects; radiative corrections beyond one-loop; and pair creation at non-asymptotic times, relating to the
tokes phenomenon in mathematics. We also mention connection to condensed-matter phenomena and highlight some
xperimental results made there over the decade. In Section 9 we review the Ritus–Narozhny conjecture on the breakdown
f the Furry expansion. Although dating from the 1980s, this conjecture has received renewed attention in the last decade,
nd recent developments in understanding higher-order effects and finite pulses are being used to better understand the
ature and possible resolution of the conjecture. In Section 10 we review progress made in going beyond the case of
onstant and plane wave backgrounds. This includes both exact solutions and approximate methods such as reduction
f order and WKB (Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin), as well as improvements in the understanding of back-reaction and
epletion.
Section 11 covers progress made in applying the methods of strong-field QED to electroweak physics, Yang–Mills

heory, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), gravity, and physics beyond the Standard Model, including the possibilities
f new particle searches using intense laser fields. We conclude in Section 12 with some open questions and possible
irections for future research. For the convenience of the reader we summarise our conventions and key notation in
ection 13.
There are several topics which naturally connect to studies of QED in intense background fields. Here, our focus is on

dvances in fundamental theory and its calculation; we direct the reader to the following reviews and articles of adjacent
ields.

Some advances detailed in the current review are routinely employed in numerical simulation of high-power laser-
lasma physics, recent reviews of which can be found in [65,103]. The link to plasma physics can be established via
.g. kinetic theory with more information to be found in the recent reviews [103,104], also [105] and references therein.
ntense background fields occur in many contexts. Reviews of strong-field atomic physics can be found in [106,107].
or strong fields in astrophysics see e.g. [108], for lab-based astrophysics see [109,110], and for magnetar environments
ee [111–113]. The physics of ultra-relativistic particles in strong magnetic fields is very similar to that in constant crossed
ields, which will recur throughout this review, see [114] for a discussion of both fields in astroparticle physics. The
roperties of QCD in strong magnetic fields is a broad topic which lies beyond the scope of this review, but for which
ee [115,116].

. Theoretical preliminaries

We set h̄ = c = ϵ0 = 1 throughout this review, although h̄ may occasionally be reinstated when needed.

.1. The Furry expansion

Our starting point is the QED Lagrangian for electrons and positrons (Dirac fermion ψ) interacting with photons, (gauge
ield Aµ), all in the presence of a background, or external, electromagnetic field with gauge potential Aµ,

L = −
1
FµνFµν + ψ̄(i/∂ − m

)
ψ − eψ̄

(
/A + /A

)
ψ , (2)
4
7
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Fig. 3. In a background field, the Feynman rules are formulated in position space, due to the general loss of overall momentum conservation. The
fermion propagator S(x, y) (left) is the inverse of the Dirac operator in the background, i.e. obeys (4), and is represented by a double line. The lack of
ranslation invariance means that the propagator is a function of both the spacetime coordinates which it connects. The vertex (middle) and photon
ropagator (right) are as in QED without background.

Fig. 4. The diagrammatic expansion of the Furry picture propagator in terms of ordinary (position space) Feynman diagrams in vaccum; each external
photon line represents an interaction with the external field via the usual vertex −ieAµγ

µ .

n which Fµν is the field strength of Aµ, and we suppress both gauge fixing terms and counterterms. The absence of a
inetic term for Aµ reflects the assumption that either the background obeys Maxwell’s equations in vacuum,3 or that

its source (which is easily added, see e.g. [117] in the context of plasma physics) is not relevant to the processes being
considered; this will be case for us, as we will mostly be interested in changes to quantum processes due to the presence
of strong backgrounds, rather than quantum-induced changes on the dynamics of the background. Exceptions to this are
the focus of Section 7, see also [118], and related issues appear in Section 9.

The question is how to deal with the new term in (2) and so calculate scattering amplitudes (and from them spectra,
etc.). Note that because A is a prescribed field, it defines (with explicit examples given below) a dimensionless effective
coupling ξ ∼ eA/m. A field with coupling ξ > 1 is strong, and its interaction with matter cannot be treated by perturbation
heory in ξ . Let us then rewrite (2) in terms of the background covariant derivative Dµ := ∂µ + ieAµ, as

L = −
1
4
FµνFµν + ψ̄(i/D − m

)
ψ − ψ̄e/Aψ . (3)

This trivial reorganisation of terms implicitly defines the ‘Furry picture’ expansion of scattering amplitudes [119]. The first
two terms in (3) are still quadratic in the dynamical fields and in this sense represent a ‘‘free theory’’. They contain all
dependence on ξ , and so must be treated exactly. The third term in (3) is the original cubic interaction, controlled by the
usual small coupling e or, at the level of cross-sections and probabilities,4 α; it is to be treated in perturbation theory as
normal. Treating the terms as such, we immediately obtain the position space Feynman rules shown in Fig. 3; propagators
are given by inverting the quadratic terms, interactions by the cubic term. The only difference to the usual position space
rules of QED is therefore that the ‘‘dressed’’ fermion propagator S is the inverse of the Dirac operator in the background
A, (

i/D − m
)
S(x, y) = iδ4(x − y) , (4)

and is in general a complicated function of two spacetime arguments (momentum not being conserved in the presence
of a background). The propagator S has an expansion in powers of the background, or strictly in powers of eA, which
corresponds directly to Feynman diagram expansion shown in Fig. 4. We will return to properties of this expansion in
Section 2.3. Correlation functions generated by the Feynman rules are converted into S-matrix elements by applying the
Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann (LSZ) reduction formula to the external propagators, turning them into asymptotic
particle wavefunctions (which are solutions of the Dirac equation in the background A).

To investigate the Furry expansion and the implied physics in more detail, we next need to consider the background
field invariants

S := −
1
4
FµνFµν

=
1
2
(E2

− B2) , P := −
1
4
FµνF̃µν

= E · B , (5)

in which5 Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. If P = 0 and S > 0 we can go to a frame where there is only an electric field. If P ̸= 0
we can go to a frame in which there are both electric and magnetic fields, and they are parallel. In both cases there is a
nonzero probability for the field to spontaneously produce (with or without the presence of any other probe particles)
electron–positron pairs; in the case of a constant, or slowly varying, electric field for which it was originally studied, this
is the Schwinger effect [17,120], to which we turn now.

3 Scattering in an on-shell background is equivalent to scattering in vacuum but with the same coherent state of photons in the initial and final
asymptotic states, which is a more complete way of introducing the background. The fact that these coherent pieces are the same is the statement
that we neglect depletion of the field, see Section 10.7.
4 We write α as shorthand for α(m2), renormalised at the electron mass scale.
5 Note that a common alternative notation is to write these invariants as F and G respectively.
8
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.2. The Schwinger effect

The Feynman rules receive additional contributions when the field is capable of Schwinger pair production. To illustrate
for details see the book [121,122]), consider the three-point correlation function of the fields Aµ, ψ and ψ̄ , starting from
he path integral and the Lagrangian (3):∫

DADψ Dψ̄ exp
(
i
∫

d4xL
)
ψ̄ψAµ . (6)

his correlation function contributes to the amplitudes for e.g. γ → e+e− in the presence of a background field (‘nonlinear
reit Wheeler’) and e → eγ (‘nonlinear Compton scattering’), both to be discussed in Section 3. Consider the leading order
urry picture expansion of this correlator; we expand (6) to first order in e, which means expanding in powers of the final,
nteraction, term in (3), containing the dynamical photon field A (while the strong field coupling eA ∼ ξ is treated exactly).
his gives

(6) =

∫
DADψ Dψ̄ exp

(
i
∫

d4x
{
−

1
4
F 2

+ ψ̄(i/D − m)ψ
})[

−ie
∫

d4x ψ̄ /Aψ
]
ψ̄ψAµ + O(e2)

As for QED in vacuum, we perform the Gaussian integral, with replaces all possible pairs of fields with the propagators
in Fig. 3 (Wick contraction), interacting via the three-point vertex. The same integral also generates determinants of the
(gauge fixed) wave operator for Aµ, and of the Dirac operator in the background; the former gives the same irrelevant
prefactor as in vacuum, the latter requires further discussion so will be explicitly retained. Schematically, we have:

(6) = +O(e2) . (7)

long with the (expected) connected three-point diagram, we have a nonzero disconnected diagram; the right hand part
escribes an interaction between the external field and the fermions (which may contribute to scattering without emission
r, see below, Schwinger pair creation), while the left hand ‘tadpole’ part cannot (despite old claims to the contrary) in
eneral be normal-ordered away as in vacuum, since it describes the physical process of photon absorption or vacuum
mission by the background [123–126], see Section 7.
A second difference compared to vacuum calculations is the contribution of the determinant of the Dirac operator in

he background, which multiplies all diagrams. This is the bubble diagram

ln det(i/D − m) = (8)

which defines the famous one-loop Heisenberg–Euler effective action Γ 1-loop
HE via det(i/D − m) = exp

{
iΓ 1-loop

HE

}
, see below

and Section 7. This diagram, along with other bubbles generated at higher orders in e, no longer contributes simply a
phase which can be divided out, as happens in the absence of background fields. Rather the bubble diagrams contain
nontrivial physics, and the determinant is the leading order probability amplitude for the process in which one begins
in vacuum in the asymptotic past, turns on the field (without any probe photon or other particle), turns it off, and asks
whether the system is still in vacuum in the asymptotic future. This is the so-called vacuum persistence amplitude

⟨ 0; out | 0; in⟩ =

∫
DA
∫

Dψ
∫

Dψ̄ ei
∫
d4xL

= det(i/D − m) + O(e2) . (9)

Mod-squared, it gives a vacuum persistence probability6 which is in general less than one precisely because pairs may be
produced. The possibility of pair creation was first pointed out by Sauter in 1931 [19] as a resolution to the Klein paradox
in relativistic quantum mechanics [127]. Sauter’s idea was extended to QED by Schwinger in 1951 [17]. Using the proper
time method, Schwinger explicitly computed the vacuum persistence probability in a constant electric field in terms of
the one-loop Heisenberg–Euler effective action as |⟨0; out|0; in⟩|

2
= exp{−2 ImΓ

1-loop
HE }, with the imaginary part given by

2 ImΓ
1-loop
HE = V

∑
r

∫
d3p

1
(2π )3

∞∑
n=1

1
n
exp

[
−nπ

m2
+ p2

⊥

eE

]
= 2VT

(eE)2

(2π )3

∞∑
n=1

1
n2 exp

[
−nπ

m2

eE

]
, (10)

where
∑

r indicates a spin sum and VT is the spacetime volume. The vacuum persistence probability is precisely equal to
one minus the total probability of creating pairs. The corresponding ‘vacuum decay rate’ is 2 ImΓ

1-loop
HE /T . The Schwinger

effect is of particular interest because it exhibits non-perturbative physics — this is made explicit by (10), where expanding
the exponential in powers of e yields zero to every and all orders of perturbation theory.

6 The terms ‘vacuum persistence’ and ‘vacuum decay’ are very commonly used, but perhaps not the most accurate, as there is a field present, so
we are not in vacuum.
9
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The number of created pairs was first computed by Nikishov [128]. By solving the Dirac equation in a constant electric
ield and using the Green function technique, the number of pairs N in the final (asymptotic) state was found to be

N = V
∑
r

∫
d3p

1
(2π )3

exp
[
−π

m2
+ p2

⊥

eE

]
= 2VT

(eE)2

(2π )3
exp

[
−π

m2

eE

]
. (11)

he number N is exponentially suppressed for weak fields E below the Schwinger field E ≲ ES = m2/e, while it grows
uadratically in the formal limit of E/ES → ∞. The number of created pairs (11) admits a simple physical interpretation
hat the Schwinger effect is driven by quantum tunnelling. This mechanism is analogous to the Landau–Zener effect in
aterials (see Section 8.6 for more about the condensed-matter analogue of the Schwinger effect). Namely, in the presence
f strong electric fields, there occurs a level crossing between the Dirac sea and the positive energy continuum. An electron
n the Dirac sea can then tunnel into the positive energy continuum, leaving behind a ‘hole’ in the Dirac sea, which is
positron, and thereby a pair creation occurs. The tunnelling probability can be estimated via WKB as an exponential
f an integral of the potential barrier over the classically forbidden region. This roughly equals to a product between
eight (∼2m) and length (∼2m/eE) of the barrier, which reproduces the exponent (11). The formulas (10) and (11) can
e extended to charged particles with general spin statistics, other than electrons; see [129–131], and see [132] for the
chwinger effect in de Sitter space as a model for false vacuum decay.
In the strong-field limit, a sizeable amount of pairs are created, and backreaction on the external field, as well as

nteractions among created pairs, becomes important; such effects have not been taken into account here or in the vacuum
ecay rate (10), but will be discussed in Sections 8 and 10. Note that the rate of pair creation in a constant field is given
y N/T , which is not the same as the rate of vacuum decay 2 ImΓ

1-loop
HE /T — these are different quantities [133]. One

rigin of this difference is the contribution of quantum correlations between created pairs [134,135]. These correlations
an be neglected in the weak field limit, where only the n = 1 term dominates the vacuum decay probability; in this
pproximation the vacuum decay rate and the pair creation rate coincide.
It can be challenging to derive exact results analogous to (10) and (11) in more realistic background fields. Here

he worldline instanton method, within the ‘first quantised’ approach to field theory, has proven particularly useful in
he calculation of effective actions and related quantities, see Sections 8 and 10, as well as the reviews [97,136] and
eferences therein. However, using the ‘locally constant field approximation’ (Sections 5 and 8) one can generate a simple
ormula which extends the constant-field result (11) to arbitrary (but sufficiently slowly varying) background fields. It
as been argued that this is sufficient for estimating the pair yield in the Schwinger effect for all-optical setups involving
ultiple, colliding laser pulses [20,137,138]. In such scenarios pre-exponential factors (essentially volumetric effects) in

he Schwinger formula can compensate for the extreme smallness of the exponential factor, suggesting the possibility of
bserving the Schwinger effect even with fields of strength below the Schwinger field [20,137].
Returning now to (7), a general scattering process in a background may be accompanied by the spontaneous or

timulated production of any number of pairs. We observe that in such processes, the presence of nontrivial disconnected
iagrams invalidates the equivalence between counting numbers of loops and counting powers of α, see [118] and
ection 7. In (7), for example, there are both one-loop and tree-level contributions at leading order. Due to such the
ontributions the number of diagrams contributing to any process will grow rapidly as one goes to higher orders in the
urry expansion, making calculations of exclusive processes daunting7; as we will review in Section 8 it is simpler, and

physically motivated, to consider inclusive observables. However, for the backgrounds to be discussed in the initial part
of this review, we can neglect the Schwinger effect, either because no such process is possible, or because it is extremely
unlikely. In this case, the only contribution to (7) is the expected connected diagram, and the vacuum persistence factor
is well-approximated by unity.

2.3. Plane wave backgrounds

The practical use of the Furry expansion rests on being able to invert the Dirac operator either exactly, or approximately
but without treating ξ perturbatively. We review here an important case for which this is possible, namely plane waves.
Other cases, both exact and approximate, are discussed in Section 10.

Let nµ be a lightlike vector, n2
= 0, and ϵ jµ (j = 1, 2) the two independent spacelike vectors transverse to nµ, so

i
· ϵ j = −δij and n · ϵ j = 0. A general plane wave, obeying Maxwell’s equations in vacuum, is then

Fµν = Ej(n · x)
(
nµϵ jν − ϵ jµnν

)
, (12)

n which the two arbitrary functions Ej are the electric field components of the wave. The electric and magnetic fields
re of equal magnitude and orthogonal, hence the invariants (5) vanish, which defines a ‘null’ field. We say that Fµν is
function of ‘lightfront time’ n · x [139]. Unless otherwise stated, our focus is on the physical situation that the Ej are

sandwich’ fields that vanish asymptotically, either through adiabatic switching or compact support; such ‘sandwich’ fields
hen admit good scattering boundary conditions.

7 We mention, to avoid confusion, that it is common to define ‘relative’ correlation functions as those in which the vacuum persistence
amplitude/determinant factor is divided out, see e.g. [122]. This may help to simplify expressions, but it is important to remember that this factor
is part of physical probabilities, and must ultimately be retained.
10
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Fig. 5. A pulse of light moving in the negative z-direction, modelled as a plane wave of finite duration, is shown as the red region. The plane wave
s homogeneous and infinitely extended in the transverse directions (not shown). All massive particles, see the blue tracks, enter and leave the wave
t the same lightfront times x+

1 and x+

2 respectively, though these can correspond to different t and z.
ource: Figure taken from [102].

Starting from (12), a given plane wave is more conveniently represented as follows. Let ω be a characteristic frequency
scale of the wave,8 and define kµ = ωnµ and ϕ = k · x. Writing a prime for a ϕ derivative, we package the fields and the
electron charge into the four-vector aµ defined by

a′

µ(ϕ) = eEj(ϕ)ϵ jµ , and aµ(−∞) = 0 . (13)

As such aµ(ϕ) has the interpretation of the work done by the field on a particle of charge e, up to lightfront time φ [140].
Then we have

eFµν(x) = kµa′

ν(ϕ) − a′

µ(ϕ)kν . (14)

2.3.1. A primer on lightfront coordinates
It may help to visualise the physical setup by choosing explicit coordinates, which we can always do such that

nµ = (1, 0, 0, 1) and so nµxµ = t + z, while (ϵ1µx
µ, ϵ2µx

µ) = (x, y). The field (12) is then a pulse of light of finite
extent moving down the z-axis. The electric and magnetic fields polarisations lie in the x − y plane. It is quite natural to
parameterise physical processes in plane wave backgrounds by lightfront time because, as illustrated in Fig. 5, ‘sandwich’
fields then admit good scattering boundary conditions and all massive particles enter and leave the background at (the
same) finite lightfront times. From the above choice, we define the ‘‘lightfront coordinates’’ which are used throughout
this review and for all four-vectors vµ (including position and momentum) by:

v±
= v0 ± v3 , v± =

1
2
v∓

=
1
2
(v0 ± v3) , v⊥

= (v1, v2) , v⊥ = −v⊥ , (15)

in which all the signs are dictated by our ‘mostly-minus’ metric. x⊥ are referred to as the transverse coordinates while x−

is the longitudinal position. The momentum component p+
= 2p− is referred to as the longitudinal lightfront momentum,

with either ‘longitudinal’ or ‘lightfront’ frequently dropped when the context is clear. As will be discussed below, total
p+ is conserved in any scattering process on a plane wave background; p3 is not conserved, nor is it a natural variable in
plane wave or lightfront contexts, hence it never appears (and should not be confused with the longitudinal momentum,
even though the plane wave, seen as a pulse of light, travels in the negative z-direction).

It is also common to use the ‘⊥’ label in summation convention, so that a repeated ⊥ is an instruction to sum over the
transverse indices, i.e. p⊥q⊥

= p1q1 + p2q2. Using this, the scalar product of two vectors is x · y =
1
2x

+y−
+

1
2x

−y+
− x⊥y⊥

nd the mass-shell condition is thus p2 = p+p−
− p⊥p⊥

= m2. The transverse coordinates are sometimes set in bold as
-vectors, so p ·q = p⊥q⊥

= p1q1 +p2q2. For more on lightfront coordinates and lightfront field theory see [139,141,142].

.3.2. Classical dynamics
It is useful to consider the classical dynamics of a charged particle incident on (14); the orbit xµ of the particle is

etermined by the Lorentz force equation,

π̇µ(τ ) =
e
m

Fµν(x(τ ))π ν(τ ) , (16)

8 The reader is encouraged to check that all observables are formally independent of this arbitrary choice, as follows from the scale invariance of
lane waves. Of course, any particular plane wave will come with some characteristic frequency/length scale which can appear in observables. It is
hen natural to use this scale to define ω in order to e.g. estimate the size of relevant parameters and effects.
11
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n which τ is proper time and πµ = mẋµ is the kinetic (i.e. on-shell, physical) momentum. The solution may be
arametrised in terms of lightfront time as

πµp (ϕ) = pµ − aµ(ϕ) +
2p · a(ϕ) − a2(ϕ)

2k · p
kµ , (17)

n which pµ is the initial momentum before entering the background. Integrating with respect to dϕ/(k · p) yields the
rbit itself, for an analysis of which using Frenet–Serret theory see [55]. To illustrate the benefit of lightfront coordinates
he reader is invited to attempt to explicitly parameterise the momentum and orbit in terms of t rather than x+.

We note from (17) that only one component of kinematic momentum, n ·πp = n · p = p+ is conserved. However, both
this longitudinal component and the transverse components of canonical momentum Pµ = π

µ
p (ϕ) + aµ, are conserved;

hese three conserved quantities make particle motion in plane waves integrable (see also Section 10). The momentum
17) obeys a ‘velocity memory effect’ [140,143,144]; that is, the final momentum π

µ
p (∞) can differ from the initial

omentum π
µ
p (−∞) ≡ pµ, and the particle retains a memory of its interaction with the wave: this is due simply to

he fact that even when the electromagnetic fields turn off, aµ becomes an, in general nonzero, constant a∞
µ := aµ(∞). It

s therefore limiting to impose that aµ(∞) = 0 from the outset, as is sometimes done. Whether or not ‘real’ laser fields
ave aµ(∞) ̸= 0 (sometimes called a DC component) is long-debated but irrelevant here; real lasers are not plane waves.
ncluding aµ(∞) allows one to access simple models of vacuum acceleration and velocity memory effects which are of
nterest beyond strong field QED: the analogous gravitational memory effect has, for example, received attention as a
ossible detection mechanism for gravitational waves [145], there is a related colour-memory effect in Yang–Mills [146],
nd the connection between the memory effect, infra-red behaviour and gauge dependence in QED is explored in [147].
emory effects are one corner of the ‘infra-red triangle’, which in recent years has revealed deep and fundamental
tructures in gauge theory and gravity [148].

.3.3. Quantum dynamics
With this we turn to the quantum theory. Observe that the classical ‘work done’ aµ(ϕ) is a candidate gauge potential

or the plane wave. We adopt this choice of potential from here on. It has the benefit of making the physics manifest, as
i) it relates the potential to a known classical quantity, the integral of the electric field, and (ii) it leads to the explicit
resence of the classical momentum πµ in scattering amplitudes, which aids interpretation.9
We now write down the fermion propagator in a background plane wave:

S(x, y) = i
∫

d4p
(2π )4

(
1 +

/k/a(k · x)
2k · p

)
/p + m

p2 − m2 + i0

(
1 +

/a(k · y)/k
2k · p

)
e−ip·(x−y)−i

∫ k·x
k·y dφ 2a(φ)·p−a2(φ)

2k·p . (18)

From this ‘‘Volkov’’ [150] wavefunctions representing external legs in scattering amplitudes are handed out unambigu-
ously by LSZ reduction of (18). The wavefunction for an incoming electron of initial momentum pµ is, with up the usual
free electron spinor,

ψp(x) =

(
1 +

/k/a(ϕ)
2k · p

)
upe

−ip·x−i
∫ ϕ
−∞

dφ 2a(φ)·p−a2(φ)
2k·p , (19)

nd that for a positron is

ψ̄ (+)
p (x) = v̄p

(
1 +

/k/a(ϕ)
2k · p

)
e−ip·x−i

∫ ϕ
−∞

dφ −2a(φ)·p−a2(φ)
2k·p , (20)

ith vp the free positron spinor. For outgoing states we should account for the memory effect. Define δaµ = aµ − aµ(∞),
hen an outgoing electron with momentum p is described by10 (note the integral limits) [31,140]

ψ̄p(x) = ūp

(
1 +

δ/a(ϕ)/k
2k · p

)
ei(p+a(∞))·x+i

∫ ϕ
∞

dφ 2δa(φ)·p−δa2(φ)
2k·p . (21)

or fields such that aµ(∞) = 0 there is no memory effect, δaµ = aµ, and so incoming and outgoing wavefunctions are
elated simply by conjugation (up to an irrelevant phase).

Note that LSZ automatically generates the correct scattering boundary conditions; the in/out wavefunctions reduce to
ree wavefunctions in the ϕ → −∞ and ϕ → +∞ limits respectively. The Volkov wavefunctions are, as is easily checked,
olutions of the Dirac equation in the background plane wave, which is how they are usually introduced. They are trivially
ormalised at equal lightfront time [151]. Despite claims in the literature, there are no non-Volkov solutions to the Dirac
quation in a plane wave background; they are a complete set, which is again trivial to show at any lightfront time. (The
istinction between x+ and t becomes more acute in the quantum theory; as is clear from Fig. 5 there is no sense in

9 For the special case of 1 to 1 scattering of a particle of momentum pµ , the gauge A · p = 0 also presents simplifications [149].
10 It is possible to rewrite the outgoing solutions, expressing them in terms of the kinematic momentum πµ in the asymptotic future, for a particle
of momentum pµ in the asymptotic past. In this representation, which is used for some of the formulae in Section 4, the explicit dependence on

is absorbed into π .
∞

12
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hich states at fixed t can be set up as free states, as they always interact with the background.) Wavepackets of Volkov
tates are easily constructed and analysed in scattering processes, see [102,151–153].
Being null, a plane wave background is not capable of Schwinger pair production, and the Volkov wavefunctions are

ingle particle wavefunctions. The exponents appearing therein are the classical Hamilton–Jacobi action, and reproduce
he time-dependent classical momentum πµ via ei...Dµe−i...

= πµ, in which the exponentials are those in (19)–(21). While
he background can clearly change the momentum of a particle, the situation with spin is different. The spin structure in
he Volkov solutions (and observables calculated from them) is often approached from a semi-classical perspective, which
eads to discussions of e.g. the appropriate spin operator, the behaviour of the classical spin vector, and so on. A quantum
pproach, on the other hand, shows directly that the physics can be made very simple in a plane wave.
Given the central dependence of quantities on lightfront time, a natural basis of fermion states is that of definite

ightfront helicity. These states have the property that the helicity is equal to the expectation value of the spin in the
-direction (so ±1), in all Lorentz frames, so that we may talk of spin and helicity interchangeably [154]. With this choice
f free spinors, the spinor structure in (19) can be shown to obey(

1 +
/k/a(ϕ)
2k · p

)
up = uπp(ϕ) , (22)

hich is not notation — the Volkov spinor (22) is identically equal to a free spinor carrying the on-shell, time-dependent
omentum πµ, so /πuπ = muπ . In particular, the (suppressed) spin/helicity label is unaffected and a basis of Volkov

spinors (22) is obtained simply by replacing pµ with πµ component-wise in the free spinor basis (for the construction of
which see e.g. [155]). What this means physically is that propagation through a plane wave cannot change the quantum
spin state of an electron [155]. (See also [156] for a demonstration of this in SUSY theories, using the spinor-helicity
formalism.) The emission or absorption of photons, and loop effects, can all however flip the spin, as will be discussed in
Sections 3 and 4.

The field-dependent structure in (22) therefore accounts simply for the fact that the covariant spin vector Σµ must
rotate to maintain orthogonality with the time-dependent particle momentum11 πµ, so π ·Σ = 0. This, together with the
fact that the Volkov exponent is the classical Hamilton–Jacobi action, underlines the result that the Volkov wavefunctions
are semiclassical-exact. For representations of the Volkov solutions designed to make this explicit, including investigation
of other spin bases, see [158,159].

In the next section of this review we will consider S-matrix elements of Volkov solutions, photons, and their associated
propagators in detail, analysing both their formal properties and the phenomenology they lead to. We will see that, just
like in the classical theory, three components of canonical momentum are conserved at each interaction vertex. The loss
of just one momentum conservation law is enough, however, to lead to significant increases in complexity even in, say,
three and four point tree level amplitudes.

Before moving on, though, we comment briefly on large-distance, infra-red, behaviour of scattering in plane wave
backgrounds, as it is related to ideas we have already met. Consider a situation in which the background electromagnetic
fields Fµν do not switch off asymptotically. In some such cases, observables can be defined as limits of those in sandwich
waves, but in other cases not. Amplitudes in a monochromatic (hence exactly periodic) background, for example, can be
recovered from those in ‘wavetrain’ backgrounds containing a finite number of cycles, in the limit where the number
of cycles is taken to infinity [160–162]. (Working directly in the monochromatic limit allows for alternative physical
interpretations, see e.g. [163–167] for continuing investigations.) On the other hand, amplitudes in ‘constant crossed fields’
(CCF), meaning Ej constant in (12), are not recovered as the long-pulse limit of fields which are nonzero and constant for
a finite time [140]; the latter exhibit the well-known logarithmic infra-red behaviour of QED, whereas the CCF misses all
such effects and incorrectly implies that there is only an integrable singularity in the IR.

3. First-order processes

We now consider the first specific class of quantum electrodynamical interactions of particles in a strong plane-wave
background field: those that are of first order in the Furry expansion, Eq. (3), in a plane-wave background. By ‘first
order’, in this section, we specifically refer to tree-level processes with a single (dressed) interaction vertex, where all
asymptotic in and out states are on their respective mass shells, i.e. they describe real incoming and outgoing particles.
Their S-matrix elements can be given as S(1) = ⟨out|Ŝ(1)[A]|in⟩, where Ŝ(1)[A] = −ie

∫
d4x : ψ̄ /Aψ : and all operators are

in the Furry picture, as described in Section 2.1, and normal ordered (as indicated by ::). (For applications of worldline
methods to scattering in plane wave backgrounds see [168–170].) For a discussion of first order processes in other ‘simple’
backgrounds (such as constant magnetic fields relevant for astrophysics) we refer to [114] and references therein.

Staying within proper QED in a plane-wave background, there is a total for four distinct first-order processes, consisting
of the interaction of two ‘dressed’ fermion lines, represented by the Volkov states, Eqs. (19)–(21) and one ordinary photon
line. Nonlinear Compton scattering (NLC, e → eγ , Section 3.2) and nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair production (NBW,

11 Compare with a semi-classical approach using the Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi (BMT) equation [157] without contribution from the anomalous
magnetic moment; the solution of this equation in a plane wave describes exactly the precession of Σµ needed to maintain π ·Σ = 0, though the
spin state is in fact not changing.
13
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Fig. 6. Feynman diagrams for the four first-order processes (left to right): Nonlinear Compton, nonlinear Breit–Wheeler, photon absorption, and
one-photon pair annihilation.

γ → e+e−, Section 3.3) are both 1 → 2 first-order strong-field QED processes; pair annihilation (e+e−
→ γ ) and

hoton absorption (eγ → e, see Section 3.4) are their time-inverse 2 → 1 processes, see Fig. 6. The S-matrix elements for
hose processes are related by crossing symmetry. All those processes have in common that they are field induced in the
ense that their probabilities vanish in the absence of the background field A → 0, i.e. as ξ → 0. This is because in QED
without a background field the single vertex Feynman diagrams are kinematically forbidden for all particles on-shell.

The (formally calculated) probabilities P for the first order processes are not bounded. For instance, for ξ ≫ 1 the
nonlinear Compton scattering rates, R, have the well-known scaling behaviour [28,96]

R ∼

{
αχ , χ ≪ 1 ,

αχ2/3 , χ ≫ 1 .
(23)

Hence, the probability, which can be written as P ∼ RΦ for pulse phase length scale Φ , exceeds unity for sufficiently
long pulses Φ ≫ 1 and/or high intensity ξ ≫ 1 since χ ∝ ξ . This does not imply some inconsistency in strong-field QED,
but rather is one of its central features: P > 1 indicates that higher-order O(αn>1) (n-vertex) processes become important
in these cases. This means one has to calculate processes with higher multiplicity final states, as well as loop corrections.
However, the complete and exact evaluation of all higher-order terms of the Furry expansion within QED is not feasible
for most cases. Therefore, one has to find suitable approximations to calculate those terms. This will be the subject of
later sections in this review, see e.g. Sections 4–6.

In this section we aim at discussing experimentally observable signals for the most fundamental first-order processes.
In order to circumvent the issue of higher orders for now, we introduce the notion of a ‘thin target’, where the conditions
of the scattering are such that multi-vertex processes are strongly suppressed. This places a restriction on the background
field pulses being not too strong and/or not too long. In this case, the scattering probabilities one calculates by squaring the
first-order S-matrix are much smaller than unity and hence the corresponding spectra can—to a good approximation—be in
principle be directly observed in an experiment. If the target is not thin, the probability for higher-order n-vertex processes
are non-negligible. Nonetheless, the first order processes can often serve as building blocks to construct approximations
for higher order processes, as is discussed in detail for instance in Sections 4 and 6 of this review, or used as ingredients
for simulations (see Section 5 or the recent Review [65]). In this section the focus will be on observables, such as the
differential spectra for the final particles and their polarisation properties in the thin target regime.

3.1. General characterisation of 1 → 2 first order processes

As mentioned above, the one-vertex processes for all particles on-shell are forbidden kinematically due to four-
momentum conservation in vacuum. In the presence of a background plane wave these processes are allowed since
the particles can exchange momentum with the background. For nonlinear Compton scattering and nonlinear Breit–
Wheeler pair-creation the particles absorb momentum from the background, while for the 2 → 1 processes momentum
s deposited into the plane wave mode. Here we briefly discuss the general kinematics and properties of the 1 → 2
first order processes while maximally exploiting the lightfront symmetry of the problem. The discussion of the inverse
2 → 1 processes is deferred to Section 3.4. We write for the four-wavevector of the plane wave kµ = ω(1, 0, 0, 1),
i.e. k−

= 2k+ = 2ω is its only non-vanishing lightfront component, and the plane wave phase reads ϕ = k · x = ωx+

(cf. Eq. (15) for the adopted conventions for light-front variables). Lightfront momentum conservation at the vertex thus
provides three constraints

p+

in = p+

1 + p+

2 , p⊥

in = p⊥

1 + p⊥

2 , (24)

with p⊥
= (px, py).

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless and normalised momentum variables. By singling out ‘particle 1’ as the
one to be measured, we define the lightfront momentum transfer fraction s and normalised transverse momentum r⊥ as
follows:

s :=
p+

1
+

=
k · p1

, r⊥ :=
p⊥

1 . (25)

pin k · pin ms

14
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Fig. 7. Sketch of integration window defined by the interference phase θ around the average phase position φ for a probe charge propagating
hrough a laser pulse.

he other particle ‘2’ will be integrated out as will become apparent below. The physical ranges of those dimensionless
ariables are s ∈ (0, 1) and r⊥ ∈ R2. The exchange of P−-momentum between the particles and the background field
uring the interaction does not yield a fourth conservation law.
In a plane-wave background, one can formally write the S-matrix element for a first-order process using the

our-dimensional lightfront delta function δ(4)(tk − P) = 2δ(tk−
− P−)δ(P+)δ(2)(P⊥) = 2δ(tk−

− P−)δ(3)l.f .(P) as
follows:

S = −ie(2π )4
∫

dt
2π

δ(4)(tk − P) Mt , (26)

here Pµ = pµ1 + pµ2 − pµin, and the integral over t takes into account the non-conservation of P−-momentum. After
erforming the integration over dt , the amount of lightfront momentum exchange between the background field and the
articles is fixed by the kinematics, t → ν = ν(s, r⊥) = P−/k−. For fixed ν, one can formally write down four-momentum
onservation as pin + νk = p1 + p2. The amplitude M = Mt=ν is an integral over the laser phase ϕ and contains all
ependence on the properties of the laser pulse such as its pulse duration, shape and polarisation etc., as well as the spin
nd polarisation properties of the involved particles in the in and out states. The specific form of M for each of the first
rder processes will be discussed below. The phase-space integrated probability for the process under consideration is
hen given by

P =
1

2p+

in

∫
dp̃1 dp̃2 |S|2 , (27)

here the Lorentz-invariant on-shell phase space element in lightfront coordinates is

dp̃ =
dp+d2p⊥

(2π )32p+
. (28)

The conservation of three lightfront momentum components in Eq. (24) allows one to completely integrate out the
momentum p2.12 Employing (25), the triple differential probability for the 1 → 2 processes can be expressed as

d3P

ds d2r⊥
=

α

16π2m2η2

s
1 − s

|M|
2 , (29)

ith fine structure constant α = e2/4π , and quantum energy parameter η = pin ·k/m2. The squared amplitude is a double
ntegral over the phases of M and the complex conjugate, |M|

2
=
∫
dϕ dϕ′M(ϕ)M∗(ϕ′), which is often conveniently

xpressed in terms of:

φ =
ϕ + ϕ′

2
, θ = ϕ − ϕ′ , (30)

here φ is the average phase and the phase difference θ is also called the ‘interference phase’. The relations between
hese variables are sketched in Fig. 7.

In order to make contact between strong-field QED and perturbative QED calculations a cross section can be defined by
ividing the probability by the flux of laser photons per transverse area, σ = P/N⊥, where N⊥ = ω−2

∫
∞

−∞
dϕT 00(ϕ) where

µν is the energy momentum tensor of the plane-wave background field. For an infinitely long plane wave N⊥ contains
n infinite phase length (‘volume factor’) that cancels the corresponding factor in P, rendering σ finite. For instance, one
an show that one obtains the Klein–Nishina cross section in the limit ξ → 0 of the nonlinear Compton scattering cross
ection. However, due to the nonlinearity of the strong-field QED interaction, this ‘cross section’ still depends explicitly
n the value of ξ in general. Hence, this concept is of limited utility in strong fields.

12 Volume factors can be formally treated by the normalisation δ(3)l.f .(0) = 1/(2π )3 . Alternatively this can be done introducing wavepackets for the
nitial states [152].
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.2. Nonlinear Compton scattering

Nonlinear Compton scattering (NLC) is given by the reaction e(p) → e(q) γ (ℓ), where the particles’ four-momenta are
iven in brackets, see Fig. 6. The corresponding scattering amplitude reads

M =

∫
dϕ ūπq/ϵ

∗uπp eiΨ (ϕ) (31)

here the dynamic phase Ψ =
∫ ϕ
ϕ0

dϕ′ Ψ ′(ϕ′) with

Ψ ′(ϕ) =
ℓ · πp(ϕ)

k · q
=

s
2η(1 − s)

⎡⎣1 +

(
r⊥ −

π⊥
p (ϕ)

m

)2
⎤⎦ . (32)

The emitted photon frequency ω′
= ℓ0 can be expressed as

ω′(ν) =
νk · p

(p + νk) · υ
, (33)

ith υµ = ℓµ/ℓ0, ν = ℓ · p/k · q =
s

2η(1−s) (1 + ρ2
⊥
) and ρ⊥ = r⊥ − p⊥/m, thus s =

2νη
1+2νη+ρ2

⊥

. The normalised transverse

momentum is a function of the emission angles (ϑ,ϖ ): (rx, ry) =
p+

2m (cosϖ, sinϖ ) tan ϑ
2 , which is approximated for

≪ 1 and p+
≫ m as r j ≈ γϑj [171], where γ is the initial electron Lorentz factor.

The differential photon emission probability follows by evaluating Eq. (29), which is the completely polarisation
resolved probability (see also Section 3.2.7). In order to acquire the unpolarised probability one has to sum over all
polarisation states of the final particles and average over the initial electron polarisation as usual in scattering calculations
in QFT. (However, the laser polarisation cannot be treated in a similar manner since the interaction with the background
is nonlinear.)

The total NLC probability can be calculated analytically by performing the momentum integrals before the phase
integrals [172]. This is based on the observation that the transverse momentum integrals d2r⊥ are Gaussian and hence
may be performed immediately. Specifying e.g. linear polarisation of the background, a⊥

= mξ (f (ϕ), 0), using the form
resented in Ref. [173], one obtains

P =
α

2πη

∫
dϕdϕ′

i(θ + i0+)

∫ 1

0
ds
(
1 −

ξ 2g(s)
2

θ2⟨f ′
⟩
2
)

exp
{
iuµθ
2η

}
, (34)

here f ′
= df /dϕ, u = s/(1 − s), and g(s) = 1 + su/2. The normalised Kibble mass µ is defined as

µ =
⟨πp⟩

2

m2 = 1 −
⟨a2⟩
m2 +

⟨a⟩2

m2 = 1 + ξ 2(⟨f 2⟩ − ⟨f ⟩2) , ⟨f ⟩ =
1
θ

φ+θ/2∫
φ−θ/2

f (t) dt , (35)

ith the floating phase average ⟨f ⟩ [30,37,174]. Note that the term with the ‘1’ in (34) needs to be regularised before
he phase integrals can be evaluated numerically [173]. The integral over lightfront momentum transfer fraction s can
lso be performed analytically, such that the total probability is expressed just as a double phase integral, with the
ntegrand containing trigonometric integrals with the argument µθ/2η [173]. The calculation of the expectation value
f the emitted photon four momentum ⟨ℓµ⟩ =

∫
ℓµdP gives rise to the definition of the so-called Gaunt factor as the

atio of emitted power in the quantum case of NLC compared to the classical emission. The Gaunt factor is often used
o phenomenologically introduce some quantum effects in classical radiation reaction calculations [175,176], see also
ection 6.3.

.2.1. Regularisation
For the numerical evaluation of Compton scattering spectra one often directly performs the phase integrals on the

mplitude level, for which it is convenient to expand M =
∑

j TjIj, with constant coefficients Tj = ūp′Γjup, where Γj
re products of Dirac-matrices and Ij are scalar phase integrals, see e.g. Refs. [177–180]. One of the phase integrals is an
ntegral over a pure phase, I0 =

∫
eiΨ dϕ, which requires a careful treatment. By explicitly writing out convergence factors

−0+
|ϕ| and integrating by parts [140,179,181–184] it is possible to separate field-free and field-dependent terms, and to

ake the amplitudes manifestly gauge invariant with no ambiguous boundary terms [147]. For Compton scattering we
pecifically have

I0 = 2πδ(ν) +
ν

ν + i0+

∫
dϕ ∆(ϕ) eiΨ , ∆(ϕ) = 1 −

ℓ · πp(ϕ)
ℓ · p

. (36)

he second term is the regularised, explicitly background-field dependent part of integral I0, where it can be seen that
→ 0 as ξ → 0. The first term, ∝ δ(ν), is associated to the background-field independent part of the amplitude [147].
16
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ere it has support at vanishing lightfront momentum exchange with the background and is thus kinematically forbidden.
ence, this term has no physical significance for calculations of the spectrum of NLC (it would correspond to the emission
f zero-frequency photons) [181,185]. Nonetheless, such terms are relevant for higher-order processes [147]. For instance,
t was pointed out in Ref. [186] that those terms are significant for obtaining the correct weak-field (perturbative QED)
imit of trident pair production.

.2.2. Infinite monochromatic plane waves
The majority of recent developments in NLC have been investigating laser pulses with finite duration. However, in

rder to better understand short pulse effects, let us briefly consider, for later comparison, the case of infinitely long
monochromatic) plane waves, see for instance Refs. [96,99,100,187] for details. The essential quantity to analyse is
·πp(ϕ) ∝ Ψ ′ in the phase of M, which contains both oscillating and constant terms. The oscillating parts of the dynamic
hase Ψ can be treated by means of the Jacobi–Anger expansion [188],

e−iα sinϕ
=

∞∑
n=−∞

Jn(α) e−inϕ , (37)

hich is used to separate the Fourier components of the amplitude. This turnsM into a sum over harmonicsM =
∑

n Mn.
he nth Fourier component of the amplitude is often referred to in the literature as the net absorption of n photons from
he background field. The constant term in Ψ ′—its Fourier zero-mode—can be understood in terms of the cycle-averaged
lectron momentum, also called the quasi-momentum,

πµp =
1
2π

π∫
−π

dϕ πµp (ϕ) = pµ + U kµ , (38)

here13 U = ξ 2/4η. The transfer of P−-lightfront momentum between the particles and the background field becomes
iscrete, ν → νn = n−β with β = U ℓ·k

q·k =
ξ2u
4η and u = s/(1− s), but νn is not integer. The ξ 2-dependent term stemming

from the ‘ponderomotive potential’ U is responsible for an intensity-dependent red-shift of the discrete photon frequencies
ω′

n = ω′(νn) [28,187].

3.2.3. Pulse shape and interference effects
We now consider the case of pulsed plane waves with an envelope ψ(ϕ) of finite duration. For instance the vector

otential a⊥
= mξψ(ϕ)(cosϕ, 0) specifies a linearly polarised background. It is convenient to demand that max|ψ | = 1.

ften used pulse envelopes include hyperbolic secants, ψ(ϕ) = 1/ cosh(ϕ/Φ) [181–183,189], Gaussians [162,181,182],
sinK envelopes with compact support [153,160,161,190], multi-parameter profiles [182,191,192], and simple flat-top
profiles with constant amplitude [161,162]. For pulses with a non-constant amplitude the differential NLC probability
acquires rich structures due to interference effects [179,181–183,189,193–199], see for instance Fig. 9(a). Most of the
interesting features due to finite pulses have been found in the intermediate intensity regime ξ ∼ 1 as will be described
in the following.

From the stationary phase condition of the scattering amplitude, Ψ ′(ϕ⋆) = 0, we get (r⊥−π⊥(ϕ⋆)/m)2 = −1. This shows
that the location of the stationary points is determined by the classical transverse kinetic momentum π⊥

= p⊥
− a⊥. The

tationary points ϕ⋆ have an imaginary part, and if this is large, the amplitude becomes exponentially suppressed [183]. For
n oscillatory background field, one usually finds more than one relevant stationary point, which implies that photons with
he same momentum can be emitted at different laser phases. Hence, the observed spectra can be seen as the interference
attern due to the interference of multiple paths with the same final state.
For multi-cycle pulses, Φ ≫ 1, one can separate the contributions to the phase Ψ due to the fast carrier-wave

scillation and the slow change of the pulse envelope by discarding small terms O(1/Φ) [193]. To this end, one defines the
ycle average as in (38) over the floating interval [ϕ−π, ϕ+π ] [193]. Now the quasimomentum and the ponderomotive
otential are not constant (as the were for infinitely long plane waves) but instead change on the slow time scale of
he pulse envelope ψ(ϕ) by U → Uψ2(ϕ). This has profound consequences for the spectra as we discuss below. For the
scillating parts of Ψ one can employ the slowly varying envelope approximation, by performing an integration by parts,
.g. ∫

dϕ ψ(ϕ) cosϕ = ψ(ϕ) sinϕ −

∫
dϕ

dψ(ϕ)
dϕ

sinϕ (39)

nd dropping the second term, since derivatives of the pulse envelope are O(1/Φ) ≪ 1. It is now possible to apply the
acobi–Anger expansion, Eq. (37), to the fast oscillating parts of the non-linear phase eiΨ . This amounts to a Fourier series
xpansion over the floating interval [ϕ−π, ϕ+π ] [193]. The Fourier coefficients here depend on ϕ on the slow timescale

13 Note that the explicit result of the cycle average is a2
⊥

= m2ξ 2/2 for linearly polarised pulses a⊥
= mξ (cosϕ, 0). For circular polarisation,

a⊥
= mξ (cosϕ, sinϕ), one has to make the replacement ξ 2/2 → ξ 2 .
17
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Fig. 8. Nonlinear Compton spectrum for ξ = 1 and r⊥ = (0.5, 0). The coloured shaded regions depict the spectral range due to ponderomotive
roadening (ii), which are overlapping here for n ≥ 3. The harmonic peaks itself exceed the coloured regions due to the laser bandwidth (i), and
he substructure is due to interference effects (iii).

f the envelope, e.g. α → αψ(ϕ) in Eq. (37). Thus, the arguments of the Bessel functions become phase dependent,
n[αψ(ϕ)], but only on the slow envelope time scale. The Jacobi–Anger expansion again transforms the amplitude into
sum over ‘harmonics’, but in contrast to the infinite plane waves case those harmonics are much more complex in a
ulse due to an interplay between the frequency bandwidth associated to the finite duration and nonlinear effects. The
hree main contributions to the harmonic line shape can be identified in the case of multi-cycle pulses as (i) the laser
andwidth, (ii) ponderomotive broadening and (iii) interference effects, as will be discussed in the following, see also
ig. 8.
(i) The laser bandwidth contributes to the linewidth of the harmonics. Its contribution is inversely proportional to

he pulse duration ∝ 1/Φ and hence becomes dominant for very short pulses. For weak fields ξ 2 ≪ 1 this is the main
ontribution to the harmonic bandwidth. The shape of the nth harmonic line in the perturbative limit is given by the
ourier transform of the nth power of the laser pulse envelope ψ . If this were the only effect, one would expect the
armonics in a pulse to converge to narrow lines for long pulses also for ξ ≳ 1. But this is not the case due to a another
ffect: ponderomotive broadening.
(ii) The ponderomotive broadening effect occurs because the ponderomotive potential U is not constant in a pulse,

ut instead continuously shifts as the electron travels through the pulse with envelope ψ(ϕ). This yields a contribution
o the phase according to β

∫
dϕ ψ2(ϕ), where β was defined below Eq. (38). The harmonics in a pulsed plane wave

ave spectral support not only on a delta-comb as they have in the infinite plane wave case. Barring the bandwidth, their
pectral support is determined by the existence of real stationary points of the phases of the nth harmonic amplitude

0 = n − ν − β ψ2(ϕ) = n −
s

2η(1 − s)

(
1 + ρ2

⊥
+
ξ 2

2
ψ2(ϕ)

)
. (40)

hus, in a pulse the nth harmonic has support between the nonlinearly red-shifted nth infinite plane wave harmonic and
he linear nth harmonic since the envelope ξψ(ϕ) → 0 as ϕ → ±∞, see the coloured ranges in Fig. 8. As was pointed
ut in Ref. [200], ponderomotive broadening is a nonlinear effect that does not necessarily require strong fields ξ ≳ 1.
he effect could be observed also for ξ ≪ 1 if the laser bandwidth is small enough such that ξ 2 ≳ 1/Φ .
(iii) The interference of emission from different parts of the pulse evokes an oscillatory structure in each harmonic

ith multiple sub-peaks. For a simple pulse with a single peak, the same ponderomotive red-shift occurs twice: once
t the rising slope of the pulse and again in the falling slope. The sub-peak multiplicity is determined by the value of
he total ponderomotive phase shift, ∼ β

∫
∞

−∞
dϕ ψ2(ϕ) ∼

ξ2νΦ

1+ρ2
⊥

, divided by 2π . It also remains an open question to
nvestigate under which circumstances the fine structures in the spectra can be observed experimentally. For instance, by
onsidering the scattering of electron wavepackets [152,153] (i.e. including electron momentum spread), it was shown
hat these features are partly or even completely washed out [153], see also [185,201] for similar effects due to laser
ocusing. Note that in the local monochromatic approximation (LMA, see Section 5.2) only the ponderomotive broadening
ffect (ii) is described properly, the other two can be considered to be effects that are non-local over length scales longer
han the wavelength of the central carrier frequency.

Due to the ponderomotive broadening in a pulsed field, the individual NLC harmonics are usually distinguishable
nly for relatively small ξ . For ξ ≫ 1 the ponderomotive broadening typically becomes larger than the inter-harmonic
eparation, sξ2

4η(1−s) > 1. In case the harmonics overlap, the differential NLC spectrum appears as a broad continuum with
omplex peak structure, where |M|

2
=
∑

n,n′ M∗
nMn′ contains interference between different harmonics [94,202]. While

contributions from n′
̸= n can be important for differential spectra, they cease to be important for very long pulses and do

not affect the total probabilities because the interference averages out by virtue of a finite detector resolution [193,202].
18
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While for infinite plane waves analytic results for the NLC probability are well known [96,187], for finite duration
aser pulses completely analytical expressions are rare. Explicit expressions for circularly polarised flat-top pulses were
iscussed recently in [161]. Finite duration pulses with non-flat-top break the symmetry in the longitudinal direction,
aking the phase integration more difficult. In that case closed form analytic results can only be expected in a few rare
ases in terms of special functions. Using classical electrodynamics, Ref. [203] found an analytic expression for the on-
xis spectrum for a circularly polarised hyperbolic secant pulse g = 1/ cosh(ϕ/Φ) in terms of degenerate (confluent)

hypergeometric functions. More general analytic results for arbitrary scattering angles and a wider range of pulse envelope
functions ψ were obtained in Ref. [189].

Interference effects also play an important role in the scattering of multiple laser pulses or pulse trains [197,198,204–
206]. The differential NLC probability in two identical pulses is dP/dsdr⊥|2 pulses = 2(1 + cosφf )dP/dsdr⊥|1 pulse, were the
interference phase φf = ν∆ + const . depends linearly on the pulse separation ∆ and lightfront momentum exchange
ν, hence on s and r⊥ [206]. A possible experimental signal was proposed as an oscillation of the detected number of
photons in a fixed narrow energy range as a function of varying the pulse separation. For a train of Nrep pulses the photon
energy distribution shows a comb of equally spaced peaks with maxima scaling as N2

rep, indicating temporal coherence.
The distance between the peaks can be controlled by the delay of the pulses in the train [197,205]. A generalised
(kinematic) Klein–Nishina formula predicting the locations of the teeth of the frequency comb was derived in [198]. It
was demonstrated that the broad bandwidth structures of the scattered radiation are temporally coherent, thus form a
supercontinuum, which could be synthesised into zeptosecond (or even shorter) MeV radiation pulses [204].

Interference effects in NLC for pulses with several colours were also studied [207,208]. It was demonstrated that the
two-colour spectra noticeably differ from the ‘incoherent sum’ of the spectra of two infinite plane waves, which results
from the nonlinearity of the NLC scattering process.

Partially integrated cross sections were investigated in [191,209,210] as a sensitive tool to study the dependence on
laser pulse properties. They show a step-like dependence as a function of ω′, where the smoothness of the steps depend
on the pulse shape and duration. By introducing a low-momentum cutoff as c < s/(1 − s), the partially integrated cross
section, summed over all harmonics behaves as σc ∝ χ3/2f (c)e−2c/3χ for c ≫ χ [211,212]. A similar exponential behaviour
as a function of χ had been found for the emission of hard photons using a saddle-point approximation [213,214].
Similarly, the differential cross section for fixed photon frequency ω′ first increases as function of ξ , but eventually drops
with increasing the value of ξ [215].

So far the discussion of NLC was based on a single-incident-particle approximation, where the radiation of N particles
is incoherently added. From classical electrodynamics it is known, however, that the emitted power of N particles should
scale proportional to N2 instead of N if the wavelength of the emitted radiation is larger than the inter-particle distance.
In Ref. [216], using two-electron wave packets, it was found that quantum effects can partly or even completely suppress
the coherence of emission, even if χ ≪ 1. This result was explained by means of an additional quantum parameter which
relates coherence to the quantum electron recoil during emission.

3.2.4. Ultrashort pulses and carrier envelope phase effects
The angular distribution of the emitted photons shows some symmetries in infinite plane waves or long pulses. For

instance, for a circularly polarised laser, the vector potential rotates in the transverse plane with constant amplitude in
an infinite plane wave. Consequently, the photon distribution has azimuthal symmetry around the beam axis for circular
laser polarisation in head-on collisions. But for ultra-short (subcycle) pulses, it does not rotate in the transverse plane with
full length, which distinguishes one particular direction where a⊥(ϕ) is maximised. Hence, an ultra-short pulse duration
can introduce pronounced asymmetries of angular distributions, which gradually disappear with increasing number of
laser field oscillations [178,179].

The emission pattern in ultra-short pulses also depends on the carrier-envelope-phase (CEP)—the relative phase ϕCE
between the pulse envelope and the carrier wave. For a linearly polarised pulse, e.g. ax(ϕ) = mξψ(ϕ) cos(ϕ+ϕCE). Focusing
for simplicity on head-on collisions, the relevant term in the dynamic phase is ∝ a⊥

· r⊥ ∝ ξψ(ϕ) cos(ϕ + ϕCE). Thus, the
CEP affects the angular emission range in the laser polarisation plane [178,217]. It was also discussed how that angular
shift of emitted photons could be employed to detect the CEP of intense two-cycle pulses Ref. [217].

The specific effect of CEP also strongly depends on the laser polarisation. For a circularly polarised laser for instance
the relevant term in the dynamic phase is ∝ mξψ(ϕ) sinϑ cos(ϕ + ϕCE −ϖ ). Since the photon azimuthal angle ϖ only
appears in the combination ϖ − ϕCE the case of circular laser polarisation contains an interesting symmetry: A change
in the CEP rotates the azimuthal angle spectrum by ϕCE [178,180,191,209]. The general case of elliptical polarisation was
discussed e.g. in Ref. [178].

3.2.5. Chirped pulses
The Compton scattering of high-energy electrons can be employed as a source of bright and ultrashort femtosecond

x- and gamma-ray pulses [218–220]. However, as discussed above, the ponderomotive broadening effect increases the
bandwidth of the scattered photons. For narrow-bandwidth sources this limits the allowed laser intensity and thus the
achievable photon yield. It was proposed first in Ref. [221] to employ optimally chirped laser pulses for a compensation
of the nonlinear spectral broadening. The basic idea is to use pulses with a non-constant frequency ω(ϕ̃) ̸= const ., where
19
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Fig. 9. Left panels: Unchirped and chirped laser pulse and non-constant frequency. Right panels reproduced from Ref. [196]: Differential NLC photon
emission probability as function of normalised frequency y = ω′/4γ 2ω0 and normalised scattering angle γϑ for ξ = 2. The case of an unchirped
ulse (a) vs. optimum chirp to compensate ponderomotive broadening at scattering angle 1/γ (b), 0.5/γ (c) and 0 (d).

ϕ̃ = ω0x+ with a constant reference frequency ω0, such that the ponderomotive red-shift in the high-intensity parts of
the pulse is compensated by a higher laser frequency at the peak compared to the pulse edges.

Nonlinear Compton scattering with chirped laser pulses was discussed in Ref. [196]. Since the laser pulse has a non-
constant frequency ω(ϕ̃), the phase of the carrier wave is now given by an integral ϕ(x+) =

∫ x+ dy+ ω(y+), such that
= dϕ/dx+. Despite having a nonconstant frequency, chirped plane waves are just plane waves. Therefore, the Volkov

tates are the same and the S-matrix elements can be evaluated just as for the unchirped case. In order to identify the
ndividual harmonics, here we also have to apply a ‘slowly varying frequency approximation’, in addition to the slowly
arying envelope approximation, such that

∫
dϕ̃ψ(ϕ̃) cosϕ ≈ ψ(x+) ω0

ω(x+) sinϕ [196]. With this, one can apply the Jacobi–
nger expansion, Eq. (37), as before. The stationarity of the phase of the amplitude Mn, together with the requirement
′(x+) = const . allows one to find the form of the optimal laser pulse chirping as

ω(ϕ̃) = ω0

(
1 +

ξ 2ψ2(ϕ̃)
2(1 + ρ2

⊥
)

)
. (41)

urprisingly, the optimised laser chirping is capable of removing the ponderomotive broadening from all harmonics
imultaneously, but only for one particular scattering angle, see also Fig. 9. Moreover, the optimal form of ω(x+) found
rom the NLC amplitude including quantum recoil effects is exactly the same as previously predicted from classical
lectrodynamics [222].
Several further studies of chirped pulses and other techniques to narrow the harmonic bandwidth at large ξ were

erformed using classical electrodynamics (i.e. nonlinear Thomson scattering) [223–228]. An application of these results
o the quantum regime of NLC seems straightforward, either by direct calculation or application of a scaling law that
llows one to approximately obtain the NLC spectra by rescaling the classical spectra ω′

= (1 − s)ω′

class [182,195]. A
ifferent approach for generating narrowband emission for ξ > 1 was based on finding higher-order stationary points,

so-called catastrophes. For a linearly chirped pulse the catastrophe is of cusp-type, evoking an off-axis spectral focusing,
with the location of the cusp being controllable by the amount of linear chirp [229].

3.2.6. Infrared behaviour
In addition to the usual n ≥ 1-photon harmonics, a mid-IR peak in the photon spectrum far below the first harmonic

esults from the equivalence with optical rectification [230]. The nonlinear mixing of different frequency components of
pulse results in the emission of low-frequency radiation. The effect can also be considered as a long-range interference
ffect associated with the pulse envelope [161], hence this feature is not seen in infinite plane waves. The location of the
id-IR peak was found approximately at s =

1
1+N(1+ξ2)/η

for a sine-squared N-cycle pulse. The mid-IR peak is essentially a
classical phenomenon, since the photon quantum parameter χγ = sηξ ≪ 1. As the laser strength increases above ξ ≈ 1,
the mid-IR peak in the lightfront spectrum increases as dP/ds ∝ ξ 3, faster than the first harmonic peak which grows as
dP/ds ∝ ξ 2.

Nonlinear Compton scattering shows a low-frequency (infrared) divergence for the case of unipolar fields that contain
a Fourier zero mode, i.e. fields where aµ(∞) − aµ(−∞) = aµ∞ ̸= 0 [140,152]. Physically that means the plane wave
ield with a zero mode is capable of accelerating the particle such that πµp (+∞) ̸= pµ. (This is the memory effect as
iscussed in Section 2.3.) In the Furry expansion, a constant gauge field a appears in the phase of the outgoing Volkov
∞
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ave function, which eventually appears as a contribution to the momentum conservation law. For soft photon emission,
+ a∞ − p − νk = ℓ → 0. In the limit ω′

→ 0, the NLC probability is proportional to the square of the current
J = −ie( πp(∞)

υ·πp(∞) −
p
υ·p ), where υµ is the direction of the emitted soft photon, times an IR divergent factor ∝

∫
0

dt
t [140].

ence, the NLC probability is IR divergent if and only if the field is unipolar with J ̸= 0.
For non-unipolar fields the infrared limit for small s is given by the simple finite result [94,231]

lim
s→0

dP
ds

=
α

2ηm2

∫
dϕ a2

⊥
(ϕ) . (42)

It should be noted though that the limit s → 0 in the angularly integrated probabilities is in general not equivalent
o the limit ω′

→ 0 [231,232]; the large angle limit (forward scattering with respect to the background plane wave
ropagation direction, large values of ρ⊥) at finite ω′ also results in s → 0.
For higher-order processes, such as double Compton scattering, the scattering probabilities show infrared divergences

also for non-unipolar fields [152,177], see also Section 4. This divergence occurs when one of the two emitted photons is
soft and one is hard. The infrared behaviour of photon emission in classical electrodynamics was studied in [233], taking
radiation reaction effects into account.

3.2.7. Spin and polarisation effects
The investigation of spin and polarisation effects in QED in strong background fields has seen major progress in recent

years. A convenient basis for transverse photon polarisation vectors is given in [234,235] as

ϵ
µ

(j) = ~
µ

j −
ℓ · ~j

ℓ · k
kµ , (43)

here ~µj = δ
µ

j for j = 1, 2 are two space-like unit vectors in the transverse plane, ~j · k = 0. The vectors ϵ(j) are not
only mutually orthogonal, but also fulfil k · ϵ(j) = ℓ · ϵ(j) = 0. If the laser is linearly polarised along the x-axis one calls
j = 1 (j = 2) the E (B) polarisation [236]. For a circularly polarised laser one conveniently also defines the complex
left/right-handed basis vectors ϵ(±) = (ϵ(1) ± iϵ(2))/

√
2.

The emission of polarised photons (by unpolarised electrons) in NLC for ξ = O(1) in multi-GeV electron collisions was
onsidered in Refs. [236,237]. In the limit s → 0 the emitted photons are unpolarised for a linearly polarised laser, but
ompletely polarised for a circular laser [236,237]. A relationship between angular harmonics and photon polarisation
egree was investigated, and found to be absent in the locally constant field approximation (constant crossed field case).
ote that in [238] the circular polarisation degree for ω′

→ 0 depends on the pulse model and the angular collimation of
the emitted photons. For larger s the emitted photons are predominantly E-polarised, and it was found that E-polarised
photons are much more tightly collimated than B-polarised photons, which also show a different emission pattern. Since
photons close to the edge of the first harmonic are polarised to a very high degree this could serve as a bright source of
polarised GeV photons [237].

The spin 4-vector αµ of an electron in a pure state is related to the spinors

uū =
1
2
(/p + m)(1 + γ 5/α) , (44)

here αµ refers to the asymptotic spin state of the particle (with α2
= −1, p ·α = 0). A convenient spin-basis was given

y [213,239–241]

α
µ

(1,2) = ~
µ

1,2 −
p · ~1,2

p · k
kµ , α

µ

(3) =
pµ

m
−

m
k · p

kµ , (45)

(i) · α(j) = −δij, where α(3) is called the lightfront helicity vector [155]. If the laser is linearly polarised along the x-axis,
he vector α(1) points along the rest frame electric field, and α(2) is along the direction of the magnetic field in the particle
est frame and is non-precessing. However, in general for an arbitrary polarisation one may not even be able to define
locally-constant polarisation direction. This does not pose a serious problem because it is not necessary to choose the
ectors ~µj in (45) to be along the electric and magnetic field, they just have to be mutually orthogonal and perpendicular
o kµ. The evolution of the spin basis vectors as the electron propagates in a plane wave is given by αµ(j)(p → π ), which
ensures that the spin vector remains orthogonal to the kinetic momentum for all times [155,242].

The polarisation vector αµ of a partially polarised electron in a mixed state, −1 < α2
≤ 0 can be expanded in the

asis (45) as

αµ =

∑
i

niα
µ

(i) (46)

hich defines the Stokes vector n [213,240,241]. For an electron at rest, n points in the spin direction,

n =
1
u†Σu(p = 0) , (47)
2
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Fig. 10. Left: Transverse momentum distribution of the scattered electrons (for ξ = 25, Φ = 2π , γ = 5000) and the polarisation of the scattered
lectrons transverse to the beam axis (green arrows). The length of the arrows indicates the magnitude of the polarisation for given p′

⊥
= q⊥ . Right:

cattered electron polarisation parameter Ξζ ′ (= n2) for an ultra-short linearly polarised laser pulse.
ource: Reproduced from Ref. [239].

here Σ = i{γ 2γ 3, γ 3γ 1, γ 1γ 2
}. It is convenient to put this into a 4D Stokes vector14 [240,241], N = {1,n}. A fully

olarised electron has n2
= 1, an unpolarised has n = 0, and 0 < n2 < 1 represents a partially polarised state. The Stokes

ectors are used for instance in Section 4.3 in conjunction with strong-field QED Mueller matrices for treating spin sums
n higher order processes.

An alternative way to describe an arbitrary polarisation state of an electron employs the spin density matrix ρ =
1
2 (1 + σ · Ξ ), where σ are the Pauli matrices, and Ξ = tr(σρ). The polarisation vector Ξ (sometimes called a Bloch
ector) determines the polarisation state on the Bloch sphere, with its poles corresponding to pure spin states along an
rbitrarily chosen spin quantisation axis. By choosing e.g. αµ(2) as the spin quantisation axis, Ξ = (n3, n1, n2). The density
atrix of the final state particles is related to the initial state density matrix formally as ρf = Sρi(Ξi)S†, where S is the
-matrix [239,243]. The final-state density matrix ρf contains the complete information on all particles in the final state.
racing out unobserved quantities allows to calculate the (reduced) spin density matrix of the scattered electrons [239].
he probability and polarisation vector of the final electrons are given by P(Ξi) = tr[ρf (Ξi)] and Ξf = tr[σρf (Ξi)]/P(Ξi)
espectively.

For circularly polarised pulses, the scattered electrons show a radial polarisation pattern with a strong correlation
etween the momenta of the scattered electrons and their polarisation [239], see Fig. 10 (left). For a linearly polarised sub-
ycle pulse with a large asymmetry of the magnetic field a small transverse polarisation of the final electrons was found
or initially unpolarised electrons after just a single photon emission, see Fig. 10 (right). Simulations of multiple photon
missions show that larger polarisation degrees can be achieved by using asymmetric bichromatic laser pulses [244,245].
he spin-flip and non-flip rates were calculated for an arbitrary direction of the initial spin [239], generalising results
f [246]. In particular it should be noted that radiative spin flips in the lightfront helicity basis have a different rate than
n the transverse basis αµ(2) [155,239].

The general probabilities for the emission of a polarised photon off a spin-polarised electron, with the final electron
pin taken into account have been calculated for the specific transverse spin-basis α(2) in Ref. [242], and for arbitrary
pin orientation in Ref. [241]. (The results in the Locally constant field approximation (LCFA) and Locally monochromatic
pproximation (LMA) in [241] were obtained by approximating the general results in [240], see Section 5 for details
n these approximation frameworks). The asymptotic scalings of the completely polarised NLC rates for small and large
were presented in [242]. The rates for polarised photon emission from polarised electrons have been independently

erived in the quasiclassical method of Baier, Katkov and Strakhovenko (BKS) [172] in [247–250]. As far as we can tell
he first complete results for all particles polarised were presented just very recently in Ref. [249], where the results were
btained using the BKS. For an infinite monochromatic plane wave the completely spin-and polarisation dependent cross
ections had been obtained already in [251] (see Ref. [242] for earlier references). A numerical method for calculating
pin and polarisation dependent NLC rates was presented in Ref. [238] based on BKS, where the numerical results were
n good agreement with the Volkov state approach. Radiative positron polarisation in a bent crystal was calculated [238],
nd NLC was proposed as a method for electron beam polarimetry [252]. The spin dynamics in Kapitza–Dirac scattering
as also attracted some interest recently [253].
Ordinary Volkov wavefunctions represent electrons without an anomalous magnetic moment. The latter can be taken

nto account by introducing an explicit Pauli interaction term as an effective field theory, which yields both a modification
o the Volkov states as well as an additional Pauli-vertex in the NLC S-matrix [254]. In a constant crossed field the Pauli
erm has a different high-intensity scaling ∝ κ2χ4/3, where κ is the Pauli coupling, compared to e2χ2/3 for the ordinary
ED contribution [254]. The Pauli-term shows the same high-intensity scaling for χ ≫ 1 as the one-loop vertex correction
n QED. For a detailed discussion of the behaviour of strong-field QED when αχ2/3

∼ 1 we refer to Section 9 of this review.

14 Note that the 4D Stokes vector—despite having four components—is not a Minkowski-space four-vector; N is not αµ .
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.3. Nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair production

Nonlinear Breit–Wheeler (NBW) pair production is characterised by the reaction γ (ℓ) → e+(p)e−(q), see Fig. 6, second
iagram from the left. The amplitude for this process is given by crossing symmetry from the NLC amplitude, Eq. (31), by
eans of the replacements MNBW(p, ℓ, ϵ) = MNLC(−p,−ℓ, ϵ∗). Explicitly the amplitude reads

MNBW =

∫
dϕ ūπq/ϵvπ̂pe

iΨ (ϕ) , (48)

here the NBW dynamic phase Ψ =
∫ ϕ dϕ′ Ψ ′, Ψ ′

= ℓ · π̂p(ϕ)/k · q, with the kinetic momentum of the positron
ˆ
µ
p (ϕ) = −π

µ
−p(ϕ). Moreover, the outgoing positron spinor vπ̂p = uπ−p fulfils ( /̂πp + m)vπ̂p = 0, see also Section 2.3.

or pair production, the normalised lightfront variables of the produced positron are s = k · p/k · ℓ and r⊥ = p⊥/ms,
nd the momentum absorbed from the background is ν = (ℓ · p)/(k · q) =

1
2ηγ s(1−s) (1 + ρ2

⊥
) with ρ⊥ = s(r⊥ − ℓ⊥/m)

nd ηγ = ℓ · k/m2. For a numerical evaluation of the spectra one once again expands the amplitude into a sum of Dirac
tructures not dependent on the laser phase, and scalar integrals over the laser phase, see for instance [255,256] The
ppearing pure phase integral

∫
dϕ eiΨ can be regularised [255] analogously to NLC (discussed in Section 3.2.1).

In comparison to NLC, the NBW process has a threshold energy, which has profound consequences for the probabilities.
rom momentum conservation in a plane wave background, ℓ+νk = p+q, one can derive that the lightfront momentum
bsorbed from the field has a lower limit ν ≥ 2/ηγ , in contrast to ν > 0 for NLC. For pair production to be efficient in a
trong field, the quantum parameter of the incident gamma photon χ = ξηγ must not be small. If χ ≪ 1, the total pair
roduction probability is exponentially suppressed P ∼ e−f (ξ )/χ .
One can distinguish three main regimes of NBW pair production: (i) the perturbative linear regime (ξ → 0) where the

nergy threshold is already satisfied by a single laser photon colliding with the probe. This situation was first discussed
ithin perturbative QED by Breit and Wheeler [257] as the collision of two gamma quanta; (ii) the multi-photon regime
ξ ≲ 1, with ηγ sufficiently large) where n ≥ 1 photons from the laser may contribute to meeting the threshold condition;
nd (iii) the non-perturbative quasi-static strong-field regime (ξ ≫ 1) where typically a very large number of laser
hotons are required to overcome the threshold. For χ ≪ 1 the NBW pair production rate in a plane wave scales as
αχ3/2e−8/3χ , with an exponential suppression akin to a tunnelling process. For χ ≫ 1 the rate scales as ∼ αχ2/3 which

esembles over-the-barrier ionisation [28,96]. These scalings are obtained after integrating the pair production rates in a
onstant crossed field

R ∼

{
αχe−8/3χ , χ ≪ 1 ,
αχ2/3 , χ ≫ 1 ,

(49)

ver the oscillating field amplitude in a plane wave [28,96]. The same scalings are found for gamma photons in a constant
lectric or magnetic field, see e.g. [258] and references therein. Several studies have investigated the prospects of using
remsstrahlung γ -rays for an experimental observation of NBW pair production providing scaling laws for the expected
ositron yield [69,259,260]. The NBW pair production rates in a plane wave background have also been calculated in
ED2+1 [261]. The reduced dimensionality manifests itself in a different χ dependence of the rate at ξ ≫ 1, which scales
αχe−8/3χ for χ ≪ 1, and ∼ αχ1/3 for χ ≫ 1.
The NBW pair production in linearly or circularly polarised infinite plane waves and constant crossed fields was studied

or a long time and details can be found in reviews, e.g. [96]. A more recent derivation for generally elliptically polarised
lane waves can be found in [262]. In the multi-photon regime ξ ≲ 1 it is possible to identify n-photon channels by
pplying the Jacobi–Anger identity, Eq. (37). In a linearly-polarised15 infinite monochromatic plane wave, the squared
ycle-averaged momentum yields the intensity dependent effective mass m2

⋆ = πp(ϕ)
2

= m2(1+ξ 2/2). Pairs are produced
ith this effective mass (encompassing the average quiver momentum), which affects the effective threshold and hence
he open n-photon channels, n ≥ n⋆ = ⌈(2+ ξ 2)/ηγ ⌉. For small ξ the pair production probability of the n-photon channel
cales as ∝ ξ 2n, hence the overall probability scales as ∝ ξ 2n⋆ in the multi-photon regime for infinite plane waves. The
roduction probability exactly at the threshold always vanishes, which is a pure final particle phase space effect. This is
ifferent in QED2+1, where the pair production rate at the threshold can be non-zero for even multi-photons channels,
ut not for odd ones [261].

.3.1. Short pulses and threshold effects
The total pair production probability is related to the imaginary part of photon polarisation tensor according to

(ℓ) = Im(ϵ · Π (ℓ, ℓ) · ϵ∗)/(k · ℓ). Using this cutting rule, it was found that the total pair production probability in a
hort pulse grows approximately proportional to ξ in the range 1 ≤ ξ ≤ 10 for χ = 1 [263]. Moreover, for ξ = 10 the
robability increases roughly linearly with pulse length for χ ∼ 1. The influence of a finite temporal and spatial extent of

the laser field on the NBW for ξ ≫ 1 was determined in [264] using the scaling relations (49) and computer simulations.
However, in a pulsed background field, in general if ξ ̸≫ 1, there arise novel effects near threshold:

15 As usual, for circular polarisation ξ 2/2 → ξ 2 .
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Fig. 11. Double differential positron probability d2P/drxdry for (a) all the harmonic channels open in the flat-top pulse; (b) only the harmonics
ccessible in a local monochromatic approach i.e. ignoring the bandwidth effects; and (c) harmonics inaccessible to the local approach. Note that rj
n this Figure corresponds to ρj in the general notation of this Review.
ource: Reproduced from Ref. [162].

(i) A short pulse laser has a finite bandwidth ∝ 1/Φ , and this ‘softens’ the threshold. Pair production can be possible
rom the high-frequency components of the laser spectrum, even if the central frequency would suggest that pair
roduction should not be allowed. This has been called ‘sub-threshold’ pair production [256,265] and can lead to orders-
f-magnitude increase of the pair production probability especially for small ξ ≲ 1. In the perturbative limit this effect can
e understood for the first few harmonics as a convolution of the pair production cross section with an appropriate power
f the laser spectrum. The softening of the pair production threshold means that pair production depends less strongly
n the photon energy in a short pulse compared to infinite plane waves. In a delta pulse which contains all frequency
odes with equal amplitude, the NBW probability is even completely independent of the probe photon energy [266].
(ii) In a pulse the ponderomotive potential experienced by the produced pair is not constant, but proportional to the

ulse intensity ∝ ξ 2ψ2(ϕ). This implies that in a pulse with Φ ≫ 1 that is long enough for a meaningful separation of fast
nd slow timescales the effective mass m2

⋆ = m2(1 + ξ 2ψ2(ϕ)/2) changes with the pulse envelope ψ . Thus, the effective
hresholds for the different n-photon channels are variable in a pulse. This makes the analysis of the pair production rate
ear threshold quite intricate: on the one hand, the pair production probability is higher in the high-intensity parts of
he pulse, but on the other hand fewer n-photon channels are open in the high-intensity parts due to the increased mass
hreshold. A recent discussion of harmonic channel opening in a pulse can be found in Ref. [162], see also Fig. 11.

A semiclassical picture on the amplitude level was established in Ref. [190]. It is based on the observation that for ξ ≫ 1
he ϕ-integrals are highly oscillatory and hence can be evaluated using stationary phase approximation. The dominant
ontributions come from coalescing pairs of complex conjugate stationary points with imaginary part ∼ 1/ξ . This allows
ne to understand many features of the momentum distribution of the produced pair in terms of the classical evolution
f the created particles in the background field.
The ultimate limit of an ultra-short pulse, a delta pulse of the electric field, was studied in [266]. In this case, all final

tate integrals can be performed analytically, and closed form expressions for the total scattering probabilities can be
erived, which are a function of ξ alone. The probability is in particular completely independent of the incident photon
nergy and hence its corresponding χ parameter. In the large intensity limit ξ ≫ 1, the pair production probability in
delta pulse has a logarithmic dependence on ξ , not a power-law one as in a constant crossed field [266] (see also the
iscussion on the Ritus–Narozhny conjecture in Section 9).
The energy-angular distributions of produced positrons have been calculated numerically for pulses of various duration

nd ξ = 1 [255]. For fixed angles, the positron energy spectra shows distinct harmonic peaks (i.e. the multi-photon
hannels) with substructure as discussed for NLC. The peaks broaden and merge for decreasing pulse duration, i.e. the
andwidth effect becomes more important than the ponderomotive broadening effect. The typical line broadening with
ubstructures was also found in transverse momentum spectra [160]. The positron spectra for short pulses with various
hape functions ψ have been investigated in [267] over a wide range of ξ , where special emphasis was given to
symmetries in the angular spectra.

.3.2. Interference effects
Further quantum interference effects occur during the NBW process when the initial photon interacts with several

aser pulses. The interfering quantum paths can be most clearly identified in double delta-pulses [266,268], see Fig. 12. The
nterference pattern in the differential probability is controlled by both the separation of the delta pulses ∆ϕ and initial
hoton energy in the dimensionless combination∆ϕ/η . In the large ξ limit, interference effects drop out of the integrated
γ
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Fig. 12. Coherent quantum interference in the positron spectrum produced in two delta-pulses of opposite sign (left), with coherently interfering
quantum paths illustrated on the right. In this plot, q1,2 refers to the transverse momentum components of the produced positron.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [268].

probability, which becomes approximately equal to twice that in a single delta pulse [266]. A similar phenomenon has
been observed for Schwinger pair production in time dependent electric fields [269], see also Section 8.

The production of scalar particles via the NBW process in few-cycle double pulses was considered in [270] in
multiphoton regime ξ ≲ 1. Here, the time delay strongly influences not only the energy spectrum of created particles but
also the total production probability, which is an oscillating function of the gap distance [270]. In the case of non-identical
pulses (different ω and ξ ) the total probability oscillation depends not only on the pulse distance, but also on the temporal
order of the pulse arrival [270]. (Similar effects have been seen also for the non-perturbative pair production in oscillating
electric fields [271].)

Pair production in double pulses with circular polarisation and same frequency was studied in [272] for ξ < 1. The
nterplay between pulse separation and carrier envelope phase has a strong impact on the azimuthal positron distribution,
specially for very short pulse duration. An enhancement of the pair production cross section was found for very small
ulse separation such that the two pulses started to overlap, effectively increasing peak ξ .
For trains composed of Nrep identical pulses without delay, the appearance of comb-like structures in the energy

spectra of produced positrons were found [273]. The pair production amplitude for a pulse train equals, up to a phase,
Mtrain ∼

sinπνNoscNrep
sinπνNosc

Msingle, where Nosc is the number of carrier wave oscillations per single pulse. When mod-squared,
he ratio of sines defines the locations of comb’s teeth, while the single-pulse amplitude yields the relative height of the
eeth. In cases where the teeth are equidistant in energy it was suggested that their coherent superposition would form
ltra-short (anti-)matter wave packets [273].

.3.3. Multi-colour laser fields
If pair production takes place in background fields with multiple distinct frequency modes, further interference and

nhancement effects occur, which had been first investigated in Ref. [207]. An enhanced production probability in two-
olour fields was found for the combination of a weak high-frequency mode (ω1 ∼ m, ξ1 ≪ 1) and a strong low-frequency
mode (ω2 ≪ m, ξ2 ∼ 1) [274] of linear polarisation interacting with the gamma-ray photon with frequency ωγ . The
threshold condition in this case turns into (n1ω1 +n2ω2)ωγ ≥ m2

⋆ , where the dominant channels have n1 = 1 and n2 ≫ 1.
A strong enhancement of the pair production is found if ω1 alone is below threshold for perturbative pair production by
a gap ∆ = 1 − η1γ /2, which is then overcome by absorption of a large number of ω2 photons if ξ2 ≫ 1 such that the
interaction with the low-frequency field commences in the quasi-static tunnelling regime. This picture is quite similar
to the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect [275,276], see also Section 8. The modification of the positron spectrum
in a similar set-up, but when the perturbative one-photon channel of the high-frequency field is open was investigated
in [277,278]. Features in the spectra could be explained in terms of spectral caustics due to the classical dynamics of the
produced particles with the strong low-frequency field.

The production of scalar particles by high-energy photons interacting with bichromatic fields is studied in [279] for
commensurate frequencies, ω2 = hω1, with integer h. For multiple commensurate frequencies interference exists in the
multiphoton regime if there are several channels with the same value of Ω =

∑
j njωj [280], where nj is the number

f absorbed laser photons form mode j. For the particular case of two frequency components the interference affects
he angular distributions, and in some cases also total pair yield. For the perturbative regime ξ ≪ 1 it was shown that
he magnitude of interference effects is maximised if the intensities of the two waves are balanced ξ1 = ξ h2 [279]. This
pens the possibility of coherent phase control of quantum interferences between different multiphoton pathways in pair
roduction in strong fields. The idea was advanced further in Ref. [281], where phase-of-the-phase spectroscopy [282]
as discussed for non-perturbative Schwinger electron–positron pair production in strong two-colour oscillating electric

ields (cf. also [283]).
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.3.4. Spin and polarisation effects
Pair production from linearly polarised photons in ultrashort linearly polarised laser pulses was studied numerically in

ef. [255]. The oscillation patterns in the angular positron distributions are much more pronounced in the case of collinear
olarisations. The coupling of polarisation to laser pulse shape effects was studied in Ref. [162].
The influence of the incident photon polarisation being parallel or perpendicular to the linear background field

olarisation was investigated in Ref. [284] in terms of the asymmetry of cross sections A = (σ⊥ − σ∥)/(σ⊥ + σ∥). In
he quasi-static regime for ξ ≫ 1, the asymmetry behaves, according to the asymptotic scaling [96], as A = 1/3 for

≪ 1 and as A = 1/5 for χ ≫ 1. In the multiphoton regime, ξ ∼ 1, the asymmetry A has sharp features at integer
alues of the threshold parameter ζ = 2/ηγ which are more pronounced for smaller ξ , and the asymmetry parameter
ets smoother for shorter pulse duration.
The relevance of spin effects in NBW pair production in few-cycle laser pulses is investigated by comparing the

roduction of spinor and scalar particles for unpolarised incident photons [285,286]. In the spinor case, for linear laser
olarisation and for small ξ , the leading contribution to the pair production rate near threshold has a total spin of S = 1
S = 0), depending on whether the leading multi-photon channel is even (odd). The rate for scalar particle production
s about half that of the spinor rate for odd multiphoton channels. For even multiphoton channels the scalar rate is
ubleading, which can be understood by angular momentum balance. In short pulses, the broad laser spectrum can either
nhance or reduce the spin effect depending on the specific conditions [286]. In circularly polarised pulse at large ξ ≫ 1,
he spinor rate is always larger than the scalar one. Specifically, for χ ≪ 1 this ratio is 6 and for χ ≫ 1 the ratio is
[285].
General expressions for the probabilities of the production of a spin-polarised pair from a polarised photon have been

alculated for the non-precessing transverse spin-basis α(2), see Eq. (45), in Ref. [242], and for arbitrary spin orientation
n Ref. [241]. The asymptotic scalings of the completely polarised NBW rates for small and large χ were given in [242].
he pair production rates from the quasiclassical method of Baier, Katkov and Strakhovenko (BKS) [172], with all particles
olarised were given in Ref. [250,287]. For an infinite monochromatic plane wave the completely spin-and polarisation
ependent cross sections had been obtained already in [288] (cf. also Ref. [242] for earlier references). A numerical method
or calculating polarised pair production probabilities from polarised photons has been presented in Ref. [289] using the
KS method. For plane waves, the numerical results agree well with the Volkov state approach.

.3.5. Carrier envelope phase effects and chirped pulses
EP effects. For ultra-short pulse duration the background field has asymmetries that can be controlled by the carrier
nvelope phase. Thus, the latter plays an important role for the differential positron spectra for ultra-short pulses. For
inearly polarised two-cycle pulses the CEP was shown to shift the transverse momentum spectra [190] or the angular
ositron distribution [255]. These shifts occur both for parallel and perpendicular linear polarisation of the gamma
hoton [255].
In the quasi-static regime for ξ ≫ 1, large CEP effects have been found for χ ≪ 1 where the pair-creation probability is

xponentially suppressed and thus depends sensitively on the maximum field strength, see Fig. 13. In the regime χ ∼ 1,
the CEP effect for the total pair-creation probability is very small [263]. For circularly polarised pulses the azimuthal
positron spectra become highly asymmetric for single-cycle or sub-cycle pulses over a wide range of ξ [209]. Similar to
NLC, the spectra are invariant when considered as a function of the difference ϖ −ϕCE between azimuthal angle and CEP.

For multichromatic laser fields, the relative phases between the different frequency components can be related to the
spectral phase [280], where the CEP is associated to a constant spectral phase. (Higher order spectral phase terms are in
fact related to the chirp of the pulse [290].) In the numerical results the CEP modifies the particle spectra locally, while
their general multiphoton peak structure is preserved [280].

Chirped pulses. NBW pair production in chirped pulses was investigated in Ref. [291] with the goal to produce quasi-
monoenergetic positron beams. The underlying idea is to find a tailored chirping prescription that compensates the
ponderomotive broadening of the multi-photon channels, similar to what was discussed for NLC in Section 3.2.5. The
stationary phase condition for the n-photon channel amplitudes,

ρ2
⊥

+ m2
⋆(x

+)/m2

2ηγ s(1 − s)
− n

ω(x+)
ω0

= 0 , (50)

hows that s changes with x+ for a pulse with constant frequency by means of the shift of the effective mass (for circular
olarisation) m⋆(x+) = m

√
1 + ξ 2ψ2(x+), where ψ(x+) is the pulse envelope. The optimum chirping prescription is

then derived by requiring that all positrons are produced with the same s throughout the pulse, yielding ω(x+)/ω0 =

1 + ξ 2ψ2(x+)/(1 + ρ2
⊥
), which clearly depends on the transverse momentum. By optimally chirping also NLC scattering

to produce quasi-monoenergetic gamma-rays, the energy spread of a positron beam produced in the two-step NLC+NBW
process can controlled to be less than 5 % at ξ = 1 [291].
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Fig. 13. The relative pair-creation probability ∆W∥ as a function of χ and the CEP φ0 for ξ = 10 and N = 3 cycle pulses. The dependence on the
CEP is quite pronounced for χ ≪ 1 where the total probability is strongly suppressed.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [263].

3.4. Inverse processes

In vacuum, momentum conservation implies that an electron–positron pair must annihilate to (at least) two photons.
A photon can only be absorbed by an electron (positron) if some other particle, e.g. a nucleus, is involved absorbing some
of the momentum. In the presence of a plane wave background, the 2 → 1 channels of one-photon annihilation and
photon absorption are open, where the background field plays the role of the nucleus or additional photon absorbing
excess momentum. Contrary to the 1 → 2 processes discussed so far, light-front momentum conservation for the 2 → 1
processes reads

p+

1 + p+

2 = p+

out , p⊥

1 + p⊥

2 = p⊥

out . (51)

The normalised light-front momentum transfer from one arbitrarily chosen initial particle to the final particle is
s = p+

out/p
+

1 > 1, i.e. exceeds unity. This is because the final particle has to take up the light-front momentum of both
incident particles. Moreover, P−-momentum is deposited into the background field during the interaction, thus ν < 0.
he 2 → 1 processes have a rather peculiar kinematics: since there is only one particle in the final state, momentum
onservation (51) alone determines the scattering products, hence, the values of s and ν are completely determined by
he initial state.

.4.1. Photon absorption
Due to crossing symmetry, the S-matrix element of photon absorption γ (ℓ) e(p) → e(q) is related to that for NLC by

absorption(ℓ, ϵ) = SNLC(−ℓ, ϵ∗), see Fig. 6, second diagram from right. The fact that there is only one outgoing particle has
significant impact on the regularisation of the amplitude as has been detailed in [184]. A perturbative expansion of the
bsorption S-matrix element for ξ ≪ 1 explicitly demonstrated that the lowest-order contribution to the probability
s indeed coming from a negative frequency components of the background field, i.e. ν < 0, which means that the
erturbative expression is equivalent to absorbing the probe photon and emitting a photon into the laser field. The
elevance for the one-photon absorption process in laser–plasma interactions was studied in detail in [292], where it
as demonstrated that a consistent description of photon absorption processes in laser–plasma simulations also requires
he inclusion of stimulated emission.

.4.2. One-photon pair annihilation
For pair annihilation into a single photon, e+(p) e−(q) → γ (ℓ) as in the right hand diagram of Fig. 6, the strong field

-matrix is related to NBW by time inversion. Due to the restricted 2 → 1 kinematics, the photons are emitted into a very
arrow angular region, yet with rich oscillating substructure reminiscent of the NLC and NBW spectra. Similar to NBW,
ne-photon pair annihilation has a lower bound on the harmonic number which increases with intensity [293]. However,
or increasing ξ the possible angular range widens since multiple photons can be emitted into the laser mode.

An initial momentum distribution was included by treating the incoming positron as a wavepacket in Ref. [293]. The
ptimal conditions for pair annihilation are such that the particles should have similar energy, and their kinetic momenta
should be parallel. For large incident collision angles the process is strongly suppressed, unless ξ is large enough to make

he local momenta of the pair particles parallel to one another. One-photon pair annihilation has the largest probability if
he quantum nonlinearity parameter χ = 4/3 [293]. It was concluded that one-photon annihilation will have a negligible
ffect on QED cascades [293], as the number of annihilation events was estimated at less than six orders of magnitude
maller than the positron number at the relativistic critical density.
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iscussion

In conclusion, in this section we have given an overview of new insights into first-order (one-vertex) processes in plane
aves, which are the simplest processes in SFQED. While lots of work had already been completed before the last decade,
his early work was mainly focused on monochromatic and constant crossed fields. In contrast, the research in the last
ecade has brought a significant refinement of the predictions by considering more realistic finite pulse configurations,
nd by investigating more detailed observables for laser-particle experiments. This included the identification of novel
pectral signatures due to different properties of the laser pulses such as their short duration, chirp, carrier envelope phase,
nterference of multiple pulses or different frequency components, as well as the study of the behaviour and control of
article polarisation.
At this point we emphasise again that all observables calculated from one-vertex processes are strictly meaningful

nly for ‘thin’ targets, for which all probabilities P < 1. In the general case one has to extend the studies to multi-vertex
rocesses, see Sections 4 and 6, which can under certain conditions be approximated by using one-vertex diagrams
s building blocks. Despite the considerable progress in multi-vertex processes in recent years, much less detailed
alculations have been performed than for single-vertex processes. One might therefore expect a similar richness of
henomena at higher orders as found already at first order.
This section focused on plane waves, where lightfront momentum is conserved. In case one is not dealing with plane

aves, explicit calculations become much harder. Some of the known results beyond plane waves are presented in
ection 10. Approximation frameworks that can serve as basis for simulations are discussed in Section 5.

. Second-order processes

Even in QED without a background field, it can be difficult to calculate at higher orders in α, e.g. for higher point
amplitudes and/or when including many loops. For example, the complete cross-section for ordinary Compton scattering
at O(α3) was calculated only recently [294]. By adding a background field one may expect the calculations to become
even more difficult. For processes in plane-wave backgrounds, already the second-order processes are challenging to
calculate, which is why we devote an entire section to this. Most studies in the last 10 years have focused on two specific
O(α2) processes: the nonlinear trident process e−

→ e−e−e+ and double nonlinear Compton scattering e−
→ e−γ γ . We

will therefore focus on these processes, both of which only have one particle in the initial state. We note though that
historically there have been a larger number of papers on 2 → 2 processes, e−e−

→ e−e− and e−γ → e−γ , following
the seminal papers [295,296] which showed that these processes have resonances at the pole of the propagator of the
intermediate particle, which gives another example where one has to take higher-order-in-α corrections into account. The
literature on these processes is reviewed in [297]. For more recent papers on 2 → 2 processes see [298] and references
therein.

Before we turn to 1 → 3 processes, we will briefly mention some further studies of other O(α2) processes. As for
2 → 1 processes (see Section 3), 2 → 2 processes are conceptually quite different from 1 → 3. For example, the 2 → 2
processes are nonzero even in the limit ξ → 0. Pair annihilation e−e+

→ γ γ was studied in [299], which explained the
more nontrivial role that particle wave packets play in such processes, as the two initial particles have to meet while a
process with only one initial particle can happen anywhere in the field.

The opposite process, γ γ → e−e+, have been studied recently in electric fields [300,301]. Pair production in an electric
field at finite temperature (with thermal fermions and/or thermal photons) has a long history with many conflicting
papers. Recently [302,303] the exponential part of the pair-production probability was calculated as a function of γT :=

2mT/eE ∼ 1, where T is the temperature in the imaginary time formalism. In [301] it was shown that this can be studied
by treating the thermal photons perturbatively, and that the dominant contribution comes from the absorption of two
thermal photons, i.e. γ γ → e−e+. This approach also allowed the pre-exponential factor to be calculated. The process
γ γ → e−e+ has also been studied for a weak plane wave, where the process only involves one photon from the laser
at each vertex [304], with focus on resonance where the intermediate photon goes on shell. Pair production by thermal
photons in a constant-crossed field was studied in [305].

We now turn to 1 → 3 processes. We will consider plane-wave background fields, since these are simple and
experimentally relevant. In this section we use lightfront notation as in Section 2.3.1, which in some places is slightly
different from 3.

As we will explain below, for fields that are sufficiently strong (large ξ ) or are sufficiently long (i.e. have pulse length
characterised by some large, dimensionless T ), one can in general expect important contributions from higher-order
processes, since the nth order scales (to leading order in ξ ≫ 1 and/or T ≫ 1) as (αξT )n, which can exceed unity for
modern laser pulses. While large ξ and/or long pulse length makes higher orders in α (in the Furry expansion) important, it
also allows us to calculate them in a certain approximation, as the dominant contribution comes from incoherent products
of first-order processes.16 This is still not trivial, and in the last couple of years much progress has been made in how

16 How large ξ or T has to be for the corrections to be negligible depends of course on the other parameters. If one keeps the expansion parameter
(ξ and/or T in this case) large but fixed then one can in general not expect the approximation to be valid if one makes some of the other parameters
very small or large. One example, see below, where this approximation breaks down is in the very-high-energy limit.
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o actually construct this approximation and include general spin and polarisation, what to do when ξ is not very large,
and how to take loops into account. These problems occur already at O(α2), so we will review them in this section. (In
ection 6 we will review some methods for what to do with the α series obtained with this approximation.) At O(α2) one
an, at least for simple cases such as constant-crossed fields or more general plane waves, and with considerable effort,
alculate the exact results. This means that one can check that any corrections to the incoherent-product approximation
re small, or determine in which parameter regime corrections are important.
We are mainly reviewing studies where ξ is not small and where the fields are produced by high-intensity lasers, but

e note that trident in a weak field has recently been studied in [186,306,307], and the two-step/one-step separation (see
elow) has also been studied in double Compton scattering by an electron in the field of a crystal [308]. As many ideas
re similar for these two O(α2) processes, we will initially focus on trident. (The two-step part alone has been studied in
CCF in [235] and in a pulse using the LMA in [309].)

.1. On-shell/off-shell vs. one-step/two-step separation

In the standard covariant formalism the Feynman diagram for trident contains an intermediate photon that can be
oth on or off shell. The amplitude is given by M = M12

−M21, where M21 is obtained from M12 by swapping the two
lectrons in the final state, and

1
k+

(2π )3δ3([p1 + p2 + p3 − p]−,⊥)M12
= e2

∫
d4x d4y ψ̄p2 (y)γ

νψ (+)
p3 (y)Dνµ(y − x)ψ̄p1 (x)γ

µψp(x) , (52)

where the states are given by (19), (21) and (21) but without the a∞ term (i.e. we label also the outgoing states with
he initial momentum that the particle would need to have in order for πµ(∞) to be the final momentum) and with the
hoton propagator

Dνµ(y − x) = −i
∫

d4l
(2π )4

Lνµ
e−il·(y−x)

l2 + i0
. (53)

ather than e.g. the Feynman gauge Lνµ → gνµ, when dealing with plane-wave backgrounds it is convenient to use the
ightfront gauge

Lµν := gµν −
kµlν + lµkν

k · l
. (54)

A first idea of how to split this process into two parts is to split the photon propagator in the amplitude into an on-shell
and off-shell part by applying the Sokhotsky–Plemelj formula [310,311]

1
r + i0

= −iπδ(r) + PV
1
r
, (55)

here PV is the principal value and r some appropriate combination of momenta with r = 0 corresponding to the
ntermediate photon going on-shell. However, this is not a unique separation [312], as one can e.g. perform a partial
ntegration in the principal value part to subtract some arbitrary term with r = 0. As noted in [312], a causal step
unction can be obtained by instead performing the r integral with∫

dr
e−ir(ϕ2−ϕ1)

r + i0
= −2π iΘ(ϕ2 − ϕ1) (56)

hich only receives contribution from the on-shell pole. Also, if one applies the lightfront-time Hamiltonian (HLF)
formalism [141,142] to trident [34] then all particles, in particular intermediate photons, are on shell from the start and
instead of an off-shell intermediate photon one has an instantaneous term in the lightfront-Hamiltonian with 4-fermion
direct interaction. The lightfront-Hamiltonian approach suggests a split which, in the standard approach, corresponds to
a separation of the photon propagator in (54) as [34]

Lµν = Lµν

⏐⏐⏐⏐
l+=lon

+

−
l2

(k · l)2
kµkν =: L(Θ)

µν + L(δ)µν , (57)

here l+ in the first term has been replaced by its on-shell value lon
+

= l2
⊥
/(4l−). Performing the l+ integral in the photon

ropagator, with this decomposition, gives a step function Θ(ϕ2 −ϕ1) for the L(Θ)
µν term and a delta function δ(ϕ2 −ϕ1) for

he L(δ)µν term. We emphasise that this lightfront separation is just one separation that happens to be convenient. Different
eparations on the amplitude level can be useful in various contexts. The separation used in [36], for example, was chosen
o explicitly separate direct and cascade channels in such a way that gauge invariance was manifest.

The closely related separation in [147] (applied to 2 → 2 scattering) exposed underlying analytic structures, and
elated these to factorisation of the amplitude into hard/soft contributions.

What we are actually interested in is having a separation on the probability level, because the dominant contribution
o higher-order processes comes from (sums of) incoherent products. Any separation on the amplitude level (such as
etween on-shell and off-shell) will give cross terms on the probability level [312,313]. For trident the dominant part of
29
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Fig. 14. Overview of the one-step/two-step separation for trident, and diagrams corresponding to direct and exchange parts.

the total probability scales quadratically with the pulse length (at O(α2), i.e. neglecting higher-order radiative corrections
and assuming that T or ξ are not too large). The quadratic scaling comes from the fact that the initial electron can
emit a real intermediate photon anywhere in the field, and then the photon can decay into a pair anywhere in the field,
i.e. the intermediate photon can propagate an arbitrary macroscopic distance before it decays. This is called the ‘two-step’
part. Its contribution to the total probability can be obtained from the incoherent product of the probabilities of (real)
Compton scattering and pair production. The rest of the trident probability is referred to as the ‘one-step’ part. This is
illustrated in Fig. 14. While only real particles contribute to the two-step, both real and off-shell particles contribute to
the one-step [312].

However, even this separation is not completely unique, because there is still a possibility to choose different step
functions to ensure that the intermediate photon is emitted before it decays into a pair. The reason this is not unique is
because for each O(α) process there are two ϕ variables for the probability. Let ϕC and ϕ′

C be the lightfront time variable
for the Compton-scattering amplitude and its complex conjugate, and ϕBW and ϕ′

BW likewise for the pair-production step,
i.e. ϕC = k · x and ϕBW = k · y in (52) (cf. (30) in Section 3). The simplest choice is then

Θ(φBW − φC) , (58)

where φC = (ϕ′

C + ϕC)/2 and φBW = (ϕ′

BW + ϕBW)/2. However, having lightfront time ordering on the amplitude level
means a factor of Θ(ϕBW − ϕC), which gives on the probability level [34] (this has also been used in [36])

Θ(ϕBW − ϕC)Θ(ϕ′

BW − ϕ′

C) = Θ(φBW − φC)
[
1 −Θ

(
|θBW − θC|

2
− [φBW − φC]

)]
, (59)

here θC,BW = ϕC,BW −ϕ′

C,BW. While the two choices (58) and (59) give different separations, they give the same two-step
o leading order in ξ ≫ 1 or the pulse length. One reason to choose (58) is because then the θC and θBW integrals are
ndependent, which makes the calculation much simpler. Indeed, in the locally-constant-field (LCF) approximation (LCFA)
nd the locally-monochromatic-field approximation (LMA) one can perform the θ integrals in terms of Airy or Bessel
unctions, see Section 5.

The choice (58) is also natural for the following reason. The one-step/two-step separation is mostly useful if the two-
tep dominates, which it does for either a long pulse or large ξ . For large ξ (and with χ considered an independent
ariable) one can expand the probability for a general inhomogeneous plane wave as a series in 1/ξ . The leading term
cales as ξ 2 (so this is a Laurent series) and can be obtained from the two-step by treating the field as locally constant, i.e. it
as one constant value at the Compton step and another constant value at the pair-production step. The one-step scales
o leading order as ξ . With the choice in (58), the next term in the expansion of the two-step is O(ξ 0), i.e. the one-step
ncludes the entire next-to-leading order (O(ξ )) correction. In contrast, with the choice in (59), both the two-step and the
ne-step contribute to O(ξ ). Note that with the definition we have considered, both the two-step and the one-step also
nclude higher-order terms in the 1/ξ expansion. However, in the LCF regime it is common to use two-step to refer to the
eading order O(ξ 2) and the one-step for the next-to-leading order O(ξ ). Hence, to leading and next-to-leading order, the
hoice in (58) corresponds to the separation that was considered in the first papers [310,314] on trident from the 1970s
which only considered a constant field).

Thus, the separation that is the most useful for generalisation to higher orders in α is based on having terms that scale
ifferently with respect to the pulse length and/or 1/ξ . Moreover, the two-step part of an O(α2) process and in general
he N-step part of O(αN ) processes are ingredients that one can implement in PIC codes, as will be discussed in Section 6.

Before we discuss in detail how to obtain the dominant two-step terms, let us briefly discuss another important way

o separate the probability, which is related to the fact that the process has more than one Feynman diagram.
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.2. Direct vs. exchange terms

Apart from the one-step/two-step separation, there is another separation that is useful, perhaps mostly because it
eparates out a rather complicated term. This separation is due to the fact that the final state has two identical particles,
n the trident case two identical electrons. The amplitude therefore has two terms, M = M12−M21, where M21 is obtained
from M12 by swapping the momenta and spins of the two final-state electrons. On the probability level this gives a cross-
term 2Re M∗

12M21 which is referred to as the exchange part of the probability. The rest of the probability is called the
direct part. This is illustrated in Fig. 14. It turns out that the exchange part only contributes to the one-step, while the
direct part contributes to both the one-step and to the two-step, i.e.

Ptwo = Pdir
two Pone = Pdir

one + Pex
one . (60)

The reason it is relevant to talk about the exchange term is because it is much harder to calculate than the direct term.
In fact, the exchange term was neglected for decades until very recently when it was finally calculated in [34,35]. Of
course, studies where the amplitude is computed numerically [36,177,311,315–317] include everything, since then there
is not much motivation for neglecting the exchange term. One can expect the exchange term to be negligible at very high
energies, although this was only proven recently [240,318,319]. However, in general, the exchange term is not negligible
compared to the direct part of the one-step; see Fig. 15 and similar plots in [34,35] and the analytical approximations
below, cf. also [34]. Of course, in a regime where the two-step dominates one can neglect the exchange term to leading
order, but then one should for consistency also neglect the direct part of the one-step. One of the main reasons for
calculating the one-step in such a regime is to determine how good the two-step approximation is, which is important
also for estimating the size of corrections to the N-step approximation of higher-order processes. Thus, the exchange term
is important in order to answer this fundamental question.

This discussion also applies to nonlinear double Compton scattering (e−
→ e−γ γ ) [213,313,320] and photon trident

(γ → e−e+γ ) [321,322] (resonance conditions for photon trident have been studied for weak fields in [323]). For double
Compton scattering there are two diagrams because the two emitted photons are identical, and for photon trident there
are two diagrams because the final photon can be emitted by either the electron or the positron. It turns out that, from an
analytical point of view, the exchange term is very similar in these three processes. In double Compton scattering it turns
out to be even more important. First, the two individual diagrams for this process are not separately gauge invariant [213].
Second, in the low energy regime the exchange term even cancels the direct part of the one-step to leading order [213].
In other words, the exchange term changes the order of magnitude of the one-step, and so considering only the direct
part of the one-step would give a wrong estimate on the size of the corrections to the two-step approximation.

4.3. Intermediate particle polarisation sums in the two-step

While the momentum of the intermediate photon is determined by energy–momentum conservation, there is nothing
that determines its polarisation, i.e. there is a sum over its polarisation on the amplitude level. Hence, the two-step part is
given by a sum of incoherent products. On the amplitude level one can sum over the two orthogonal polarisation vectors
from any basis. Some bases might be simpler, but there is always just a single sum. However, on the probability level this
31
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Fig. 16. Definition of the Compton Mueller matrix and how it is used to construct the two-step part of double Compton scattering [240].
Source: Figure adapted from [325].

gives a double sum, because the modulus square of the amplitude receives also contributions from off-diagonal terms
characterised by different polarisations. It has been known since [310] that for a constant field there is a certain simple
basis (ϵ(1)µ and ϵ(2)µ ) for which this double polarisation sum reduces to a single sum, where the two vectors correspond to
photons polarised parallel or perpendicular to the field, i.e ϵ(1)

⊥
= {1, 0} and ϵ(2)

⊥
= {0, 1} with ϵ+ = ϵ⊥l⊥/(2l−) (sum over

⊥ components implied) and ϵ− = 0 (cf. (43)). In other words, the two-step part of the trident probability is then given
by the probability to emit a photon with ϵ(1)µ times the probability for such a photon to decay into a pair, plus the same
quantity but with ϵ(2)µ . This also works for a general inhomogeneous plane wave field with linear polarisation [34], and
there is another basis that works in a similar way for a circularly polarised field [241]. However, in general there is no
such simple basis for which the off-diagonal terms in the double sum vanish.

There is though another way of treating these double spin/polarisation sums which is simple and works for any field
and spin [213,240,241]. In this approach both fermion spin and photon polarisation are treated in the same way. The spin
dependence in this approach is expressed in terms of Stokes vectors (see Section 3.2.7) and ‘‘strong-field QED Mueller
matrices’’. This approach resembles the formalism used to describe changes in the Stokes vector of a light beam when it
passes an optical element. (Similar matrix representations have been used in QED without a background field in [324].)
In the optics analogy the Stokes vector of a beam that has passed several optical elements is obtained by multiplying a
sequence of Mueller matrices. Something similar happens in QED.

For linear polarisation we could choose the two vectors ϵµ(1,2) to be along the electric and magnetic field, but for a
generally polarised field we just choose some fixed orthogonal vectors ϵµ(1,2).

Consider for example the probability of nonlinear Compton scattering. The initial electron has a spin described by
N0. The probability that the electron emerges with a Stokes vector N1 after emitting a photon can then be expressed as
(illustrated in Fig. 16)

P =
1
2
N0 ·

∫
dφ
∫ 1

0
dsγ MC

· N1 , (61)

here sγ = k · l/k · p is the ratio of the longitudinal momentum of the emitted photon and the initial electron, and MC is
independent of the electron spin. Given the comparison with Mueller matrices in optics (see e.g. [326]), it is natural to call
MC a strong-field-QED Mueller matrix. It might be more common to choose a spin basis and only consider spin up and
down in that basis, but considering general spin in terms of Stokes vectors has been done in e.g. [172,248,251,288,327,328].
Such treatments of the spin and polarisation have also become popular in recent PIC codes [248], see Section 6. The
two-step part of double nonlinear Compton scattering is given by

Ptwo =
1
2
N0 ·

∫
∞

−∞

dφ1

∫
∞

φ1

dφ2

∫ 1

0
dsγ 1dsγ 2 MC(η, sγ 1, φ1) · MC(η[1 − sγ 1], sγ 2, φ2) · N1 , (62)

where η = k · p/m2, see Fig. 16. Note that the two Mueller matrices are lightfront-time ordered and the second step
depends on how much longitudinal momentum was emitted in the first step, while the transverse momentum integrals
l(1)
⊥

and l(2)
⊥

(l(1,2)µ being the photon momenta) can be performed for each Mueller matrix separately. This continues to higher
orders: The N-step part of the probability of emitting N photons is obtained from a lightfront-time and longitudinal-
momentum ordered product of N Mueller matrices. There is another Mueller matrix for a pair-production step, MBW,
which can be used e.g. for trident and photon trident as illustrated in Fig. 17. The advantage of this approach is that it
32
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Fig. 17. One-step/two-step separation for trident, double Compton and photon trident, with the two-step expressed in terms of Mueller matrices.
ource: Figure taken from [325].

orks for any plane-wave field, of arbitrary polarisation and pulse profile, and for arbitrary initial and final particle spin.
f ξ is large then one can use an LCF approximation of the Mueller matrices. However, ξ does not have to be large as long
s the pulse is sufficiently long so that the incoherent product is still dominant.
If one is also interested in the polarisation of the emitted photon then the probability of emitting one photon is given

chematically by (with integrals left implicit)

P = N (γ )
i N (e,in)

j N (e,out)
k MC

ijk , (63)

here MC
ijk are the components of a 4 × 4 × 4 matrix, Ni are the components of N, N(γ ) is the Stokes vector for the photon,

which can be defined from the polarisation vector ϵµ as follows [240]. In the lightfront gauge we have ϵ+ = l⊥ϵ⊥/(2l−),
for a photon with momentum lµ, and the transverse components are given in terms of two real constants, ρ and λ, by

ϵ⊥ =

{
cos

(ρ
2

)
, sin

(ρ
2

)
eiλ
}
. (64)

he Stokes vector N = {1,n} is given by17

n = {cos λ sin ρ, sin λ sin ρ, cos ρ} . (65)

his vector is similar to the Stokes vector of a light beam, but for a single photon, so N = {1, 0,±1, 0} would for example
orrespond to circular polarisation. One can also obtain Mueller matrices for the other O(α) processes. For nonlinear
reit–Wheeler pair production one has the same structure as in (63), but with a Stokes vector for the positron instead of
(e,in) (and obviously, the same is true for photon emission by a positron.)
However, one also needs to include loops in an incoherent-product approach, as certain loops have the same scaling

ith respect to αξT as the tree-level processes, which one should expect from unitarity. The relevant loops can be
btained from the following first-order loop terms [241]. For the one-loop electron mass operator we have

Pe−→e− =
1
2
N0 ·

(
1 +

∫
dφ
∫ 1

0
dsγ ML

)
· N1 + O(α2) , (66)

here sγ = k · l/k · p and lµ is the momentum of the photon in the loop. This sγ integral could in principle be performed
or each ML separately, i.e. one could absorb it into the definition of ML. The reason for not doing so is that it is useful
o write it in similar form as the Compton Mueller matrix (61), so that IR and soft-photon problems cancel directly in
he sum MC

+ ML, see [325] and Section 6. The Mueller matrix for the ‘‘polarisation tensor’’ loop is given by (this time
bsorbing the momentum integral into the definition of Mγ )

Pγ→γ =
1
2
N1 ·

(
1 +

∫
dφ ML

γ

)
· N0 + O(α2) . (67)

Fig. 18 shows how ML
γ can be used to obtain the dominant contribution to higher orders processes with loops. With

these Mueller matrices for the tree-level and one-loop O(α) processes one can construct an approximation for general

17 N can be obtained from ϵ without using this explicit expression with ρ and λ, see [241].
µ
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Fig. 18. Definition of the γ → γ -loop Mueller matrix and how it is used to obtain the dominant contribution at higher orders [241]. A similar
igure for the fermion-mass loops can be found in [325].

igher-order processes [213,240,241]. Loops give for example spin precession [155,241], but are also needed to remove
R divergences and are needed to even be able to take the classical limit, see Section 6.

Parallel to the development of this Mueller matrix approach, some PIC codes started taking spin and polarisation of
articles into account also using Stokes vectors, see e.g. [248,249,329,330] and further discussion in Section 6. This is
mplemented in PIC codes in a very different way. The particles have some Stokes vectors and then at each time step
andom numbers are generated to determine whether a photon is emitted or a photon decays into a pair as well as how
o update the Stokes vectors. This approach has already been used in several papers to study the generation of polarised
article beams, see Section 6. No comparison between the Mueller-matrix and the PIC approach has so far been made.
his partly illustrates the fact that this is still an active research field where the formalism is still being developed.

.4. Numerical computation of the amplitude for momentum spectra

The discussion so far has been focused on separations that are useful as a guide for how to generalise methods and
pproximations at O(α2) to higher-order processes. However, the O(α2) processes have also been studied numerically
ithout separations or approximations. In the studies mentioned so far, the amplitude was squared before performing
he lightfront time integrals. One reason why this can be a good idea is that one can then perform the integrals over
he transverse components of the momenta of external particles, because they are Gaussian, see e.g. [173]. However,
his means that, unless one is in a regime where one can approximate some of the ϕ integrals, there are then twice
s many ϕ integrals than on the amplitude level. For example, the exchange term involves four ϕ integrals that are
ntertwined in a complicated way. Even the exponential part of the integrand is complicated, which is an obstacle for
sing numerical methods that otherwise work well for the direct terms, where the simple exponentials appearing can be
sed as integration variables [173,318], see also Section 5. This is the reason why the exchange term is very difficult to
ompute, even for the simplest case of a constant field, and more so in a pulse.
This approach of performing the ϕ integrals on the probability level is well suited for studying the longitudinal

omentum spectra. One may wish to also study transverse spectra and hence not perform these Gaussian integrals.
his has been done in [35,312] in the LCF regime, see Fig. 20. However, to study the full momentum spectrum/phase
pace, it may be advantageous to perform the ϕ integrals numerically on the amplitude level. This is the approach taken
n [177,316] for double nonlinear Compton scattering, see Fig. 19, and in [36] for trident, see Fig. 21. Then usually the
integrals are performed numerically along the real ϕ axis, which require regularisation in a pulse [36,177,311,316]

see also [147]). Similar numerical integrals on the amplitude level have been studied in the first-order processes, see
ection 3.2.1.
In [177,316] this approach was used to numerically compare the differential probabilities of single and double nonlinear

ompton scattering, where [177] focused on ξ ∼ 1 and [316] on ξ ≫ 1. In [177] the covariant approach was used
o calculate the Feynman diagrams, but it was shown that the fermion propagator for the intermediate electron state
aturally separates into two terms with one of them being instantaneous in the sense of the lightfront Hamiltonian
ormalism. In [177], the probability was plotted as a function of the two photon frequencies and peaks in regions around
leinik resonances were observed, where the intermediate particle goes on shell. The probability as a function of one of the
hoton frequencies after integrating over the other is shown in Fig. 19. In [316] the numerical spectra were interpreted
sing a saddle-point treatment of the ϕ integrals (on the amplitude level), and the parts of phase space outside the
mission cone for single Compton scattering were observed to be favourable for detecting double rather than single
ompton scattering.
34
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Fig. 19. Double vs. single Compton scattering as a function of the emitted photon frequency, where the other photon in the double Compton case
has been integrated over.
Source: Figure taken from [177].

Fig. 20. Transverse differential rate of the nonlinear trident process in a constant crossed field for the two-step process (first and third plots) and
he one-step contribution (second and fourth plots).
ource: Taken from [35].

Fig. 21. Trident spectrum for (ξ = 22, χ = 0.25), (ξ = 50, χ = 3), (ξ = 22, χ = 26) and (ξ = 11, χ = 13), from left to right. One-step and two-step
ontributions are shown in (a) and (b), and the full result in (c). (d) shows the relative error for the two-step approximation. Positron and electron
nergies are shown on the x and y axes.
ource: Figure taken from [36].

A connection between these two approaches was made in [36], which studied the dominance of the two-step18 in
elected parts of the phase space (rather than for integrated probabilities) for different values of ξ and χ . The last two
lots in Fig. 21, panel (d) in particular, illustrate cases where the two-step alone is not enough. These are, in other
ords, parameter regions that one may want to study in order to be able to observe the one-step in experiments. In the

irst experimental observation of nonlinear trident in the SLAC-E144 experiment [331], the two-step gave the dominant
ontribution. The experimental result from [331] was compared with theory in [36,309,315], see Fig. 22. A two-step
pproximation was also used in [309] to numerically study the positron spectrum for energies and intensities typical
or the upcoming experiments at LUXE [49] and FACET-II (E-320, at SLAC).

18 Note that the two-step was called the cascade channel, while the remainder of the amplitude was referred to as ‘‘direct’’ (whereas here we
use ‘‘direct’’ for a part that includes the two-step or the cascade channel).
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Fig. 22. Plot from [36] showing a comparison between theory and the experimental results from [331] for the positron spectrum in the nonlinear
trident process.

Trident in a bichromatic plane wave pulse (comprising co-propagating optical and X-ray pulses) has been considered
n [317].19 The results were obtained by Fourier transforming the two currents (ψ̄γ µψ), similar to the LCFA treatment
n [35,312].

.5. High-energy limit

As mentioned, the probabilities of higher-order processes can be approximated by incoherent products of first-order
rocesses if ξ is large or if the pulse is long. This does not simply mean that this approximation is good as long as ξ ≫ 1

(or T ≫ 1). How large ξ has to be depends on the other parameters of the process. For example, the LCFA can be applied
to e.g. trident if ξ is large compared to some function of χ . Expressed in terms of η = χ/ξ instead of χ , the condition for
he applicability of the LCFA is (see e.g. [310,319]) in the high-energy regime: ξ ≫ η2 ≫ 1 and in the low-energy regime:
ξ 3 ≫

1
η

≫ 1, or for η ∼ 1 simply ξ ≫ 1 (see also Section 5.1 for a further discussion of the LCFA). This is an example
of the fact that in general one can expect the LCFA to be valid if ξ is much larger than any other large parameters. See
also (86) for a condition on the validity of the LCFA for Compton scattering. One expects, in particular, that the one-step
part of trident may become important if ξ is kept at a constant value and χ increases, even if the constant value of ξ is
large. This has been shown for the momentum spectrum in [36] and for a constant crossed field in [312]. In [318] this was
demonstrated for the longitudinal momentum spectrum, and it was shown for ξ = 1, 2, 4 that the spectrum develops
a sharp peak (where the initial electron keeps most of its momentum) as η increases, and that this peak is due to the
direct part of the one-step. In other words, the incoherent-product approximation breaks down at high energies, where
the dominant contribution comes from the one-step rather than the two-step part [318,319].

One may wonder whether a Weizsäcker–Williams (WW) approximation may be used instead. After all, such approxi-
mations are common in other high-energy processes without a background field. Such an approximation was in fact used
in the SLAC experiment, since at the time there did not exist any complete treatment of trident (the SLAC experiment had
ξ < 1 so the constant-field results by Ritus [310] and Baier et al. [314] could not be used). However, it was shown in [312]
that the WW approximation does not agree with the large χ limit of the constant-crossed field result, even though larger
χ can be obtained by increasing the energy. It was shown in [319] that this is a consequence of the fact that the limit of
large ξ and then large η does not commute with the limit of large η and then large ξ (the fact that these two limits do not
commute has also been studied in other processes in [332,333]). It is in the latter, high-energy limit that one can use the
WW approximation. In other words, WW gives the correct result when η is the largest parameter, while ξ should be the
largest parameter for the constant-field/LCF approximation (here by the LCF approximation we mean taking the large-ξ
limit before any other limit, which should not be confused with a large-ξ /LCF approximation of the WW approximation).
But, in the η ≫ 1 limit the probability scales as P ≈ const. ln η + const. and the WW approximation only gives the log
term. Both terms can be obtained by treating the initial electron as a Coulomb field, i.e. in this limit trident agrees with
pair production in the combination of a plane wave and a Coulomb field [319]. In other words, this limit is independent
of the mass of the initial particle, and the high-energy limit agrees with the limit where the initial particle is treated as an
infinitely massive particle, which is unaffected by the laser field and can effectively be treated as a Coulomb field. This also
happens for perturbative trident [334–336]. However, having η much larger than ξ > 1 will probably not be particularly
relevant for upcoming experiments at e.g. FACET-II and LUXE. In other words, other approximations will probably be of
more immediate practical use.

In the high-energy limit of trident the initial electron emits the intermediate (off-shell) photon effectively without
interaction with the laser [319], i.e. the Compton vertex is effectively free/not dressed by the external field. This can be

19 Note that [317] has a different notation to us, using instead ‘‘direct’’ and ‘‘exchange’’ to refer to the two terms in the amplitude.
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ompared with the high-energy limit of the probabilities of the first-order processes, which agree with the leading order
n a perturbative ξ ≪ 1 expansion of the field [332,333]. In trident, the Breit–Wheeler vertex still depends nontrivially
n ξ .

.6. Low-energy approximations

For sufficiently small20 χ one can use the saddle-point method (see Section 5.4 for details) to calculate all terms of
the probability [34,213,240,319,322]. This can be a very powerful method for calculating complicated one-step terms. The
main step is to find the saddle point for the ϕ integrals (there are in general four of them for the one-step probability)
and, if one is interested in the total probability rather than the spectrum, the two independent longitudinal momentum
variables. The exponential factor in the exchange part is a nontrivial function of the ϕ variables, so the saddle-point
equation for this term is also complicated. However, one can often find the saddle points by making educated guesses.
After finding the saddle point, one just has to make an appropriate change of variables, e.g. ϕ → ϕsaddle +

√
χδϕ, and

hen expand the integrand in a series in χ (see Section 5.4). This leads to elementary Gaussian integrals or integrals of
he form of a Gamma function: Γ (n + 1) =

∫
∞

0 dx xne−x. This allows one to calculate even the exchange term, which
as in general a very big and complicated integrand. Prior to [34,35] there were no analytical results for the exchange
erm, not even for a constant-crossed field. With the saddle-point method [34], though, it was possible to obtain χ < 1
pproximations for both constant fields as well as inhomogeneous fields. All terms share the same exponential part. For
xample, for trident we have e.g. [34] (see [34] for the prefactor, and compare with the well-known exponential scaling
f NBW (49))

P ∼ exp
{
−

16
3χ

}
(68)

or a (locally) constant field (the direct part was calculated in [310]), or

P ∼ exp
{
−

4ξ
χ

(
[2 + ξ 2]arcsinh

[
1
ξ

]
−

√
1 + ξ 2

)}
(69)

or a linearly polarised sinusoidal field, a(ϕ) = mξ sinϕ. For the pre-exponential part of the probability one finds a power
eries in χ . To leading order it turns out that [34]

trident: Pex
one ≈

13
18

Pdir
one , (70)

o the exchange part is on the same order of magnitude as the direct part of the one-step.
After having obtained saddle points for trident, one can reuse most of them directly also for double Compton

cattering [213] and photon trident [322]. For double Compton it turns out that the exchange term is even more important,
ecause [213]

double Compton: Pex
one ≈ −Pdir

one (71)

o leading order in χ . Hence, for this process the exchange term even cancels the direct part of the one-step to leading
rder.
Thus, terms that were neglected for decades turn out to be crucial. In Section 7 we will discuss a similar situation

or reducible diagrams, which were assumed to vanish for a long time but were shown just recently to be nonzero
118].

It was realised in the SLAC experiment that in certain regimes one can expect the trident probability to have a
chwinger-pair-production-like exponential scaling. However as already remarked, at that time no such results for trident
ith ξ ∼ 1 existed ((68) works for ξ ≫ 1). Instead of (69), a somewhat similar exponential was used, which was
btained from a result for Schwinger pair production in a sinusoidal electric field. However, also in upcoming experiments
t is relevant to know whether one observes e.g. perturbative particle production or non-perturbative/Schwinger-like
roduction. Results such as (69) can then be used to distinguish these different regimes.
Note that the exponential part of the integrands of these processes is a pure phase for real integration variables, so

hese saddle points are necessarily complex, since the probability should scale as e−(real and positive)/χ (with some terms
otentially multiplied by some oscillating terms). One can also understand this by noting that χ ≪ 1 takes us to
he semi-classical regime, but these processes are classically forbidden, which means complex rather than real saddle
oints.

20 As always, for problems with more than one parameter, the condition for how small χ has to be depends on the other parameters. Note that ξ
does not have to be large. These methods works even if ξ ∼ 1, provided χ is small enough. However, if χ is small but fixed, then the saddle-point
approximation eventually breaks down if one decreases ξ [34].
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.7. Resummation of χ expansions

The power series in χ in the pre-exponential part of the probability are in general asymptotic. One would in general
only expect the leading order to give a high precision for χ ≪ 1, i.e. in a regime where the probability is very small due to
the exponential suppression. It is therefore natural to ask whether one can obtain a higher precision also at larger χ ≲ 1
by including more terms from the χ expansion. The asymptotic nature of these expansions, though, means that a simple
direct summation of the power series does not work.21 However, at least the first ∼ 10 terms in these expansions are
usually straightforward to obtain, because after finding the saddle points and a suitable change of integration variables
(e.g. from ϕ = ϕsaddle +

√
χδϕ to δϕ, where

√
χ is included so that χ drops out of the quadratic terms in the exponent,

ϕ−ϕsaddle)2/χ , i.e. so that the integrand can be expanded in powers of χ ), the rest of the calculation is ‘‘simply’’ performed
sing a symbolic computation program [34,319,322]. Contrast this with e.g. the high-energy expansion, for which one may
eed to find different points to expand around and/or a different change of integration variables for each order [319].
t would therefore be unfortunate if one would not be able to use the first terms in these asymptotic χ ≪ 1 series.
ortunately this is possible thanks to resummation methods.
As a typical example, consider for simplicity a constant field. Then the probability of e.g. nonlinear Breit–Wheeler or

rident can be expanded as

P = χde−const./χ
∞∑
n=0

cnχn , (72)

here d and cn are some constants. The series coefficients cn grow factorially as n → ∞, i.e. these series have zero radius
f convergence and therefore has to be resummed. Note that the particular transseries structure in (72) is not an ansatz or
guess, it is simply what one finds by applying the saddle-point method. In particular, there cannot be any terms without
n exponential e−const./χ because we are expanding around a point where the probability is exponentially suppressed.
Before describing how these expansions have actually been resummed, for the reader familiar with the Stokes

henomenon, see Section 8, it might be useful to recall Berry’s treatment of it [337]. In that case one also has an asymptotic
eries times an exponential. He took the late terms starting with the smallest summand, and then approximated these
erms with their asymptotic limit, which gives an analytical expression for each cn for arbitrary large n. This means that
he Borel transform of this estimate of the late part is also given by analytical expressions for arbitrary large n and can
herefore be resummed by recognising it as the expansion of a simple function.

However, in general, for the χ expansions as well as e.g. the α expansion, one will not find a series which can be
ecognised as the expansion of some known/simple function. Hence, the goal is to obtain high precision resummations
hen only a finite number of terms are available. It has become standard to resum truncated asymptotic series (the ones
tudied are usually not multiplied by an exponential factor such as e−const./χ though) by resumming the corresponding
truncated Borel transform using Padé approximants and/or conformal mappings [338–346], which have been recently
used for strong-field QED in [319,322,347–349]. To use the Borel–Padé method to resum a factorially divergent series∑

∞

n=0 amz
m (am ∼ m! at large m) one follows these steps: (1) Calculate the (truncated) Borel transform:

BM (t) =

M∑
m=0

1
m!

amtm , (73)

here M is the number of terms in the original z expansion that one has access to. (2) The full Borel transform has a
inite radius of convergence and can therefore be resummed with a Padé approximant by demanding

PB[I/J](t) =

∑I
i=0 cit

i

1 +
∑J

j=1 djt j
= BN (t) + O(tN+1) . (74)

t is often a good idea to choose diagonal or near-diagonal Padé approximants, with I = J or I = J ± 1. (3) The last step
s to do an inverse Borel transform, i.e. perform a Laplace integral∫

∞

0

dt
z
e−t/zPB[I/J](t) , (75)

hich gives a finite function of z.
It was shown in [319] that for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair production or the two-step part of trident one can obtain

large number of terms and then Borel–Padé (-conformal) resummation gives a very good precision up to very large χ ,
n fact into the regime where αχ2/3 > 1 where the result anyway ceases to be relevant. In other words, even though the
nput data comes from a χ ≪ 1 expansion, the resummation is good for any practical value of χ .

However, it can be difficult to obtain a large number of terms, so it is very useful to try to find better resummation
ethods which only need few terms. There are various resummation methods that already exist. For example, in [319] it

21 Of course, for smaller χ one can improve the approximation by summing the first couple of terms [34].
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as shown that for the particular examples considered there, a new resummation method from [350], based on Meijer-G
unctions, allowed for a high precision using relatively few terms. In general, one may expect to find better resummation
ethods if one has access to some extra information in addition to the asymptotic series coefficients. For example, when
onformal mappings are used in combination with Borel and Padé one uses as extra information the position of the
ingularity in the Borel transform that is closest to the origin, i.e. the convergence limiting singularity. However, this
nformation is often obtained from the asymptotic series coefficients.

Another new resummation was introduced in [351], which uses the leading scaling for large argument (large χ for us)
as additional information. It was shown in [319,322] that this resummation works very well for trident, double Compton
and photon trident, including the complicated exchange term. This is a resummation that works for many different cases.
Moreover, it was shown in [349] that this resummation method is also very useful for resumming the α expansion of LAD
we will return to resummations of RR in Section 6).

In some cases one has access to more than just the leading scaling at large χ . In [322] it was shown that for the
longitudinal momentum spectrum in trident, double Compton and photon trident, one can obtain many terms in the
χ ≫ 1 expansion. Since the χ ≫ 1 expansions are not asymptotic, this therefore provides another way to obtain high
precision results by just a direct summation (at least within some radius of convergence). However, knowing the first
couple of terms in the χ ≪ 1 as well as the first couple of terms in the χ ≫ 1 expansion, means that one can obtain
precise resummations with very few terms. Indeed, just knowing that the χ ≫ 1 expansion is given by a series in 1/χ2/3

with integer powers is very useful. This is because by knowing the structure of both the χ ≪ 1 and the χ ≫ 1 expansions,
one can find a set of special functions that have the same structure that can be used as basis functions for the resummation.
Note that a Borel–Padé resummation, or even the resummation in [351] which uses the leading scaling for large argument,
does in general not give a function with a correct large argument expansion; for the χ expansions this would mean that
both the coefficients and the powers of 1/χ would be wrong. Thus, if one can find a set of special functions with the
correct structure for both the χ ≪ 1 and the χ ≫ 1 expansions, then one can expect to find precise resummation with
relatively few terms. In [322] this was done using Meijer-G or Fox-H functions (not the same type of Meijer-G as in [350])
or sums of products of Airy functions.

The fact that this works for the complicated exchange term, which is nontrivial to compute with a direct numerical
approach, shows that resummation methods are a useful alternative to fully numerical approaches. In any case, it is always
good to have more than one way of calculating the results. We will come back to these types of resummation methods
in Section 6.

5. Approximation frameworks

There are various approaches to obtaining the total probability for a given process to occur in an intense background
field. Whatever method is used, one is faced with performing numerically expensive integrals over highly oscillating
functions. These originate from complicated spacetime dependencies in the intense background, which are not present
in vacuum. Computation of such integrals can be approximated directly, or, particularly for plane-wave backgrounds,
spacetime-dependent rates can be inferred and used in Monte Carlo generators employed in numerical simulation codes.
The main part of this chapter will concentrate on approximations used for processes in plane-wave backgrounds; the
final section will review approaches to calculating the Schwinger effect and non plane-wave backgrounds. Whilst rates
are often applied in numerical simulations of plane-wave processes, we will focus on how these rates are derived from
QED. First, we will consider developments in understanding and extending these rates, then we will discuss approaches
used in evaluation of the integrals appearing in QED: using asymptotic methods and using numerical methods.

Although the scattering approach provides no information about real-time quantities, nevertheless it is common to
define a rate, R, satisfying the two conditions: (i) the total probability is obtained by integrating the rate over some
evolution variable, e.g. the phase22 φ, i.e. P =

∫
dφ R(φ) and (ii) a positivity constraint: R ≥ 0.

The rate contains integrals over outgoing particle momenta. For a typical tree-level, one-vertex ‘1 → 2’ strong-field
QED process, R can be reduced to a single integral over a lightfront momentum (or energy), which is the usual form
employed in numerical simulations, (for a recent review of simulational approaches, see [65]). In this case, simulations
sample the lightfront momentum distribution of the QED process, but generally make some extra assumptions like forward
emission of particles, which neglects the transverse momentum spectrum (which is often not measurable, e.g. for high
energy probes). However, recent work has investigated more exclusive forms of the rate, in which other variables, such as
the angle of emission [171], are left in the final form of R. When employed in simulations, this allows for a more complete
resolution of the produced particle spectra.

22 Typically in numerical simulations, the rate is defined as a probability per unit co-ordinate time, but our description here will focus on plane-wave
backgrounds (which are useful approximations to processes in laser pulses), for which a natural covariant definition is in terms of probability per
unit lightfront time (equivalently: plane-wave/laser phase, φ).
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.1. Locally constant field approximation

Although various approximation schemes have been considered for QED processes in intense backgrounds, the most
idely employed is the locally constant field approximation (LCFA): this approximates the probability for a process in
n inhomogeneous background by taking the rate of the process occurring in a constant crossed field, and integrating it
ver the field traversed by a point-like probe.23 This approximation is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘constant crossed

field approximation’’ and for nonlinear Compton scattering, it is equivalent to the ‘‘synchrotron approximation’’ [353] or
the ‘‘Sokolov-Ternov radiation formula’’ [354]. A similar type of approximation is found in other fields, such as in the
calculation of bremsstrahlung [355], in beamstrahlung [356], exotic astrophysical objects such as magnetars [357] and in
collisions of high energy charged particles with oriented crystals [57].

The LCFA involves an integral over a constant crossed field, which is the zero-frequency limit of a plane wave.
In a plane-wave background, the semi-classical approach yields the exact solution [150]. Formally, a semi-classical
approximation can be defined as some expansion in h̄ (see Section 8.1.1); practically, such an h̄ expansion is achieved
y, e.g. a WKB expansion (see Section 10.2), replacing quantum operators by their classical values (see Section 5.3) or
xpanding with respect to some variable proportional to h̄ e.g. χ (see Section 5.4). Calculations in plane wave backgrounds

explicitly exhibit a dependence on the classical kinematic momentum (solution of the Lorentz force equation). Therefore,
when the LCFA is a good approximation, the interaction of charges with a given EM background can be calculated by using
a hybrid approach: step-wise solving the classical dynamics of point-like particles and the background and overlaying
Monte-Carlo sampling of the LCFA rate for strong-field QED processes [65]. In simulations, it is assumed that chains of
first-order processes, between which intermediate particles follow a classical trajectory, are a good approximation to
higher-order processes (the justification for this is that the pulses are sufficiently long, that the contribution of coherent
processes can be neglected see Section 4). The main differences to purely classical propagation are: (i) photon emission
from a charge (or photon decay to a pair) is stochastic [358], which allows for e.g. deeper penetration of pulses that
would be achieved purely classically (‘straggling’ [91]) or a suppression of the rate of emitted radiation in very short
pulses (‘quenching’ [92]); (ii) the classical trajectory for charges is ‘corrected’ by including the recoil from each Compton
emission [65,359,360]. The LCFA is therefore a versatile method for including strong-field QED processes when the
background field is unknown a priori, for example in situations involving a large number of charges such as in intense
aser–plasma collisions, and therefore finds widespread use in laser–plasma particle-in-cell (PIC) codes [65]. The increase
n the usage and capability of these codes has led to the LCFA recently being analysed in more detail.

In this section, we outline the arguments for how the LCFA can be obtained for a general background. This is typically
two-step process:

(i) one must make some assumptions about the invariants so that the process in a general background can be
well-approximated as occurring in a plane wave;

(ii) in that plane wave, some conditions must be fulfilled such that the probability can be well-approximated by an
integral over a local rate.

e begin by outlining an argument for (i), by building upon similar reasoning in [96].
Consider a probe particle undergoing some process in a general background field. There are three dimensionless

nvariants we can define immediately, without reference to the type of background: χ , Ē = E/ES and B̄ = B/ES , where
the secular invariants are:

E =

√√
S2 + P2 + S; B =

√√
S2 + P2 − S, (76)

(the EM invariants S and P are defined in Eq. (5)). Then we can write the probability, P, for the process, as
= P(· · · , χ, Ē, B̄) where ‘· · · ’ indicates the dependency on other invariants related to the background and the probe
omentum. For the LCFA to be applicable, we must assume that Ē, B̄ ≪ 1 (Ē, B̄ are identically zero in a plane wave).
e note that this condition is just on the background field: it is independent of the probe particle’s momentum. Another
ecessary assumption to use the LCFA in a general background, is that the particle is ultra-relativistic such that the set of
emaining invariants can be well-described by a single, plane-wave invariant, which we choose to be η. The invariant η
s the scalar product of the probe’s momentum and background field’s Fourier momentum in units of the particle mass
quared. (One physical interpretation of η is when the probe particle is a photon, η = k · k′/m2, which is twice the
entre-of-mass energy squared (4 k · k′) in units of the pair-creation threshold (4m2); i.e. η ≥ 2 for linear Breit–Wheeler
o proceed.) Then assuming the field invariants can be ignored if sufficiently small, the probability can be written as
≈ P(0, . . . , 0, η, χ, 0, 0), where all other invariants have been set to zero, which is the form of a process occurring in a
lane-wave.
To illustrate these arguments, consider the example of a probe electron in a standing wave formed from two counter-

ropagating, monochromatic, circularly polarised plane waves of the form aj = mξj
(
ε cos kj · x + β sin kj · x

)
(where

∈ {1, 2}) and a = a1 + a2 with k2j = 0, kj · ε = kj · β = ε · β = 0 and k1 · k2 ̸= 0. For simplicity, consider the lab

23 The zeroth order derivative approximation to the Heisenberg–Euler effective Lagrangian is also sometimes referred to as the locally constant
field approximation [352].
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rame when ξ1 = ξ2, and k1 = −k2. Then the probability in this background can be written: P = P(η1, χ1, η2, χ2, Ē, B̄),
here ηj = kj ·p/m2 and χj = ξjηj. For simplicity, we choose the electron’s momentum, p, to satisfy p · ε = p ·β = 0, then

χ = χ1 + χ2. Suppose the electron’s momentum is such that η1 > η2, χ1 > χ2. In this example, the argument that the
electron ‘sees a plane wave’ when it is sufficiently high energy, is the condition η1 ≫ η2, χ1 ≫ χ2. Then since we have
demanded Ē, B̄ ≪ 1 (we note that here, Ē = 0, B̄ ∝ |k1 · k2/m2

|), we can write the probability as P ≈ P(η, χ, 0, 0, 0, 0),
where η = η1 and χ = χ1. Hence the probability is approximately the form of a plane-wave probability.

In order to define conditions that must be fulfilled such that the plane-wave probability can be well-approximated by
a ‘local’ rate, we consider the specific case of a one-vertex first-order 1 → 2 process. Suppose the plane-wave background
is described by the potential a(φ) = m

∑2
j=1 ξjΨj(φ)εj, where εi · εj = −δij. Suppose we simplify the situation and choose

the plane-wave to be either linearly or circularly polarised so that we only have one intensity parameter, ξ . Then we
start from the total probability before any non-trivial outgoing momentum integrals have been performed (i.e. following
Section 3.2, mod-squaring the matrix element, such as Eq. (31) for nonlinear Compton, and integrating over one outgoing
particle’s momentum using the phase-space delta-function that conserves momentum in the form Eq. (24)). This can be
written as:

P =
α

(2πη)2

∫
dϕ dϕ′ ds d2ρ⊥

s
1 − s

F̄ (ξ, s, ρ⊥, ϕ, ϕ′) exp
[
iu(s)
2η

Ḡ(ξ, ρ⊥, ϕ, ϕ′)
]
, (77)

here η is the energy parameter of the incident probe particle and where, for example for nonlinear Compton:

F̄ = −∆(ϕ)∆(ϕ′) +
g(s)
2

[
a2(ϕ)∆(ϕ′) + a2(ϕ′)∆(ϕ) − a(ϕ) · a(ϕ′)

]
(78)

Ḡ =

∫ ϕ

ϕ′

dx

[
1 +

(
ρ⊥

+
a(x)
m

)2
]

; ρ⊥
=
ℓℓℓ⊥

− sp⊥

ms
; ∆(ϕ) = 1 −

ℓ · πp(ϕ)
ℓ · p

, (79)

(s) = gNLC(s) = 1+s2/[2(1−s)] and u(s) = uNLC(s) = s/(1−s) (for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler: g(s) = gNBW(s) = 1−uNBW/2,
u(s) = uNBW(s) = 1/[s(1 − s)]). In order to progress to a local expansion, one defines ‘average phase’ φ = (ϕ + ϕ′)/2 and
‘interference phase’ variables θ = ϕ − ϕ′ (which we recall from Eq. (30), and whose relation is sketched in Fig. 7.).
It is possible at this point to derive an angularly-resolved LCFA, by expanding in θ , retaining lowest-order terms and
integrating out θ to obtain Airy functions see [171]. However, for clarity of exposition, we will concentrate on the more
standard lightfront momentum spectrum. After integrating out the transverse momentum variables, ρ⊥, which appear in
the integrand in the form of a Gaussian (see also the text around Eq. (34)) one arrives at the probability as an integral
over the lightfront momentum spectrum:

P =
α

η

∫
dφ dθ ds f (φ, θ, ξ, s) exp

[
iu(s)
2η

θµ(ξ, θ, φ)
]
, (80)

here, for nonlinear Compton s = sNLC = k · ℓ/k · p = ηγ /ηe− , and for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler s = sNBW = k · q/k · ℓ =

ηe+/ηγ and where ηγ is the energy parameter of the photon and ηe± for the positron/electron respectively.
For unpolarised nonlinear Compton, the pre-exponent f , can be written in the form fNLC where (see e.g. [173,242]):

fNLC =
i

8πθ

{
1 +

gNLC(s)
2

[
a
(
φ +

θ

2

)
− a

(
φ −

θ

2

)]2}
, (81)

the equivalent expression for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler, fNBW, can be obtained by substituting gNLC(s) with the factor
NBW(s)).
The quantity µ(ξ, θ, φ) is the Kibble mass squared, which we recap here from Eq. (35) in Section 3.2:

µ(ξ, θ, φ) = 1 −
⟨a2⟩
m2 +

⟨a⟩2

m2 ; ⟨f ⟩ :=
1
θ

∫ φ+θ/2

φ−θ/2
f (x)dx, (82)

here ⟨f ⟩ is a phase window average. The Kibble mass encapsulates interference effects in the amplitude for the process
o occur in different parts of the plane wave, which is responsible for determining structure in the outgoing particle
omentum spectrum. To interpret the probability as the integral over a ‘rate’, it is desirable that the interference phase

ntegral be evaluated. This can in general only be done in approximate form. The range of θ that must be integrated over,
n order that the integral be well-approximated, is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘formation length’’ of a process (see
.g. [96,172,361]). If one chooses to neglect interference effects at the scale of the wavelength and larger (e.g. assuming
he process has a sub-wavelength formation length), a Taylor expansion of exponent and pre-exponent in θ can be
erformed [362,363]. This can be justified when ξ ≫ 1, where the dominant contribution to the θ integral originates
rom the region |θ | < 1/ξ [96,172], justifying such an expansion in this parameter regime. In this case the substitution
→ θ̄/ξ can be performed, where the contributing region of θ̄ is at most θ̄ ∼ O(1). Expanding the exponent from Eq. (80)

n θ̄/ξ gives:

h(s)
η

θ̄

ξ
µ

(
ξ,
θ̄

ξ
, φ

)
=

h(s)
χ

[
θ̄ +

Ψ ′

j (φ)Ψ
′

j (φ)

12
θ̄3 +

Ψ ′′

j (φ)Ψ
′′

j (φ) + 3Ψ ′

j (φ)Ψ
′′′

j (φ)

720
θ̄3
(
θ̄

ξ

)2

+ · · ·

]
(83)
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the index j is summed over, where repeated). Performing the same expansion in the pre-exponent, and neglecting terms
f order (θ̄/ξ )2 in both the exponent and pre-exponent, gives typical Airy function kernels. The integration in θ then

generates Ai′ and Ai1 functions where Ai1(x) =
∫

∞

x Ai(y)dy (sometimes the Airy functions are written as modified Bessel
functions, Kn(·), using Ai′(x) = −(π

√
3)−1xK2/3[(2/3)x3/2], and Ai1(x) = (π

√
3)−1

∫
∞

x
√
yK1/3[(2/3)y3/2]dy [364]), from

which it follows the LCFA rate can be written as:

RLCFA = −
α

η

∫
ds
[
c̄ Ai1(z) +

2g(s)
z

Ai′(z)
]
. (84)

e note that this result can also be acquired by simply expanding the total probability in 1/ξ and keeping the leading
rder term. For QED processes, 0 < s < 1. For unpolarised nonlinear Compton scattering, z = [s/χ (1 − s)]2/3, c̄ = 1
nd g(s) = gNLC(s) = 1 + s2/[2(1 − s)], for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair-creation, z = [χs(1 − s)]−2/3, c̄ = −1 and
(s) = gNBW(s) = −1 + [2s(1 − s)]−1. (For the classical process of nonlinear Thomson scattering z = (s/χ )2/3, c̄ = 1
nd g(s) = gNLT(s) = 1 and s > 0.) To adapt the rate to a non-plane-wave background, the lightfront momentum is
irst re-written in terms of the instantaneous classical momentum (e.g. for fermions, the kinetic momentum π , which
rises from solving the Lorentz equation in a plane wave background), by recognising k · p = k · π (we recall p is the
omentum of an incident electron and p = πp(ϕ = −∞)), and then the plane-wave momentum π is replaced with the
umerically-solved instantaneous momentum in the simulation.
To ascertain the correct expansion parameter for acquiring the LCFA, we note that to obtain the Airy functions one

erforms a change of variables:

θ =
θ̃

ξ |Ψ ′(φ)|

(
8χ |Ψ ′(φ)|

u(s)

)1/3

, (85)

nd integrates in θ̃ . Then for the LCFA to be a good approximation, it follows that higher-order terms of the expansion in
his parameter can be neglected. This implies that [231,365]:(

ξ 2[Ψ ′(φ)]2u(s)
8η

)1/3

≫ 1, (86)

here we recall that ξ ≫ 1 is assumed, which provides an approximate region of validity for the LCFA (a similar condition
o Eq. (86) was found much earlier for the synchrotron approximation [353]). We note that Eq. (86) is a local condition,
hich is violated whenever the field is weak enough, which happens in the tails of a plane-wave pulse. However, when
he validity condition is violated like this, the contribution from the LCFA is suppressed, so that, at worst, it underestimates
he QED result (which is safer to use for predictions of experiment than if the LCFA would overpredict these regions). We
lso note that Eq. (86) shows that the validity of the LCFA depends on what part of the spectrum is being calculated. For
he Compton process, we recall u(s) = s/(1 − s), and so if s is small enough, the LCFA validity condition is violated (this
s illustrated in Fig. 23).

Comparing the LCFA to an exact calculation of Compton scattering in a circularly-polarised monochromatic field, it
as shown in [366], that in the spectrum dP/ds, the LCFA misses harmonic structure arising from interference effects
ver a wavelength of the background and indeed diverges in the infra-red limit, s → 0. Due to progress made at the end
f the 2000s in exact calculations of processes in plane wave pulses of finite duration (see Section 3.2), there has been
n interest in ‘‘benchmarking’’ exact solutions with the LCFA and investigating the LCFA’s regime of applicability. Several
uch analyses of comparing the LCFA to pulsed plane wave results have been undertaken, e.g. [231,365,367–369].
The condition in Eq. (86) is useful in understanding where the LCFA fails. For different processes, it is natural to have

ifferent conditions on the applicability of approximations. For example, for the nonlinear trident process in a constant
rossed field, it was found in [310] that the incoherent (two-step) probability scales as ξ 2T 2, whereas the coherent (one-
tep) part scales as ξT . It was suggested in [312] that, as a result, an additional condition on the LCFA is that ξT ≫ 1 must
e fulfilled, because if the external field is too brief in duration, the ‘one-step’ process (which, in a constant crossed field,
ad been found for some regions of χ to lower the total probability due to interference effects), is no longer negligible
nd the total probability for trident could not be well estimated by the standard LCFA approach of approximating the
wo-step process using the LCFA for Compton followed by the LCFA for Breit–Wheeler. Exactly how large ξT has to be for
he two-step term to dominate depends on χ , because the two-step and the one-step scale differently at large or small χ .
n the high-χ limit of the LCFA [310,319], the one-step term scales as ∼ T ξ lnχ , and the two-step as ∼ T 2ξ 2(1/χ2/3) lnχ ,
hich means χ2/3

≪ T ξ must also be satisfied. For χ ≪ 1 one finds a different condition.
Various LCFAs have recently been developed: LCFA rates that take into account the polarisation (photons) and or spin

charges) in first-order processes [241,242,249] (polarised rates in a constant crossed field are given in [172]), with the
CFA having been derived for the polarisation density matrix describing fermion spin evolution in a background [239].
he LCFA has been derived for axion-like-particle (ALP) production from an electron [370] and ALP decay to a pair [371]
nd LCFA rates for the ‘2 → 1’ processes of photon absorption by an electron [184,292] and pair-annihilation to a single
hoton [293]. In this last case, an additional shortcoming of the LCFA was identified when benchmarked with the full
ED probability: the LCFA result cannot reproduce the physics of narrow wave packets annihilating, which manifests
s a highly oscillatory structure in the high-energy region. The LCFA has also been applied when evaluating a WKB
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Fig. 23. Spectrum for nonlinear Compton scattering (here R ≡ R = dP/dφ) for an electron with relativistic gamma factor γ = 1250 colliding head-on
ith a monochromatic field with ξ = 5 and frequency 1 eV. ‘LCFA+’ denotes an extension to the LCFA including higher derivatives of the field.
ource: Taken from [365].

pproximation of first-order processes in a focussed background [372]. A type of LCFA has also been used at the level
f the Dyson–Schwinger equation to include the ‘decay’ of photon and fermion states in an external field [373] (also in a
onstant crossed field [374]). In addition, the LCFA has been applied to classical radiation formulas which include radiation
eaction modelled via the LL equation [375,376] and this has been extended to all orders, by resumming mass-operator
nd Compton processes in the limit of large ξT [241,325,377]. The concept of the LCFA can also be extended to non
lane-wave processes such as the Schwinger effect (pair creation directly from a quasi-constant field) [378]. In [379], an
CFA-like approximation for Schwinger pair creation was compared to several exact solutions, such as for a Sauter pulse
s well as spacetime-dependent fields (see also Section 8). In [380], the mean current and energy–momentum tensor in
ED were calculated in arbitrary dimensions for a flat-top electric field of finite duration, which in the long pulse limit,
ives an LCFA-type approximation.
For one-loop diagrams, the LCFA can be applied straightforwardly. The two phase variables (or equivalent variables

or the evolution of the field, e.g. proper time) that occur at the level of the amplitude are the same as the two phase
ariables ϕ and ϕ′ occurring in the amplitude and its Hermitian conjugate of the 1 → 2 processes discussed above. This
an be clearly seen for example, using the optical theorem to ‘cut’ the polarisation operator and relate it to nonlinear
reit–Wheeler pair-creation. In the context of loops, an LCFA-equivalent expression was derived for a polarisation tensor
n [258] by expanding in proper time, and in a plane wave for the mass-operator [155] and the vertex-correction [381].

.1.1. Extensions to the LCFA
In this section, we consider extensions to the LCFA presented above. First we consider single-vertex processes in a

lane wave background. A systematic way to extend the LCFA is to go beyond the leading order in 1/ξ . One line of
nquiry focusses on including derivative terms of Eq. (80) that come from higher orders in the expansion in θ̄/ξ (analogous
nvestigations were performed decades ago for beamstrahlung [354] and synchrotron radiation [353]). These corrections
re treated as small, which excludes treating ultra-short pulses, where coherent and incoherent parts of higher-order
rocesses can be comparable. If including higher derivative corrections, an immediate difficulty is faced by the fact that,
or some pulse shapes, the quantity defined above as the ‘rate’, i.e. dP/dφ, can become negative in places, violating the
positivity constraint given in the introduction, which makes it unsuitable for e.g. numerical simulation. In [365], a solution
was suggested, in the form of applying filters to achieve the desired behaviour. The higher-derivative corrections from
Eq. (83) were included in an improved LCFA (‘‘LCFA+’’) by perturbatively expanding the exponential and integrating the
new terms by parts to express them in terms of Airy functions. The new expression required two filters: one for the
corrections, and one overall positivity filter. The resulting rate was found to be more accurate for nonlinear Compton
scattering in the infra-red and at intermediate electron energies, as illustrated in Fig. 23 (where, also, the harmonic
structure, missed by the LCFA, is clearly evident in the QED result). In [369], an alternative method (applied to the Breit–
Wheeler process) to include higher derivative corrections was shown by retaining them in the exponent, but casting the
exponential in the form of an Airy kernel using a uniform Airy approximation [364]. The result is that the derivative
corrections then appear only in the Airy arguments:

z → z

[
1 +

(Ψ ′′

j (φ))
2
+ 3Ψ ′

j (φ)Ψ
′′′

j (φ)

30 ξ 2|Ψ ′(φ)|4

]2/3

(87)

the index j is summed over, where repeated) and hence they are manifestly positive. However, a filter was still required,
ecause if the corrections are too large, the LCFA becomes less accurate than without the corrections.
An alternative approach to extending the LCFA for nonlinear Compton scattering focusses on the fact that the LCFA

ate diverges in the infra-red part of the spectrum. In [366], the LCFA was benchmarked with a monochromatic wave, and
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he condition s < η/(1 + ξ 2) given as a range for where the LCFA becomes inaccurate. In [231], it was pointed out that,
n the ξ ≫ 1 regime, where the condition becomes s ≪ η/ξ 2, the correct limit of P as s → 0, is the perturbative, linear
ompton result of the plane-wave background. In [231] it was emphasised that, for e.g. a 10 GeV electron colliding with a
lane wave pulse of ξ ≈ 10 and frequency 1.55 eV, the LCFA becomes inaccurate for photon energies as high as 30MeV.
herefore, in [231], it was suggested to modify the LCFA by introducing a type of low-frequency prescription so that the
orrect infra-red limit is approximated. This was initially achieved by defining a ‘formation length’ Φform. of the process,
o be when the expansion of the LCFA exponent (i.e. the expansion in θ̄ in Eq. (83) up to order θ̄3) equals π , giving

Φform. ∼
8
ξ0

sinh
[
1
3
sinh−1

(
3πχ0

4
1 − s
s

)]
, (88)

here ξ0 and χ0 are the global values (i.e. maximum values) of the ξ and χ parameters. Then a lightfront momentum
utoff is applied to nonlinear Compton spectrum so that when s > slcfa, the LCFA is used, otherwise the linear Compton
cattering formula is used. The cutoff slcfa is defined as being the lightfront momentum fraction where Φform. is equal to
π . When this was implemented in a numerical simulation code in [231], the total probability of the process was indeed
loser to the correct plane-wave probability. However, as was commented in [231], the ad-hoc prescription introduced an
nphysical discontinuity in the spectrum at s = slcfa and, as was remarked in [367], the cutoff requires knowledge of ξ0

and χ0 which are not local quantities. One way to improve this approximation is to find a way to define a ‘local’ timescale
for the background field τbg(t) in terms of kinematic quantities and use this to define a local ξ0 and χ0. In [367], this local
timescale was defined as

τbg(t) = 2π

√ |F2L,⊥(t)|
2

|ḞL,⊥(t)|
2
+ |FL,⊥(t) · F̈L,⊥(t)|

, (89)

here FL,⊥ is the transverse Lorentz force (note the similarity of the terms occurring in Eq. (89) and the correction from
igher orders of 1/ξ in Eq. (87), albeit with different coefficients). Then Eq. (88) is rewritten replacing the formation
hase with a local formation time Φform. → tform.(t), with χ0 → q0(t)χ (t)/ω and the prefactor 8/ξ0 → 8γ (t)/mχ (t),
here q0(t) and γ (t) are the local values for the scattered electron energy and the Lorentz factor of the electron before
cattering respectively. A time-dependent threshold energy cutoff, ω∗

lcfa(t), below which the LCFA is replaced with its
utoff value dPlcfa(ω∗

lcfa(t), t)/dω dt , is defined via ω∗
lcfa(t) = ρftωlcfa(t), where ω∗

lcfa is the value at which the formation
ength equals the local field length scale, i.e. tform.(t) = τbg(t) and ρft is an O(1) ‘fine-tuning constant’. The energy ωlcfa(t)
is then:

ωlcfa(t) =
p0(t)

1 +
4

3πχ (t) sinh
{
3 sinh−1

[
χ (t)
8γ (t) mτ (t)

]} , (90)

here p0(t) is the electron energy before scattering. This scheme was implemented in a numerical simulation in [367]
nd a better agreement found with the full plane-wave result, in the infra-red.
In terms of corrections to higher-order processes, an expansion of the probability of the trident process in 1/ξ has

been studied in [34,318], in which it was found:

P = ξ 2
(
P−2 +

1
ξ
P−1 +

1
ξ 2

P0 + · · ·

)
(91)

here the coefficients Pj depend on all other parameters, but not ξ . For Compton scattering the corresponding expansion
eads

PNLC = ξ

(
P−1,C +

1
ξ 2

P1,C + · · ·

)
(92)

n which the next-to-leading (NLO) terms, i.e. derivative corrections to the LCFA, scale as 1/ξ 2 with respect to the leading
erm (e.g. consider expanding out the extra terms in Eq. (83)). The same holds for the probability of nonlinear Breit–
heeler PNBW. If these are combined to give the two-step part of trident, we see (not writing out the relevant integrals

nd spin sums explicitly) that

PNLCPNBW = ξ 2P−1,CP−1,B + P−1,CP1,B + P1,CP−1,B + · · · ∼ ξ 2P−2 + δP−2 + · · · , (93)

here δP−2 are the corrections which scale as ∼ ξ 0 and therefore contribute to P0 in Eq. (91). Therefore the corrections
re suppressed for large ξ with respect to some coherent parts of trident, P−1. However, this is not the end of the story:
ne expects P−2 and the corrections in Eq. (93) to scale with pulse duration as ∼ T 2 and P−1 only as ∼ T . Therefore, if
≫ ξ , it is consistent to include corrections to the two-step part of trident and neglect the one-step part. However, if
≲ ξ , corrections to the two-step part of trident can only be consistently included if the one-step part is also included.
The attraction and power of the LCFA is that it can in principle be applied to general (i.e. non-plane-wave) EM

ackgrounds when the formation length of the process is much smaller than the typical field inhomogeneity (as explained
n the introduction to this section). This is exploited regularly, for example in particle-in-cell simulations of laser–matter
nteractions. However, recently the applicability of the LCFA in non-plane-wave backgrounds has been scrutinised more
losely, for example, it has recently been compared to particular solutions in a standing-wave background [382,383].
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.2. Locally monochromatic approximation

The LCFA is very useful for studying strong-field effects in laser–matter interactions, where a plasma is formed
nd the strong field is not known a priori.24 However, in contrast to laser–plasma set-ups, experiments have also
een performed [33,73,331] and are planned [47,49,384], using well-characterised particle and laser beams. In these
xperiments, often ξ ∼ O(1), which is outside the region of applicability of the LCFA and therefore requires an alternative
pproximation framework. It is possible to develop this, by exchanging the versatility of the LCFA with an assumption
hat the background is well-described as a many-cycle laser pulse. If a high-energy probe is collided almost head-on with
focussed laser pulse, then by e.g. a WKB analysis (see Section 10) it can be shown that processes are well-approximated
sing the probabilities in a plane-wave background. Assuming the timescale of the carrier frequency is much shorter
han the duration of the pulse envelope for the plane wave, treating the former exactly and ignoring derivatives of the
atter, one arrives at a ‘slowly-varying-envelope’ approximation (SVEA) (see Section 3.2). The SVEA has been used for
he nonlinear Compton process for example to calculate harmonic [189] and pulse shape effects [182] and frequency
odulation [385] (see also Section 3.2.3). When this is combined with a local phase approximation, in a similar vein

o the LCFA (but at the level of the triple differential probability, which includes transverse momentum integrals), then
ne arrives at a ‘locally monochromatic approximation’ (LMA) [94]. The LMA approximates a process occurring in a laser
ulse, by taking the rate for the process to occur in a monochromatic wave, and integrating it over the pulse envelope
ampled by a point-like particle traversing the pulse. The LMA has been implemented in numerical simulations in this
orm for higher-order processes [47,73,292,386,387] and explored analytically looking at how spin and polarisation enter
he incoherent product in the LMA [241].

To introduce the LMA we again consider the simple case of a 1 → 2 first-order tree-level process. The simplest way
o acquire the LMA is to rescale the average phase variable φ = Φφ̄, and include the leading order expansion of the
robability in 1/Φ [241]. However, to understand the LMA in more depth, it is useful to consider it as combining two
pproximations: the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), followed by a local expansion in the interference
hase. First, we will look at the intervening approximation: the SVEA. The main idea is to separate fast and slow timescales,
pproximating the slow timescale and but treating the fast timescale exactly. A simple case to demonstrate this is a
ircularly-polarised plane wave pulse, with a potential of the form:

a⊥(ϕ) = mξψ
( ϕ
Φ

)
(cosϕ, sinϕ), (94)

here ψ is the pulse envelope with phase length-scale Φ ≫ 1 (the ‘slow’ timescale). From the general form of the
probability Eq. (77), it can be seen that products ρ⊥

·a⊥(ϕ) and [a⊥(ϕ)]2 occur in the exponent. Using integration by parts
n the exponent, one can separate out the fast and slow timescales as already explained in Eq. (39) from Section 3, for
xample, for a term in the ρ⊥

· a⊥(ϕ) part of the exponent:∫ ϕ

ψ

( y
Φ

)
cos y dy = ψ

( ϕ
Φ

)
sinϕ + O

[
1
Φ
ψ ′

( ϕ
Φ

)]
. (95)

If Φ ≫ 1, then the length scale associated with the pulse envelope is much larger than the wavelength of the carrier
wave, and the remainder term in the above integral can be neglected. We see from Eq. (77) there are still two phase
integrals remaining, but this step has simplified the exponent so that the fast timescale occurs as simple cosine and sine
factors multiplied by functions of the slow timescale. Using the Jacobi–Anger expansion Eq. (37) allows the probability to
be written as a sum over partial probabilities for each of the harmonics of the fast timescale (in which the functions of the
slow timescale from the exponent, appear in the arguments of the resulting Bessel functions). Applying this to Eq. (77) for
nonlinear Compton scattering, one can integrate over the transverse momentum azimuthal angle, which takes a simple
form due to the symmetry of a circularly-polarised background, and gives a Kronecker delta function that reduces the
double-harmonic sum (originating from the Jacobi–Anger expansion to functions in ϕ and ϕ′) to a single harmonic sum.
hen the probability can be written as P =

∑
∞

n=n∗
Pn:

Pn =
α

2πη2

∫
dϕ dϕ̃ ds d(ρ2)

s
1 − s

exp
{
i
[
u(s)
2η

(1 + ρ2) − n
]
(ϕ − ϕ̃) + i

ξ 2u(s)
2η

∫ ϕ

ϕ̃

ψ2
( x
Φ

)
dx
}
,

×

{
ww̃Jn(ζ )Jn(ζ̃ ) +

ξ 2gNLC

2

[
2yJn(ζ )Jn(ζ̃ ) − ψψ̃

(
Jn+1(ζ )Jn+1(ζ̃ ) + Jn−1(ζ )Jn−1(ζ̃ )

)]}

ζ (ϕ) =
1
η
u(s)ρξψ

( ϕ
Φ

)
; w =

1 + ρ2
∞
(ϕ)

1 + ρ2 ; ρ2
∞
(ϕ) = 2nη(1 − s) − s

[
1 + ξ 2ψ2

( ϕ
Φ

)]
;

y =
1 + (ψ2

+ ψ̃2)nη(1 − s)/s − (1 + ξ 2ψ2ψ̃2)
1 + ρ2 (96)

24 The LCFA’s applicability still requires, in general, that ξ ≫ 1 and that particles are ultrarelativistic so that the fields can be approximated as
plane waves as outlined in the introduction to this chapter.
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Fig. 24. The photon lightfront momentum spectrum for an electron with η = 0.1 colliding with an 8-cycle, ξ = 1.5 sine-squared pulse, with a
full QED calculation (blue solid line), the SVEA as given by Eq. (96) (yellow solid line), and the LMA Eq. (98) (grey dashed line). (The spectrum is
normalised by the infra-red limit, PIR The SVEA and QED results are almost indistinguishable, whereas the LMA misses subharmonic structure and
the mid-IR peak.

where ϕ̃ is the phase variable in the Hermitian conjugate of the scattering amplitude, ρ = |ρ⊥
|, Jn are Bessel functions of

the first kind [188], and unless otherwise stated, variables with a tilde (w̃, ψ̃, ζ̃ ), have argument ϕ̃, and those variables
ithout a tilde indicate an argument of ϕ. By rewriting the fast timescale in terms of Bessel functions, Eq. (96) casts
he SVEA in a new way, and retains interference due to the pulse envelope, on scales as long as the envelope itself, but
ith higher derivatives having been neglected. This can be seen e.g. by the harmonic sum having no threshold harmonic
i.e. n∗ → −∞), allowing the bandwidth of the pulse to activate harmonic channels that are kinematically forbidden
n a local approach. If the envelope ψ is chosen to be a top-hat function, the phase integrals can be performed exactly,
nd bandwidth effects made manifest [161,162]. If instead, the envelope ψ is chosen to be constant over all ϕ (i.e. a
onochromatic wave), then using φ = (ϕ + ϕ′)/2 and θ = ϕ − ϕ′ again, the θ integral yields a delta-function which can
e evaluated to give ρ = ρ∞, which leads to all bandwidth factors, w, w̃, y becoming unity, and Eq. (96) reducing to the
onochromatic formula (the integrand becomes independent of φ, and

∫
dφ is then a divergent phase length pre-factor).

he SVEA is in general, a very good, but perhaps less versatile, approximation. The excellent agreement is demonstrated
n Fig. 24, in which a comparison is made between QED and the SVEA for the potential Eq. (94) with a pulse envelope
(ϕ/Φ) = sin2(ϕ/2N) for 0 < ϕ < 2N and ψ(ϕ/Φ) = 0 otherwise.
To obtain the LMA from the SVEA, one can make a local expansion of the pulse envelope in θ . When the pre-exponent

f Eq. (96) is expanded, at the leading order one simply finds ψ(ϕ̄′) ≈ ψ(ϕ̄) ≈ ψ(φ̄). Expanding the exponent brings it
nto the form:

i
{[

u(s)
2η

(
1 + ξ 2ψ2 (φ̄)+ ρ2)

− n
]
θ +

1
Φ2

ξ 2u(s)
24η

[
ψ ′2(φ̄) + ψ ′′(φ̄)ψ(φ̄)

]
θ3 + · · ·

}
. (97)

he leading order expansion of the probability in 1/Φ means that the cubic term in θ is neglected here, unlike in the LCFA.
The delta function generated by the integral over θ , δ

(
u[1 + ξ 2ψ2(φ̄) + ρ2

]/2η − n
)
, has an argument which is exactly

the stationary phase condition that was found for the scattering amplitude, Eq. (40). (We note the curiosity that the delta
function is evaluated at exactly the point that the linear term in Eq. (97) disappears, while all other neglected terms do not
in fact not vanish.) When integrating over the remaining phase variable φ, the argument of the delta function can become
stationary itself, which corresponds to a fold caustic due to two coalescing stationary points. This occurs at the peak of the
pulse envelope, ψ ′

= 0, and has the consequence that the double-differential probability dPLMA/ds dρ diverges at these
oints, and the LMA formally breaks down. However, practically this is seldom a problem, because: (i) when using the LMA
n simulations, the double-differential spectrum is sampled with a finite resolution and the delta function is replaced with
non-divergent regularised delta function; (ii) often one is only interested in the single-differential lightfront momentum
pectra dPLMA/ds, in which case ρ is integrated over first, upon which the delta function is consumed and yields a finite
esult. An alternative derivation of the LMA was provided in [241], in which the transverse momentum integrals (ρ) were
ntegrated analytically before any approximation was made (i.e. using the exact results from [240] as a starting point). In
his case, when one rescales the average phase as φ = Φφ̄ and expands the integrand to leading order in 1/Φ , one does
ot encounter the delta function above. The resulting θ integrals are convergent and give an equivalent representation of
he LMA that does not involve Bessel functions and a sum over harmonics.

Finally, then, for a circularly-polarised plane-wave pulse, using the shorthand φ̄ = φ/Φ , the LMA rate is RLMA(φ̄) =
∞

n=⌈n∗(φ̄)⌉ RLMA,n(φ̄),

RLMA,n(φ̄) = −
α
∫ s+,n(φ̄)

ds
{
c̃J2n [z(φ̄)] −

ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)g(s) (
J2n+1[z(φ̄)] + J2n−1[z(φ̄)] − 2J2n [z(φ̄)]

)}
, (98)
η s−,n(φ̄) 2
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here the Bessel functions have arguments:

z(φ̄) =
2nξ |ψ(φ̄)|√
1 + ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)

[
u(s)
un

(
1 −

u(s)
un

)]1/2
, (99)

here c̄ and g(s) are the same as for the LCFA: for the Compton process, c̃ = 1, g(s) = 1 + s2/[2(1 − s)], u(s) = s/(1 − s),
n = 2nηe/[1+ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)] for Breit–Wheeler, c̃ = −1 g(s) = 1/[2s(1− s)]−1, u(s) = 1/[s(1− s)], un = 2nηγ /[1+ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)]
he threshold harmonic, ⌈n∗(φ̄)⌉ and the integration limits are those from the monochromatic probabilities, but where
he field strength now depends on phase, i.e. for Compton: n∗(φ̄) = 1, s−,n(φ̄) = 0, s+,n(φ̄) = 2nη/[1 + 2nη + ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)],
or Breit–Wheeler: n∗(φ̄) = 2[1 + ξ 2ψ2(φ̄)]/η, s±,n(φ̄) = (1 ±

√
1 − n∗(φ̄)/n)/2. i.e. the threshold harmonic is local, and

hanges depending on where the photon is in the pulse. For a linearly-polarised plane-wave background, there is an extra
ntegration over azimuthal angle, and, formally, a double sum over harmonic order. However, it has been commented
hat, to a good approximation, the double harmonic sum can be replaced with a single sum, evaluating only the diagonal
erms [94]. An example comparison of the Compton spectrum as predicted by the LMA compared to direct evaluation
rom QED, is given in Fig. 24.

The LMA has been benchmarked against direct evaluation of the QED result for finite pulses and its accuracy assessed.
n general, as one would expect, the accuracy increases with pulse duration. It was shown analytically in [94] that at high
ntensities, the LMA tends to the LCFA, and this was also seen in the results of numerical calculations [387,388]. Small
iscrepancies between the LMA and QED have been found in a few areas. First, at channel openings, where the parameters
re such that a small change of intensity or energy allows for an extra harmonic to become accessible, a discrepancy was
oted for nonlinear Breit–Wheeler, with the larger errors made close to the opening of lower harmonic channels [387].
econd, at small ξ , the LMA can drastically underestimate the rate of nonlinear Breit–Wheeler, due to the ‘enhancement’
rom the bandwidth of the pulse envelope [162,256,265,387]. Third, in the lightfront momentum spectrum of nonlinear
ompton scattering, the mid-IR peak (see Section 3.2.6 for more details), is due to the pulse envelope bandwidth and is
issed by the LMA [94,161]. The position of this peak is indicated by the gridline in the right-hand plot of Fig. 24 (it

s located approximately where the first harmonic would be, if the energy parameter were scaled to correspond to the
avelength of the pulse envelope rather than the carrier frequency, i.e. η → η/2N , where N is the number of cycles
f a finite sine-squared pulse). Other bandwidth effects missed by the LMA, such as the presence of subharmonics and
oftening of harmonic edges, but that are captured by the SVEA, are shown in Fig. 24.
While the LCFA is included in simulations by writing the rates using the instantaneous (kinematic) momentum, πµ,

he LMA is included by writing the rates in terms of the quasimomentum πµ (introduced in Eq. (38) and further discussed
round Eq. (39)), which corresponds to an average of the fast, carrier frequency, timescale. In a plane wave, we recall this
s πµ = pµ + kµ a2

⊥
/(2k · p), and the replacement is made in Eq. (98) and below as ξ 2ψ2(φ) → a2

⊥
/m2.

The accuracy of the LMA has been evaluated by comparing its predictions from simulation, to those from a numerical
calculation of exact QED formulas in a plane-wave background. Throughout this chapter, we have not discussed regular-
isation of the θ integral that must be performed in exact solutions of finite pulses. This is because, in the ‘rate’ approach,
the approximation of the θ integral means that no contributions are picked up from outside the pulse, and hence there are
no issues with constant phase terms needing to be regularised (see Section 3.2). (As already commented, all the ‘width’
factors of Eq. (96), which originate from regularisation terms, cancel in the monochromatic or locally-monochromatic
limit.) Therefore, one can expect that the contribution from regularisation corresponds to effects that are missing in the
local approach. Total yields as well as lightfront and transverse momentum spectra have been compared for nonlinear
Compton [388] and Breit–Wheeler [387], for regular and chirped plane waves. A comparison was also made for a focussed
background using the high-energy approximation of integrating the plane-wave QED result over the transverse structure
of the focused background. An example of the benchmarking is given in Fig. 25, where it can be seen that integer harmonics
are reproduced by the LMA, but in general sub-harmonics (as well as interference effects on the scale of the pulse length),
are missed. For the range of applicability, it was argued in [387,388] that in addition to the condition Φ ≫ 1, the error
of the LMA increases around harmonic channel openings and when pulse-interference effects begin to dominate (when
s ≪ s+,1(φ) for Compton and when ξψ(φ) ≪ 1 for Breit–Wheeler). In [49,241], the LMA was also found to approximate
well the longitudinal momentum spectrum of the full trident process well (when ξ = 1 and η = 1/2 and when ξ = 4
and η = 1/8, example cases where the LCFA underestimated the yield).

In the E144 experiment, where nonlinear Compton and Breit–Wheeler were measured for the first time, the LMA was
used [389] to model the interaction between the electron beam and the long laser pulse. Although the LMA was used
without derivation, the long laser pulse of full-width-half-max duration of 1.5 ps (of order O(100) cycles), comfortably
fulfils the criterion Φ ≫ 1 for using the approximation. (Due to the 17 degree collision angle, the effective interaction
time with the laser pulse would be smaller than 1.5 ps.) The LMA has since been implemented in simulation codes
CAIN [386,390], which models beam–beam interactions between electrons, positrons and photons; IPStrong [391], which
has been used in the initial design of the proposed LUXE experiment [47]; and the open-source code Ptarmigan [392],
which is the current simulation code of the LUXE experiment and has been benchmarked against QED [387,388].
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Fig. 25. Lineout of the double-differential spectrum in transverse momentum (here, r ≡ |ρ⊥| defined in Section 3.3) and lightfront fraction for the
onlinear Breit–Wheeler process when ξ = 0.2 (left) ξ = 0.5 (centre) and ξ = 2.5 (right) for η = 0.2 and N = 16 for a sine-squared plane-wave

pulse. At sufficiently low ξ (ξ = 0.2), pulse envelope effects dominate and the LMA underpredicts the yield. For ξ = 0.5, the LMA reproduces the
ain structure, but sub-harmonics can be seen in the QED result, which are missed. At ξ ≫ 1 (here ξ = 2.5), the LMA and LCFA tend to the same

esult.
ource: Taken from [387].

.3. The quasiclassical approach

So far, we have focussed on the LCFA and LMA, as they have seen significant development in the last decade. However,
here are also some established methods that have been employed in new situations in strong-field QED.

A notable example is a semi-classical approach that can be used to write a radiation formula that resembles the classical
iénard–Wiechert radiation formula, but that takes into account the recoil of the electron due to emitting photons. In this
pproach, sometimes referred to as the ‘quasiclassical’ or ‘Baier-Katkov’ [363] method, a two-step method is employed to
alculate the emitted radiation from an electron traversing a given background field. First, the classical trajectory is solved
or: either there exists an analytical solution, or else the Lorentz equation can be employed in a numerical calculation
nd the trajectory found. Once the trajectory is know, it can then be integrated over to obtain the radiation spectrum.
he radiated energy, dI, of an unpolarised electron can be written as (see e.g. [355], Eq. (2.46)):

dI =
iα
8π2

m2

(p0)2
ℓ0 dℓ0

∫
dt dτ
τ − i0

{
1 +

1
4

(
p0
q0

+
q0
p0

)
γ 2 [∆v(t + τ/2) −∆v(t − τ/2)]2

}
e−iΥ

;

Υ =
p0ℓ0τ
2q0γ 2

{
1 +

γ 2

τ

∫ τ/2

−τ/2
du [∆v(t + u)]2 −

(
γ

τ

∫ τ/2

−τ/2
du∆v(t + u)

)2}
, (100)

here the photon emission angle has already been integrated over, γ is the electron’s Lorentz factor and q0 = p0 − ℓ0 is
he outgoing electron energy (ℓ0 is the emitted photon’s energy). To explain the terms in this formula, we note that the
article velocity can be written v(t) = v0 +∆v(t, v0), where v0 is the average velocity, and that the integration variables
re related to the original time variables t1 and t2 that occur in the amplitude and its Hermitian conjugate respectively,

via t1 = t − τ/2, t2 = t + τ/2. We note the analogous form of Eq. (100) to the QED formula for nonlinear Compton
in a plane-wave background (where no approximations are used) Eq. (81). We can make this comparison more explicit
by setting: s = ℓ0/p0 and recalling in a plane-wave that dϕ/dt = η/γ , then by setting γ∆v = a, and recalling that
1 − s + (1 − s)−1

= 2gNLC(s) we see the pre-exponents take the same form. Using these replacements, it can be seen
that Υ contains exactly the squared Kibble mass factor Eq. (82). The formula Eq. (100) is derived assuming γ ≫ 1 and
using the ‘operator method’ of writing S-matrix elements with operator-valued functions. To proceed, one ‘disentangles’
the operators and drops terms that result from commutators that scale with O(1/γ 2) and then replaces operators with
their classical expectation values. This involves writing [393]:

q0 =

√
(p − ℓ)2 + m2 = p0 − ℓ0 +

p0ℓ0 − p · ℓ

p0 − ℓ0
+ O

(
1
γ 2

)
, (101)

and neglecting terms of order O(1/γ 2). However if the background is a plane wave, the kinematics are such that the
neglected terms are zero. Therefore the Baier-Katkov approach is exact in a plane wave, which is logical when one
considers the solution to the Dirac equation in a plane-wave background (the Volkov solution), is identical to the
semi-classical solution. The power of the semi-classical approach, however, is that it can be applied to non-plane-wave
backgrounds. Indeed, an approach based on using WKB to approximate solutions of the Dirac equation in non plane-wave
48
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ields has been used and extended recently, in a series of papers using semi-classical solutions of the Dirac equation in
ocussed background fields to go beyond the plane-wave approach [372,394–396], with a result that the probability for
onlinear Compton is obtained by averaging Eq. (100) over the initial electron position. see Section 10.3.
If the angular integral is kept and not integrated over to obtain Eq. (100), the differential energy radiated into an angle

Ω , can be written in terms of two ‘radiation integrals’ [208]:

d3I
dℓ0 dΩ

=
e2

(4π )2

(
q20 + p20
2p20

|I|2 +
ℓ20m

2

2p40
|J|2
)
, (102)

where the integrals I and J are given by:

I =

∫
n × [(n − v) × v̇]

(1 − n · v)2
eiℓ

′
·xdt; J =

∫
n · v̇

(1 − n · v)2
eiℓ

′
·xdt, (103)

here ℓ′
= (p0/q0)ℓ (this is a manifestation of photon recoil [397]), × is the cross-product and n is the direction of

mission i.e. for the photon momentum ℓ = ℓ0n.
The quasiclassical approach has a history of being employed to calculate strong-field QED effects in beam-crystal

xperiments (recent examples include [57,62,63,398]). It has recently been applied to electron–laser collisions. In [208] an
xtended version of the radiation integrals Eq. (103) that includes electron polarisation was derived, and the method was
sed to investigate interference in two-colour pulses, in [399] the method was used to calculate Compton scattering in a
onstant field of finite extent; in [289] the semi-classical method was used to calculate pair production in a plane wave and
ompared with the directly evaluated but QED expression and the LCFA; in [95,400] it was used to calculate nonlinear
ompton scattering in a plane wave and benchmarked with the LCFA and simulations employing a linearly-polarised
ersion of the LMA and in [382] it was used to investigate the validity of the LCFA in a standing wave background.

.4. Saddle-point methods

A useful analytical method for approximating probabilities is to apply saddle-point methods. For example, for χ ≪ 1
nd ξ ≫ 1 one can obtain the probability of nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair production P ∼ e−8/(3χ ) by performing the

lightfront time and momentum integrals with the saddle-point method. However, in this simple case one can simply
use well-known expansions of Airy functions to obtain this probability. The saddle-point method is instead most useful
in cases when one cannot find such special-function representations, e.g. in cases where one cannot use (the leading
order) LCFA or LMA. Having probabilities with exponential scaling and thus being able to use saddle-point methods is
sometimes associated with χ ≪ 1 and ξ ≫ 1, but, we emphasise, ξ ≫ 1 is not a necessary condition. While it is true that
the saddle-point approximations in general break down if one keeps χ ≪ 1 fixed and decreases ξ , these approximations
work even for ξ ∼ O(1) as long as χ (or η) is sufficiently small. The expansion parameter for saddle-point approximations
is χ . As for other expansions we have discussed, one can in general expect the χ ≪ 1 expansion to be good as long as
no other parameter is very small or large. In this case ξ cannot be taken too small (with χ ≪ 1 kept fixed), but ξ can be
taken large.

Consider for example nonlinear Breit–Wheeler in a Sauter pulse, a1(ϕ) = mξ tanh(ϕ) and a2 = 0. The saddle points are
given by φ = 0, θ = 2iarctan(1/ξ ) and the electron and positron share the absorbed momentum equally. One finds [170]

P ≈
α
√
πξχ

32
√
(1 + ξ 2)arccot(ξ )

exp
{
−

4ξ
χ

[(1 + ξ 2)arccot(ξ ) − ξ ]

}
(1 + ξ 2)arccot(ξ ) − ξ

. (104)

In the limit ξ ≫ 1, (104) gives P ∝ e−8/(3χ ) in agreement with the expansion of the LCFA approximation, i.e. the
limits χ ≪ 1 and ξ ≫ 1 commute. But (104) also works for ξ ∼ 1 as long as χ ≪ 1. The same method can be
used for more complicated processes, like trident [34], where both the direct and exchange terms, Pdir and Pex, have a
ery similar form as in (104). By expanding these in 1/ξ , one finds, to leading order in 1/ξ , Pex ≈ cexξe−16/(3χ ), while

Pdir ≈ (c(−2)
dir ξ

2
+ c(−1)

dir ξ )e
−16/(3χ ), where the c ’s are independent of ξ . The term that is quadratic in ξ gives (the leading

order contribution of) the two-step part, and the terms that are linear in ξ give (the leading order contribution of) the
one-step part (definitions of the two-step/one-step and direct/exchange separations can be found in 4.1 and 4.2). These
terms in the expansion in 1/ξ agree with what one finds by first expanding the exact probability in 1/ξ and then making
a χ ≪ 1 approximation of the coefficients. However, Pex had never been calculated analytically before, not even for a
constant-crossed field. This is therefore an example of the fact that the saddle-point methods can allow one to calculate
even complicated processes. The most nontrivial part of the calculation is to find the saddle point(s). After that one just
has to make a suitable change of integration variables, e.g. θ → θsaddle +

√
χδθ ,25 and expand the integrand in χ ≪ 1.

25 The reason for the factor of
√
χ is to have all the terms in the exponent that are quadratic in the perturbation around the saddle point

ndependent of χ , e.g. x = xsaddle +
√
χδx so that exp{−[1/χ ]const.(x − xsaddle)2} → exp{−const.δx2} and so that one can expand the integrand in a

series in χ .
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Fig. 26. Spectrum for single nonlinear Compton scattering for a Gaussian plane wave a = mξ sinϕ e−(ϕ/Φ)2 , with Φ = 80 for χ = 0.001 (blue and
orange curves), χ = 0.01 (magenta and green curves) and χ = 0.1 (red and cyan curves) for ξ = 1 (left plot) and ξ = 2 (right plot). The χ = 0.1
lines intersect the x-axis first, and the χ = 0.001 lines last/extend outside the plotted range. For each case there are two very close lines: one is
for the exact numerical result and the other is for the saddle-point approximation. b0 and q1 are what we, in this review, denote η and s or sγ .
Source: Adapted from [213].

Then it does not matter much that the original integrand for Pex is complicated, because after expanding the integrand
around the saddle point one just finds simple (Gaussian) integrals.

In other strong-field cases, a Sauter pulse is often chosen because one can find simple analytical solutions of the
Dirac equation in e.g. a purely time-dependent electric field, and in such cases it can be very difficult to obtain similar
results for other field shapes. This is not the case here. There are many other field shapes that lead to simple compact
approximations similar to the ones above for a Sauter pulse [213]. In fact, for a general symmetric field with one field
maximum, a1(ϕ) = mξ f (ϕ) with f (−ϕ) = −f (ϕ), one finds a saddle point at θ = 2iz with z = −if −1(i/ξ ) > 0. This was
used in [213] to obtain approximations for single and double Compton scattering. The probability that an electron has
longitudinal momentum fraction sγ = k · l/k · p is given by

PC(sγ ) ≈
α

2uNLC

(2gNLC − 1) exp
{
−

uNLC
χ
ξz
[
1 + ξ 2⟨f 2⟩

]}
zξ f ′(iz)

√
1 −

1
zξ f ′(iz)

⟨f 2⟩ =
1
2iz

∫ iz

−iz
du f 2(u) , (105)

here uNLC and gNLC are defined below (77). Similar expressions were derived for double Compton scattering (including
ll terms, i.e. two-step/one-step, direct/exchange). Note that very similar expressions can be derived for other processes,
.g. nonlinear Breit–Wheeler [170]. The main difference between e.g. Compton and Breit–Wheeler is that for Compton one
eeds to avoid soft photons (because the probability to emit soft photons does not have an exponential scaling). In (105)
his is done by considering the longitudinal momentum spectrum with photon momentum fraction sγ not small. One
ould call these hard photons, but that does not mean that one has to assume that the photon takes away most of the
omentum (which would be 1 − sγ ≪ 1); one can have, say, sγ = 0.5, as long as χ is sufficiently small. If one wants to

ntegrate over all the photon momentum components then one needs to include a cut-off to avoid integrating over soft
hotons [211].
For fields defined implicitly via f ′(ϕ) = (1−f 2(ϕ))c one can express the probability in (105) in terms of hypergeometric

unctions 2F1 with c and ξ in the arguments [213]. The hypergeometric functions can be expressed in terms of more
lementary functions for c = j/2 > 0, with integer j. For c = 1 one recovers the results for a Sauter pulse. For c = 1/2

one finds the results for one peak of a sinusoidal field, f (ϕ) = sinϕ.
However, for a field with many oscillations one also finds many saddle points. Since these lie in the complex plane

ith both real and imaginary parts, it is not trivial to find all the relevant saddle points. This problem was considered
n [213] for a1(ϕ) = mξ sin ξe−(ϕ/T )2 . For large T there are many contributing saddle points. Finding these directly for a
given T can be difficult. Instead one can start with the monochromatic limit T → ∞, where it is much simpler to find
the saddle points. If T is finite but very large then one can find the saddle points numerically by using the saddle points
from the monochromatic limit as starting points. For a moderately large T one can obtain the saddle points by following
their movement in the complex plane as one gradually decreases T from ∞. The saddle-point approximation is compared
with the exact result in Fig. 26. As seen, the approximation agrees very well with the exact result, including the small,
fast and seemingly irregular patterns in the spectrum (in fact, one might have to zoom in on the plots to actually see the
small difference). The same method was used in [240] for the longitudinal momentum spectrum of trident. Also in this
case the approximation captures fine details of the spectrum.

5.5. Numerical calculation of QED expressions

Direct evaluation of QED probabilities for plane wave pulses requires numerical evaluation of nonlinearly oscillating

exponentials. This task can be made more efficient by employing well-suited quadrature. For some field shapes, such
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ot be considered here. However, if the field is a pulse, the amplitude must, in general, be regularised (see Section 3.2)
nd this method of regularisation affects the numerical approach chosen. An advantage of the ‘iϵ’ prescription is that

transverse momentum integrals can be performed analytically, so that, if one is only interested in lightfront spectra or
the total yield, the dimension of numerical integration is reduced. Also, if one is using the ‘gluing’ approach to calculate
higher order processes, only the lightfront spectrum of intermediate blocks is required [240]. A disadvantage of this
method of regularisation is that the (two-dimensional) oscillating phase integration is over an infinite interval. This means
that in order to capture long-range interference effects, a phase range much longer than the pulse must be integrated
over (although some parts of this phase integration may be performed analytically [94,173]). Therefore, this method of
regularisation is less popular for numerical evaluation. It has been used for nonlinear Compton and Breit–Wheeler [94], as
well as ALP decay to an electron–positron pair [371]. A form of regularisation more amenable to numerical evaluation is
the Boca–Florescu method [181], discussed in Section 3.2.1, applied at the level of the amplitude. This has the advantage
that, for a laser pulse with support on a finite interval the phase integration region is finite. The rest of this section
describes numerical schemes to evaluate expressions with this form of regularisation. (Other forms of regularisation are
also possible, such as transverse dimensional regularisation used in [401].)

A standard method is to perform an integral substitution to linearise the exponent [401] and expand the resulting
pre-exponent in a sum over an orthogonal function basis set. For example:∫ θ

0
dt f (t)eig(t) =

∫ 1

0
dy H(y)eiKy, (106)

where the old and new integration variables are related by g(t) = g(θ )y, K = g(θ ) and H(y) = Kf [g−1(Ky)]/g ′
[g−1(Ky)].

Typical choices for expanding H(y) include the set of Chebyshev [263] and Legendre polynomials [369], for which
the right-hand side of Eq. (106) can be evaluated analytically. If the integral over the linear exponential cannot be
evaluated analytically, it may be evaluated numerically by using quadrature suited to linear but highly-oscillating
functions. One example is the Filon method [402], which has been applied to nonlinear Compton [153] and photon–
photon scattering [403]. Another possibility is to perform a fast Fourier transform which has been used for nonlinear
Breit–Wheeler [190].

An alternative method to linearising the exponent is a deformation of the integration contour in the complex plane.
Using Cauchy’s theorem, an integration path can be found, over which the nonlinear oscillations are removed. If the
exponent has stationary points, this approach is closely related to the saddle point method, in which contributions
from regions away from the stationary points are exponentially suppressed. This has been exploited in calculations of
Compton [240] and Breit–Wheeler [240], double Compton [213] and trident [34,318]. As an alternative to a complex
contour, one can use the fact that in some cases, the imaginary part of the stationary point scales as 1/ξ , which can be
neglected to a good approximation when ξ ≫ 1, so that the method of stationary phase can be employed (which uses
real stationary points), as was exploited for the Compton [183,404] and double Compton [316] processes.

Another approach is to numerically integrate already at the level of the amplitude, which is treated as a matrix with
spin and polarisation indices, and then mod-square to calculate the probability. Although less sophisticated, this method
has the advantage of halving the number of oscillating phase integrals, with the disadvantage that the outgoing momenta
must also be integrated numerically (whereas with e.g. the ‘‘iϵ’’ prescription, the transverse momenta can be integrated
out analytically). However, since the integrand has a well-defined width in outgoing transverse particle momenta, this
straightforward method leads to an overall reduction in numerical evaluation time. This method has been used widely,
and is specifically referred to in [36,161,179,291,293,387,388,405].

5.6. Alternative numerical approaches

We review here other numerical methods in strong field QED. These methods provide alternative means of tackling
problems in realistic background fields with complicated spacetime inhomogenities, including the Schwinger effect.

5.6.1. DHW formalism
The Schwinger effect, as outlined in Section 1, is an example of spontaneous electron–positron pair creation from a

strong field. Within the mean-field approximation, i.e. neglecting back-reaction, extracting observables such as the number
of pairs created in a given electromagnetic (background) field Aµ requires, essentially, solving the Dirac equation in that
background. Since it is impossible to do so analytically for arbitrary or even very realistic field configurations, numerical
methods are often required.

In practice however, directly solving the Dirac equation in spacetime-dependent fields may be numerically expensive.
It can be more convenient to instead solve another equation, equivalent to the Dirac equation or an approximation
to it, to discuss the Schwinger effect. This is the situation which arises in the widely-used Dirac–Heisenberg–Wigner
(DHW) formalism [406–410]. (See [135] and references therein for real-time lattice techniques, which provide another
powerful numerical method for investigating the Schwinger effect; this will also be discussed in Section 10.7.1). In the
limit of spatially homogeneous fields, the DHW formalism includes the quantum Vlasov approach [411,412] and can be
solved analytically for some special cases (where the Dirac equation is also solvable [413,414]). The equivalence of kinetic
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pproaches with S-matrix methods is demonstrated in [415,416]. See also [417] for numerical comparison between the
HW formalism and results from directly solving the Dirac equation.
In the DHW formalism one calculates the spacetime evolution of a (quasi-)phase-space distribution function. A number

f studies have been made within the DHW formalism to numerically study spacetime inhomogeneous-field effects (see
ection 8.2). A key ingredient is the equal-time Wigner function W [407]:

W(x, p; t) =
−1
2

⟨ 0; in |

∫
d3y e−ip·ye+ie

∫ x+y/2
x−y/2 dz·A(t,z)

[ψ(t, x + y/2), ψ̄(t, x − y/2)]| 0; in ⟩, (107)

in which x and p are to be interpreted as particle positions and (kinetic) momenta, while the Wilson line guarantees
gauge invariance of W . Using the Dirac equation, one can derive an evolution equation for the Wigner function W:

DtW = −
1
2
Dx · [γ 0γ ,W] − im[γ 0,W] − iP · {γ 0γ ,W} , (108)

here

Dt = ∂t + e
∫ 1/2

−1/2
dλ E(t, x + λi∂p) · ∂p , Dx = ∂x + e

∫ 1/2

−1/2
dλB(t, x + λi∂p) × ∂p ,

P = p − ie
∫ 1/2

−1/2
dλ λB(t, x + λi∂p) × ∂p .

(109)

The initial condition for the differential Eq. (108) is given by considering times before the background electromagnetic
field switches on at t = tin, in which case W can be calculated directly; one finds W(tin) = Wvac =

1
2p0

[γ · p − m]. The
igner function W carries, from (108), bispinor indices and has 16 independent components. These may be parametrised

n terms of gamma matrices as

W =
1
4

[
s+ iγ5p+ γ µvµ + γ µγ5aµ +

i
2
[γ µ, γ ν]tµν

]
. (110)

This basis can be used to express various physical quantities once W is obtained by solving (108) numerically (or
analytically in special cases). For example, the unregularised energy density is given by

E(t, x) = ⟨ 0; in |ψ̄γ 0(i/2)
↔

∂ tψ | 0; in ⟩ =

∫
d3p [ms+ p · v] . (111)

One can infer from the integrand of this expression a phase-space distribution function for created ‘‘particles’’, with the
caveat that it is only strictly safe to do so at asymptotic times where interactions are turned off, see Section 8, while there
always exists an ambiguity in how to define a distribution function for particles at intermediate times. As a consequence,
the construction of a distribution function is not unique. A common choice is

f (x, p, t) =
ms+ p · v

p0
−

msvac + p · vvac

p0
, (112)

hich is obtained by regularising the energy density by subtracting the vacuum contributions at each instant of time and
upposing that the energy density E is given by a momentum integral of the one-particle energy p0 times the distribution
unction f . Note that f (x, p, t) includes contributions from both electrons and positrons and that spin degrees of freedom
are already summed over. As alternatives/improvements, one may for example construct spin-resolved phase-space
distribution functions by inserting appropriate spin projection operators [418], or consider coarse-graining [419,420]. A
good property of the choice (112) is that, for spatially homogeneous and linearly-polarised electric fields, it coincides with
quantum Vlasov approach [409,415], see also [421]. Note that there are (infinitely) many other possible choices, reflecting
the infinite ambiguity in defining particle number at non-asymptotic times — see Section 8 for a discussion. (There is a
further ambiguity in the Wigner function itself: the Wilson line could be replaced by any other function which guarantees
gauge invariance, see e.g. [422] and references therein. However, it is only for the straight Wilson line used above that p
has the interpretation of a particle momentum.)

5.6.2. Basis lightfront quantisation
In ‘basis light-front quantisation’ one begins in lightfront field theory [139], see also Section 4.1, so that x+ is again

time, and then reduces the infinite number of degrees of freedom in QED to a finite number by truncating the state space
in particle number, (discretised) momentum, and so on, in a particular basis inspired by lightfront holography [423]. One
then diagonalises the full QED Hamiltonian in this finite basis to obtain non-perturbative eigenstates describing excitations
of electrons, positrons, and photons. These are then evolved in time by numerically solving the Schrödinger equation to
study their interactions [424]. BLFQ inherits some of the useful properties of lightfront field theory; being quantised on
a lightlike rather than spacelike hypersurface, the theory is explicitly causal. Lightfront field theories are ghost-free and,
while fully relativistic, much of their structure, including dispersion relations and the Schrödinger equation to be solved,
appears non-relativistic, which offers various simplifications. For more information and references see [139,141,142,423].
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Time-dependent basis lightfront quantisation, or ‘tBLFQ’, extends the BLFQ formalism to include background fields
n both QED [425,426] and QCD [427,428]. tBLFQ has been used to study nonlinear Compton scattering in backgrounds
eyond plane waves, i.e. those having transverse structure [429]. An advantage of tBLFQ is that it is fully quantum and
xplicitly real time, but a disadvantage is that available computing power severely limits the size of the truncated, finite
ystem and thus the number of particles which can contribute in processes.
While non-perturbative, tBLFQ may, being based on lightfront quantisation, struggle to fully capture zero mode physics,

hich can be essential for non-perturbative contributions to the Schwinger effect [430,431], hence which numerical
ethod is most appropriate depends on the physical situation of interest. Perturbative contributions to pair creation

rom external fields can though be captured by tBLFQ [432].

. Higher-order processes and resummation

In this section we will consider processes at higher orders in α. One reason for considering higher orders is simply
ecause a particle in a strong electromagnetic field can cause the production of many particles. For example, an
lectron emitting several photons is a higher-order process. Also, truncating the perturbation series in α at O(α) gives
‘probabilities’’ that can become larger than 1, if e.g. ξ or T are ‘‘too’’ large or in case of IR divergences. This just means
hat one has to include higher orders. Note that one has to include both tree-level processes and loops. Including all the
elevant diagrams gives probabilities that are automatically less than 1.

As mentioned, higher orders become important if, for example, ξ or the (dimensionless) pulse length T are large
enough, which is also a regime where higher orders can be approximated by suitable (sums) of incoherent products of
O(α) processes, see Section 4. In Section 4 we discussed some new methods for how to construct the two-step part
of O(α2) processes using O(α) strong-field-QED Mueller matrices. These Mueller matrices can also be used as building
blocks to obtain the N-step part of general O(αN ) processes, where the N-step part gives the dominant contribution for
large ξ and/or a long pulse and is given by a product of N Mueller matrices. Apart from the Mueller matrices for the
tree-level processes nonlinear Compton, see (61), and Breit–Wheeler, we also have Mueller matrices for the O(α) term in
he probability of e−

→ e− and γ → γ , see (66) and (67) and Fig. 18, i.e. for loops. Each of these building blocks in general
nvolves two ϕ integrals (ϕ for the amplitudeM and ϕ′ forM∗), giving 2N integration variables ϕi and ϕ′

i with i = 1, . . . ,N .
owever, the lightfront-time ordering of the N-step can be enforced using step functions with only φi = (ϕi + ϕ′

i )/2 as
rguments (Θ(φN −φN−1) . . .Θ(φ2−φ1)), and each θi = ϕi−ϕ

′

i integral can be performed in terms of Airy functions in the
LCFA regime or Bessel functions for a circularly polarised field in the LMA regime (for linear polarisation one finds more
complicated generalised Bessel functions [27,433,434]). And even if one cannot find some pre-defined special functions,
the θi integrals can anyway be performed numerically for each building block separately. This leaves one φ integral for
ach building block and they are nontrivially connected because of lightfront time ordering. Thanks to the simplicity of
lane waves, all the transverse momentum integrals can be performed for each building block separately. This leaves
ne longitudinal momentum integral for each building block (e.g. the longitudinal momentum of the emitted photon in
Compton-scattering step). One therefore has N integrals in φi and N momentum integrals for each O(αN ) diagram. For
he second-order processes discussed in Section 4 one can just perform these integrals with brute force, but at higher
rders one is faced with many inter-connected integrals. Also, one is usually interested in inclusive processes (e.g. the
xpectation value of the electron momentum), which means that there will in general be many diagrams that contribute to
ach O(αN ) for large N . And even after having obtained each order, one probably needs to find some way of resumming
he α series. Indeed, if higher orders are important, then the effective expansion parameter is likely large and may lie
eyond the radius of convergence (the radius can be finite for an approximation, even though the full/exact α series is
xpected to be asymptotic). Thus, developing a way to write down compact expressions for general higher-order diagrams
s only half the work. In this section we will review resummation methods and various applications and practical studies
f higher-order processes.
Recall that so far almost every calculation in strong-field QED is based on perturbation theory in α in the Furry picture.

he worldline formalism offers another approach to both higher-order and non-perturbative calculations. It has been
sed in [435] to calculate compact expressions for the N-photon amplitude at one-loop level in a general plane-wave
ackground. In [436] the effective action is calculated using worldline methods to all orders in α, for a weak electric field
see also Section 8.4.1). (The form of the result has also been independently guessed, though, based on the first two terms
n the α expansion and physical intuition in [437].)

Often resummations of the α expansion have involved cases where one can, in some approximation, find explicit
xpressions for arbitrary orders. A text-book example is the exponentiation of IR divergences (without a background
ield). IR divergences are cancelled when summing over indistinguishable soft processes, see [152] for this cancellation
n plane-wave backgrounds. Processes can also be indistinguishable when particles propagate collinearly. In [232] it was
hown that non-laser photons that are collinear with the laser also allow for a resummation as a multiplicative exponential
actor, including both real photon emissions and loops, giving a probability that scales like

P ∼ αξ 2 exp
{
−αξ 2const.

}
. (113)

Another type of series that often appears in cases where one can find explicit coefficients to all orders is a geometric
eries. In [438] it was shown that in the limit of very strong magnetic or electric fields, the reducible diagrams give the
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ominant contribution to the effective action and they give geometric series. We will come back to this in Section 7,
ee (141). Another geometric series appears in the α expansion of the solution to the Landau–Lifshitz equation [375].
The study of the Ritus–Narozhny conjecture is an example where resummations will be particularly important. We

ill devote Section 9 to this topic.
In this section we will instead focus on cases where only a finite number of orders in α are available and where one

annot identify the coefficients with the expansion of some simple function. This is relevant because, although one might
aively expect that the product of Mueller matrices might simply give expansions of the form zn/n! or zn in which z is a
uitable expansion parameter proportional to α, this is not the case; the lightfront-time and momentum ordering of the
ntegrals in these products gives nontrivial expansions. However, before we continue we note that if one only considers
he loop terms alone, i.e. without sums over the number of final state particles, then one does have an expansion of the
orm zn/n! which can hence be summed into an exponential form [241,373,374,439]. Such loop sums are relevant e.g. for
acuum birefringence, where a photon changes its polarisation (both the type and degree) via sequences of any number
f fermion loops [439,440]. However, as emphasised in [375], unitarity implies certain cancellations between loops and
ther diagrams, which is important for e.g. expectation values in RR.
Regarding light-by-light interactions, in [441] the field of a probe plane wave passing through a stronger pump plane

ave was studied (using the Euler–Heisenberg effective action) by resumming a series involving a Bessel function, which
s an example of cases where one knows all the coefficients in the series and can therefore find a unique resummation,
ut where the coefficients are more complicated than simply (−1)n or 1/n!.

.1. Dyson–Schwinger equations

The self-energy diagrams shown in the second lines of Fig. 18 as well as in Fig. 4 of the supplementary in [325] can
lso be resummed by solving the Dyson–Schwinger equations, see e.g. [373],

(i/D − m)Ψ (x) =

∫
d4yM(x, y)Ψ (y)

−∂µ∂
µAν(x) =

∫
d4yΠνλ(x, y)Aλ(y) ,

(114)

here Dµ = ∂µ + iaµ, Ψ is the fermion/Dirac field including both the background field (assumed to be a plane wave) aµ
o all orders as well as all orders in radiative corrections α, Aµ is the photon field, M(x, y) is the electron mass ‘‘operator’’
i.e. the loop shown in (1b) in Table 1), and Πµν(x, y) is the polarisation tensor ((1a) in Table 1). At O(α0), but to all
rders in aµ, Ψ is given by the usual Volkov solution. M(x, y) contains all irreducible diagrams.26 However, for a long
ulse and/or large ξ the dominant contribution comes from the diagram in Fig. 18 as well as the diagram in Fig. 4 of the
upplementary in [325]. In this regime, the Dyson–Schwinger equations can be solved [263,373,374,439,443]. As function
f α, the solutions take the form

Ψ (p, s, x) ∝ exp
{
i(real Volkov terms) + iαM̃1(p, s, x+)

}
, (115)

nd

A(q, j) ∝ exp
{
−il · x + iαΠ̃1(q, j, x+)

}
, (116)

here M̃1 and Π̃1 are derived from the one-loop terms in M(x, y) and Π (x, y) as shown in [373], and depend on the spin s
r polarisation j (and momentum, p or q). M̃1 has a nonzero imaginary part, since this solution describes the propagation
f a fermion without photon emission, which is an unstable state, i.e. the probability that the electron propagates through
he laser without having emitted any photons is less than one. Similarly, Π̃1(x+) has an imaginary part because the photon
an decay into a pair. These states have been used in [374] for the spin-transition probability without photon emission
nd in nonlinear Compton scattering and Breit–Wheeler pair production in [373].
The ingredients, M(x, y) and Πµν(x, y) to O(α) are shown in (1a) and (1b) in Table 1. The electron mass operator loop

as recently been calculated in [443,444] for a general plane wave and used and discussed in [443] as an ingredient
n the Dyson–Schwinger equation. The polarisation tensor has also been calculated in an arbitrary plane wave, see
eferences in Section 7. Resummed expressions on the form econst.×α have been used to study vacuum birefringence
n [263,401,439,440]. We will discuss vacuum birefringence in detail in Section 7.

The one-loop vertex correction has also been studied recently [381]. It was calculated in a general plane wave, focusing
n UV/IR divergences and gauge dependence. This is relevant for the Ritus–Narozhny conjecture, see Section 9.

26 In general background fields (beyond plane waves) these quantities no longer need to be exclusively 1PI. Beyond PW there would e.g. be the
tadpole on the electron line which is reducible with respect to cutting the photon line. What is relevant is a specific irreducibility, namely the
diagrams to be included are irreducible such that in- and out-state are not becoming disconnected by cutting a line, cf. the tadpole correction
in [442].
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.2. Resummation of incoherent-product approximation

We come back now to the question of how to use the incoherent-product approximation (i.e. products of O(α) Mueller
matrices, see Section 4.3) for those higher-order processes where summation of loops alone is not enough. Perhaps the
simplest and experimentally most relevant case is RR. It should be noted that RR does not automatically mean that one
has to consider higher-order processes. Even in the classical limit, RR is nonzero already at O(α), which is obtained
rom the emission of a single photon and one loop diagram (the scaling of the photon momentum with respect to h̄ is
ancelled by the factor of 1/h̄ from α, see e.g. [445]). However, in regimes relevant for e.g. upcoming laser experiments (see
ection 1.1), there is an interest in measuring processes with multiple emissions. In other words, higher-order processes
ill be important and therefore studying their resummation is important.
At O(αN ), N photons can be emitted, which in the Mueller-matrix approach (see Section 4) is described by the product

f N Compton Mueller matrices, MC
· MC . . .MC, which are integrated with lightfront-time and longitudinal-momentum

rdering. However, these are not the only building blocks that are relevant. It is perhaps not always realised, or at least
ot explicitly mentioned, but, as noted already above, it can also be important to consider loops. Loops provide important
ancellations of e.g. infra-red divergences and are needed in order to be able to take the classical limit of RR [445,446] (see
lso [447–450] for other processes). Loops (sequences of O(α) loops) are also responsible for the nontrivial, anomalous
agnetic moment part of the spin precession (see e.g. [155,241,451]), see also discussion in Section 6.5 for how spin is

reated in recent numerical codes. In the Mueller-matrix approach these loops can be obtained from the O(α) building
lock ML mentioned in Section 4, see [241]. At O(αN ) there are therefore 2N diagrams, e.g. ML

· MC
· MC . . .ML. Because

f unitarity, many elements (but not all) of ML are similar or can be obtained from MC. It is natural to group these 2N

iagrams together as [325] (ML
+MC) · (ML

+MC) . . . (ML
+MC). Because of the combination ML

+MC, many soft-photon
roblems are either absent or less severe in this inclusive quantity than what one might otherwise expect by considering
.g. only photon emission without loops. Thus, loops need to be included simply because they are numerically important,
nd omitting them does not actually make things simpler but rather introduces unnecessary problems.
These products are lightfront-time and longitudinal-momentum ordered. In [325] a recursive formula was derived:

onsider the expectation value of the longitudinal momentum of the electron, which is obtained from an expansion in α,
k · P⟩ =

∑
∞

n=0⟨k · P⟩
(n) where ⟨k · P⟩

(n)
= (1/2)N0 · M(n)

· N1 = O(αN ) and M(n) is essentially n factors of (ML
+ MC) with

ifferent arguments. By prepending a factor of ML
+MC at the beginning of the previous product, a recursive formula was

btained which gives M(n) from M(n−1),

M(n)(η, σ ) =

∫
∞

σ

dσ ′

η

∫ 1

0
dsγ (ML(η, σ ′, sγ ) · M(n−1)(η, σ ′) + MC(η, σ ′, sγ ) · M(n−1)(η(1 − sγ ), σ ′)) , (117)

where η = k ·p/m2 and sγ = k · l/k ·p is the ratio of the longitudinal momentum of the photon and the initial electron. The
nitial condition for ⟨k.P⟩ is M(0)

= η1. The same equation but with M(0)
= 1 gives the resummed total Mueller matrix for

he probability of a general spin transition. The lower integration limit σ ensures lightfront-time ordering, and the factor
f 1 − sγ takes the recoil due to photon emission into account.
It was shown that the recursive formula (117) can be resummed right from the start, i.e. without choosing a specific

ield or electron parameters, into a matrix integro-differential equation for M =
∑

∞

n=0 M
(n),

∂M
∂σ

= −

∫ 1

0

dsγ
η

(ML
· M(η) + MC

· M(η[1 − sγ ])) . (118)

This equation is valid for arbitrary pulse shape and polarisation of the plane wave and, as long as the pulse is sufficiently
long (see discussion in Section 4), even if ξ is not large. In other words, it goes beyond standard LCFA treatments. Since
it is a matrix equation with no reference to any specific spin or polarisation basis, it works for general spin/polarisation.
If one omits the spin and considers LCFA then it resembles the structure of older kinetic equations that have been used
previously to study RR [88,358]. In those studies no resummation was mentioned.

Having obtained the integro-differential equation one no longer has to think about resummation. This seems therefore
like another example where the α expansion can be resummed thanks to the fact that one has an expression for each
higher order. However, instead of resumming the α expansion from the start into an integro-differential equation, one can
instead approach the problem in a similar way to which the χ expansions have been resummed in Section 4. (This method
s also closer to how one would approach the problem when, in the future, one has figured out how to calculate the α
xpansion beyond the incoherent-product approximation). In this approach one starts with M(0) and uses the recursive
ormula to obtain M(1), which is then used to obtain M(2) etc. This procedure gives explicit results for a finite number
of terms in the α expansion. One might for example obtain ⟨k · P⟩

(n) for n = 0, . . . , 10. In the classical limit one finds
a geometric series to leading order with an obvious resummation, 1 − z + z2 − · · · = 1/(1 + z), where z ∝ α. For the
difference in the final momentum for an electron that initially has spin up or down, ⟨k · P⟩(↑) − ⟨k · P⟩(↓), one can also
find explicit expressions for all orders [325,377]. This, though, is much less trivial; the coefficients are not simply (−1)n
but rather a more complicated expression involving the harmonic number. However, using techniques to solve recursive
formulas, one can again find a unique resummation [325,377], which happens to involve logarithms (it is unique in the
sense that it reproduces the expansion coefficients to all orders, rather than just the first e.g. 10 orders which would be
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he case for any resummation of a series of which only the first 10 orders are known). However, away from the leading
ow-energy limit, one will not find a series with some obvious resummation such as (−z)n or (−z)n/n! and one will only
ave access to a finite number of terms.
Thus, in the general case one needs to choose some resummation method. For the RR expansions considered

n [325,377] the first terms in the α expansion indicate a finite radius of convergence. No Borel transform is therefore
eeded, but a simple direct sum only works (in principle) within the radius of convergence. However, a direct sum may
ot be the best approach, because if one is close to the radius of convergence, for example, then a very large number of
erms may be required, meaning difficult or impractical calculations. A finite radius of convergence suggests that one could
esum the series with Padé approximants. In other words, with the recursive formula one obtains a truncated expansion
considering a constant field for simplicity and writing ‘tru’ for truncated)

ξ⟨k · P⟩tru = χ + c(1)T + c(2)T 2
+ · · · + c(n)T n , (119)

here T = αξ∆φ is an effective expansion parameter, with ∆φ the pulse length, c(n)(χ ) are nontrivial functions of χ , and
is a finite, not very large, order (e.g. n = 10). In the classical limit we have c(n) ∝ χn, and then it would be natural to
lso include a factor of χ in the effective expansion parameter. Note that, even though α ≪ 1, for sufficiently large ξ∆φ,
can be large and higher orders become important. Obviously, the truncated series will eventually break down since it
oes as T n as T → ∞. The idea is to decipher the information that is encoded in ci in a way that preferably does not
equire one to keep calculating more and more terms (increasing n) as T increases. A Padé resummation is achieved by
atching ξ⟨k · P⟩tru with the α expansion of

ξ⟨k · P⟩resum = χ +

∑I
i=1 Ai(χ )T i

1 +
∑J

j=1 Bj(χ )T j
, (120)

which determines the coefficients Aj and Bj. In general one finds higher precision by increasing I and J (and consequently
), but the relative size of I−J is not determined by ξ⟨k·P⟩tru alone. If one does not know how the exact result should scale
n the limit of large argument (T ≫ 1 here), then one often finds good results with diagonal or near diagonal approximants
I = J or I ∼ J). In this case one expects ξ⟨k · P⟩ to decrease as T increases, which leads one to choose I = J so that the
adé approximant can cancel the leading-order term (χ ). It was shown in [325,377] that such Padé resummations tend to
onverge quickly, i.e. one only needs to calculate relatively few terms in the α expansion. This means that this approach
an be competitive or faster than the integro-differential approach.
In this case one can obtain an even faster convergence since one can guess that the quantum result should converge

o the classical in the limit of a very long pulse, T ≫ 1, see [325]. This is based on the fact that χ decreases over time due
o RR, i.e. the dynamics becomes more and more classical, and the fact that the classical solution becomes independent
f the initial momentum in the long-pulse limit, so one can expect that this also happens in the quantum case and then
he result for a general initial momentum will agree with that for a low momentum, for which the classical result applies.
his gives not just I = J but also fixes AI and BI , so that given n terms from ξ⟨k · P⟩tru one can go to one Padé order

higher, [m/m] → [m+1/m+1], which moreover will converge to the exact result in the limit T ≫ 1 even at low orders.
An important point is that it was not necessary to impose this extra condition on the approximant; one still finds the
same results. However, doing so means a faster convergence, since forcing the resummation to the expected result at
both small and large T does not leave much room for large discrepancies at intermediate values of T . This holds also for
other resummations: the more additional information one has (or can guess) the fewer terms are needed.

For ⟨k · P⟩(↑) − ⟨k · P⟩(↓) one can show explicitly in the classical limit that the large-T limit involves a factor of
ln T [325,377]. One can therefore also expect such log terms in the quantum case. For this spin difference there is therefore
no choice of I , J and Aj and Bj that gives a resummation that reproduces the exact scaling at T ≫ 1, since a Padé
approximant can never give log terms. However, this is not a problem for reasonably large T because the factor of ln T
grows slowly. Hence, one can still speed up the convergence by choosing a Padé approximant with the same scaling as the
factor of 1/T n that multiplies ln T . Hence one can still find fast convergence with Padé approximants. Thus, even though a
Padé approximant cannot reproduce the exact large-T scaling in this case, due to the ln T part, this resummation method
still works very well.

Final results for these α resummations are shown in Fig. 27 for a constant-crossed and a circularly-polarised
monochromatic field.

Two different methods for calculating the α expansion (without the integro-differential equation) were presented
in [325,377]. In one of them one first creates a numerical interpolation function ofM(1)(χ ) for 0 < χ < χmax and plugs that
into the recursive formula to create an interpolation function of M(2)(χ ) and so on. In the other approach, one first expands
M(1) in a power series in χ , and then plugs that series into the recursive formula to obtain a power series expansion of M(2)

tc. Each of these χ expansions are asymptotic and therefore need to be resummed with e.g. the Borel–Padé method. But
(2) is obtained from M(1) before resumming M(1) etc. For the constant field and circularly monochromatic field considered

n [325,377], this double resummation approach was the fastest.
In the double-resummation approach one has for each n in the expansion in (119)

c(n) = χ1+n
M∑

a(n)m χ
m , (121)
m=0
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Fig. 27. The upper left plot, taken from [325], shows the longitudinal momentum of an initially unpolarised electron as a function of an effective
pulse-length parameter for a constant-crossed field. The different Padé curves show the convergence of the Padé resummation in (120). Padé’ shows
that a faster convergence is achieved by using the anticipated large-T scaling as an extra condition. The upper right plot, taken from [377], shows
the difference in the final momentum due to the initial spin, for a circularly polarised monochromatic field with ξ = 1, and η = b0 . ‘‘integro-diff’’ is
the result obtained by solving an integro-differential equation using T rather than lightfront time (σ in (118)) as the ‘‘time" parameter. The lower
left plot, taken from [377], shows the final degree of electron polarisation for an initially unpolarised electron, for a circularly polarised field, which
is zero at O(α). The lower right plot, taken from [325], shows the ratios of neighbouring coefficients in the χ expansion of the first ten orders in
the α expansion of k · P for an initially unpolarised electron in a constant-crossed field, where the uppermost line is for O(α) and the last line for
O(α10).

where am ∼ (−1)mm! for large m. The ratios of neighbouring coefficients for the first ∼ 100 terms are plotted in Fig. 27.
Note that we are again dealing with a truncated series, i.e. we only have access to a finite number (M) of terms. We can
resum this expansion using the methods mentioned in Section 4.7, e.g. the Borel–Padé method. After the χ expansion has
been resummed the α expansion can be resummed.

A different type of recursive formula was obtained in [452] for the probability Pn(ε′, t) that an electron has energy ε′

and has emitted n photons at time t ,

dPn

dε′
(ε′, t) =

∫ t

−∞

dτS(t, τ ; ε′)
∫ εi

ε′

d2W
dτdε′

(ε′, ε, τ )
dPn−1

dε
(ε, τ ) , (122)

here

S(t, t ′; ε) = exp
{
−

∫ t

t ′
dτ

dW
dτ

(ε, τ )
}

(123)

is the probability that the electron does not emit between t and t ′, and W is the probability of photon emission in a
constant-crossed field (see Section 3.2 for more detail on nonlinear Compton and Section 5.1 for the LCFA). Apart from
the fact that this is a different quantity, this formula uses ordinary time and energy rather than lightfront time and
longitudinal momentum, and spin is omitted. Also, it corresponds to a different ordering of terms, as one can see by
noting that W = O(α) so the exponential part of S is linear in α and hence Pn is not O(αn) but is rather given by a partial
esummation (of what corresponds to loops).

.3. Classical limit of quantum radiation reaction

So far we have discussed quantum RR, but even in classical RR there are still unsolved and debated problems. A number
f alternative classical RR equations have been proposed (several of which have been compared with the classical limit
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f QED in [446]). We will discuss the two most common: the Lorentz–Abraham–Dirac (LAD) and the Landau–Lifshitz (LL)
quation. Both can be written

mẍµ = eFµν ẋν +
2
3

e2

4π
Rµ , (124)

here the first term is the Lorentz force due to the background field Fµν and the RR term is given by (suppressing the
ndices)

RLAD
=

...
x + ẍ2ẋ RLL

= eḞ ẋ + e2FF ẋ + (eF ẋ)2ẋ . (125)

s is well known, the standard equation of motion describing classical RR, LAD, has unphysical solutions with acausal
reacceleration or runaway solutions with diverging momentum (see e.g. [359,360,453] for recent reviews of RR).
reduction of order, essentially by substituting the solution into itself and omitting higher order terms (though

ee [349,454] for studies of higher orders and their resummation), leads to LL. (See Section 10.1 for reduction of order
pplied to the Klein–Gordon and the Dirac equations.) LL is free from the unphysical solutions of LAD but gives predictions
hat are ‘‘close’’ to the preaccelerating solution of LAD. The difference, including the preacceleration part, is small in the
lassical regime, i.e. where one can expect these classical solutions to be valid and where quantum effects can be neglected,
ee e.g. [455]. LL is therefore widely accepted as a classical equation for practical purposes.
A QED approach to RR gives us a series in α. Calculating higher orders exactly is of course extremely difficult, but

ven the classical limit can be challenging. Several papers [445–449] have studied the classical limit of quantum RR to
(α) and compared with the prediction of classical equations.27 In [447] both the coupling to the quantised photon field

as well as the background field were treated to lowest order in perturbation theory, i.e. to O(e3) (e2 from the quantised
field and linear in the background field). This was justified by arguing that RR effects are small in the rest frame of the
electron, and then working in that frame. It was shown that the classical limit of QED agrees with LL to this order. The
calculation was done for an arbitrary background field, but the RR contribution to the force (the time-derivative of the
momentum expectation value, d⟨P⟩/dt) at O(e3) only involves a term proportional to dE/dt , which is linear in the field
strength and vanishes for a constant field or tends to average out for an oscillating field. A Furry-picture expansion was
used in [446,448,449], i.e. the coupling to the quantised photon field was treated to leading order but without making
an expansion in the background field eE. It was shown in [446] (for a plane-wave background) that both LAD and LL
agree with QED at O(α), while already at this order some of the other proposed classical equations could be ruled out.
LAD and LL can be distinguished by going to higher orders in α. If one expects the α expansion to be asymptotic even
n the classical limit, then one would also expect the classical limit may agree with LAD rather than LL, since LAD gives
symptotic series while LL has a finite radius of convergence. Regardless of which equation agrees with QED, LAD and LL
f course still agree well in the classical limit, but if it turns out that higher orders agree with LAD, then one would also
ave confirmed both LAD per se and as the starting point for the derivation of LL as an approximate equation. The first
rder quantum correction to the (O(α)) Larmor formula was calculated in [457] in a non-relativistic approximation for
ields that depend on either time or one spatial coordinate. While [446,447,457] considered the expectation value of the
omentum operator, one can also consider the expectation value of a position operator [446,448,449].
However, from a phenomenological point of view, one may ask in which parameter regime higher orders are actually

mportant. As already discussed, one can expect them to be important for example at large ξ or a long pulse, when a large
number of photons are emitted. In the classical regime we can see this explicitly from the exact solution to LL in a plane
wave [458]

P−,⊥ = π−,⊥ +
∆

1 +∆
∫
dφ a′2

[
π ′

−

∫
dφ a′2π

]
−,⊥

, (126)

here πµ = pµ−aµ+ (2a ·p−a2)kµ/(2k ·p) is the zeroth order, i.e. the solution to the Lorentz-force equation without RR,
= (2/3)αη (η = k · p/m2), and the remaining component follows from the on-shell condition, P+ = (m2

+ P2
⊥
)/(4P−).

he π ′ term in (126) corresponds to the term that was reproduced in [447], while all terms in the square brackets were
eproduced in [446]. From (126) we see that higher orders are important if

∆

∫
dφ a′2

∼ αξT χ ≳ 1 , (127)

.e. if ξ and/or T are sufficiently large.28 As we have already discussed, in such regimes one can approximate higher
rders by suitable incoherent products. Thus, with the methods for quantum RR developed in [325,377] one can derive
he classical limit of QED to leading order in ξ ≫ 1 and/or a long pulse. It was shown in [325] that this agrees exactly
o all orders with the solution to LL. And, since LL and LAD converges in the limit of a long pulse [349,377,459,460], this

27 The classical limit of non-relativistic QED was studied in [456] without making such an expansion in α.
28 As emphasised, what is sufficiently large depends on other large or small parameters. In this classical regime, for example, we see explicitly
hat ξ and/or T has to be large enough to compensate for the factor of χ ≪ 1 in addition to α ≪ 1.
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s also what one would expect if LAD is the equation that agrees with the exact classical limit of QED (i.e. beyond the
eading order in ξ ≫ 1 and/or long pulse length). See also [88,358,461] for comparisons between kinetic RR equations
nd LL.
Since LL is the equation of choice for practical computations and since it has now been confirmed to agree with the

lassical limit of QED to all orders, is there then any motivation for calculating the classical limit of higher orders beyond
he leading order in ξ and/or long pulse? The following is one motivation. If LAD is indeed the correct equation then one
ould expect it to be possible to calculate these higher orders from QED, because then the result should agree with the
xpansion of LAD which does not appear too complicated [349,377]. This would then be an example where one can study
he higher-order structure, e.g. convergence or asymptotic nature, of the QED α expansion. If we assume for the moment
hat LAD is correct, then we might be able to learn something about the general QED expansion by studying how to resum
he asymptotic α expansion of LAD, to which we now turn.

.4. Resummation of LAD

The incoherent product approach seems to give a RR series with a non-zero radius of convergence, see [325,377]. In
eneral one expects the α expansion of QED to be asymptotic. This is usually associated with a factorially growing number
f Feynman diagram, which explains why the incoherent-product approximation of RR might not lead to an asymptotic α
eries (recall that there are only 2N diagrams at O(αN )). There are currently no tractable methods for obtaining all-order
uantum RR beyond the incoherent-product approach. However, as noted above, in the classical limit one can study the
AD equation.
As mentioned, LL is obtained from LAD by reduction of order and truncating at first order in α. This procedure can

e continued by repeatedly inserting the equation into itself to remove higher derivatives, which gives an equation
ith terms proportional to α, α2, α3 and so on. In the nonrelativistic limit this simplifies considerably and one finds
n asymptotic series in αd/dt , where d/dt is the time derivative [454]. Resumming this series with the Borel method
ives the preaccelerating solution of LAD [454]. This explains how preacceleration can appear even though each order
eparately does not give preacceleration. In the relativistic case one in general finds many different types of terms which
akes the corresponding expansion and resummation much harder. In [349,377] the LAD expansion was resummed in

he relativistic case for a constant crossed field, and in [462] for a circularly polarised monochromatic field. Since the field
s constant and since (f 3)µν = 0 there are only a couple of different terms. In [349] a reduction of order was performed
nd then the α expansion was resummed on the level of the differential equation, i.e.

u̇µ = Af µνuν + τ0B(Pf 2)µνuν , (128)

here τ0 = 2α/(3 m), Pµν = gµν − uµuν and A,B are functions of τ0χ which can be obtained by resumming the
orresponding asymptotic series. In [377] the α expansion was instead resummed on the level of the solution, by writing
t as

Pµ(τ ) = mu̇µ =

(
g0δµν + g1

f µν
χ0

+ g2
(f 2)µν
χ2
0

)
P (0)ν , (129)

here P (0)ν is a constant reference momentum and gi are functions found by resumming the corresponding asymptotic
eries (one of them is obtained from the other two by an algebraic equation due to the mass-shell condition P2

= m2).
unaway solutions can be obtained by expanding the gi functions as trans-series [377,462], but those solutions are
nyway unphysical. For times when the electron is inside the constant field, an expansion in powers of α only (and
o exponentials) gives an asymptotic series which after a resummation agrees with a numerical solution of the original
ersion of LAD with no runaways but with pre-acceleration shortly before the field turns on. The asymptotic α expansion
an be resummed either with standard Borel–Padé (using a suitable choice of variable) [377] or [349] using the new
ethod proposed in [351]. The result for A and B in (128) is shown in Fig. 28.
A suitable expansion parameter for this expansion of LAD is

δ =
2
3
αχ0 , (130)

where χ0 is some fixed, e.g. initial, χ value. The importance of this parameter (and a second parameter involving the
wave length of the field) was identified in [463]. If one chooses a rescaled lightfront-time variable u such that the LL
solution (126) can be written as g0 = 1/(1+ δu), then for LAD g0 can be expanded in a power series g0 =

∑
∞

n=0 δ
ng (n)

0 (u),
where the coefficients g (n)

0 (u) are polynomials in u. However, if one instead absorbs a factor of δ into a new lightfront-
time variable v = δu then the zeroth order is given by 1/(1 + v) and the coefficients at higher order are also rational
functions with some log terms [377]. Thus, the parameter δ characterises the difference between LAD and its leading
order approximation, LL. Of course, for a classical description to be valid we need χ0 ≪ 1, which makes δ ≪ χ0 ≪ 1,
i.e. for physical values of α and χ the difference between LL and LAD is actually very small.
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Fig. 28. First plot shows A in (128) resummed using the standard Borel–Padé method. The second plot shows A and B resummed using the new
resummation method in [351], which allows one to incorporate the scaling at large argument into the resummation, thus significantly reducing the
number of terms needed from the small-argument expansion.
Source: Figures taken from [349].

6.5. Spin and polarisation in numerical codes for higher-order processes

In this section we will discuss recent developments in the use of spin and polarisation dependent rates in numerical
codes, e.g. particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, for higher order QED processes. No resummation is mentioned in these works, but
what is calculated corresponds to quantities that one could analyse using a top-down QFT approach and resummation.
Developments in spin/polarisation in PIC codes have, in the last couple of years, been made in parallel, but with little
exchange between the two approaches, or at least without much detailed comparison.

However, we can in fact already compare the new ideas and developments in these two approaches, e.g. with respect to
the questions of how to treat spin/polarisation sums of intermediate particles or how to include the ‘‘no-photon emission’’
or loop contributions.

Including spin and polarisation in codes is motivated by the fact that it contributes on the same order of magnitude
in ξ and/or T as the spin-averaged terms and in the last couple of years there have been several promising studies that
suggest that high-intensity lasers can be used to generate polarised particles beams. Some of the first papers to initiate this
include [464,465], where it was shown that fermions can obtain, in a short amount of time, a high degree of polarisation in
intense fields, by considering fermions in a rotating electric field (the magnetic field nodes of two rotating colliding lasers).
For this case one can find a non-precessing spin basis, but it was noted in [465] that away from these magnetic nodes it is
in general not possible to find such a basis. Recall our discussion in Section 4 about spin sums for intermediate particles.
The next papers we will discuss use Stokes vectors instead, which can allow for more general cases. (See Section 3 for an
equivalent way of representing the spin dependence in terms of a 2 × 2 polarisation density matrix.)

It was only very recently that spin and polarisation resolved rates have been included in PIC codes, motivated by
e.g. prospects of generating polarised particle beams using high-intensity lasers. However, spin and polarisation has
previously been included in the CAIN code [466]. As we have explained in Section 4, in some cases it is enough to consider
fermions that have either spin up or down with respect to a certain direction, or photons that have either ϵ(1)µ or ϵ(2)µ ,
here ϵ(i)µ are some basis vectors. However, on the probability level this is in general not enough, and one is instead led
o consider general spin/polarisation using Stokes vectors, see Section 4. Since PIC codes work on the probability level,
ne would naturally expect Stokes vectors to be useful in PIC codes.
In [248] a PIC code was developed which uses rates that include the dependence on the fermion spins via Stokes vectors

which are called ‘‘spin polarisation vectors’’ there), but no polarisation for the photons yet. The code worked as follows. As
ther PIC codes, random numbers are generated to determine e.g. whether or not a photon should be emitted. At each such
vent the electron spin ‘‘collapses’’ to parallel/antiparallel to some ‘‘instantaneous spin quantisation axis’’ (SQA), which
as chosen to be the magnetic field in the electron’s rest frame. Between photon emissions the spin precesses according
o the T-BMT equation. As a first application, it was found that an initially unpolarised electron beam can be split into two
arts by a laser with small ellipticity, where the two parts have opposite polarisation with tens of milliradians separation
nd up to 70% degree of polarisation [248].
The same method was used in [467] to study the polarisation of positrons created via nonlinear Breit–Wheeler

neglecting the polarisation of the intermediate photon), again for elliptical laser polarisation, which led to positron
eams with 90% degree of polarisation. The method was used in [245] to study the production of polarised positrons from
npolarised electrons (with the intermediate photon treated as unpolarised), and a two-colour field was used to counteract
he fact that the spin polarisation induced on a fermion in one cycle tends to average out in a more symmetrically
scillating field as the magnetic field direction flips sign. This gave positron beams with a 60% degree of polarisation.
The positron is polarised at creation and slightly depolarises due to the subsequent photon emissions [245].) Electron
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olarisation by a two-colour field has also been studied in [244], using another Monte-Carlo algorithm and a kinetic
pproach. Ref. [244] also studied spin dependent RR. Apart from e.g. two-colour or elliptical beams, another solution to
void the averaging out of the induced polarisation was proposed in [468], by replacing the laser with the strong field
iven by a second electron beam, e.g. FACET-II, which gives a field without such oscillations.
A PIC code with Stokes vectors for both fermion spin and photon polarisation in nonlinear Compton scattering was

eveloped in [249], which found that electrons which initially has longitudinal or transverse polarisation lead to photons
hat are circularly or linearly polarised, respectively. This gave high-energy photon beams with high degree of polarisation,
5%, and a flux suitable for vacuum birefringence experiments. A PIC code was used in [469] to study the role of the
olarisation of the intermediate photon in two-step trident with an initially unpolarised electron. It was found that
ncluding the polarisation gives a >10% difference, see also [235].

In [329] it was shown how the polarisation can be transferred to the produced positrons by initially longitudinally
olarised electrons and a circularly polarised laser, again resulting in high degrees of polarisation. They chose the SQA
o be ±b/|b|, where b is a vector that gives the dependence of the photon-emission probability P = a + Sf · b on the
outgoing (3D) spin Stokes vector Sf . The sign is chosen with the help of a random number. The spin collapses even
if a photon is not emitted. If a photon is not emitted then the spin collapses onto ±d, where d is defined from the
no-photon-emission probability Pnoγ = (1/2)(c + Sf · d), see also user’s manual for the CAIN code [466]. The no-photon-
emission contribution was obtained in [329,466] using an indirect approach, essentially by appealing to unitarity and using
the spin-dependent results for photon emission. Although it was not mentioned in [329,466], the no-photon-emission
contribution considered there is given by the loop. In other words, by considering the loop one obtains the no-photon-
emission contribution directly. Between photon-emission or no-photon-emission events, these PIC codes include spin
precession by using the T-BMT equation. The nontrivial, anomalous magnetic moment part of the T-BMT equation also
comes from the loop [155,241,451].

It was emphasised in [330] that different choices of SQA will in general give different results, and that collapsing an
electron spin onto up and down a SQA effectively corresponds to making a measurement after each photon emission. An
approach was proposed in [330] where the spin vector of the electron after emission is again determined by an equation
like P = a + Sf · b, but where the spin vector is allowed to be partially polarised |S| < 1. It was also emphasised that
not including the no-photon-emission part can give incorrect results. The approach in [330] was found to give results
consistent with the approach in [329]. The results of [330] are also compared with those of [248] and found to be similar. In
one approach in [330] the no-photon-emission part was combined with the T-BMT equation. Although it is not mentioned,
both contributions do in fact come from the loop.

6.6. Cascades

QED cascades have received increasing attention in the last decade [470,471]. These can arise in a background when
a single probe ‘seed’ particle generates, through successive nonlinear Compton and Breit–Wheeler events, a higher-order
process. (Cascades can also be initiated in intense fields in the absence of a probe, by spontaneous pair creation from
the Schwinger effect, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.) Although the dynamics of the cascade can
sensitively depend on initial field and probe configuration (see, e.g., [472]), two main types of dynamics have been
identified. In the first type, a high-energy electron or photon probe can initiate a cascade in a background, with each
further generation of particles being produced with a lower lightfront momentum [473,474]. This is sometimes referred
to as a ‘free field’ [235] or ‘shower’ type cascade [475] due to their similarity to cosmic showers. The second type is
illustrated by the seed particle being initially at rest, but once illuminated by the intense background is accelerated to
sufficiently high lightfront momenta as to begin cascading. This has been dubbed a ‘field driven’ [235] or ‘avalanche’ type
cascade [475]. The principle difference between the two types of cascades is the source of energy for particle production.
An avalanche draws the energy from the field via particle acceleration, while a shower requires high energy seed particles
rather than a strong field. However, in a strong field after the shower has faded out it can also turn into an avalanche [475].
Note that the dynamics of carrier multiplication due to impact ionisation, which had been observed in semiconductors
pumped by THz pulses (see, e.g., [476–478]), is very similar to the dynamics of avalanche cascades that we consider here.

The onset and dynamics of a cascade are a complicated nonlinear many-particle phenomenon with an interesting
interplay between the QED processes responsible for the production of pairs and photons, and the plasma fields governing
the dynamics of radiating electrons and positrons [461,479]. As such, cascades are commonly described using the plasma
kinetic theory, with quantum collision operators describing the SFQED processes. These (quantum) transport equations
have been recently derived from first principles using the formalism of out-of-equilibrium quantum field theory [105]. To
the full extent, the electron and positron motion is in general extremely complicated and even stochastic [480,481]. The
main tool employed to accurately simulate cascades is PIC (particle-in-cell) codes supplemented with LCFA-based event
generators for QED processes. (For a recent review of cascade simulations and their possible applications see [65].) Still,
some insights can be gained if the growth rate and duration of a cascade are sufficiently high that to discuss the physics
in terms of average quantities.

Since an ultrarelativistic particle radiates in a narrow forward cone, a shower type cascade can be well approximated
as one dimensional. Then, assuming the validity of LCFA and hence conservation of the parameter χ , and assuming also
χ ≫ 1, the rates for the nonlinear Compton and Breit–Wheeler processes scale the same way ∝ χ2/3 (see the lower lines
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Fig. 29. A ‘regular branching tree’ model of a cascade, for which the successive generations G = 0, 1, 2, . . . of cascade particles are well separated.
pplies literally if the difference of the rates for Compton and Breit–Wheeler processes is ignored and at each vertex the momenta are distributed
qually, but remains useful in order-of-magnitude estimates of the actual cascade dynamics.

n (23) and (49)). If the difference in numerical coefficients in these scalings is ignored, then the shower type cascade
ould look like a regular branching tree, see Fig. 29. In such a model the total multiplicity would be proportional to
he χ-parameter χ0 of the initial seed particle (electron, positron or photon), as it is clear from the figure that the χ-
arameter of the Gth generation of N = 2G particles equals χG = χ0/N , and emission of hard photons capable for pair
roduction effectively stops when χG ≲ 1. The same remains true on average even when accounting for the difference in
he coefficients of the scalings of the rates, which only changes the overall coefficient of proportionality. Thus the overall
ultiplicity of such cascades can be notable, but not macroscopically large. The details of the actual cascade dynamics
an be studied semi-analytically following the standard approach of solving 1D kinetic equations by a suitable integral
ransform (see, e.g., [482] and references therein).

In contrast, the dynamics of an avalanche-type cascade is essentially determined by the field-invoked acceleration of
he particles in between the emission events. The key point is that in a general background of electric type (E > B) and for
low particles such acceleration results in a short-term growth of their energy and parameter χ , thus eventually restoring
hem to about the same values as before the emission. (This does not apply to a few specific over-idealised backgrounds
e.g., constant fields and plane waves), for which the lightfront momentum is conserved between the emissions and
ence avalanche-like cascades cannot set in). It is worth stressing that we assume the parameters are such that the
cceleration takes place on a scale exceeding the formation scales of the QED processes, on which LCFA still remains
alid. This mechanism maintains energy and parameter χ of the majority of the particles on average at about the same
evel, which can be controlled by the shape of the driving laser pulse [483]. In such conditions the number of particles in
cascade initially grows exponentially fast (∝ eΓ t ) and can rapidly achieve macroscopic values. The exponential growth
aturates due to either escaping of the particles from the strong field region, or relaxation of the plasma when achieving
balance between the splitting and inverse (merging) processes, or due to the depletion of the field [471,479,484]. The
wo last scenarios result in the formation of an extremely dense, macroscopically populated region of electron–positron
lasma (with density of the order of relativistic critical plasma density), which intensively emits hard γ -rays. The scenario
nvolving field depletion also questions the possibility to attain field strength beyond or even close to the Schwinger field
S = m2/e with optical lasers [471].
A test bed to study avalanche-type cascades, both analytically and in simulations, is a homogeneous uniformly rotating

lectric field. The advantages of using this model are (i) acceleration of particles entails the growth of the χ-parameter,
s required, (ii) the classical evolution of the energy and χ between emissions can be derived exactly, making some
nalytical progress possible. Also, a homogeneous uniformly rotating electric field mimics some features of the antinodes
f a standing wave formed by two counterpropagating, circularly polarised laser pulses. By taking also into account that
ne needs χ ≳ 1 at the moment of photon emission in order for the emitted photon to later produce a pair, one can
se the χ ≫ 1 asymptotics in (23) for the NLC rate. With that, by equating the total emission probability to unity, one
an estimate the average duration tr of acceleration between recurrent emissions, hence also the average χ and Lorentz
actor of the particles in a cascade [461,471]. Specifically, one finds that29

tr ≃
1
ω

√
ω

α2m

(
αES
E

)1/4

, γ (tr ) ≃
1
α

√
α2m
ω

(
E
αES

)3/4

, χ (tr ) ≃

(
E
αES

)3/2

, (131)

29 The form of (131) has been chosen so there appears the ratio of the characteristic atomic energy α2m to the optical frequency ω, which is
slightly above unity.
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Fig. 30. A comparison of the cascade growth rate in several analytical models [461,470,486,487] to the results of 2D and 3D simulations in a
uniformly rotating electric field and in standing waves of different [linear, clockwise–clockwise (cw–cw) and clockwise–counterclockwise (cw–cp)]
polarisations.
Source: Adapted from [486].

here ω is the field rotation frequency. The cascade growth rate can be then estimated as Γ ∼ t−1
r . By requiring χ (tr ) ≳ 1

one estimates an effective threshold for cascade production as E ≳ αES [461,471]. Despite the number of explicit and
mplicit approximations assumed in the derivation, the scalings (131) agree surprisingly well with the simulation results
n the strong field limit (i.e., where asymptotics in use for the emission rate are formally valid) [461,485,486]. The scalings
131) were re-derived explicitly by passing to dimensionless variables in the kinetic equations [485]. Their further analysis
lso revealed an analytical parametrisation of the high-energy tails of particle energy distributions in a cascade, in terms
f the growth rate. This rate could not, however, be determined analytically and was instead used in numerics as a fitting
arameter. However, (131) overestimates the growth rate for moderate and weaker fields [486], see Fig. 30. The figure
lso demonstrates the sensitivity of the cascade growth rate Γ to the choice of field model, which cannot be captured by
sing simple order-of-magnitude estimates. The position of the effective threshold for cascade production is also notably
verestimated with respect to the simulation results, according to which cascades in counterpropagating laser pulses set
n at an intensity of about I ≃ 1024 W/cm2 [486].

Two ways of refining and extending the above estimates have been suggested. First, in order to fix the numerical
oefficients in (131) and extend these scalings to weaker fields, in which the NBW rate is much smaller than the NLC one,
t was proposed to replace the relevant kinetic equations for phase space distributions with the simplified rate equations
nvolving solely the total numbers of particles of each species [486,487]. This proved it possible to correct the analytical
odel by fixing the proper numerical coefficients in (131) for strong fields and moreover to extend it in order to also
atch the weak field simulation results [486], see Fig. 30. The original approach of [470] based on the Zeldovich model of
lectron motion in a uniformly rotating electric field with classical radiation reaction [488] is also reliable for estimating
he effective threshold of cascade production [486]. Another improvement was extending the estimates of cascade growth,
o fields more general than a uniformly rotating electric field. This is especially demanding if the field possesses multiple
ncommensurable scales and can be done along the same line as above but with a properly refined short-time dependence
f χ (t). The latter was done for a standing wave by solving electron equation of motion in terms of a Taylor expansion
ear the antinodes of the electric field [487]. The same paper also demonstrated that electrons and positrons can first
ccelerate in an electric region and later radiate their energy in magnetic regions, thus explaining how an intensive
valanche production was possible in a linearly polarised standing wave, which was initially a subject of debates [489].
ery recently, this approach was generalised to an arbitrary field of electric type by means of its derivative expansion and
general formula for χ (t) was obtained. The latter was applied to explain the simulation results for avalanche production
n a single focused laser pulse [490].

An emerging topic in the study of cascades is the evolution and transport of the spin and polarisation of the cascade
articles [235,491]. This links to recent studies of the spin- and polarisation dependence of the fundamental SFQED
rocesses discussed in Section 3, in particular the issue of chaining together first order processes to approximate
igher orders. As has been shown above, reliable predictions require carefully taking into account the polarisation of
he intermediate states when resumming. However, investigations of cascade formation usually employed unpolarised
article distributions and particle production rates. Only a few publications have so far taken into account at least photon
olarisation [235] or both photon polarisation and lepton spin [491] in studies of cascade formation. In both cited cases,
umerical simulations showed a reduced cascade growth rate [235,491].
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Fig. 31. Diagrammatic representation of the Heisenberg–Euler effective action up to two loops. The double line denotes the dressed fermion
ropagator accounting for arbitrarily many couplings to the macroscopic field A.

7. Light-by-light scattering

This chapter reviews recent developments with regard to quantum vacuum nonlinearities and light-by-light scattering
phenomena driven by macroscopic electromagnetic fields. This includes progress in fundamental theory such as new
insights into the strong-field behaviour of the Heisenberg–Euler effective action in constant fields, and progress in the
study of phenomenological consequences such as a refined modelling of experimental scenarios allowing for the detection
of light-by-light scattering effects with current and near future high-intensity laser technology.

As opposed to the classical notion of the vacuum, the quantum vacuum can no longer be considered as an empty
and inert ground state, but amounts to a non-trivial quantum state which encodes information about the full particle
content of the underlying fundamental quantum theory (QFT) in the form of virtual processes. These can be probed
with electromagnetic fields. Upon subjecting the microscopic QFT to a macroscopic classical electromagnetic field (gauge
potential A) and integrating out the quantum fields one arrives at a low energy effective field theory governing the
dynamics of the macroscopic field in the quantum vacuum. The latter encodes vacuum fluctuations in effective nonlinear
self-interactions of the prescribed field, and generically accounts for couplings to all orders in A.

.1. Low energy effective action

Within the Standard Model of particle physics the leading effective self-interactions of A mediated by vacuum
luctuations are governed by QED, whose quantum degrees of freedom are the dynamical photon field A and the
electron–positron fields ψ and ψ̄ .30 The corresponding effective field theory is governed by the Heisenberg–Euler effective
action [16,492]

ΓHE[A] =

∫
d4x

(
−

1
4
FµνFµν

)
+ Γint[A] , (132)

where Γint encodes the effective interactions between electromagnetic fields induced by quantum vacuum fluctuations.
We emphasise that a fully self-consistent theoretical description requires the classical field A to solve the nonlinear
equations of motions δΓHE[A]

δAµ = 0 associated with Eq. (132) [118]. Here we refer to the general low energy effective
ction for A in the QED vacuum as the Heisenberg–Euler effective action; note, however, that in the literature this term is
ometimes used exclusively for the effective action in a constant electromagnetic field, or even just the one-loop constant-
ield result given in Eq. (135) below. The interaction part in Eq. (132) follows formally from the Lagrangian given in Eq. (2)
y integrating out the quantum fields as [118]

eiΓint[A]
=

∫
DA
∫

Dψ
∫

Dψ̄ ei
∫
d4xL . (133)

t admits a perturbative loop expansion in powers of the fine structure constant α, i.e., Γint =
∑

∞

l=1 Γ
l-loop
HE with

l-loop
HE =

∫
d4xLl-loop

HE ∼ αl−1. Beyond one loop, it moreover receives contributions from both one-particle irreducible (1PI)
nd one-particle reducible (1PR) diagrams, such that generically ΓHE = ΓHE|1PI + ΓHE|1PR [118]. See Fig. 31 for a graphical

representation of the one- and two-loop contributions. We emphasise that until recently all 1PR diagrams in constant
fields were believed to vanish identically and were thus completely neglected [118]. Gauge invariance of QED in d = 3+1
space–time dimensions implies that ΓHE depends on A only in terms of the field strength tensor Fµν

= ∂µAν
− ∂νAµ

and its dual F̃ρσ =
1
2ϵρσµνF

µν .31 In turn, it can be schematically expressed as

ΓHE[A] =

∫
d4xLHE(F, ∂F, ∂2F, . . .) , (134)

ith Lagrangian LHE which is a function of F(x) and arbitrary powers of derivatives ∂ thereof. As the quantity
xp{iΓHE[A]} = ⟨0; out|0; in⟩ can be interpreted as the vacuum persistence amplitude in the presence of the prescribed

30 Contributions of other particle sectors of the Standard Model are highly suppressed as their masses M effectively fulfil M ≫ m while their
harges are of the same order as e. While this statement does not seem to hold for u and d quarks, the latter directly couple to gluons and their
hysics is governed by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Central properties of QCD are colour confinement and infrared slavery, which implies strong
oupling at low energies. Hence, it is to be expected that upon integrating out the gluons, the spectrum of QCD at low energies is characterised by
olourless composite states made up of quarks and gluons. Their lightest representatives are the pions fulfilling M ≫ m.
31 We note that this does not hold in generic space–time dimensions as can be easily illustrated by the possibility of a gauge-invariant Chern–Simons
erm ∼ ϵµνρA F in d = 2 + 1.
µ νρ
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lectromagnetic field A [17], an imaginary part of ΓHE[A] can be related to the phenomenon of vacuum decay or electron–
positron pair creation; see Section 8. Due to Furry’s theorem [493] LHE is even in the elementary charge e, and because
f CP invariance (charge conjugation parity symmetry) of QED it is also even in both F and F̃ . For recent studies of CP
iolating effective Lagrangians quartic in F , see [494–497]. Because it is a Lorentz scalar, all Minkowski indices are to be
ontracted and LHE is in addition even in the derivative operator. This directly implies that ΓHE[A] vanishes identically in
ransverse null fields Fµν

= Fµν(κ · x) with κ2
= 0 and κµFµν

= 0 fulfilling S = P = 0, such as a single plane wave [17].
ence, the quantum vacuum is stable in such fields and no electron–positron pairs are created.
The effective Lagrangian LHE can be formally expanded in the number of derivatives characterising a given contribution:

he zeroth order term in this derivative expansion formally agrees with the result for LHE(F) evaluated in a constant
ield F [16,17,129] with the replacement F → F(x). Derivatives are rendered dimensionless by the electron mass m,
onstituting the only physical scale parameter of QED at zero field. Hence, particularly for fields with typical frequency
cales of variation Ω ≪ m the contribution containing a total number of 2n derivatives with n ∈ N is parametrically
uppressed by a factor of (Ω/m)2n relatively to that with zero derivatives and can be neglected [39,40]. Also note that the
ontribution containing no derivatives depends on the macroscopic field only via the scalar invariants S and P2 defined
n Eq. (5); P is CP odd. On the other hand, derivative corrections do not only involve derivatives of S and P , but also new
calar invariants formed by contractions of the derivative operator and field strength tensors; cf. [498]. This derivative
xpansion of LHE constitutes a very important approach: at least in principle, it allows to ensure the above requirement
n A to be a solution of δΓHE[A]

δAµ = 0 at each order of the expansion without needing to evaluate Eq. (133) for generic
pace–time dependent A from the outset. A direct evaluation of Eq. (133) for arbitrary field profiles is impossible in
practice.

Presently, in d = 3+1 space–time dimensions LHE is known explicitly up to two loops (one loop) at zeroth (quadratic)
order in a derivative expansion [16,118,498–501]. These results can be conveniently derived employing propertime
representations [502], in the in-out formalism [503,504], and using the wordline formalism [505]. Apart from this, higher-
loop results in constant fields and lower space–time dimensions [506,507], as well as one-loop results for specific purely
electric or magnetic (one-dimensional) field inhomogeneities are available; the latter are reviewed in [120]. See also [348]
for a recent investigation of the higher-loop Heisenberg–Euler trans-series structure, [508] for an adiabatic proper time
expansion of L1-loop

HE , and [509] for a study of nonlinear waves in a dispersive vacuum described with a high-order
derivative Lagrangian. The all-order Landau-level structures of L1-loop

HE for QED and QCD were recently investigated by [510].

7.2. Weak and strong field limits

Recently it has in particular been demonstrated that the renowned one-loop result for the Heisenberg–Euler effective
Lagrangian in a constant field [16],

L1-loop
HE (F) = −

1
8π2

∫
∞

0

ds
s3

e−m2s
{

(eEs)(eBs)
tan(eEs) tanh(eBs)

+
1
3
(es)2(E2

− B2) − 1
}
, (135)

cts as the generator of the previously missed 1PR contribution to the constant-field result for L2-loop
HE [118]. Here, E and B

enote the secular invariants of the electromagnetic field introduced in Eq. (76), and the integration contour is implicitly
ssumed to lie slightly above the positive real s axis. This results in the following compact representation,

L2-loop
HE (F)

⏐⏐
1PR =

1
2
∂L1-loop

HE

∂Fµν

∂L1-loop
HE

∂Fµν
=

1
4

⎡⎣(∂L1-loop
HE

∂B

)2

−

(
∂L1-loop

HE

∂E

)2
⎤⎦ . (136)

ee [442] for a generalisation of this construction procedure allowing to generate generic 1PR contributions from lower-
oop 1PI diagrams. Eq. (135) accounts for couplings to eF to all orders and admits a perturbative expansion in powers of
2 and B2, or equivalently S and P2. This yields a divergent asymptotic series. Alternatively, Eq. (135) can be represented
n terms of a non-perturbative but convergent infinite series [511,512]; cf. also the paragraph detailing the resurgence
pproach in Section 8.1. For a pertinent review of Heisenberg–Euler Lagrangians see [120]; a pedagogical derivation of
q. (135) is presented in [513].
For perturbatively weak fields fulfilling |eF|/m2

= |F|/ES ≪ 1, the leading contribution to Lint = LHE +
1
4FµνF

µν at
zeroth order in a derivative expansion accounting for contributions up to two loops reads

Lint(F) ≃

( e
m

)4 (
c1S2

+ c2P2)
= m4

( e
m2

)4 (
c1S2

+ c2P2) , (137)

ith coefficients

c1 =
4

360π2

(
1 +

40
9
α

π

)
and c2 =

7
360π2

(
1 +

1315
252

α

π

)
. (138)

n the last step of Eq. (137) we recast the overall prefactor depending on the fundamental QED parameters e andm to make
he scaling with the parameter eF/m2 explicit. Eq. (137) scales as ∼ m4(eF/m2)4 and amounts to an effective four-field
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nteraction. The overall factor of m4 ensures the Lagrangian to have the correct mass dimension. This expression can be
eadily obtained by combining the leading term in a perturbative weak-field expansion of Eq. (135) with the analogous
ontribution from L2-loop

HE |1PI [499]; the leading contribution of Eq. (136) in the weak field limit scales as ∼ αm4(eF/m2)6
nd is subleading. Obviously the one and two loop contributions in Eq. (137) have the same structure. The latter result
n corrections of the one-loop expressions for c1,2 on the 1% level. Higher-order interaction terms coupling six or more
ields are parametrically suppressed by at least another factor of (eF/m2)2.

On the other hand, the analogous contribution in the strong-field limit characterised by e
√

|S|/m2
≫ 1 while

√
|P|/m2

≪ 1 is given by [118]

Lint(F) ≃ −
e2S
12π2 ln

(
e
√

−S
m2

){
1 +

α

π

[
1
6
ln
(
e
√

−S
m2

)
+

1
4

+ 4ζ ′(−1)
]}

. (139)

ere, we neglected subleading terms which scale at most linearly in S or are parametrically suppressed with powers of
e
√

|P|/m2)2 ≪ 1; ζ ′(−1) ≃ −0.165 is the first derivative of the Riemann zeta function evaluated at −1. In this case the
wo-loop contribution is logarithmically enhanced, and thus can even surpass the one-loop contribution for exponentially
arge fields |S| ∼ (m2/e)2 exp(12π/α). This signalises that the perturbative loop expansion of LHE breaks down for large
values of |S|.

We emphasise that this logarithmic enhancement arises from the previously neglected 1PR diagram, which was
only recently found to yield the non-vanishing contribution (136) [118]. For completeness, we note that subsequently
analogous 1PR tadpole corrections have been evaluated for the charged particle propagator [514–516] and photon-
graviton conversion [517] in a constant field at one loop, the low-energy limit of the QED N-photon amplitudes at two
loops [518], and arbitrary processes in constant fields [442]; see also [519]. Interestingly, all physical tadpole contributions
vanish identically in constant crossed and plane-wave fields due to the special field and momentum structure of these
backgrounds [118,159,520].

In fact, it can be shown that the leading contribution to Lint at l loops in the strong-field limit (e
√

|S|/m2
≫ 1,

e
√

|P|/m2
≪ 1) arises from 1PR diagrams and scales as [438]

Ll-loop
int (F) ∼ −e2S ln

(
e
√

−S
m2

)[
α

π
ln
(
e
√

−S
m2

)]l−1

. (140)

Interestingly, its resummation has the same effect as replacing the factor of α multiplying the logarithm in Eq. (139) by

α1-loop(e
√

−S) =
α

1 −
α
3π ln

(
e
√

−S
m2

) . (141)

his matches the expectations of an effective field theory point of view: the latter naturally assumes that the couplings
re evaluated at the relevant momentum scale, which – in the considered limit – is the renormalisation group invariant
ombination e

√
−S. See [521] for a prospective route towards insights into the manifestly non-perturbative parameter

regime of LHE beyond a perturbative loop expansion, and field strengths beyond the Landau pole for which Eq. (141)
diverges. The approach put forward in [521] resorts to a large Nf expansion.

Eq. (137) comprises the effective nonlinear interactions most relevant for potential experimental verification of
ED vacuum nonlinearities in controlled laboratory experiments using macroscopic electromagnetic fields which fulfil
eF|/m2

≪ 1 and Ω ≪ m, i.e., are weak and slowly varying.

.3. Probe photon propagation

The vacuum fluctuation mediated impact of a macroscopic electromagnetic field F on probe photon propagation
s encoded in the photon polarisation tensor Πµν , being the second-order correlation function of the photon field;
f., e.g., [522,523]. To determine its low frequency limit, we decompose the field F in Lint as F → F + f, where
µν

= ∂µaν − ∂νaµ denotes the field strength tensor of the probe photon field a. In this section we use all-incoming
onventions, i.e., all external momenta in a given Feynman diagram are formally considered as incoming and thus come
ith the same sign. At one loop, the associated polarisation tensor in momentum space, which effectively mediates
he transition from an incident aµ(ℓ) to an outgoing aν(ℓ′) probe photon field, then follows as Πµν(ℓ, ℓ′

|F, ∂F, . . .) =
δ

δaµ(ℓ)
δ

δaν (ℓ′)
Γ

1-loop
int [A + a]|a=0; cf. Fig. 32 for a graphical representation of the photon polarisation tensor up to two loops.

Specifically for P = 0, which encompasses the cases of a purely magnetic (electric) and a crossed field, at zeroth order in
a derivative expansion the latter can be expressed as [524]

Πµν(ℓ, ℓ′
|F) ≃ −

∫
d4x ei(ℓ+ℓ

′)·x

[(
(ℓ · ℓ′)gµν − ℓ′µℓν

)∂L1-loop
int (F)
∂S

+ (ℓ · F)µ(ℓ′
· F)ν

∂2L1-loop
int (F)
∂S2 + (ℓ · F̃)µ(ℓ′

· F̃)ν
∂2L1-loop

int (F)
∂P2

] ⏐⏐⏐⏐ , (142)

P=0
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Fig. 32. Representative contributions to the photon polarisation tensor Πµν (ℓ, ℓ′
|F) up to two loops. The wiggly line is the photon propagator; for

he definition of the double line, cf. Fig. 31.

here (ℓ · F)µ = ℓρFρµ, etc. For the more general case with {S,P} ̸= 0, cf. [524]. The leading contribution to Eq. (142)
in the perturbative small field limit eF/m2

≪ 1 scales quadratically in F . See [525] for a generalisation of Eq. (142) to an
ffective three photon interaction, and [526–529] for the seminal studies of photon splitting in constant fields from the
970s. We emphasise that Eq. (142) comprises the full result at O(Ω2). It allows for the reliable study of low-frequency
robe photon propagation in slowly-varying inhomogeneous fields of arbitrary field strengths. The determination of
igher-loop contributions to the photon polarisation tensor in Eq. (142) requires knowledge of Lint(F) at higher-loop
rders. Recall, however, that presently Lint(F) is only known up to two loops and that the loop expansion may break
own at very large field strengths; cf. the discussion above. Via the above definition of the one-loop photon polarisation
ensor in terms of a functional derivative of Γint =

∫
d4xLint, higher order derivative corrections to Lint translate to

orrections to the polarisation tensor. In constant [530] and plane-wave [234,531] backgrounds these corrections to the
ne-loop polarisation tensor can even be accounted for exactly as the corresponding Feynman diagram with the charged-
article propagator dressed to all orders in the respective background field has been evaluated explicitly for generic
omentum transfers. See also the more recent studies [258,532] and references therein. Moreover, the full result for

he 1PR contribution to the polarisation tensor in constant fields at two loops (right-most diagram in Fig. 32) has been
etermined by [442]. For instance the explicit result for the one-loop polarisation tensor in a constant crossed field [533]
an be represented as

Πµν(ℓ, ℓ′
|F) = (2π )4δ(ℓ+ ℓ′)

[(
ℓ2gµν − ℓµℓν

)
πT +

(ℓ · F)µ(ℓ · F)ν

(ℓ · F)2
πFF +

(ℓ · F̃)µ(ℓ · F̃)ν

(ℓ · F)2
πF̃F̃

]
, (143)

ith scalar coefficients{
πT
πFF
πF̃F̃

}
=

α

24π

∫
∞

0
ds
∫ 1

0
dν e

−i
[(

m2
−

1−ν2
4 ℓ2

)
s− e2(ℓ·F)2

48 (1−ν2)2s3
]

×

⎧⎨⎩−iν2(3 − ν2)[2ℓ2 + e2(ℓ · F)2(1 − ν2)s2]
2e2(ℓ · F)2(1 − ν2)(3 − ν2)s
e2(ℓ · F)2(1 − ν2)(3 + ν2)s

⎫⎬⎭ , (144)

he particular representation given here follows from the expression given in [522] with the help of the identity (A.1)
f [258]. We emphasise that the scalar coefficients πT , πFF and πF̃F̃ depend on the constant crossed field only in
erms of the combination e2(l · F)2. The entire momentum dependence is encoded in ℓ2 and e2(ℓ · F)2. Also note that
2(ℓ · F)2 = −m6χ2

ℓ .
In constant fields, the expression in the square brackets in Eq. (142) does not depend on x and the integral over

osition space results in an overall momentum conserving delta function, such that Eq. (142) can be cast in the form of
q. (143). This reflects the fact that due to translational invariance in constant fields the four-momentum of traversing
hotons is conserved. Analogously, upon performing the integration over x in a monochromatic plane-wave background
∼ cos(κ · x), a term ∼ F2n in Eq. (142) generically decomposes into contributions ∼ δ(ℓ + ℓ′

+ 2nκ) with integer
ndex −n ≤ n ≤ n associated with the transfer of 2n fundamental-frequency quanta from the plane wave to the probe
hoton field [234]. On the other hand, for generic inhomogeneous fields F(x) the four-momentum transfer involves all
ourier modes of the field, typically resulting in diffraction effects for traversing probe photons. However, for kinematic
easons the signature of quantum vacuum nonlinearity is typically dominated by quasi-elastically scattered signal photons
haracterised by energies and propagation directions close to those of the incident probe photons [403]. See [534,535]
or explicit expressions of Eq. (142) evaluated in Laguerre- and Hermite-Gaussian beams of arbitrary mode composition.

.4. Vacuum birefringence and diffraction

By contraction of the Minkowski indices of the polarisation tensor (142) with polarisation vectors ϵµ(ℓ) and ϵν(ℓ′)
epresenting the incident and outgoing photons, respectively, it can be easily checked that the quantum vacuum subjected
o F can give rise to a polarisation/helicity-flip phenomenon [401,536], which can be related to vacuum birefringence [18].
articularly in constant fields it can be straightforwardly shown that the quantum vacuum subjected to the macroscopic
67
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ield gives rise to two distinct dispersion relations for probe photons with linear polarisation directions a
µ

1 (ℓ) ∼ (ℓ · F)µ
nd a

µ

2 (ℓ) ∼ (ℓ · F̃)µ. The associated indices of refraction n1,2 are [537,538]

ni ≃ 1 − cie2
( e
m2

)2 (ℓ · F)2

ℓℓℓ2

≃ 1 + cie2
( e
m2

)2 [
(ℓ̂ℓℓ× B)2 + (ℓ̂ℓℓ× E)2 + 2ℓ̂ℓℓ · (B × E)

]
, (145)

here ℓ̂ℓℓ = ℓℓℓ/|ℓℓℓ| is the normalised probe wave vector and we neglected higher order corrections scaling at least quartic
ith eF/m2. See Eq. (138) for the explicit values of the coefficients c1,2 at two-loop accuracy. Correspondingly, probe

ight polarised such as to have a non-zero overlap with both polarisation eigenmodes i ∈ {1, 2} in the background field F
experiences a vacuum birefringence phenomenon. Analogous considerations are possible beyond the perturbative weak
field limit, e.g., in strong magnetic fields; cf. [258,524,539–543] for recent studies in this parameter regime. The phase
difference accumulated by the probe light of wavelength λ (frequency ω = 2π/λ) after traversing a field extending over
length L is Φ = 2π (L/λ)∆n with ∆n = n2 − n1. In the limit where Φ ≪ 1 the number of photons scattered into a
erpendicularly polarised mode is given by N⊥ ≃ (Φ/2)2N , where N is the number of probe photons available.
Especially for slowly varying pump and probe fields featuring no structure transverse to the propagation direction

of the probe ℓ̂ℓℓ the constant-field result for Φ can be generalised to inhomogeneous pump fields by the substitution
L∆n →

∫
d(ℓ̂ℓℓ · x)∆n(x). However, due to the possibility of a finite momentum transfer ∆ω from the inhomogeneous

ump to the probe field, the birefringence signal along +ℓ̂ℓℓ is generically accompanied by a quantum reflection signal in
the −ℓ̂ℓℓ direction [544–546]. Typically, the latter receives an exponential suppression ∼ exp{−#w∆ω} with ∆ω made
dimensionless by multiplication with the characteristic length scale of variation w of the pump field. Intuitively, the
reflection signal is a direct consequence of n(x) ̸= 1 in the localised space–time region polarised by the background field:
probe light entering this region characterised by n(x) > 1 from the field-free region where n = 1 effectively experiences
an attractive potential resulting in above-barrier reflection. Both phenomena can be consistently accounted for along the
lines of [401,547,548].

For pump and probe fields depending on all space–time coordinates the signal can be determined with Green’s
functions methods (cf., e.g., [549–551]), within the S-matrix formalism (cf., e.g., [401,547]), and by a direct numerical
solution of the non-linear wave equation (cf., e.g., [552–554]). A particularly convenient and easy to handle approach
which was put forward in the past few years is the vacuum emission picture [123,125,555] which does not distinguish
between pump and probe fields, but treats all driving electromagnetic fields A on the same footing. The latter is based
on the S-matrix formalism and provides direct access to the photonic signal of quantum vacuum nonlinearity sourced by
the driving field configuration. This signal is assumed to be detected far outside the interaction region of the driving laser
fields. In turn, the evaluation of the signal boils down to the determination of the zero-to-single signal photon amplitude
S(ϵ)(ℓℓℓ) = ⟨γϵ(ℓℓℓ)|Γint[A + a]|0⟩ in the quantum vacuum sourced by the prescribed electromagnetic field configuration A.
n this particular context, a is to be understood as canonically quantised field operator, the |0⟩ denotes the vacuum state
ith zero signal photons and |γϵ(ℓℓℓ)⟩ = a†

ℓℓℓ,ϵ |0⟩ a state containing a single on-shell signal photon of wave vector ℓℓℓ and
ransverse polarisation ϵ. The associated differential number of ϵ-polarised signal photons is obtained from this matrix
lement by Fermi’s golden rule, d3Nsignal,ϵ =

d3ℓ
(2π )3

|S(ϵ)(ℓℓℓ)|2. The differential number of signal photons d3Nsignal attainable
n a polarisation-insensitive measurement follows upon summation over two transverse signal-photon polarisations
. Also note that the generalisation of this approach towards out-states containing more than one signal photon is
traightforward. As only the contribution of ΓHE[A + a] linear in the signal photon field a contributes to S(ϵ), the latter
can equivalently be expressed as

S(ϵ)(ℓℓℓ) = ⟨γϵ(ℓℓℓ)|
∫

d4ℓ′

(2π )4
aµ(ℓ′)

δΓint[A + a]

δaµ(l′)
|0⟩ . (146)

or completeness, we note that for the field strengths presently achieved in the laboratory fulfilling |eF/m2
| ≪ 1, in

the present context it is typically sufficient to model the driving fields by solutions of the linear Maxwell equations in
vacuum. In addition decomposing the driving field into pump and probe fields A = Apump + Aprobe and linearising in

probe, on the one-loop level we obtain

S(ϵ)(ℓℓℓ) ≃

∫
d4ℓ′

(2π )4
⟨γp(ℓℓℓ)|aµ(ℓ′)|0⟩

∫
d4ℓ′′

(2π )4
Πµν(ℓ′, ℓ′′

|Fpump)Aprobe,ν(ℓ′′) . (147)

he latter expression encodes the vacuum birefringence signal, which is linear in the probe field on the level of the
mplitude, and highlights the importance of the photon polarisation tensor introduced in the previous section for its
heoretical analysis.

Alternatively the signal can be analysed by directly solving the non-linear Maxwell equations for the macroscopic
lectromagnetic fields [16]:

∇∇∇ × H =
∂D
, ∇∇∇ · D = 000, D =

∂Lint
, H = −

∂Lint
; (148)
∂t ∂E ∂B
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he source-free Maxwell equations remain unaltered. This can be achieved e.g. analytically using Green’s function methods.
n this ‘quantum-vacuum-modified’ classical equation approach, reviewed in [98] and pursued in the last decade in many
apers, e.g. [403,556–558], the nonlinear terms in the wave-equation are conventionally interpreted as a current sourcing
utgoing signal fields. This provides access to both near-field and far-field scattering effects. As detailed in [40], the far-
ield signal from this approach can be mapped onto the ‘vacuum emission’ signal analysed above. Progress has been made
ecently in particular in solving the coupled set of equations in Eq. (148) numerically using nonlinear Maxwell equation
olvers both in d = 1 + 1 [441,559] and in d = 3 + 1 [552–554] space–time dimensions. Although computationally
emanding, this approach has the advantage that it captures the full time evolution of the electromagnetic fields and
hereby self-consistently accounts for back-reaction effects as well as the depletion of the pump fields by signal emission.

Especially in the last decade, it has been emphasised that the relevant quantity to be maximised for experiment is not
he integrated number of signal photons Nsignal but rather the fraction of signal photons fulfilling a visibility or discernibility
(cf., e.g., [40,550]) criterion, such as [560,561]

d3Nsignal(ℓℓℓ) ≥ Cd3N (ℓℓℓ) , (149)

where the constant C > 0 quantifies the sensitivity of the considered experiment and d3N (ℓℓℓ) is the differential number
of background photons of energy |ℓℓℓ| emitted in the direction ℓ̂ℓℓ far outside the strong field region where the driving laser
fields overlap. Of course, a similar criterion can be given for the number of ϵ-polarised signal photons, e.g., the number
of signal photons polarised perpendicularly to the incident probe photons constituting the birefringence signal.

Ongoing experimental activities have mainly focused on the signature of vacuum birefringence induced by quasi-
static magnetic fields of several Tesla in combination with continuous wave lasers and high-finesse/high-Q cavities to
increase the effective path length of the probe light in the magnetic field [86,562–564]. All these experiments resort
to the measurement scheme devised by [565]. See [566] for a more general discussion of the limits on the low-energy
effective coupling constants c1,2 attainable from experiment.

Recent progress in x-ray and high-intensity laser technology as well as x-ray high-definition polarimetry [567,568]
have substantiated the perspectives of detecting vacuum birefringence in laser pulse collisions [401,536,547,560,569–
573] following the proposal of [549,574,575]. Brilliant x-ray pulses delivered by an XFEL look particularly promising as
probes of vacuum birefringence because the birefringence signal scales with a positive power of the probe frequency and
linearly with the number of probe photons. Modelling the high-intensity pump as constant crossed field, Eq. (145) predicts
the birefringence effect to become maximal for a head-on collisions of the pump and probe laser pulses. This prediction
persists for the collision of manifestly inhomogeneous laser pulses. Such vacuum birefringence measurements, employing
probe photon energies of ω = O(10) keV, are envisioned for the near future, e.g., at the Helmholtz International Beamline
for Intense Fields (HIBEF) at the European XFEL [83], SACLA in Japan [576], and the station of extreme light (SEL) at the
Shanghai Coherent Light Facility in China [577]. First steps towards taking into account experimentally realistic constraints
and performing detailed parameter scans to optimise the vacuum birefringence signal for HIBEF parameters were taken
in [83,578]. See also [579–581] for activities aiming at the detection of x-ray vacuum diffraction in a polarisation
insensitive measurement at SACLA, and a recent theoretical proposal of Coulomb-assisted vacuum birefringence [582].
Experimental bounds on the closely related signature of elastic photon–photon scattering (cf. [583] and references
therein) from direct searches with optical and x-ray beams are discussed in [85,584]. A recent proposal envisions the
detection of light-by-light scattering in the collision of XUV pulses with broadband gamma-ray radiation [585]. See also
[10–12,14] for recent experimental evidences of light-by-light scattering with almost real photons in the ATLAS and CMS
experiments at CERN, and [13] for an attempt to study vacuum birefringence indirectly by relating experimental results
for the Breit–Wheeler process in ultra-peripheral Au+Au collisions to the light-by-light scattering process via the optical
theorem.

The scaling with the probe frequency has moreover motivated studies concerning the perspectives of detecting vacuum
birefringence (and dichroism) with high-energy probes beyond the hard x-ray regime. In scenarios where the pump field
is weak and slowly varying, i.e., fulfils |eF|/m2

≪ 1 and ω̄/m ≪ 1, with typical frequency scale of variation ω̄, the
leading contribution to the Heisenberg–Euler Lagrangian (137) allows for analytical insights up to fairly high probe photon
energies ω; the probe photon energy is delimited by ω/m ≪ min{(|eF|/m2)−1, (ω̄/m)−1

}, such that ω/m can be much
larger than unity [548].

On the other hand, resorting to the analytic results for the one-loop photon polarisation tensor in constant and
plane-wave backgrounds, e.g., Eq. (143), studies at arbitrary probe energies are possible. Solving the Dyson equation
for the photon propagator in a given background field, in position space these vacuum polarisation corrections are
effectively resummed into the exponential which gives rise to characteristic phase shifts for the two different transverse
photon polarisation eigenmodes. See [439,440,586–588] for theoretical proposals and studies aiming at probing vacuum
birefringence with synchrotron or gamma radiation and high-intensity lasers as pump, and in macroscopic magnetic
fields [589,590].

Here we would like to draw the attention to an important point: in the slowly-varying regime, Eq. (142) provides a
method to calculate in arbitrary backgrounds, whereas calculations based on the exact results for the polarisation tensor
are inevitably restricted to a fixed background with a high degree of symmetry (such as a constant or plane-wave field).
It can be readily seen that the polarisation tensor (142) determined via functional derivatives of the low energy effective
action (134) accounts for the full contribution and momentum structure at quadratic order in ℓ and ℓ′ [524]: the reason
69
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s that Γint depends on the electromagnetic field only in terms of F(x), whereas the polarisation tensor mediates between
wo A fields featuring different space–time coordinates or momenta; the Fourier transform F(ℓ) of the field strength
ensor scales linearly with the momentum F(ℓ) ∼ ℓA(ℓ). This allows for studies of generic diffraction phenomena in
ocused laser fields. Contrarily, an explicit limitation to either constant or plane-wave backgrounds from the outset, such
s naturally invoked in the cases for which exact analytic results for the polarisation tensor are available, immediately
omes with a less general tensor structure. This inhibits the study of generic diffraction phenomena with the latter results.
ence, presently no first-principles studies of generic diffraction phenomena in focused laser fields at arbitrarily large
robe photon momenta are possible; worldline numerics may constitute a prospective route in this direction [591].
Also note that due to the explicit restriction on specific backgrounds involved in their construction, the low-energy lim-

ts of the analytically known one-loop polarisation tensors accounting for terms quadratic in ℓ and ℓ′ can never reproduce
he generic tensor structures in Eq. (142). This can be nicely demonstrated on the example of quantum reflection: a study
ased on the full result for the polarisation tensor in a constant [530] (monochromatic plane-wave [234,531]) background,
hich is a posteriori adopted to the study of photon propagation in a slowly varying inhomogeneous background comes
ith restrictions on specific probe photon polarisation modes which can be reliably studied [545,546]. On the other hand,
o such restriction appear when instead basing the analysis on Eq. (142) [124]. Similar arguments hold for higher-order
orrelation functions, such as, e.g., the three-photon polarisation tensor. Extracting the latter by functional derivatives
f Γint yields an expression comprising the full momentum dependence at cubic order in the three momenta ℓ, ℓ′ and
′′ [525].

.5. All-optical signatures of quantum vacuum nonlinearity

Using the same approaches and techniques as for the analysis of vacuum birefringence discussed in the preceding sec-
ion, in the past years many theoretical works have studied the perspectives of detecting the effective nonlinear couplings
etween electromagnetic fields in an all-optical high-intensity laser experiment; see also the recent reviews [38–40]. For
nstance, in the vacuum emission picture the analysis of all-optical quantum vacuum signatures typically boils down to
he evaluation of the signal transition amplitude S(ϵ)(ℓℓℓ) in the prescribed driving field configuration F without utilising
he additional linearisation in the probe field used for the analysis of vacuum birefringence and diffraction. Because high-
ntensity laser fields are slowly varying and fulfil eF/m2

≪ 1, these studies are typically based on the weak-field limit of
int at zeroth order in a derivative expansion, at most supplemented with a number of additional low-order interaction
erms, and potentially lowest-order derivative corrections.

Explicit analytical insights in photonic quantum vacuum signals induced by focused paraxial Gaussian laser fields are
ften possible resorting to an infinite Rayleigh range approximation; cf., e.g., [125,550,592,593]. The infinite Rayleigh range
pproximation is characterised by formally sending the Rayleigh range to infinity, while retaining a finite beam radius in
ransverse direction. Because the signal photons predominately originate from the strong-field region where the driving
aser beams overlap, typically only local information about the driving fields is needed for determining the signal. Hence,
n infinite Rayleigh range approximation is well-justified as long as the field profiles in the overlap region are essentially
nsensitive to variations of the Rayleigh ranges of the driving laser beams. This requires the existence of an additional
hysical length scale which limits the spatial extent of the interaction region along the beam axes of the driving laser
ields to scales much smaller than their Rayleigh ranges. For instance, a sufficiently small pulse duration can constitute
uch a scale.
On the other hand, in [594,595] it has been explicitly demonstrated that in combination with a numerical solver of

he linear Maxwell equations [596], which self-consistently propagates any initially given laser field configuration, the
acuum emission picture allows for accurate theoretical predictions of photonic signatures of vacuum nonlinearity in
igh-intensity laser experiments from first principles. A convenient laser field model for exploratory studies of prospective
onlinear QED signatures in laser pulse collisions has been put forward by [597]. While a single laser pulse focused so
ightly that the field invariants S and P differ substantially from zero in principle suffices to induce a quantum vacuum
ignal [594,595,598–600], the associated signal photon yield is typically very small, rendering a detection with state-of-
he-art and near-future high-intensity laser technology highly unlikely. Correspondingly, most studies have focused on
rospective photonic quantum vacuum signals in the collision of several high-intensity laser pulses.
Various proposals have considered the perspectives of detecting quasi-elastic photon–photon scattering [125,403,557–

59,593,601–607], frequency up/down conversion [525,592,608], as well as higher-harmonic generation [441,598,609–
11] and soliton formation [612] in the collision of two monochromatic laser fields. The approach adopted in [608] is to
e highlighted as it constitutes an example where one can go beyond the low-energy approximation and study arbitrary-
rder higher-harmonic generation from a general pulsed plane wave probe impinging on a electromagnetic pump field of
eneric space–time dependency but fulfilling |eF|/m2

≪ 1, such as provided by a state-of-the-art focused high-intensity
aser pulse. The key ingredient to this calculation is the exact analytical result for the one-loop photon polarisation tensor
n a plane-wave background [234,531]: to this end the arbitrary-frequency background field is identified with the incident
robe, one of the indices of the polarisation tensor is contracted with an arbitrary-frequency pump, and the other one
ith the outgoing signal photon field. Because only the contribution linearly in the pump field (on the amplitude level)
an be accounted for in this way, only pump fields fulfilling |eF|/m2

≪ 1 can be reliably considered. Moreover, also
elying on the availability of two driving laser pulses, recent works have studied the perspectives of enhancing photonic
70
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Fig. 33. Spectra of the driving laser photons and signal photons attainable in a polarisation insensitive measurement. In the highlighted example,
the fundamental mode laser propagates in ‘‘+’’ (ẑ) direction and collides head-on with a CHF pulse made up of 12 harmonics. White dashed lines

indicate constant photon energy |ℓℓℓ|, which is decomposed into parallel and perpendicular components as l∥ = ẑ · ℓℓℓ and l⊥ =

√
ℓℓℓ2 − l2

∥
. The bottom

anels focus on the spectral domain where the differential number of signal photons surpasses the differential number of driving laser photons.
ource: Adapted from [561].

uantum vacuum signals by employing strongly peaked pump field configurations such as generated by high numerical
perture parabolic mirror [613], a 4π-spherically-focused electromagnetic wave [614] or coherent harmonic focusing
CHF) [561,595], and using tailored probe laser fields with far-field characteristics modified such as to substantially
mprove the signal-to-background separation [615]. See [616] for recent experimental estimates of the photon background
n a potential light-by-light scattering study.

While quasi-elastically scattered signal photons induced in the forward cone of the driving laser beams are hardly
iscerned from the photons comprising the driving laser fields, those with sufficiently different emission characteristics
ay be. Fig. 33 compares of the spectra of the driving laser photons and the associated signal photons on the example of a

undamental-mode laser pulse colliding with a CHF pulse: in this case the discernible signal (fulfilling the criterion (149)
ith C = 1) is scattered outside the forward cones of the driving lasers and arises from an inelastic scattering
rocess [561].
Strategies aiming at a clear directional as well as spectral separation typically require the use of more than two

aser fields; cf., e.g., [617] and references therein. This especially allows inducing a discernible signal at a frequency not
ontained in the spectrum of the driving laser fields. Recent studies have in particular refined the theoretical modelling
f the three-beam scenarios originally devised by [618–620] describing the driving laser fields as plane-waves. In these
cenarios, the collision of one beam of frequency ω and two beams of frequency 2ω results in a signal of frequency
ω outside the spectra of the driving laser fields. Especially if the three beams collide at right angles, the signal of
acuum polarisation is in addition produced in a direction well-separated from the propagation axes of these beams.
hile [525,592,621] reanalysed the effect in focused laser pulses, [622] studied the effect of orbital angular momentum
n elastic photon–photon scattering. See also [623] for another recent study considering the emission of twisted photons
rom the laser-driven quantum vacuum. Additional setups involving the scattering of three or more laser pulses of different
requencies were analysed in [592,624–626], and the potential of inducing interference effects in quantum vacuum signals
as highlighted in [544,550,551].

.6. Indirect signatures of quantum vacuum nonlinearity

In a medium of refractive index n, a particle moving at speed β greater than the phase velocity of light 1/n emits
Cherenkov’ radiation at a typical angle cos θ = 1/(nβ). As reviewed above, the vacuum exposed to a macroscopic
lectromagnetic field behaves as a medium with nontrivial refractive indices n1,2; see Eq. (145). Hence, an electron
mpinging on a strong field can emit Cherenkov radiation when its velocity obeys βn1,2 > 1 [627,628]. The advent of
ntense lasers has generated renewed interest in this area [629], and it has been estimated that Cherenkov radiation could
e observable in laser–electron collisions at intensities of ∼ 1024 W/cm2 (at λ = 0.25 µm) using 14GeV electrons [630].
s a high energy is required, one should consider effects beyond the Heisenberg–Euler approach of [629]; cf. [631] for
recent discussion of the magnetic field case. For example, exact solutions afforded by constant crossed fields or plane
aves show that very high-energy Cherenkov radiation cannot be generated because the vacuum refractive indices return

o unity at high energies [632] (as well as changes sign at intermediate energies; cf., e.g., [173,633]). See [634] for kinematic
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imitations in the case of ultra-strong magnetic fields. As emphasised in [635], Cherenkov radiation from e.g. an electron
n a strong laser field is not something separate from nonlinear Compton scattering. The electron enters the field, and it
mits; Cherenkov radiation is automatically included in any change to the tree-level phase space of radiation caused by
ermion loop corrections, which are required for the process to become sensitive to vacuum polarisation. See also [636]
nd references therein for Cherenkov radiation in Lorentz-violating scenarios.
Another indirect signal of quantum vacuum nonlinearity is the recollision contribution to lepton–antilepton pair

reation by a gamma photon impinging on an intense laser pulse [637]. The underlying process proceeds in two steps:
irst, the incident high-energy photon decays in an electron–positron pair, which absorbs laser photons and subsequently
nnihilates back into a photon; this process is described by the photon polarisation tensor evaluated in a plane-wave
ackground [234,531]. Second, this virtual photon creates an asymptotic lepton–antilepton pair. Due to the macroscopic
eparation of the creation and annihilation points set by the laser wavelength, the energy absorbed in the recollision
rocess corresponds to a large number of laser photons and can be exploited to prime high-energy reactions. Clearly, this
ecollision process manifestly requires accounting for the laser-photon dressed electron–positron loop.

. The Schwinger effect and spontaneous pair creation

We turn to the Schwinger effect, as introduced in Section 2.2, that is the spontaneous creation of charged particle pairs
y electromagnetic fields. We review recent developments in theoretical frameworks for Schwinger-effect calculations in
ection 8.1, inhomogeneous-field effects in Section 8.2, advances beyond linearly-polarised electric fields in Section 8.3,
igher-order radiative corrections in Section 8.4, the intermediate particle picture in Section 8.5, and analogue exper-
ments in condensed-matter systems in Section 8.6. For simplicity, we neglect backreaction from created pairs on the
riving field (this will be reviewed in Section 10.7) and focus on zero-temperature limit (see [301–303,638–642] for
inite temperature). See also Section 11 for the Schwinger effect beyond QED, and Section 5.6.1 for the DHW formalism.

.1. Theoretical frameworks

.1.1. Semi-classical methods and the Stokes phenomenon
Semi-classical methods have been used widely in Schwinger-effect calculations. The idea of the semi-classical treat-

ent is to expand observables O in powers of the Planck constant h̄ (re-introduced here for clarity), including not
nly perturbative corrections but also non-perturbative instanton corrections. In modern language, we expand O in a
rans-series [43,643–645] as

O = h̄a
∞∑
n=0

∞∑
m=0

e−In/h̄h̄mOn,m , (150)

where In are instanton actions, obeying I0 = 0 (no instantons), In+1 > In > 0 for n > 0, On,m are perturbations around
he nth instanton, and a is a constant that determines the leading power behaviour of O at small h̄. Non-perturbative
nformation, hence the Schwinger effect, is encoded in the instanton actions In>0. These can be evaluated conveniently
ith semi-classical techniques such as the worldline instanton method (see Ref. [646] and references therein), WKB
nalysis of the Stokes phenomenon [647–654], steepest-descent analysis of the Bogoliubov coefficients [649,655–658], and
maginary-time method [659]. In these semi-classical methods, which are essentially equivalent to each other [649,660],
he problem reduces to determining the analytic structure of some action [661], or, in spatially homogeneous cases, the
nstantaneous on-shell energy π0(w) =

√
m2 + (p − eA(w))2, in the complexified time plane t ∈ R → w ∈ C. Such an

nalysis is sometimes easier than directly solving the Dirac equation in inhomogeneous fields, and hence semi-classical
ethods are frequently used to discuss effects of inhomogeneities, see Section 8.2.
WKB analysis of the Stokes phenomenon is one of the common semi-classical methods. There are several variants of

his method, e.g., the phase-integral method [662–665] and the divergent asymptotic series method [337,647,666]. We
hall review this method in the language of exact WKB [649–652]. To illustrate the exact WKB method, let us for simplicity
ssume spatially homogeneous electric fields and consider scalar QED. The starting point of exact WKB is the fact that the
aïve WKB expansion is a formal asymptotic expansion. Namely, we first make a WKB ansatz for the mode function φ±,

φ±(x) =
e

i
h̄ (p·x∓i

∫ t dt ′ S(t ′))√
2S(2π h̄)3

, (151)

and expand S and the exponential in terms of the Planck constant h̄ to express φ± as a formal power series in h̄ as

φ±(x) ≃
e

i
h̄

(
p·x∓

∫ t dt π0
)

√
2π0(2π h̄)3

∞∑
n=0

h̄nφ
(n)
± (t) . (152)

(Here we used ‘‘≃‘‘, instead of ‘‘=’’, to make sure that the expression is formal.) The series coefficients φ(n)
± are in

general factorially divergent φ(n)
∼ n! and thus the radius of convergence is zero, meaning that the h expansion (152)
± ¯
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s mathematically ill-defined. The exact WKB method resolves the factorial-divergence problem via Borel resummation,
hich is achieved by computing a Laplace transformation of a Borel transform B[φ±]. The resulting Borel-summed φ±

s a well-defined function, and its asymptotic expansion coincides with the naïve WKB expansion (152). The Borel
um φ± is, however, defined only locally and cannot be continued analytically to the whole complexified time space
∈ R → w ∈ C without experiencing discontinuous jumps, which is the Stokes phenomenon. The jumps are rigorously
nd quantitatively formulated, mathematically, under suitable conditions: a jump occurs at the so-called Stokes lines
j = {w ∈ C | 0 = Im [i

∫ w
w

tp
j
dw′ π0(w′)]}, with wtp

j ∈ C being turning points defined by the condition π0(w
tp
j ) = 0, and

he associated discontinuity can also be identified (see the mathematical literature for more details, e.g., [667–675]). By
nalysing the analytic structure of the energy π0, one can determine the topology of the Stokes lines Cj for the Schwinger
ffect [649]. Then, by considering an analytic continuation of a Borel sum at t = −∞ to t = +∞, one obtains(

φout
+

φout
−

)
≈

(
1 −i

∑
jΘ(t − tcrj )eσ

∗(wtp
j )/h̄

+i
∑

jΘ(t − tcrj )eσ (w
tp
j )/h̄ 1

)(
φin

+

φin
−

)
(153)

t the leading order in h̄.32 Here, φin/out
± are solutions to the Klein–Gordon equation with plane-wave boundary conditions

t the asymptotic initial and final times such that φin
±
(t = −∞), φout

±
(t = +∞) ∝ e+ip·xe∓iπ0t . The times tcrj specify when

he Stokes phenomena occur and are identified as crossings between the Stokes lines and the real t axis. According to the
ogoliubov transformation technique (cf. Refs. [21,122]), the overlap between φin

+
and φout

−
gives the number of created

airs in the out-state as

d3N
d3p

=

∫
d3p′

⏐⏐(φout
−

(p)|φin
+
(p′)

)⏐⏐2 ≈
V

(2π h̄)3

⏐⏐⏐⏐∑
j

eσ (w
tp
j )/h̄

⏐⏐⏐⏐2 with σ (w) = +2i
∫ w

dw′ π0(w′) , (154)

here the conserved inner product is defined and normalised as (φin
±,p|φ

in
±′,p′ ) = ±i

∫
d3xφin†

±,p
↔

∂ tφ
in
±′,p′ = δ±,±′δ3(p−p′) for

bosons [for fermions, (ψ in
±,p,s|ψ

in
±′,p′,s′ ) =

∫
d3xψ in†

±,p,sψ
in
±′,p′,s′ = δ±,±′δs,s′δ

3(p−p′)] and the same for the out-mode function
φout

±,p. For spinor QED, Eq. (154) acquires an additional factor of (−1)j in the sum due to spin statistics [651,656,676]. The
formula (154) is valid in the formal limit of h̄ → 0. This is equivalent to situations where fields are varying slowly,
since h̄ always appears together with a derivative ∂µ and hence h̄ essentially controls the magnitude of gradients. See
Section 8.2 for more details on the validity of the semi-classical approximation. Note that one can derive the formula
(154) with various equivalent semi-classical methods (e.g., the worldline instanton method and steepest-descent analysis
of the Bogoliubov coefficients) [649,656,660,676].

Finally, we mention attempts to extend the semi-classical analyses to spatially inhomogeneous fields. Except for
special spacetime inhomogeneities that essentially reduce to single-parameter inhomogeneities in light-front time E =

E(t + z) [431] and ‘‘interpolating’’ coordinates E = E(t cos θ + z sin θ ) [677], the semi-classical analyses for single-
parameter inhomogeneities cannot be applied directly. Among the semi-classical methods, the worldline instanton
method is rather easy to extend to multi-parameter inhomogeneities [678–682]. The problem reduces to finding classical
solutions (worldline instantons) to the worldline action Swl = −

∫ τ
0 (ẋ2+m2

+ ieA ·x). Analytical solutions are not available
in general. As numerical methods, shooting method [683] and discretisation method [681] have been proposed. Another
attempt was made, based on a steepest-descent analysis of the Bogoliubov coefficients, in [684].

8.1.2. Resurgence approach
The resurgence approach [347,348,685,686] enables us to access non-perturbative information of QED, including the

Schwinger effect, only using perturbative data. The idea is to apply Borel resummation to the QED perturbation series and
then to obtain information on the Schwinger effect through analysis of the singularities of the Borel transform.

For example, the one-loop Heisenberg–Euler effective Lagrangian in a constant electric field L1-loop
HE (135) can be ex-

pressed formally as an asymptotic series by perturbatively expanding it in powers of the field as L1-loop
HE =∑

∞

k=0 L
1-loop(k)
HE (eE/m2)k [120]. The series coefficients L1-loop(k)

HE are found to be factorially divergent L1-loop(k)
HE ∝ Γ (2k + 2),

which can be resummed via Borel resummation. The resulting Borel transform B[L1-loop
HE ] has singularities on the positive

real axis in the Borel plane. The Laplace transformation picks up the contribution from those poles, which determine

32 We note some more details on Eq. (153). For second-order ordinary differential equations with potentials having linear dependencies around
turning points (called simple turning points) and if Stokes lines do not degenerate with each other, the problem can be reduced to analysing an
Airy equation (cf. WKB-theoretic transformation [672,673]). For an Airy equation, all the higher-order WKB terms can be computed and resummed
exactly and hence the corresponding connection matrix can be obtained without using any approximations (see, e.g., Appendix A in Ref. [649] for
the explicit expressions). In general, however, turning points are not necessarily simple and Stokes lines can degenerate, for which the connection
matrix cannot necessarily be obtained exactly (due to, e.g., unavailability of higher-order WKB terms and non-Borel summability). For the case of
the Schwinger effect, what is relevant is connection matrices for degenerated Stokes lines, which suffer from the problem of the so-called fixed
singularity when doing the Borel resummation [673,675] and the exact expressions for the connection matrices are unknown in general. It was
proposed in Ref. [649] that, if one neglects higher order h̄ corrections, the degenerated Stokes lines can safely be de-degenerated into two Stokes
lines that emanate from two distinct simple turning points and then the Airy-type argument can be applied, which yields Eq. (153).
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he imaginary part of the Heisenberg–Euler effective Lagrangian L1-loop
HE and exactly reproduce Schwinger’s classic result

10) [685–687].
For general electric fields and/or higher loops, the perturbation-series coefficients are typically not known to all orders,

xcept for a few special cases, e.g. for the Sauter pulse at one loop [685]. For practical use, several approximation schemes
ave been proposed to carry out Borel resummation approximately, using a finite number of coefficients [344,346,350].
he widely-used is the so-called Borel–Padé method, in which the Padé approximation is applied to a truncated version
f Borel transform, constructed with a finite number of coefficients. The Borel–Padé method was applied recently to the
chwinger effect [347,348] (see also Sections 4 and 6 for application to second- and higher-order processes), and it was
emonstrated that O(10) terms are sufficient to reproduce the exact result to good precision, see [348] for details. The
ethod can be further improved by using a conformal mapping technique [344,346,348] and an optimised order of Padé
pproximation, which is determined by matching the expected behaviour of observables (e.g., logarithmic behaviour in
trong-field limit) [348].

.1.3. Perturbation theory in a Furry expansion
Consider a classical field A having both strong and weak components, A = Astrong+Aweak. In such a field the Schwinger

ffect can, following [682,688–692], be approached in a Furry expansion very similar to that described in Section 1; one
omputes the mode function ψ± perturbatively with respect to eAweak while treating the interaction with eAstrong exactly:

ψ±[Astrong,Aweak] = ψ
(0)
± [Astrong] + ψ

(1)
± [Astrong]eAweak + O((eAweak)2) . (155)

Once the mode function ψ in/out
± is obtained, one can compute physical observables of interest based on, e.g., the Bogoliubov

transformation technique (cf. Refs. [21,122]). Perturbation theory in such a Furry expansion is very powerful in situations
where there is a clear scale separation A = Astrong + Aweak, such as in the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect (see
Section 8.2). Note that perturbation theory in a Furry expansion can also be extended to other types of perturbation such
as thermal photons [301] and vibrations [693]. The inclusion of quantum effects in this expansion is also straightforward,
see e.g. [694].

Of particular interest is the number of created pairs at the asymptotic out-state, which is given by (see [688] for
inclusion of higher-order Aweak corrections)

d3N
d3p

=

∑
r ′

∫
d3p′

⏐⏐⏐⏐(ψ (0)out
+ (p, r)|ψ (0)in

− (p′, r ′)) − ie
∫

d4x ψ̄ (0)out
+ (p, r)/Aweakψ

(0)in
− (p′, r ′) + O((eAweak)2)

⏐⏐⏐⏐2 . (156)

he formula (156) describes the smooth interplay between the non-perturbative Schwinger effect and perturbative
ulti-photon processes (including a non-linear Breit–Wheeler process by a single Aweak assisted by Astrong), which are

epresented by the first and second terms, respectively. The interference between the two terms become important in
he intermediate regime where both of the Schwinger effect and the non-linear Breit–Wheeler process contribute to the
air creation [688,691]. The zeroth order solution ψ (0)in/out

± and the associated integrals can be evaluated analytically, as
an the number of created pairs (156), by using WKB mode functions [301,682,688,689] or by studying solvable electric
ield configurations such as a constant electric field [690–692,695]. Such analytical calculations are available for a wide
lass of perturbations, e.g., with spatial inhomogeneities [682,688] and transverse electric-field orientation [691].

.2. Inhomogeneous electric fields

Electromagnetic fields realised in physical situations are inhomogeneous in both space and time, and these inhomo-
eneities can significantly impact the Schwinger effect. We first focus on temporal effects, and discuss spatial effects in
ection 8.2.4. We also focus on purely electric fields throughout this section33; see Section 8.3 for magnetic-field effects.

.2.1. Non-perturbative vs. perturbative pair creation
Temporal inhomogeneities significantly affect the ‘‘non-perturbativity’’ of pair creation [see Fig. 34(a)]. An intuitive

nderstanding is as follows. In order for the non-perturbative quantum-tunnelling picture of the Schwinger effect [see
q. (11) below] to be valid, the typical lifetime or inverse frequency ω−1 of electric fields must be sufficiently larger than
he tunnelling time, which can be estimated roughly using the width of the gap m/eE. Therefore, the ratio ω−1/(m/eE) =

E/mω, which is nothing but the classical nonlinearity parameter ξ for a time-like wavevector kµ = ω(1, 0, 0, 0), should be
larger than unity ξ ≳ 1 for non-perturbative tunnelling pair creation to occur. Note that it is standard, in literature on the
Schwinger effect, to call ξ−1 the Keldysh parameter [696]. In the opposite limit ξ ≲ 1, the tunnelling picture may no longer
be valid. There, the frequency of electric fields becomes sizeable so that perturbative pair creation with a finite number
∼2m/ω of photons can occur. The qualitative features of pair creation change drastically depending on whether non-
perturbative or perturbative mechanisms are relevant. Non-perturbative pair creation is exponentially suppressed, and

33 Purely time-dependent electric fields do not satisfy the vacuum Maxwell equation without sources. The vacuum state here should thus be
understood in an extended sense, i.e., the ground state with a source.
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Fig. 34. Effects of temporal inhomogeneities to the Schwinger effect: (a) The interplay between non-perturbative and perturbative pair creation
or Sauter’s pulsed electric field E(t) = E0/ cosh2(ωt). (b) The dynamically assisted Schwinger effect for a constant electric field superimposed by
a cosine electric field E = Eslow + Efast cos(ωt). (c) Quantum interference effects in parallel-momentum (momentum in the electric-field direction)
spectrum for two pulses with alternating signs. An exact numerical result (blue) is compared with the semi-classical formula (154) (red dotted) and
a single pulse result multiplied by a factor of (pulse number)2 = 22 (black dashed). Note that (a) and (b) are adapted from Ref. [649] and Ref. [690],
respectively, and (c) is taken from Ref. [269].

the momentum spectrum of the produced pairs is ‘soft’, being a Gaussian distribution around zero momentum. In contrast,
perturbative pair creation is only weakly suppressed by a power law, and the momentum spectrum acquires a harder,
higher-energy, component. High-frequency components of electric fields, which are more relevant to the perturbative
mechanism, enhance pair creation, compared to the naïve expectation by the non-perturbative mechanism [697–701].
Such ‘‘perturbative’’ enhancement becomes significant due to resonance when fields contain threshold frequencies such
that 2m/ω ∈ N [135,698,702–705]. This is important for pulse shaping to maximise the Schwinger effect for experiments
(see also the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect discussed next) [703,706–715].

Semi-classical methods have been widely used to study the interplay between non-perturbative and perturbative pair
creation. According to the semi-classical formula (154), the number of created pairs is controlled by the real part of the
instanton action σ (wtp). For linearly-polarised electric fields with general time-dependence E(t) = E0f ′(ωt), the instanton
action σ (wtp)(154) is expressed as [683]

Re σ (wtp) =
π

2
m2

eE0
g(ξ ) with g(ξ ) =

2i
π
ξ

∫ wtp

wtp∗

dw
√
1 + (ξ f (w))2 , (157)

where we have set p = 0 for simplicity and normalised g so that g = 1 corresponds to the constant-electric-field result
(11). Note that the prefactor in the number of created pairs can also be expressed in terms of g [683,716]. Thus, within
semi-classical methods, the number of created pairs is determined by a single function g , which depends only on the
classical nonlinearity parameter ξ (neglecting the p dependence). One can explicitly evaluate the function g for some
particular field configurations. For example, it reads g(ξ ) = 2ξ (

√
1 + ξ 2 − ξ ) = 1 − ξ−2/4 + · · · for Sauter’s pulsed

lectric field E = E0/ cosh2(ωt). For large ξ , the function g reduces to the tunnelling formula for constant electric fields
11), meaning that pair creation becomes dominated by the non-perturbative mechanism. Temporal inhomogeneities
ypically decrease g < 1, i.e., enhance pair creation. Intuitively, this is because the time dependence supplies energy to
he Dirac sea and thereby effectively reduces the gap size. For small ξ , the number of created pairs deviates significantly
rom the tunnelling formula g = 1, implying that the naïve tunnelling picture needs to be modified.

Recently, more detailed analyses have been made specifically for Sauter’s pulsed electric field, for which an exact
xpression for the number of created pairs is available [see Fig. 34 (a)] [135,651,698]; see also relevant numerical
orks [717,718]. It was found that the semi-classical methods cannot fully capture temporal effects and that there exists
nother dimensionless parameter that controls the interplay, in addition to ξ ; one needs two dimensionless parameters
o completely characterise the system, since the system has in total three parameters with dimensions: m, eE, and ω.
Indeed, the exact expression for the number of created pairs reads ((2π )3/V )d3N/d3p = sinh2(πν)/ sinh2(πν

√
1 + ξ−2)

at p = 0 [719–721], which is characterised not only by ξ but also by ν = eE0/ω2 [651,698]. The leading order semi-classical
approximation overlooks the existence of ν, which is responsible for higher-order instanton effects. In the formal limit
ω → ∞ such that ν, ξ → 0 one finds precise agreement with the one-photon perturbative process A → e+e−, with A
being the Sauter electric field, while in the opposite limit ω → 0 such that ν, ξ → ∞, one reproduces the tunnelling
formula (11).

For sufficiently slow electric fields, pair creation may occur ‘‘instantaneously’’ compared to the typical variation scale
of the field. This implies that the pair creation is driven by ‘‘constant’’ electric fields at each spacetime point, and the
LCFA based on Nikishov’s formula (11) [or the Heisenberg–Euler effective Lagrangian (10)] may provide a good estimate
of the number of created pairs. Namely, one may estimate the total number of created pairs by naïvely replacing the
constant electric field in Nikishov’s result (11) with a time- (or spacetime-) dependent one E → E(t) and carrying out
the spacetime integration via replacement VT →

∫
d4x [118,137,352,378,722]. Recently, another LCFA prescription is
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roposed to estimate the momentum spectrum d3N/d3p [379]. The idea is to assume that a pair creation event occurs
instantaneously at a time t∗, which is speculated to be the time when the gap, i.e., the instantaneous energy π0, takes the
inimum. One may then estimate the momentum spectrum from Eq. (11) with the instantaneous value of the electric

ield E = E(t∗) as

(2π )3

V
d3NLCFA

d3p
= exp

[
−π

m2
+ p2

⊥

|eE(t∗)|

]
Θ

(
−p∥

(
p∥ +

∫
+∞

−∞

dt eE(t)
))

, (158)

here a step function is introduced to approximate the distribution of parallel (canonical) momentum in the electric-field
irection p∥, which incorporates the fact that the maximum parallel momentum that a created particle can obtain from
he applied electric field is

∫
dt eE. The validity condition for the LCFA was investigated in Refs. [378,379] by comparing

CFA with exact and semi-classical results [see Fig. 34(a)]. For subcritical field strength m2
≪ eE, it was shown that

the LCFA is valid when (eE0)3/2/m2ω ≫ 1, with ω being the typical frequency of the field. Notice that this condition is
stronger than the naïve condition based on the classical nonlinearity parameter ξ ≫ 1. The quantity (eE0)3/2/m2ω can
be understood as a ratio between the tunnelling time ∼m/eE0 and the effective variation time-scale of the LCFA rate
τeff =

√
eE0/m2/ω [378].

8.2.2. Dynamically assisted Schwinger effect
The dynamically assisted Schwinger effect [275,276] is an idea to enhance the Schwinger effect by utilising perturbative

effects [see Fig. 34(b)]. This is an analog of Franz–Keldysh effect in materials [689,690]. One may also understand this
mechanism as a variant of a non-linear Breit–Wheeler process, as discussed in Section 3, in a strong slow electric
field with a perturbative fast classical off-shell photon [135,682,688–692]. The idea is to superimpose a fast perturbative
electric field ξ ≲ 1 onto a slow one ξ ≳ 1. An intuitive picture is that the fast perturbative electric field assists the
non-perturbative tunnelling by the slow electric field. The perturbative field first kicks up an electron in the Dirac sea
into the gap. Then, the quantum tunnelling occurs from the inside of the gap and hence the tunnelling length and
the potential height are reduced compared to the original situation without the perturbative kick (see, e.g., Fig. 2 of
Ref. [723] and Fig. 1 of Ref. [275]). Thus, the tunnelling probability is enhanced, so is the Schwinger effect. One may
also understand the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect from a reverse point of view: the non-perturbative tunnelling
by the slow electric field assists the perturbative pair creation by the fast electric field [135,682,688–692]. Quantum
tunnelling allows electrons in the Dirac sea to exist even inside the gap. Then, the threshold energy for perturbative
pair creation is reduced. In particular, one-photon pair creation can occur even below the threshold ω < 2m (threshold
ω = 2m for purely time-dependent electric fields that do not have momentum). The magnitude of the one-photon pair
creation is suppressed only weakly by square of the field strength, which gives more abundant creation compared to
the exponentially-suppressed non-perturbative tunnelling. Consequently, the Schwinger effect is enhanced because of
the reminiscent of the perturbative peak extended to the low-frequency regime. (An analogous effect occurs in nonlinear
Breit–Wheeler pair-creation in a plane-wave pulse where linear Breit–Wheeler from photons in the slow timescale of
the envelope become, with decreasing field strength, less suppressed than the exponentially suppressed nonlinear Breit–
Wheeler from the fast timescale of the carrier frequency [256,265].) The one-photon picture tells us that the enhancement
becomes the most significant at around the one-photon threshold ω ∼ 2m [135,278,690–692,713]. It also indicates that
momentum spectrum becomes very different from the soft Gaussian distribution, which is naïvely expected from the
non-perturbative Schwinger effect (11). This is because one-photon pair creation has harder spectrum and is sensitive to
the Fourier spectrum of the field [682,688,689,724].

Below, we focus on the simplest but the most essential situation E(t) = Eslow + Efastf ′(ωt) and assume Eslow/Efast ≪

, i.e., a constant strong electric field is superimposed by a time-dependent weak electric field with arbitrary time
ependence in the same direction. Note that, since the essence of the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect is the
erturbative energy supplied from fast fields, the polarisation of the superposition is not essential. The dynamical
nhancement can equally occur for transverse superpositions [691]. One may also consider general field configurations
uch as weak fields with spatial inhomogeneities [682,688,725,726] and magnetic components [727].
An analytical approach to the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect is provided by semi-classical methods (e.g., the

orldline instanton method [275,682,724,728], WKB analysis [649,729], phase-integral method [730]). Interplay of
ominant turning points is the essence of the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect within the semi-classical methods.
amely, a dominant turning point that gives the largest contribution in the semi-classical number formula (154) is
hanged from the original one, responsible for the naïve Schwinger effect by the slow field Eslow, to another one, describing
perturbative) pair creation by the fast field Efast, once the so-called combined Keldysh parameter γ̃ = mω/eEslow becomes
arger than a certain value γ̃ ≳ γ̃cr. The critical value γ̃cr is determined by the analytic structure of the fast field
(w) and hence depends on details of f (w) [275,724,728]. The number of created pairs (154) behaves differently below
nd above the critical value γ̃cr. Note that this is a smooth change and is not a ‘‘phase transition’’, where the physics

changes discontinuously. Below the critical value γ̃ ≲ γ̃cr, it is justified to compute the instanton action σ (wtp) as a
erturbation series in terms of the ratio Efast/Eslow and one can obtain a closed expression for general f [649,728]. On the
ther hand, above the critical value γ̃ ≳ γ̃cr, the perturbative expansion in Efast/Eslow is unjustified. This means that the
aïve tunnelling formula (11) is significantly modified even by infinitesimally small fields E /E → 0. An analytical
fast slow
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xpression for general f is not available within the semi-classical methods, and can be computed explicitly only for specific
ield configurations (see, e.g., Refs. [724,728]). For example, for Sauter’s pulsed electric field, it was shown that the number
f created pairs monotonically increases for large γ̃ as N ∝ e−(const.)/γ̃ [275,724,728,729].
Another analytical approach is the perturbation theory in a Furry expansion [682,688–692]. An advantage of this

approach is that one can obtain a closed expression for the number of created pairs for fast fields f with arbitrary time
dependence for any γ̃ . For example, the formal expression for the spectrum (156) was evaluated analytically when the
slow field is a constant electric field [690–692] (see Ref. [649] for scalar QED). It reproduces exact numerical results
very accurately; see Fig. 34(b). As shown in the figure, the perturbation theory in a Furry expansion agrees with the semi-
classical results in the low-frequency limit ω → 0, while they disagree for large ω, where the semi-classical approximation
is invalidated [688,690].

8.2.3. Quantum interference
If pair creation occurs not at a single time but at more than one time, the pair creation events at different times interfere

with each other and modify momentum spectra [see Fig. 34(c)]. This is an analog of Stückelberg-phase interference in
materials [731], and can also be understood as a multiple-slit interferometry in the temporal direction. Namely, suppose
we have two pair creations at different times t = t1 < t2. A wavefunction of an electron produced at the time t1 obtains
a phase ∼ exp[+i

∫ t2
t1

dt π0] at the time t2. On the other hand, a wavefunction for an electron produced at the time t2
as a phase ∼ exp[−i

∫ t2
t1

dt π0] because this electron sits in the Dirac sea and hence has negative energy −π0 from
= t1 to t2. Thus, the two electrons created at t = t1, t2 have a non-vanishing relative phase ∼ exp[+2i

∫ t2
t1

dt π0]

this is the Stückelberg phase; see also Fig. 4 in Ref. [732]), which leads to constructive or destructive interference
n the pair creation. The relative phase is obviously momentum dependent. Hence, by varying p, the interference
hanges from constructive to destructive and vice versa, which results in characteristic oscillating patterns in momentum
pectra [733–737]. Conversely, one can change the locations of the pair creation times and thereby the interference
attern by designing fields, e.g., sub-cycle structures of a laser pulse [703,733,738–744]. At particular momenta where
he interference becomes fully constructive, the total probability amplitude for pair creation is enhanced by the number
f pair-creation times n and hence the peak heights of the momentum spectrum scale as n2 [269,734–737]. The quantum
nterference also plays an important role in the realtime dynamics [651,745]. Without the quantum interference, the
otal creation number monotonically increases whenever pair creation occurs. The number of created pairs increases or
ecreases at a pair creation, depending on the relative phase at each pair-creation time. It eventually exhibits complicated
ime dependence, which is very distinct from that of the applied electric field (e.g., high-harmonic generation [651]).
he semi-classical formula (154) gives a theoretical grounding for the intuitive argument for the quantum interference
ffects [649,656,656,746,747]. One may extend the semi-classical formula (154), which counts the asymptotic particle
umber, to intermediate times by assuming some intermediate particle picture and confirm that quantum interference
ctually takes place at the pair creation times [21–23,748]. Recent studies have shown that the interference effects can
urvive even beyond the semi-classical regime but there may appear several new features such as coherent enhancement
ith pulses of the same sign and deviations from the n2 scaling [268,736].

.2.4. Spatial inhomogeneity
There are three important effects due to spatial inhomogeneities. One is that magnetic fields come into play for realistic

lectromagnetic fields obeying the Maxwell equation (i.e., the Faraday law ∂tB = −∇ × E), which shall be discussed in
ection 8.3.1. Another is that spatial inhomogeneities typically suppress the Schwinger effect [97,431,678,683,721,749–
51]. An intuitive way of understanding is that spatial inhomogeneities supply momentum ∆p to the Dirac sea and
hereby effectively increase the mass gap 2 m → 2π0 = 2

√
m2 + (∆p)2. This is in contrast to temporal inhomogeneities,

hich typically enhance the Schwinger effect by supplying energy to the Dirac sea. See also Ref. [749] for multi-photon
air creation in realistic counter-propagating laser beams and how the momentum supply modifies the kinematics and
he resulting spectrum of the pair creation. The last one is an effect on post pair creation. After creation, created
airs are accelerated by the electric field. If the spatial extent of the electric field is small (large), pairs can (cannot)
o outside of the electric field after the creation and hence can acquire small (large) momentum from the field. Thus,
patial inhomogeneities, through modifying the dynamics of post pair creation, affect momentum spectra, leading to self-
unching [752,753] and ponderomotive effects [754]. The temporal effects such as the dynamically assisted Schwinger
ffect and the quantum interference are also affected. For the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect with a spatially
nhomogeneous slow electric field, the suppression of the Schwinger effect effectively enhances the degree of the
ynamical assistance [725,753]. Also, the dynamical assistance becomes manifest for lower combined Keldysh parameter

˜ [725]. Contrarily, when fast electric fields to be superimposed are inhomogeneous in space, the dynamical assistance
s reduced because the momentum supply by the fast fields increases the gap [682,726]. The dynamical assistance is
hus basically maximised when perturbations are purely time dependent. On the other hand, the quantum-interference
ffects also tend to be suppressed by spatial inhomogeneities [743,744]. Indeed, it becomes difficult for pairs created at
ifferent spacetime points to overlap the same phase-space after the inhomogeneous acceleration. Therefore, the different
airs rarely interfere with each other, resulting in suppression of, e.g., the oscillating structures and n2 enhancement in
omentum spectra [753,755,756].
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The worldline instanton method [97,431,678,683,725,727,750] is a possible analytical approach for spatially inhomoge-
eous effects. The worldline instanton method can cover a wide parameter region that the LCFA cannot cover [118,379,417,
22,757], while it cannot go beyond the semi-classical regime, for which one basically needs to rely on numerical methods
e.g., the DHW formalism [752–754,756], direct solving of the Dirac equation [417]). Within the worldline instanton
ethod, the magnitude of pair creation is controlled by the same function g as the purely time-dependent case (157) but
ith a different argument ξ → −iξ , i.e., Re σ (wtp) =

π
2

m2

eE0
g(−iξ ), where ξ= eE0

mω is the classical nonlinearity parameter
or a space-like wavevector kµ = ω(0, 0, 0, 1) [97,683]. See also Ref. [431] for how the replacement ξ → −iξ is smoothly
onnected when spatial and temporal inhomogeneities coexist kµ = ω(cos θ, 0, 0, sin θ ). As discussed below Eq. (157),
(ξ ) = 1 − (positive const.) × ξ−2 for ξ ≫ 1 for a wide class of electric fields and thus the change of the argument
→ −iξ means that spatial inhomogeneities typically suppress pair creation g(−iξ ) = 1 + (positive const.) × ξ−2 > 1.
ote that the enhancement and suppression by temporal and spatial inhomogeneities, respectively, cancel with each other
or light-like fields kµ = ω(1, 0, 0, 1) and the number of created pairs is given exactly by the LCFA [430,431,758,759]. The
orldline instanton method has also been used to show, for Sauter and monochromatic fields [683], that due to the
refactor contribution, which is also described by the function g as above, pair creation does not occur for ξ ≥ 1 (or
maller ξ when temporal inhomogeneities coexist [677]). This is consistent with our intuition that spatially small electric
ields cannot supply enough energy to create pairs because virtual pairs escape from the electric field before becoming
eal. In other words, for pair production one needs 2m <

∫
+∞

−∞
dz eE3(z) =: 2mξ , where the final equality defines ξ for

hese fields, and is chosen such that the critical point is at ξ = 1 rather than some other value. The onset of no-pair
reation was investigated in Refs. [750,751] in and beyond the semi-classical regimes, respectively; it was found that the
acuum decay probability ImΓ 1-loop obeys universal scaling behaviours around the critical point ξ ∼ 1. The universal
ehaviours are insensitive to details of electric fields but are determined solely by asymptotic power dependence of the
ields E ∼ |x|−d as

ImΓ 1-loop
∝ (1 − ξ−2)β with β =

{ 5d+1
4(d−1) ((eE)2 ≪ 1 − ξ−2)
3 (1 − ξ−2

≪ (eE)2)
(159)

or sufficiently rapidly decaying fields d > 3.

8.3. Beyond linearly-polarised electric fields

We review here the Schwinger effect in fields other than linearly-polarised electric fields, e.g., electromagnetic and
rotating/multi-component fields, with an emphasis on spin/chirality creation.

8.3.1. Magnetic fields
Magnetic fields are important to discuss the parameter region S < 0,P ̸= 0, which purely electric configurations

cannot cover. The role of magnetic fields in the Schwinger effect is, however, somewhat indirect: magnetic fields cannot
supply energy and hence cannot create particles out of the vacuum without the help of electric fields (in fact, the
Schwinger effect is prohibited for a purely magnetic case S < 0,P = 0 [17,677]). Magnetic fields can affect the Schwinger
effect through modifying the energy π0. Inhomogeneous electric-field effects (e.g., the dynamically assisted Schwinger
effect with magnetic fields [692,727]) are also modified accordingly.

To be concrete, let us consider scalar (r = 0), fermion (r = 1/2), and vector (r = 1) particles with electric charge
q, in the presence of a constant parallel electromagnetic field E ∥ B. For constant fields, it is sufficient to consider the
parallel setup because it can cover all the possible values of the Lorentz invariants S and P . Perpendicular electromagnetic
fields can always be transformed into purely electric ones (if S > 0) via Lorentz transformations and hence the effect
of perpendicular magnetic fields is to effectively reduce the electric-field strength as E →

√
E2 − B2. In the parallel

etup, the energy π0 is quantised via the Landau quantisation π0 →
√
m2 + (2n + 1)|qB| − 2r∥qB, with n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

nd r∥ = −r,−r + 1, . . . , r being Landau levels and spin in the magnetic-field direction, respectively. The number
f created particles N can be obtained by substituting the Landau-quantised energy into the momentum spectrum for
onstant electric fields (11) and reads [21,131,414,748,760] (cf. see Refs. [40,510] for corresponding expressions for the
eisenberg–Euler effective action):

N
VT

=
1
T

r∑
r∥=−r

2π |qB|
∞∑
n=0

∫
dp∥

1
(2π )3

exp
[
−π

m2
+ (2n + 1)|qB| − 2r∥qB

|qE|

]

= (2r + 1)
(qE)2

(2π )3
exp

[
−π

m2

eE

]
×

1
2r + 1

⏐⏐⏐⏐π B
E

⏐⏐⏐⏐ sinh
[
(2r + 1)

⏐⏐π B
E

⏐⏐]
sinh2

⏐⏐π B
E

⏐⏐  
=N(B)/N(B=0)

.
(160)

Note that one can express Eq. (160) in a manifestly covariant manner by using Eq. (76): E → E =

√√
S2 + P2 + S and

→ B =

√√
S2 + P2 − S. Magnetic fields become particularly important when they are stronger than electric ones

|B/E| ≫ 1. In this limit, the number of created particles N is dominated by the lowest energy mode (n = 0, r = r sgn q)
∥
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nd other modes are exponentially suppressed, i.e., created particles are spin aligned in the magnetic-field direction.
lso, for scalar (r = 0) and vector particles (r = 1), the pair creation is exponentially suppressed and enhanced,
espectively, because the corresponding lowest energy modes π2

0 → m2
+ (1 − 2r)|qB| are decreased and increased by

he magnetic field, respectively. Notably, for vector particles (r = 1), the enhancement can result in positive exponent for
he number of created particles with very strong magnetic fields |qB| > m2, which is reminiscent of the Nielsen–Olesen
nstability [131,510,760,761]. Note that particle interpretation is available for asymptotic states, where unstable modes
re stabilised by the infinite acceleration by the electric field [760]. For fermions (r = 1/2), the lowest energy level is
nchanged π2

0 → m2 and hence there is no exponential modification in the number of created particles. Nevertheless, the
umber is enhanced roughly linearly in qB because the transverse phase-space

∫
d2p⊥ → 2π |qB|

∑
n increases linearly

ith qB due to the Landau quantisation.
We recall that the formula (160) is limited to constant electromagnetic fields. For general spacetime-dependent electro-

agnetic fields, there exist extra Lorentz invariants, other than S and P , and also it is in general not sufficient to focus on
he parallel setup. Due to the complexity, inhomogeneous magnetic-field effects are less understood. Nevertheless, there
xist some attempts from various viewpoints/frameworks, e.g., gradient-expansion approach [498], worldline instanton
ethod [431,727], and numerical approaches [417,420,762]. An immediate consequence of magnetic inhomogeneities is

hat the energy π0 deviates from the Landau-quantised one, which in turn affects the Schwinger effect. For example,
t was demonstrated in Ref. [727] that the energy π0 increases/decreases for magnetic fields with modulations having
egative/positive curvature (i.e., decaying/growing profile in space), leading to suppression/enhancement of the Schwinger
ffect. Another interesting feature of magnetic inhomogeneities is appearance of spin-dependent force (Stern–Gerlach
orce) because force is roughly given by the spatial derivative of the energy ∼∂π0 ∝ r∥∂B. The spin-dependent force
ffects the post dynamics of the Schwinger effect, leaving spin-dependent momentum spectra [420].

.3.2. Chirality
In spinor QED, parallel electromagnetic fields have another physical consequence due to the chiral anomaly [763,764]:

he numbers of right-handed and left-handed electrons created by the Schwinger effect are unequal. The chiral imbalance
5, defined to be the difference between the number of right- and left-handed electrons, N5 = NR−NL =

∫
d3x⟨ψ̄γ 0γ5ψ⟩,

nduces intriguing physical phenomena such as the generation of an anomalous current along magnetic fields, known as
he chiral magnetic effect [765–768]. The chiral imbalance N5 may be expressed in terms of the number of electrons in
he lowest energy mode (n = 0, r∥ = 1/2) as N5 = 2Ne− (n = 0, r∥ = 1/2) in the out-state [692,748,767,769]: this is
ecause up and down spin degrees of freedom are degenerated in higher energy levels and hence their contributions
ancel with each other, while in the lowest energy level only up spin, along the magnetic field, exists and hence no
ancellation occurs. The lowest energy mode can move only in the magnetic-field direction due to the dimensional
eduction and hence the spin and momentum are parallel to each other. The sign of the momentum is determined by
hat of the electric field, and, if it is taken to be plus, one understands that non-zero +1 chirality is produced (assuming
hat electrons are infinitely accelerated by the electric field to be ultra-relativistic, for which helicity is the same as
hirality). A similar argument holds for the created anti-particles, yielding the same amount of +1 chirality creation.
ence, N5 = Ne− (n = 0, r∥ = 1/2) + Ne+ (n = 0, r∥ = −1/2) = 2Ne− (n = 0, r∥ = 1/2) in total. Therefore, for a constant

parallel electromagnetic field, one can immediately read off from the formula for the number of created pairs for parallel
electromagnetic fields (160) that the chiral imbalance N5 is given by [767,770]

N5

VT
=

e2

2π2 EBe
−π m2

eE . (161)

he chiral imbalance N5 can be enhanced/suppressed by changing the electromagnetic-field configuration [769] and
hrough dynamical assistance by fast electric fields [692]. Note that once the chiral imbalance N5 is changed, the pseudo-
calar condensate 2 m⟨ψ̄ iγ5ψ⟩, responsible for the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry by finite Dirac mass, must change
as well so that the chiral anomaly relation N5 = 2 m

∫
d3x⟨ψ̄ iγ5ψ⟩ +

e2
2π

∫
d3x E · B is satisfied [767,770].

.3.3. Rotating/multi-component electric fields
The Schwinger effect is modified if orientation of electric fields changes in time. Similarly to the linearly-polarised case,

he time dependence results in enhancement of pair creation [677,691,771,772] and quantum interference that distorts
omentum spectra [421,740,772–774]. A novel feature is that the Schwinger effect becomes spin (or chirality) dependent
ven without magnetic fields [418,421,691,775–780] and can produce spin current out of the vacuum [781,782]. The spin
ependence arises due to the spin–orbit coupling s · (p × E), which is inherent in the Dirac equation as a relativistic
ffect [691,776,781,782] (mathematically, it can also be understood in terms of a geometrical effect, related to the Berry
hase [780,783]). Intuitively, an electron, moving with velocity v under an electric field E, effectively feels a magnetic field
n its rest frame Beff ∼ v × E and hence the one-particle energy becomes spin dependent due to the Zeeman coupling
s · Beff. If the electric-field orientation varies in time, the velocity v is no longer parallel to E and hence spin is aligned

n the direction of v×E. Note that the spin alignment can modify momentum spectra in such a way that the directions of
articles’ momentum p and spin s become parallel to each other. This is a relativistic effect, originating from (approximate)
onservation of helicity in the relativistic limit [776,781].
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.4. Radiative corrections

.4.1. Beyond one-loop
Ritus was the first who went beyond the one-loop result (10) by evaluating the two-loop effective action for constant

ields [437,499]. The result is a complicated double-integral representation, which cannot be simplified into a closed form
except for special cases, e.g., Euclidean self-dual fields Fµν

= F̃µν [120]). For weak electric fields eE/m2
≪ 1, it can be

expanded as

2 Im
[
L1-loop

HE + L2-loop
HE

]
= 2

(eE)2

(2π )3

∞∑
n=1

[
1
n2 +

e2

4

(
−

m
√
eE

cn + 1 + O

(√
eE
m

))]
e−n πm

2
eE , (162)

here c1 = 0 and cn =
∑n−1

k=1 1/2
√
nk(n − k) ∼ π/2

√
n for n > 1. Note that Eq. (162) is independent of spin at this

rder, and it holds equally for scalar particles after including the statistical factor (−1)n−1 and replacing the overall spin
egeneracy factor 2 → 1. The radiative correction can be interpreted as an effective mass shift m → meff, and it was
onjectured that summation of higher-order radiative corrections beyond two loops amounts to exponentiating Eq. (162)
s (the exponentiation conjecture [436,437])

2 Im
∞∑
l=1

Ll-loop
HE

?
= 2

(eE)2

(2π )3

∞∑
n=1

e−n
πm2

eff
eE

n2 with meff = m +
e2

4π
ncn
2

√
eE −

e2

4π
neE
2m

+ O

⎛⎝⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
√
eE
m

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
3
⎞⎠ . (163)

he effective mass has a simple physical interpretation in terms of Coulomb interactions, if one interprets the label n
s a number of coherently created pairs [437]. The negative mass shift in the third term of meff is due to an attractive
oulomb potential between the created electrons and positrons (see also [784]). Namely, an electron in a bunch of n
oherently created electrons is attracted by the Coulomb force from n created positrons at a distance typically given by
he length of the gap 2m/eE, and therefore δm = −ne2/4πr with r ∼ 2m/eE. Similarly, the positive mass shift in the
econd term is interpreted as due to a repulsive Coulomb potential between an electron and the other n − 1 electrons
n the bunch : As the momentum spectrum of the produced particles in a coherent n electron-production event can be
stimated as ∝ exp[−nπ (m2

+ p2
⊥
)/eE], the typical momentum of an electron in the bunch is |p⊥| ∼

√
eE/n, implying

hat the typical distance among the electrons is r ∼ 1/|p⊥| ∼
√
n/eE. Therefore, the repulsive Coulomb potential among

the electrons gives δm = +(n − 1)e2/4πr ∝ ncn
√
eE. The exponentiation conjecture seems to be supported by the

worldline instanton method in the weak-field limit, where multi-pair creations (n > 1) and the associated positive mass
shift are neglected [436] [see Eq. (208)]. If the exponentiation conjecture is true, resurgence theory predicts a constraint
on a large-order behaviour of QED perturbation series. Namely, so as to yield the same dominant non-perturbative factor
for any order of the coupling e2l, the large-order behaviour of perturbative (k ≫ 1)-photon diagrams containing l-loops
should all have the same magnitude of factorial divergence, regardless of values of l, as Ll-loop

HE ∝ L1-loop
HE ∝ Γ (2k+2). Such

a large-order perturbative behaviour was numerically confirmed for the two-loop case [348].
It is still an open issue if the exponentiation conjecture is correct. At the present, even a three loop result is

available neither for scalar nor spinor QED in (3 + 1) dimensions. Instead of QED3+1, more tractable QED1+1 was
considered by several authors. Two-loop calculations in QED1+1 were carried out in [785–787] (see also Section 7.1).
Weak-field expansion coefficients were obtained in closed forms, confirming a large-order behaviour consistent with
the exponentiation conjecture and the resurgence theory. A three-loop calculation in QED1+1 was performed recently in
Ref. [507]. Unlike the two-loop case, the expansion coefficients were obtained only numerically up to the first six terms
(or seven [788]). The number of the coefficients turned out to be insufficient to conclude the validity of the exponentiation
conjecture.

Effects of temporal inhomogeneities on radiative corrections are discussed in Refs. [789,790], which show, using the
worldline instanton method, that in the weak-field limit the effective negative mass shift is enhanced, i.e. the Schwinger
effect is enhanced by radiative corrections. Intuitively, temporal inhomogeneities supply finite energy to electrons in the
Dirac sea and hence the tunnelling length is reduced. Thus, the attractive Coulomb potential between a pair is increased.

Holographic approach, a radically different approach based on gauge/gravity duality, is also applied to study radiative
corrections to the Schwinger effect [791,792]. A suggested advantage is that the holographic approach may be applicable
even to strong fields eE > m2 with a strong coupling, for which the semi-classical worldline instanton method is
invalidated. A disadvantage is that it cannot deal with real electrons, but just with an analogous particle with a different
microscopic theory. A typical setup is ‘‘W bosons’’ (sometimes called ‘‘quarks’’ in the holographic literature) on the
Coulomb branch of N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) Yang–Mills theory in a large ‘t Hooft coupling limit. In other words,
charged vector bosons exposed to a U(1) gauge field that are interacting with each other by mediating SU(N) bosons in
he planar limit. This is realised in type IIB string theory, a gravity dual to N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) Yang–Mills
heory, by preparing a stack of N D3-branes at the horizon r = 0 and a probe D3-brane at an intermediate position
r = r0 < ∞. A remarkable prediction of the holographic approach is that there exists an upper limit for electric-field
strength E at which the probability of pair creation becomes unity and hence the field decays immediately. Namely,
max
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emenoff–Zarembo [792] proposed that the number of created pairs can be obtained holographically by computing a
ircular Wilson loop on the probe D3 brane, which leads to

2 ImΓhol ∝ exp

⎡⎣−

√
λ

2

(√
Emax

E
−

√
E

Emax

)2⎤⎦ with Emax =
2πm2

√
λ

, (164)

where λ = g2
YMN ≫ 1 is an ‘t Hooft coupling, with gYM being the Yang–Mills coupling. The existence of the upper limit

Emax is natural from a holographic or string-theory point of view: the Dirac–Born–Infeld action, describing the probe D3
rane becomes unstable above the upper limit E > Emax. More intuitively, the attractive Coulomb potential between
lectron–position pairs become more important for stronger electric fields as the length of the gap 2m/eE is reduced.
he attractive Coulomb potential is negatively divergent for r → 0 and hence the effective mass can be vanishing for
ufficiently strong electric fields [793,794].

.4.2. Photon creation
One of the observable consequences of radiative corrections is the production of real photons accompanying the

chwinger effect. This effect has been discussed using perturbation theory in a Furry expansion [694,795], semi-classical
ethods [651], lattice techniques [796], and kinetic approaches [105,797–801]. All these approaches rely on low-
rder perturbation theory to compute the photon spectra, meaning that the possibility of QED cascades, and resulting
odifications to the photon spectrum, are neglected (along with potential infrared divergence in the very soft regime).
It has been suggested that sizeable numbers of soft photons may be created even for subcritical fields [694,798,802].

he created photon spectrum is, like the pair spectrum, affected by field inhomogeneities [651,796,801,803] and can be
odified by dynamical assistance [804,805]. The effect of an additional probe photon beam was investigated in [795]. A
roposed characteristic signature is the generation of high harmonics from the vacuum [598,609,651,801,803]. Namely,
ue to the interplay of creation, acceleration, annihilation and interference of pairs (cf. three step model in materi-
ls [806,807]), the electric current induced in the Schwinger effect acquires a complicated time-dependence. This leads to
eneration of photons with odd high-harmonics ω = Ω, 3Ω, 5Ω, . . . having an upper cutoff at ω ∼ eE/Ω , with Ω being
requency of the field [651].

.5. Intermediate particle picture

Since the Schwinger effect is a non-equilibrium process, it is tempting to consider the number of pairs created at
ntermediate, or non-asymptotic, times. One should, however, bear in mind that the concept of intermediate particle
umber is highly ambiguous [21–23,416,808]. In fact, the presence of an electric fields breaks time-translation symmetry,
o that ‘‘energy’’, which is usually defined as an eigenvalue of the time-translation operator, is no longer a good quantum
umber. This means that the notion of electrons and positrons, usually thought of as one-particle states having positive
nd negative energy eigenvalues respectively, becomes ill-defined. One can unambiguously define electrons and positrons
nly when there are no electric fields so that the system exhibits time-translation symmetry. There is, therefore, no
igorous definition for intermediate particles, and one has to make an ansatz to define them. The intermediate number
f created pairs is thus ambiguous and is sensitive to the choice of the ansatz.
To be concrete, let us consider scalar QED and assume spatial homogeneity for simplicity. The polarisation of the electric

ield is left arbitrary [781,799,809,810]. To discuss the intermediate number, one needs to define creation/annihilation
perators at time t . This may be achieved by expanding the field operator φ with an ‘‘intermediate’’ mode function φint

±

t each instant of time t as

φ(x) =

∫
d3p

[
φint

+
(x; p)aint(t; p) + φint

−
(x; p)bint†(t; −p)

]
. (165)

he choice of φint
±

is where one has to make an ansatz. Once the interpolating mode function is specified, one may compute
he intermediate number of created electrons at time t:

d3N(t)
d3p

= ⟨ 0; in |aint†(t; p)aint(t; p)| 0; in ⟩ =

∫
d3p′

⏐⏐(φint
−

(p)|φin
+
(p′)

)⏐⏐2 . (166)

Differentiation of Eq. (166) with respect to time t leads to a closed set of differential equations for the intermediate
number N . The forms of the differential equations depend on the choice of the intermediate mode function φint

±
[22,23],

which is a reflection of the ambiguity of intermediate particle states.
A widely-used ansatz for the intermediate mode function φint

±
is to use the nth order WKBmode function φWKB,(n)

± , which
is sometimes called adiabatic basis [21–23,748,811]. The quantum Vlasov approach is a special case of n = 0 [22,23]. The
nth order WKB mode function φWKB,(n) is defined by truncating the function S in the WKB ansatz (151) up to the order
±
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Fig. 35. Superadiabatic particle number vs. intermediate particle number with the nth order WKB expansions for a constant and linearly polarised
lectric field E(t) = E. For the given parameter choice, the optimal order of truncation is n = 6.

of h̄n34:

φ
WKB,(n)
± =

e∓
i
h̄
∫ t dt ′ Sn(t ′)

√
2Sn

e+ip·x

(2π h̄)3/2
with Sn s.t. S = Sn + O(h̄n+1) . (167)

he function Sn can be determined by solving the Klein–Gordon equation order by order in h̄. The WKB mode function
eems to be a natural ansatz; in particular, when electric fields are not so strong nor fast, the system is adiabatic and
igher-order O(h̄n+1) corrections may be neglected. In such a case, the WKB mode function becomes an approximate
igenfunction for the time-translation operator and may distinguish the positive and negative energy states. In practice
e.g., in backreaction problem), it is typical to adopt the zeroth- (or low-) order WKB mode function because it is simple
nd sufficient to eliminate the ultraviolet divergences from vacua at each instant of time [21]. It is also appealing that one
ay assign a physical meaning to the intermediate particle number with the zeroth-order WKBmode function: it coincides
ith the number at the out-state for the same electric field with a sudden switch-off at time t [21,811]. Nonetheless,
here is no reason forbidding us to use higher-order (n ≥ 1) WKB mode functions (which may also have a physical
nterpretation [811]). As emphasised, the intermediate particle number (166) is sensitive to the choice of intermediate
ode functions and hence the order of the WKB expansion n (see Fig. 35). The sensitivity was investigated in detail by
abrowski–Dunne [22,23]. It was shown that there exists an optimal truncation order n, giving the smoothest intermediate
article number, and that it is approximated well by the so-called superadiabatic particle number. The key point is that the
KB expansion is a divergent asymptotic series (see Section 8.1), and hence one has to resum it to make it well-defined.
he idea of the superadiabatic particle number is to apply Borel resummation only to the leading-order factorial divergence
f the series coefficients φ(n)

± in Eq. (152) and carry out the Laplace integral using the steepest descent method to obtain a
orel sum in an approximate manner. One can then obtain a connection matrix between φin

±
and φout

±
, similar to the exact

WKB method (153), which can be used to compute the intermediate particle number. The result is the superadiabatic
particle number [22,23]:

1
V

d3N(t)
d3p

≈
1

(2π h̄)3

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
∑

j

1
2
Erfc

(
−

Im Fj(t)√
2 Re Fj(t)

)
eσ (w

tp
j )/h̄

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2

with Fj(w) = σ (w) − σ (wtp
j ) . (168)

he function Fj is called singulant [337,666]. The advantage of the superadiabatic particle number is that it connects the
symptotic numbers of created pairs very smoothly and does not show unpleasant oscillations and peaks observed with
he WKB mode functions (see Fig. 35). The optimal truncation order of WKB is defined as the one giving the closest number
f created pairs to the superadiabatic one. For electric fields having a single pair of turning points, it was identified that n
s the closest integer to Re σ (wtp∗) − 1 [22,23]. Note that the reason why the superadiabatic basis has a finite ‘‘tunneling
ime’’ is that, due to the approximations, the Stokes phenomenon at each Stokes-line crossing acquires a finite time
idth compared to the exact treatment (153) as Θ(t − tcrj ) → (1/2)Erfc(−Im Fj(t)/

√
2 Re Fj(t)). In general, the finiteness

f ‘‘tunneling time’’ is attributed to the difference between the basis adopted and the exact Borel sum. This means that
he concept of ‘‘tunneling time’’ is highly dependent on the choice of a basis and hence is ambiguous [24,812].

.6. Analogue Schwinger effect

The past decade has seen a large amount of work in the pursuit of analogue models of strong-field QED effects in
ondensed-matter systems. While these analogues can be contaminated by non-QED effects such as impurities, lattice

34 The series coefficients φ(n)
± in Eq. (152) are obtained by further expanding the exponential in the nth order WKB mode function φWKB,(n)

± (167).
In general, φWKB,(n) is asymptotic for large n, as was the case in φ(n) .
± ±
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tructures, dimensionality, temperature, and so on, they may provide fruitful insights to strong-field QED and vice versa.
his research direction has largely been pursued in the context of the Schwinger effect. While it remains difficult to
reate strong fields exceeding the Schwinger field eE > eES = m2 with e.g. current laser technology, it is possible for
ondensed-matter materials, where the band-gap size ∆ is much smaller than the electron mass [∆ = O(1 eV) ∼ 10−5 m
for typical solids] to create ‘‘strong’’ fields such that eE > ∆2 in actual experiments. We highlight some results below; for
comprehensive reviews on strong-field condensed-matter phenomena, see, e.g., Refs. [813–817].

There are a number of theoretical proposals for condensed-matter analogues of the Schwinger effect, including
the dielectric breakdown of materials (the Landau–Zener effect), e.g., graphene [380,818–824], cold atom [825,826],
semi-conductor [827], Dirac/Weyl materials [828–830]. The Schwinger effect has also been used to propose novel
mechanisms in condensed-matter processes including Mott breakdown [831–834], magnon creation [835], spin-current
generation [781], and a superconductor analog of the Schwinger effect [836].

Intriguing results have been reported from the experimental side as well, including the consistency of ‘‘electron–
hole pair creation’’ mimicked through cold atoms with the QED formula (11) [837]. A realtime study of the vacuum
persistence probability of QED1+1 was carried out with a few-qubit quantum simulator realised through trapped ions [838]
(see also a recent quantum simulation on QED3+1 for a spatially homogeneous electric field with an IBM quantum
computer [839]). Doublon–holon pair creation in strongly-coupled materials [840,841] has also been studied, and an
exponential dependence similar to Eq. (11) was found, but with an exponent modified by the strong correlation. The
static/dynamical Franz–Keldysh effect, which is an analogue of the dynamically assisted Schwinger effect (as well as
non-linear Breit–Wheeler), was studied by measuring field-dependent photo-absorption rates under strong THz lasers
or infrared pulses [842–845]. Quantum-interference in the Schwinger effect has been studied under the name of the
Stückelberg-phase-interference effect in condensed-matter physics [732], and this has been confirmed experimentally in,
e.g., an optimal lattice [846] and in graphene [847]. A graphene analogue of vacuum decay due to a strong Coulomb field
was observed in [848] and was consistent with the prediction of QED [849] that the vacuum starts to decay for Z ≳ 1/α,
ith Z being atomic number.

. Ritus–Narozhny conjecture

We have now seen many Furry picture calculations, where the charge-field coupling e ≪ 1 is enhanced in a strong
ackground field, e → ξ ≫ 1 that must be treated exactly, and the coupling to dynamical fields e ≪ 1, is treated
erturbatively as usual. It is, however, possible for strong fields to also enhance the coupling between dynamical fields
s e → eξ n where the (positive) power n varies from case to case [375]. This implies that the Furry expansion breaks
own for sufficiently large ξ . Here by a breakdown of a perturbative expansion we mean that the magnitude of the
uccessive terms of the expansion grows from the start, so that the expansion is meaningless even as an asymptotic one
for which the magnitude of the successive terms initially decreases but at some point starts growing) unless an all-order
esummation is performed. There are many examples of such a breakdown in both quantum and classical physics; let us
se the latter, simpler, case to illustrate.
Consider the classical dynamics of a charged particle. Treating the Lorentz force exactly, but radiation reaction effects

n perturbation theory, is the classical analogue of the Furry expansion in QED, see e.g. [445]. One example is an electron
n a rotating electric field, strength E0, frequency ω. The electron has a stable orbit for a particular energy [455] which is,
ccording to the Lorentz force, determined by the condition γ 2

− 1 = ξ 2, where ξ = eE0/(mω). Corrections calculated
in the Furry expansion are expected to scale with powers of ϵ = (2/3)(e2)(ω/m), which should be small for a classical
analysis to be valid. However, one finds that these corrections in fact scale with powers of ϵξ 3, with leading behaviour
γ 2

− 1 ∼ ξ 2(1 − ϵ2ξ 6). For sufficiently large ξ the correction becomes large, and the energy becomes imaginary, which
signals the breakdown of the Furry expansion.

This is an example system in which the Furry expansion can be effectively resummed, as the exact solution to the
LAD equation, which describes radiation reaction effects, is available (see, e.g., [488]); this implies that γ satisfies an
equation which recovers the perturbative result for ϵξ 3 small, but behaves as γ 2

− 1 ∼ ξ 2(ϵξ 3)−1/2 for large ϵξ 3, and the
energy stays real. Hence resummation (achieved here through an exact solution rather than direct resummation methods)
corrects the unphysical behaviour seen in perturbation theory. For other examples see [375].

This section reviews the yet fragmentary and incomplete results on a specific example of the phenomena described
above: the breakdown of the QED Furry expansion in extremely strong fields for which the (locally) constant field
approximation (see Section 5.1) holds. As discussed below, it appears that in this case the actual emergent expansion
parameter is gq = αχ2/3, where χ is the quantum nonlinear parameter (1). This is the Ritus–Narozhny (RN) conjecture
on the behaviour of QED in a constant crossed field (CCF), to which we restrict our attention from here on. Though
formulated by the beginning of 1980’s, the conjecture remained almost unnoticed until very recently. A notable revival
of the interest in this topic was accompanied by recent experimental proposals for attaining the breakdown threshold
gq ∼ 1 in the near future. Our goal here is to review all the relevant results, both old and recent, in order to clarify the
state-of-the-art, the main directions of current research, and the future prospects.
83
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.1. Early evidence and the criterion proposed for breakdown of the Furry expansion

A perturbation theory breakdown in a CCF occurs already at a classical level in a transition from the LL to LAD equation,
ee Section 6.4 for more details on this specific case and the rest of Section 6 for the discussion of breaking down and
esummation of perturbative expansions from a broader perspective. The LL equation emerges at the leading order of an
xpansion of LAD that develops assuming the radiation reaction force is smaller than the Lorentz force in the electron
est frame. The relevant expansion parameter in classical theory is gc = αχ , see (130). As explained in Section 6.4, within
he scope of the classical theory this parameter is always small and LL represents an approximation to LAD that is well-
uited and sufficient for practical purposes. However, if this parameter is formally considered large, then the expansion
n powers of gc breaks down and an all-order resummation is required, by which one eventually arrives back at LAD. As
s well known, LAD possesses unphysical runaway or pre-accelerating solutions, signalising that classical electrodynamics
ecomes inconsistent in strong fields χ ≳ α−1, though this is revealed only for parameters beyond its regime of validity,
hen it should be replaced by QED.
In contrast, QED remains self-consistent at least as long as it stays well below the scales associated with the Landau

ole, which can be viewed as infinite for any practical purposes. (QED is in any case modified at much lower energy
cales when embedded into the unified electroweak theory of the Standard Model and after that possibly into an as-yet
ypothetical Grand Unified Theory.) Radiation processes are considered in the framework of a perturbative approach,
ypically well justified by the smallness of the QED coupling α. Action of a strong external field is taken into account
xactly by means of working in the Furry picture, see Section 2. The field strength is characterised by several dimensionless
orentz invariant parameters, among which let us here focus on χ and ξ (see Section 1.1). The zero frequency limit, in
hich ξ → ∞ while χ = const, formally corresponds to the case of a constant field. A feasibility of the corresponding
pproximation when applied to realistic fields is formalised by the LCFA, as discussed earlier in Section 5.1.
From the very beginning, studies of the simplest tree-level first-order processes of photon emission (nonlinear

ompton) and pair photoproduction (nonlinear Breit–Wheeler) in a CCF revealed that for χ ≫ 1 their rates (probability
er unit time) scale as ∝ αχ2/3, see Eqs. (23) and (49), respectively. The appearance of the (large by assumption) dynamical
actor χ2/3, common for both processes, was originally called a ‘universal enhancement of radiation processes in intense
ield’ [41]. However, in a lack of genuine insights into the higher-order behaviour, the term ‘universal’ at the time referred
nly to the same behaviour of electrons and photons at lowest order. The consequence of such an enhancement is that
f αχ2/3 ≳ 1, then these processes occur on a sub-Compton proper time scale. As the Compton time in many aspects
merges as a minimal duration on which a particle could be localised in a relativistic quantum theory, this already implies
hat in a strong enough constant crossed field the concept that a particle can be driven purely by the field without the
ccompanying radiative processes, which serves a zeroth-order approximation for the Furry expansion, becomes somehow
imited when αχ2/3 ≳ 1.

Furthermore, by virtue of the optical theorem, the first order processes under discussion are related to the one-
oop radiative corrections to the electron and photon self-energies, called the electron mass operator and the photon
olarisation tensor, respectively. To be specific, the renormalised exact one-loop contribution to the polarisation tensor
n a CCF is given by Eq. (143), where for χℓ = e

√
−(F .ℓ)2/m3

≫ 1 and ℓ2 ≲ m2χ
2/3
ℓ the scalar coefficients (144)

symptotically scale as [533,850]

πFF (ℓ2, χℓ), πF̃F̃ (ℓ2, χℓ) ∝ αχ
2/3
ℓ , (169)

the coefficient πT (ℓ2, χℓ) scales weaker as ∝ α logχℓ). Similarly, the renormalised one-loop mass operator for χ ≫ 1
nd p2 ≲ m2χ2/3 is dominated by the term [851–853]

M(p) ∝
αγ µFµνF νλp

λ

m4χ2 V (p2, χ ), V (p2, χ ) ∝ αχ2/3. (170)

t turns out, for χ ≫ 1 both real and imaginary parts of these corrections (the former on-shell giving the field-induced
ynamical electron and photon squared mass shifts and the latter proportional to their above mentioned decay rates)
lso grow as ∝ αχ2/3 and for αχ2/3 ≳ 1 exceed the free electron squared mass m2 (which is a tree-level reference value).
his also implies that at this point the field-enhanced radiative corrections can no longer be regarded small, thus giving
nother indication of a possible Furry expansion breakdown.
Subsequently, the Ritus group put a lot of effort in calculations of the higher-order SFQED effects. Unlike the others,

ho had studied mostly the processes in a plane wave or magnetic field as certainly more practically important ones,
hey had focused on the simplest case of a constant crossed field. Its simplicity, however, made it possible to substantially
dvance calculations of the high-order processes. Another notable point of their strategy was to consider the self-energy
orrections, from which the probabilities of real radiation processes could be deduced by means of the optical theorem.
he results thus obtained in 1969–1980 are sketched in Table 1. While the one- and two-loop corrections indicated in the
able were computed exactly, the high-χ behaviour of the three-loop ones could be only roughly estimated. Note that the
ontributions containing 1PI-vertex corrections could not be evaluated at the time, hence are missing in the table (see
urther discussion below). However, they were always believed [310,854] to be at high energies smaller than, or at most
f the same order as the corrections shown in Table 1; it would be interesting to investigate this with explicit calculations.
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Table 1
Known asymptotic scaling for the radiative corrections in a CCF to the polarisation operator (left) and to the mass
operator (right). For each diagram the row specifies the χ ≫ 1 asymptotic behaviour together with the corresponding
source. The dominant scaling in χ is highlighted in bold for each loop order [41,310,320,321,533,851,852,854].
Source: Reproduced from the introduction of [850].

The left column in the table lists the results on the photon self-energy (polarisation tensor) and the right column shows
the same for the electron self-energy (mass operator). In each loop order the fastest growing corrections are highlighted
in bold. Clearly, it looks as in each order shown they are always given by the bubble-type diagrams (i.e. those including
photon propagator maximally saturated with one-loop vacuum polarisation insertions). One can see that, ignoring the
weakly growing log-factors, the next-to-current order ratios of the successive fastest growing corrections in the two cases
form the sequences

(2b)
(1b)

≃ αχ1/3,
(3g)
(2b)

≃ αχ2/3, . . .

(2a)
(1a)

≃ α,
(3c)
(2a)

≃ αχ1/3, . . .

(171)

s each photon self-energy correction necessarily contains an extra electron loop outside the inner photon propagator,
he number of bubble insertions it contains in each order is always less by one than the number of such insertions in
he electron self-energy corrections of the same order. This explains the one-order shift observed in comparing the ratios
f the fastest growing successive corrections for the two cases. In particular, it can be expected that the fourth-to-third
oop order ratio of the leading corrections to the photon self-energy would be of the same order as the third-to-second
rder ratio in the right column, i.e. ≃ αχ2/3. Once the second-loop order results became available, it was initially
laimed [310,320,321,851] that the expansion parameter is αχ1/3. But later, after having obtained the third-loop results, it
as finally conjectured by Narozhny in [852] that to higher orders (not shown in the table) all the ratios should stabilise at
he universal value gq = αχ2/3, thus representing the actual expansion parameter of the Furry expansion for self-energy
orrections in a CCF for χ ≫ 1. If so then this would also imply a breakdown of the Furry expansion for gq ≳ 1 (i.e., for
≳ α−3/2

≃ 1600). As mentioned, however, this conjecture for quite long remained almost unnoticed. It was suggested
n [42] to call it the Ritus–Narozhny (RN) conjecture.

So far, we have not discussed the field-induced modifications of radiative corrections to a QED vertex. In fact,
alculation of such type of corrections is most challenging, therefore they remain least studied (hence are missing in
able 1). In the past the one-loop vertex correction in a CCF was discussed only in [855] (see also [856] presenting the
elevant calculation details), where it was first estimated that for χ ≫ 1 it scales the same way ∝ αχ2/3 as all the
ther one-loop corrections. However, no attempt was made since then to analyse this result in a more general context,
n particular to consider the impact of inserting vertex corrections into high order diagrams on their strong field scaling
moreover, it was always implied without proper justification in [310,320,321,851,852,854] that such type of corrections
hould always remain subleading). Only recently the findings of [855,856] have been revisited and generalised in [381] to
he case of a plane wave background. By specialising to the CCF case the scaling ∝ αχ2/3 was independently confirmed.
Besides, an additional important insight was made that the only terms of such leading scaling are precisely those which
exactly cancel on-shell due to gauge invariance when the one-loop vertex correction is combined with the one-loop
self-energy corrections to the electron lines attached to the vertex. This might imply that in a certain special gauge
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oth electron mass and vertex corrections would remain subleading with respect to photon mass (vacuum polarisation)
orrections, thus singling out the bubble chain corrections as most enhanced. Existence of such a gauge, however, has not
een demonstrated so far and might require extremely challenging calculations involving vertex corrections to higher
rders. This is one reason that an unambiguous, rigorous identification of which diagrams provide the leading scaling in
q, to all orders, is still lacking.

.2. Feasibility of reaching the regime αχ2/3 ≳ 1

The current interest in the RN conjecture is in part motivated by the experimental proposals that appeared recently [63,
53,857–860]. Although the same applies to hard photons as probes, let us follow the proposals that assume the probe
articles are electrons. To start with, attaining the values χ ≃ 1600 is deemed extremely challenging by itself, it is worth

mentioning that all the planned experimental campaigns with high power lasers will operate at best at χ ≲ 10 (see Fig. 2,
where the required level αχ2/3

≃ 1 is shown in the top right corner). Going far beyond that will require increase of the
energies of probe electrons or field strength to substantially higher values than readily available and thus imply serious
further advances in accelerator and/or laser technologies.

Another challenge, as specifically stressed in the proposals, is the necessity to mitigate the unsolicited radiative losses
of the incoming probe particles before they reach the strong field region (see also [861]). Indeed, as they approach the
region of the strongest field with χ ≫ 1 by assumption, the field along the particle trajectory gradually ramps up. But
already as soon as the quantum regime χ ≳ 1 is attained, the energy transfer to the emitted photons becomes on average
of the order of the energy of the emitting particle, hence as a rule photon emission results in significant drop of the χ
parameter, thus obstructing its further growth to the demanded higher values. The only way to overcome this is to make
the field rising sharper than the average radiation path, in which case a notable fraction of probe electrons could avoid
hard photon emissions before reaching the field core (this is in essence the same effect as quantum quenching of radiation
losses as discussed for short laser pulses in [92], but here demanded solely in the transient region). Assuming the initial
electron energies do not exceed hundreds GeVs, the average radiation path would be less than about ten nanometres. As
shown in [453], under such conditions the oblique collisions are advantageous over the normal ones and it might be still
possible to attain χ ≃ 102 with high-power optical lasers by using tight focusing and injecting probe electrons into the
focal spot sideways. However, an even sharper turn-on of the field can hardly be realised directly using optical lasers.
Therefore it has been suggested to probe the regime gq = αχ2/3 ≳ 1 using several alternative setups.

One of the proposed options relied on a future electron–electron or electron–positron collider. Namely, motivated by
the successive demonstration of beam compression at FACET-II it was proposed [857] to tune the collider design in such a
way to make the produced bunches of total charge ∼0.14 nC round and tightly focused in transverse directions (∼10 nm),
and longitudinally compressed (up to ∼10–100 nm), thus enabling their peak current ∼1.7 MA. The suggested parameters
were obtained by trading the demanded enhancement of χ-parameter at the impact against reducing the radiative losses
while also keeping the disruption of the collided bunches under a reasonable control. According to simulations, with
energy 125 GeV per electron (or positron) in the bunches, the χ-parameter of a substantial part (∼40%) of the particles
acquires the demanded values χ ≃ 1600 during the overlap of the colliding bunches.

Most of other discussed setups also relied on using ≃ 100 GeV electrons, but rather collided with frequency-upshifted
laser pulses. It was proposed in [858] to use tightly focused ultraintense (ξ ∼ 1450) attosecond pulses (duration ∼ 150 as)
obtained from moderately intense (ξ ∼ 350) optical laser pulses via their reflection off a solid target. As a side remark
in [859], the demanded values of the χ parameter could be achieved also by reflecting petawatt-class laser pulses off
a counterpropagating relativistic plasma mirror (according to the estimates in [859] in such a case it might even be
sufficient to use 16GeV electrons). Another idea [860] was to inject 100GeV electrons from the rear side of a sharp
(∼ 10 nm) laser–plasma interface of hole boring by an ultraintense35 (ξ ∼ 1400) circularly polarised optical laser pulse
in an overdense (n ∼ 1000ncr , where ncr = mω2/4πe2 is the critical plasma density) plasma target. Finally, it was argued
that the desired values of χ could be also attained by channelling multi-TeV electrons/positrons in aligned crystals [63].
Note that one advantage of the crystal setup is that the length of a crystal can be chosen such that at most one photon is
emitted by the electron.

Neither one of the above proposals was capable of specifying definite experimental signatures of the nonperturbative
regime αχ2/3 ≳ 1 due to the lack of precise, relevant, theory predictions. In fact, they all only demonstrated a principle
feasibility of attaining the values χ ∼ 1600 with the focus on the required advances in the near-future technology.
However, it was stressed and explicitly demonstrated in [333] for photon emission and spin flip rates and in [862] for
one-loop mass and polarisation operators in a pulsed plane wave background that it is not enough just to reach the values
αχ2/3 ≳ 1, as one needs also to ensure the validity of LCFA, as has been explicitly done in [857]. For tree-level first order
radiation processes and one-loop corrections the corresponding condition reads ξ ≫ χ1/3 (cf. (86) and the discussion
after it) and implies that, being sharp, the strong field region should be also reasonably long. Otherwise, e.g. the rate of a
first-order process instead of αχ2/3/η turns into (αξ 3/χ ) logχ and no considerable enhancement can take place [333]. The
ame applies to spin flip rates and one-loop radiative corrections as well. The latter is in agreement with exactly solvable,
hough opposite to assumed in the experimental proposals, cases of δ-function longitudinal field profile considered in

35 Note that in plasma physics the parameter ξ is commonly denoted by a .
0
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Fig. 36. Bubble-type polarisation corrections to the electron mass operator (double lines denote electron propagators dressed by a CCF).

the context of beam–beam collision in [863] (see more detailed discussion in Section 10.6) and in the context of electron
collision with laser pulses in [266], which as expected demonstrated absence of power-low scaling of radiative corrections.
Furthermore, as we discuss below, the condition for LCFA applicability is likely modified in higher orders, getting even
more restrictive than in lowest order.

9.3. Bubble-chain diagrams to all orders and their resummation

As we have seen earlier in Section 9.1, older calculations of mass and polarisation operators in a CCF in the few lowest
up to three-loops) orders were giving a strong hint that the contribution growing quickest with χ at each order, might
e those associated with bubble-chain corrections. Recall that by this we mean the diagrams that are maximally saturated
ith one-loop vacuum polarisation insertions, like 2b, 2c or 3g in Table 1. Maximal saturation means they contain a single
hain of photon propagators sandwiched by one-loop vacuum polarisation insertions (bubbles).
As the next step, it is instructive to examine such diagrams to an arbitrary order and consider their resummation. For

ubble chain contributions to the mass operator shown in Fig. 36 this task was implemented in Ref. [850] for an incoming
n-shell electron. Instead of describing the calculations of [850] in depth, let us explain the main essence of the arguments
f this work in plain terms. Let pµ, qµ and ℓµ be the 4-momenta of the incoming electron, virtual electron in the external

loop, and of virtual photons (all of which have the same momentum, due to the field homogeneity and overall momentum
conservation) in the bubble chain, respectively. We assume the incoming electron is on-shell, p2 = m2. It is convenient to
use the gauge (13), which for CCF just reads Aµ

= {0,−Ex+, 0}, and perform calculations in the basis of electron Volkov
states (19) (in the context also often called the Ritus Ep-representation or ‘the Ritus basis’) [851]. Then the transverse
and lightfront plus-component of generalised momentum are conserved at the vertices, p⊥

= q⊥
+ ℓℓℓ⊥, p+

= q+
+ ℓ+,

while the minus-component is not due to the exchange of energy and momentum with the field (see the discussion in
Section 3.1). Then it is easy to perform all the integrals in the external loop but the ones over ℓ2, χℓ = e

√
−(F · ℓ)2/m3

nd over the lightfront extension x+ of the external loop (the latter, if also done, reduces to Airy functions; at this stage
he loop integrals in the bubbles also remain to be evaluated).

Both the lightfront time extent ∆x+ of the external loop (the formation scale of the process, similar in meaning to
he characteristic interference phase θ which we introduced in Section 3.1 and discussed in detail in Section 5.1) and
he photon virtuality ℓ2 can be estimated by identifying a non-oscillatory domain of the exponential composed from the
lectron Volkov functions and the photon plane wave involved in the effective field-dressed vertex (this argument is
ssentially equivalent to applying the uncertainty principle [864,865]):∫

dx+
(
p−(x+) − q−(x+) − ℓ−

)
≲ 1, (172)

here

p−(x+) =
m2

+
(
p⊥

+ eEx+
)2

p+
, q−(x+) =

q2 +
(
q⊥

+ eEx+
)2

q+
, ℓ−

=
ℓ2 + (ℓℓℓ⊥)2

ℓ+
. (173)

In the strong field limit, by retaining only the terms quadratic in field strength, whilst accounting for conservation laws,
one obtains from (172)

e2E2ℓ+

p+q+

(
∆x+

)3
≲ 1, ∆x+

≃
m
eE

(
χχ ′

χℓ

)1/3

, (174)

here the result is expressed in terms of the parameters χ = eEp+/m3, χℓ = eEℓ+/m3 and χ ′
= eEq+/m3

= χ − χℓ of
he corresponding particles. Likewise, with ∆x+ known, the effective virtuality ℓ2 is estimated from

(
ℓ2/ℓ+

)
∆x+ ≲ 1 as

ℓ2 ≃ m2 χ
4/3
ℓ

(χχ ′)1/3
. (175)

The one-loop polarisation tensor in a CCF (dubbed here a bubble for shortness) was presented previously in Section 7,
ee Eq. (143). In a CCF its different components πΩ with Ω ∈ {T ,FF, F̃F̃} depend exclusively on ℓ2 and χℓ and
ever intertwine. The only effect of πT is a finite renormalisation, transforming the fine structure constant into a
unning coupling. The corresponding one-loop β-function grows as ∝ α logχℓ and can be neglected for our purposes.
he remaining components πFF , πF̃F̃ contribute bubble corrections to the electron elastic scattering amplitude. For
2 ≲ m2χ

2/3 they can be written as π (ℓ2, χ ) ≈ π (0, χ ) = αm2f (χ ), where both f (χ ) for χ ≪ 1 are almost
ℓ Ω ℓ Ω ℓ Ω ℓ Ω ℓ ℓ
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eal-valued (Im fΩ (χℓ) ∝ −e−8/3χℓ ), negative and quadratic in χℓ, whereas for χℓ ≫ 1 their (positive) real and (negative)
maginary parts are commensurable and ∝ χ

2/3
ℓ . A chain with r ≥ 1 bubbles contributes to the diagrams in Fig. 36 by a

actor (−1/ℓ2)g r
Ω (ℓ2, χℓ), where

gΩ (ℓ2, χℓ) =
πΩ (ℓ2, χℓ)

ℓ2
≃
α(χχ ′)1/3fΩ (χℓ)

χ
4/3
ℓ

(176)

an be thus regarded as an expansion parameter of the expansion in the number of bubbles. Besides this factor, the
ntegrand also contains other factors originating from the electron propagator and the Jacobian of passing to the new
ntegration variables as described. However, for sufficiently large r (it turns out practically for r ≥ 2) the effective values
f χℓ are those maximising the ratio (176), i.e. χℓ ≃ 1 ≪ χ according to the above discussed behaviour of fΩ . With this,

the ratio (176) indeed reduces to ≃ αχ2/3, justifying this combination as the expansion parameter for the set of bubble
chain diagrams.

It is worth emphasising that it turns out the photons dominant in a loop with bubble chain (in contrast to the case r = 0
of no bubbles) are much softer than the incoming electron and that the non-smallness of the effective expansion parameter
(176) emerges as just a consequence of their small virtuality ℓ2 ≃ m2χ−2/3

≪ m2 (see Eq. (175)). In particular, this implies
that for bubble chain diagrams the actual loop extension ∆x+ is larger than for leading order one-loop corrections, thus
potentially imposing more severe restrictions on the applicability of LCFA.

Upon interchanging the order of integration over photon momenta variables in the loop and of summation over the
number of bubbles (by putting the latter first), it is possible to resum the contribution of the whole set of bubble chain
diagrams. Such resummation is effectively reduced to a geometric series

∞∑
r=1

(
πΩ (ℓ2, χl)

ℓ2

)r

=
πΩ (ℓ2, χl)

ℓ2 − πΩ (ℓ2, χl)
. (177)

bviously, appearance of the pole structure in the resummed expression (177) means dynamical generation of a field-
nduced effective photon mass (with gauge invariance remaining preserved due to preserving the longitudinal photon
odes massless). This is a standard way of how resummation of the 1PI corrections takes effect on the whole amplitude
y dressing the propagators.
The expression for the resummed mass operator can be rearranged in terms of the Fourier transform of (177) with

espect to virtuality ℓ2 (with the remaining weighted integration over χℓ performed afterwards). In a CCF πΩ (ℓ2, χl)
as a complicated analytical structure in both variables, in particular has an essential singularity at ℓ2 = ∞ [851].
ccordingly, by means of Picard’s theorem the resummed expression (177) possesses an infinite number of poles
ccumulated at infinity in the lower plane of ℓ2. Though under such conditions the Fourier transform cannot be evaluated
traightforwardly by enclosing integration path, it was argued and confirmed numerically in Ref. [850] that asymptotically
t is still determined by contribution of the main (closest to the origin) pole ℓ2 ≈ πΩ (0, χl). This is enough to evaluate
he whole resummed amplitude asymptotically for χ ≫ 1. The remaining integrations can be performed analytically for
χ2/3

≫ 1 by taking into account that also χℓ ≪ χ . This way it was shown in Ref. [850] that for αχ2/3
≫ 1 the resummed

ll-order bubble chain contribution to the on-shell mass operator M(χ ) can be separated into the two terms

M(χ ) − M(r=0)(χ ) = M(II)(χ ) + M(III)(χ ), (178)

epending differently on χ . Namely,

M(II)(χ ) = (−0.995 + 1.72i)α3/2χ2/3m2, (179)

M(III)(χ ) = −(0.103 + 1.18i)α2χm2. (180)

his should be compared to the leading order no-bubble one-loop contribution [41,851]

M(r=0)(χ ) = 0.843(1 − i
√
3)αχ2/3m2. (181)

ifferent dependencies of the terms (179) and (180) on χ were attributed to different formation regions of the integrals
nvolved; for example, the effective values of χℓ contributing to (179) and (180) are χℓ ≃ α3/2χ and χℓ ≃ 1, respectively.
hereas (179) always remains smaller than (181), (180) becomes dominant for extremely large values χ ≫ α−3.
However, these results can serve only as a proof of concept: the implications for potentially observable features that

could characterise the non-perturbative regime αχ2/3 ≳ 1, such as modification of the emission rates, still remain unclear.
At first sight, the two possible cuts of a bubble-chain diagram in Fig. 36 (with a cut crossing either a photon line or a
bubble) could be associated via the optical theorem with corrections to either photon emission or trident the process [850].
However, application of the optical theorem requires much more caution than expected. First, assuming no restrictions
on χ , the imaginary parts of both terms (179) and (180) are unbounded, indicating a conflict with unitarity [375]. As
already discussed in Section 6, to reconcile with unitarity one needs to consistently take into account all the relevant loop
contributions. This suggests that it is sufficient to take into account, in the same bubble-chain approximation, dressing of
the external electron legs, meaning that the optical theorem should be applied to 1PR rather than 1PI diagrams. Second,
the foundations of the S-matrix approach (in the Furry picture in particular) explicitly require that both the initial and
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inal states for a process are always chosen to correspond to stable, or at worst, weakly unstable particles. According to the
eneral consideration of [866], unitarity also requires that in the presence of unstable particles only stable intermediate
tates show up in the optical theorem. However, in the case χ ≫ 1 both photon and electron states (whether real or
irtual) are obviously highly unstable. From this perspective one may expect that in such a regime meaningful rates can be
ormulated only for such processes that involve massive production of soft (hence almost stable) particles. At the moment
f writing the derivation of the emission rates along these lines remains in progress.

0. Beyond the plane wave and background field approximations

We have seen in previous sections that discussions of many laser-particle scattering phenomena in strong-field QED
re based on constant crossed field (CCF) results. However, such fields fail completely to correctly describe infra-red
hysics [140,231,365–367], high-energy physics [332,333], harmonics [366], mid-IR physics [161,162], and collinear
hysics [140,232]. This is all seen by comparing CCFs with the more realistic case of pulsed plane waves, demonstrating
he importance of going beyond the most simple, and unphysical, fields.

However, it is then very natural to ask where the plane wave model fails, in comparison with an more realistic
escriptions of a laser field (which include e.g. focussing effects), and how one can go beyond this. The Dirac equation
annot, however, be solved exactly in a general background field; many backgrounds for which it (and the Klein–Gordon
quation) can be solved are listed in [867,868]. For backgrounds describing a realistic, high-intensity, focussed laser pulse,
owever, no exact solutions exist. This limits the practical use of the Furry expansion, because the analogues of the Volkov
avefunctions and propagator cannot be found. In this Section we discuss attempts to overcome this difficulty and to solve
he Dirac equation in backgrounds more complex than plane waves and constant fields.

There are, very broadly, two approaches; (i) identify methods by which to construct the wavefunctions approximately,
ut without using perturbation theory in ξ , (ii) identify special cases for which one can find, either by construction or by

accident, exact solutions. We describe below several examples of both approaches, all of which have the common goal of
extending the methods of strong-field QED to more physically realistic background fields. We will also review methods
by which to go beyond the approximation of strong fields as fixed backgrounds.

10.1. Reduction of order

A commonly considered background in which to develop and study approximate solutions of the Klein–Gordon and
Dirac equations is that of a field eAµ(x) = aµ(φ) depending on (like a plane wave) a single-variable φ = kµxµ, but where
kµ is now spacelike, k2 < 0 or timelike, k2 > 0. The spacelike case may describe (boosting to an appropriate frame) the
magnetic field of an undulator, or a plane wave in a medium of refractive index nr > 1. The timelike case may describe
a time-dependent electric field, or a plane wave in a medium with nr < 1. The Klein–Gordon equation for a scalar field
(x) in this background is, making the ansatz Φ(x) = e−ip·xF (k · x),

k2F ′′
− 2ik · pF ′

+ (2p · a − a · a)F = 0 , (182)

n which the gauge k · a = 0 is used. In the particular case of a circularly polarised plane wave a, with p chosen such that
· a = 0, the equation is ‘constant coefficients’ and hence immediately solvable [117], but there is no completely general
olution to (182). However, as the difference to the plane-wave case is seemingly slight – only the first term of (182) is
ew – one is encouraged to seek an approximate solution.
The slowly varying approximation |k2F ′′

| ≪ |k · pF ′
| is used in [869] to ignore the double-derivative term in (182).

he equation then becomes first order, is trivially integrated, and the solution is formally identical to the scalar Volkov
olution, i.e. the exponential part in e.g. (19), but with the kµ appearing no longer lightlike. (The same approximation is
ssumed in [870].)
The implied expansion parameter is ϵ := k2/(2k · p). A warning is that this parameter is not automatically small: for

kµ spacelike k · p and hence ϵ can be of any sign and size, for example. This puts kinematic restrictions on the validity
of the approximations considered in this section [871]. Under the assumption that parameters are chosen such that ϵ is
small, though, we can ask how to improve upon the slowly varying envelope approximation. Formally this is achieved by
‘reduction of order’; one substitutes (182) into itself and trades higher derivative terms for powers of ϵ, which are then
dropped at a chosen truncation order. For example, writing V (φ) = (2p · a − a · a)/(2k · p), (182) becomes

iF ′
= VF + ϵF ′′

= VF − iϵ(VF + ϵF ′′)′

= (V − iϵV ′
− ϵV 2)F + O(ϵ2) .

(183)

Dropping the O(ϵ2) terms one has again a first-order equation which is trivially solved. The process can be iterated
to higher orders, or in some cases all orders [349]. However, a comparison of results derived from reductive methods
with those derived from exact solutions or other approaches [871], shows that reduction of order typically yields ‘over
the barrier’ approximations. As such they cannot capture ‘under the barrier’ physics of quantum tunnelling (barrier
penetration). Current conservation and unitarity are also violated [871]. As an example, (182) can in the case of a circularly
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olarised monochromatic field with k2 > 0 be transformed to the Mathieu equation (or the Hill equation for general
olarisation) [872–874], the solutions of which exhibit a rich band-gap structure. The approximate solutions obtained
hrough reduction of order, though, do not access this structure [875]. See also [876] in which reductive solutions of
182) were used to calculate nonlinear Compton scattering in rotating electric fields. Note that the same reduction of
rder is performed to convert the LAD equation into the LL equation, as discussed in Section 6.3, with a truncation at
owest order. For discussions of the equations obtained by truncating at higher orders see [233,877].

The case of two counter-propagating plane waves with momenta kµ and k′
µ is similar. The Klein–Gordon equation

gain contains a double-derivative term proportional to k · k′
̸= 0. There is again no general solution,36 but there are

wo analytically solvable cases for circularly polarised monochromatic fields; if the particle has zero initial transverse
anonical momentum, or if it is confined to a magnetic node, then the Klein–Gordon equation again reduces to a Mathieu
quation and can so be solved [878]. The classical dynamics is also solvable for these cases but is in general chaotic, for
review see [65]. Turning to approximations, if one assumes that k · k′ (suitably normalised) is small, then reduction
f order can again be performed. Simply neglecting k · k′ terms again leaves a first-order equation which is solved by a
roduct of Volkov-like solutions for the individual waves [879]. Various approximations are compared in [878].

0.2. WKB approximations

In WKB, one makes an expansion in powers of h̄. At leading order in the expansion, the resulting wavefunctions
re closely related to classical results (see below). WKB has recently been applied to calculate electron wavefunctions
n pulsed electric and magnetic fields [871], rotating electric fields [400] (where it was compared to, see below, high-
nergy approximations), Gaussian beams [158], and in the context of higher harmonic generation, in 1 + 1 dimensional
ystems [651].
While the general method of WKB is well-known, see also Section 8, we summarise it here with an emphasis on its

pplication to the Furry expansion, more specifically the solution of the Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations in strong fields.
eginning with the former case, i.e. scalar QED, we look for a solution φ to the Klein–Gordon equation (h̄2D2

+m2)φ = 0
ith Dµ = ∂µ+ ieAµ/h̄ the covariant derivative in a now arbitrary background Aµ(x), and we have reinstated h̄. We make
he standard WKB ansatz

φ = exp
(
−

i
h̄
S0 − iS1 − ih̄S2 + · · ·

)
, (184)

nd solve perturbatively in h̄, treating it as a small parameter. Working to lowest order one immediately finds that the
n for n > 0 can be dropped, while the leading term S0 must obey

(∂S0 − eA)2 − m2
= 0 . (185)

his is just the equation for the classical Hamilton–Jacobi action; in other words, and has long been known, if one can
olve the classical problem to find an S0 obeying ∂µS0 − eAµ = πµ, with πµ being the on-shell classical momentum (in
eneral a function of xµ), then one has a semi-classical approximation to the quantum wavefunction, φ ≃ exp iS0/h̄. The
ppearance of the Hamilton–Jacobi action emphasises that the leading-order WKB approximation is semiclassical [158].
ne can proceed to higher orders in h̄. Reinstating h̄ in the Volkov solutions (19)–(21), one sees again that they are

semiclassical-exact — higher order WKB corrections are exactly zero in a plane wave background.
This lowest order WKB approach is easily extended to approximate solutions of the Dirac equation. We make the

long-known ansatz [880–882]

ψ = e−
i
h̄ S0

(
u0 + h̄u1 + · · ·) (186)

in which S0 is taken to be the classical action and we may combine higher-order exponential terms with the spinor parts
labelled un. Acting with the Dirac operator ih̄/∂ − e/A and again retaining only lowest order terms in h̄, we obtain the
quation of motion(

/π − m
)
u0 = 0 (187)

o that u0 is simply a ‘free’ spinor for the classical momentum π , with boundary conditions dictated by the free-theory
imit; this is exactly as for the Volkov solution.

In summary, if one can solve the classical problem, an approximate quantum solution follows (see for example [400]),
n which the wavefunctions share several characteristics with Volkov solutions. Solving the classical problem is still hard
n general, and even when WKB wavefunctions are available, they may not be simple enough to allow easy calculation of
bservables. Progress can be made, though, by supplementing WKB with additional approximations; for example [158]
mposes the additional condition that the electron is ultrarelativistic such that its energy E obeys E ≫ max(m,mξ ),
which allows a further expansion and thus simplification of the WKB wavefunctions, as will be discussed in Section 10.3.

36 Claims to the contrary in the literature are incorrect. Many of them ‘choose’ k′
µ such that k · k′

= 0, but this implies k′
µ ∝ kµ for null vectors,

so one has simply a single plane wave with a different profile.
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stimates of the regime of validity for WKB, in the case of a Gaussian laser pulse background, can be found in [158]. In
ther fields, the general approach remains valid, but one should re-derive the precise conditions of validity specific to
hose fields.

There are several methods by which to improve on leading order WKB approximations. ‘Uniform WKB’ [883,884]
or example can provide good approximations through turning points where ordinary WKB breaks down. Heuristically,
uppose one wants to obtain the wavefunction ψ(x) (obeying the Schrödinger, Dirac, or Klein Gordon equation) in a
otential V (x). Suppose also that ψ0(x) is a known solution of the ‘comparison problem’, that is the same equation but

in the potential V0(x). Then one makes the ansatz ψ(x) = ψ0(f (x)) and applies perturbation theory in h̄ to the unknown
function f (x). The key step is of course the choice of comparison problem. To illustrate, consider the Schrödinger equation
in a periodic cosine potential (equivalent to the Mathieu equation). In the weak-coupling regime, the potential resembles
an infinite series of well-separated harmonic (oscillator) wells, as follows from expanding cos x ∼ 1− x2/2. One therefore
makes the ansatz that ψ0 should be an eigenstate of the Schrödinger equation in the harmonic oscillator, i.e. a parabolic
cylinder function [885].

Uniform WKB has recently been applied to study trans-series and resurgence in the periodic cosine potential [885,886]
and to tunnelling through potential barriers, using a linear potential as comparison problem [871]. The latter case leads
to the appearance of Airy functions — uniform Airy approximations have been used to extend the LCFA (see Section 5),
applied to pair production, beyond its usual range of validity [369]. See also Section 8 for ‘exact WKB’.

It is clear from (185) and (187) that the standard WKB ansatz (without the Stokes phenomenon) leads to single-
particle wavefunctions, i.e. it does not mix positive and negative energy states, which is an integral part of pair production
phenomena. WKB can also be generalised to better capture pair production by mixing the lowest order WKB ansatz with a
Bogoliubov transformation. This approach was used in [684,887] to study the impact of magnetic fields on pair production
in space-and-time dependent fields A(x) = (f (x−) + f (x+)) e (with e transverse, as in plane waves) modelling colliding
aser pulses.

0.3. High energy approximations and the eikonal

High-energy approximations have a long history of application to strong field systems [363,888,889] and, together
ith the WKB approach above, have seen renewed attention in the last few years [394–396].
Consider a high-energy scalar particle (for simplicity) colliding with an external field Aµ(x), the form of which is

ssentially arbitrary for now. We assume the leading-order WKB approximation of Section 10.2. We want to solve (185)
o obtain the analogue of the Volkov wavefunctions in a high-energy approximation. We present here a compact derivation
hich is almost trivialised by working in suitable coordinates and in a suitable gauge. We can always say the particle is
oving in the z-direction, hence its momentum is pµ = p−n̄µ+m2nµ/(4p−) without approximation, for nµ as before and

¯µ obeying n̄ · n̄ = 0 and n · n̄ = 2. We work in the gauge n̄ · A = 0.
We now make the high-energy assumption p− ≫ m. The particle thus travels approximately along a null ray,

µ ∼ p−n̄µ, as a massless particle would. If p− is also larger than field-induced energies, so roughly p− ≫ mξ for ξ
ere simply typifying the field strength, then p− sets the dominant energy scale of the interaction, and 1/p− can be used
s a small expansion parameter. We thus make the ansatz that the leading order WKB exponent S0 in (184) takes the
orm S0 = p · x + T0 +

T1
p−

+
T2
p2
−

+ · · · and we solve for the Tj by expanding (185) in powers of 1/p− (made appropriately
dimensionless and noting that a 1/p− term is already present in p · x). At leading order in the expansion, the choice of
gauge yields the equation ∂+T0 = 0; scattering boundary conditions thus imply that T0 vanishes. It is then trivial to solve
for T1, and one finds [394,888–890]

S0 = p · x +
1

2p−

∫ x+

−∞

du e2A2
⊥
(u, x−, x⊥) . (188)

This expresses the classical action as an integral along the null ray which approximates the ultra-relativistic particle’s
trajectory. The combination of the leading order WKB ansatz (184) with the leading-order high-energy result (188) is
therefore just a relativistic generalisation of the well-known eikonal approximation used in quantum mechanics, as was
already pointed out in [888]. To make the connection to the eikonal completely explicit, we can combine the mass and
background into an effective potential V := m2

+ e2A2
⊥
. The exponent in (188) then takes the form p−x−

+
∫
V/p−, in

direct analogy to the non-relativistic wavefunction of a particle scattering on a potential V , see e.g. [343,891]. We note
with interest that there is no need to go via the classical equations of motion to obtain these results. One could proceed
to higher order, but working to the given order in 1/p− is enough to recover the Volkov solution (19) in the plane-wave
limit [394] which includes terms going like 1/p− in both the exponent and the spin structure.

The ideas above have been applied to develop approximations to the equivalent of Volkov solutions in strong, focussed
laser pulses [394,395], something which otherwise escapes an analytic treatment and is of crucial importance to upcoming
experiments. (The simplifying assumption of counter-propagation between the particle and field used in those papers can
be relaxed, see [396] for details. Such assumptions may be more practical, of course, when it comes to explicit calculations,
as may other gauge choices, compared to working with the general expression (188).) Investigation of scattering processes
using these wavefunctions shows that focussing effects can lead to significant differences in the angular emission spectrum
of pairs created via the nonlinear Breit–Wheeler process, compared to that in plane waves [372].
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Adding structure to the background fields under consideration means that physical processes can be characterised
y more invariants than in plane waves; this has been explored using WKB/high-energy methods, see e.g. [892] for the
ase of ‘flying focus’ beams, which have been suggested as useful for enhancing signals of radiation reaction [893] and
or investigating the role of transverse formation length [892] which, unlike the longitudinal formation length discussed
n Sections 3.1 and 5.1), has a quantum origin. In another example, that of electron dynamics in counter-propagating
eams, small time-scales can arise in the electron motion due to the interaction geometry and impact the radiation
pectrum — while this can be missed by the LCF approximation [382], it can be investigated using WKB [383]. High-
nergy approximations have also been used to investigate signatures of the intensity-dependent ‘mass shift’ [37,702] in
otating electric fields [894], to construct solutions of the Dirac equation in linearly growing fields modelling dense particle
unches [895], in superpositions of laser and atomic fields [896,897], and to study photon emission from ultra-relativistic
lectrons moving in periodic potentials modelling aligned crystals [898].

0.4. Highly symmetric backgrounds and exact solutions

We turn now to the construction of exact solutions of the Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations [867]. It is useful to recall
hat plane waves are highly symmetric fields, being invariant under a five-dimensional group of spacetime transformations
the Carroll group [899] with broken rotations [900,901]). What is crucial is that these symmetries extend to symmetries
f particle dynamics, in the plane wave background, i.e. they generate conserved quantities, making the dynamics (both
lassical and quantum) integrable, and in fact ‘superintegrable’. As reviewed in [902], a system with 2n dimensional phase
pace is ‘superintegrable’ if there exists more than n independent integrals of motion. The topic has a long history in
on-relativistic mechanics, and is frequently encountered in systems containing background electromagnetic fields. (Our
nterest here is of course in relativistic theories.)

It is the loss of symmetry, and hence of conserved quantities, which is one of the main challenges in solving the
orentz, Klein–Gordon or Dirac equations in more realistic, and hence more complicated, backgrounds than plane waves.
ne method of circumventing this problem, and thus regaining the ability to solve the Dirac equation exactly, is thus
o first construct backgrounds with as many symmetries as possible which guarantee conserved quantities of motion.
e discuss the classical case first. Let Aµ be a gauge potential for some background field. Let ζ represent a Poincaré

ransformation of spacetime, under which Aµ is symmetric, i.e. in terms of the Lie derivative Lζ , the potential obeys
ζAµ = ∂µΛζ for some scalar Λζ . (In other words the change in Aµ under the Poincaré transformation is zero up to
auge.) For a particle moving under the Lorentz force in the background, canonical momentum Pµ, the quantity

Q = ζ · P − eΛζ (189)

is then conserved [903,904]. If three independent, conserved quantities can be found/imposed (in 3+ 1 dimensions), the
dynamics becomes integrable. If more can be found (up to a maximum of five, as for plane waves), motion becomes
superintegrable. The generalisation to the Dirac equation is as follows; if Aµ has a Poincaré symmetry then Jµζ =

ψ̄γ µ(iLζ − eΛζ )ψ is a conserved current. A sufficient condition which guarantees this conservation is

iLζψ − eΛζψ = λψ , (190)

for some constant λ. The method of solution is to first impose (190), for as many symmetries as possible, to determine
as much of the structure of ψ(x) as possible, and then use the Dirac equation itself to complete the solution [903].
For examples see [904]. Interestingly, it is often the case that superintegrable systems admit explicit analytic solutions,
whereas integrable systems may still only be solvable e.g. up to quadratures.

For particles in scalar background fields (which may be viewed as a conformally flat spacetime, or a spacetime-
dependent mass [905]) both Poincaré, dilation and special conformal symmetries of the field all automatically generate
conserved quantities [906] in classical and quantum particle dynamics. If an electromagnetic field is symmetric under a
special conformal tranformation, it does not in general generate a conserved quantity in particle motion. However, using
ideas based on double copy (which allows one to calculate scattering amplitudes in gravity from scattering amplitudes
in Yang–Mills), it is possible to find cases where special conformal symmetries of the background do generate conserved
quantities in particle motion [907,908]. For systematic approaches to the classifications of non-relativistic superintegrable
systems in background fields see [909,910].

10.5. Inverse approaches for exact solutions

The standard starting point for strong-field QED is that one is handed a background field (or, as above, constructs one
with desired properties) and must then solve for the particle dynamics in that field. ‘Inverse’ approaches take the opposite
path to achieve the same ends [710,911–913]. We illustrate using first the results of [912] in 1 + 1 dimensions, where
the two components of the Dirac equation can be rearranged into the two equations (adapted to our conventions)

eA+ = i
∂+ψ2

−
m ψ1

, eA− = i
∂−ψ1

−
m ψ2

. (191)

ψ2 2 ψ2 ψ1 2 ψ1
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he inverse approach now specifies the Dirac fieldψ and from this reads off the backgroundAµ which generates thatψ . By
onstruction, ψ obeys the Dirac equation in the background Aµ. There are two caveats; first, and ideally, the background
ield obtained should be independent of the kinematic properties (e.g. initial momentum) of ψ , as it is only in this way
hat one can hope to find a complete set of solutions in the presence of a single, fixed background. Second, one must
nsure that Aµ is real for a physical solution, which imposes two real constraints on the two complex degrees of freedom
n ψ . The method has been used to construct exact analytic solutions of the Dirac equation in counter-propagating pulses
n 1 + 1 dimensions [912], a system which escapes any exact treatment in 3+ 1 dimensions (but see Section 10.2 above
or WKB methods).

The complexity of inverse approaches increases with the number of spacetime directions on which the solutions are
o depend. In 3 + 1 dimensions [913] represents the 4-component Dirac spinor ψ as a matrix Ψ ,

ψ → Ψ =

(
ψ1 + ψ3 −ψ∗

2 + ψ∗

4
ψ2 + ψ4 ψ∗

1 − ψ∗

3

)
, (192)

pon which the Dirac equation becomes, writing X̃ = σµXµ for any vector Xµ and σµ the Pauli spin matrices,

i∂̃Ψ σ3 − eÃΨ − mΨ̃ †
= 0 H⇒ eÃ = (i∂̃Ψ σ3 − mΨ̃ †)Ψ −1 . (193)

Upon specifying Ψ , one again reads off the background field generating the implied motion from Aµ = Tr(Ãσµ)/2. In this
approach, called relativistic dynamical inversion (RDI), one specifies the spinor in terms of recognisable dynamics, writing
Ψ =

√
ρL in which ρ is a scalar and the invertible matrix L is a product of (spacetime-dependent) rotations, boosts and

internal transformations. (It is interesting to note that, as in the superintegrable approach [904], Poincaré symmetries
again play a key roll.)

The constraints which ensure a real solution for Aµ are far more complicated than in 1 + 1 dimensions [912], and
nstead of solving them [913] advises a trial and error approach in order to find a suitable parametrisation of the spinor
hich gives desired particle dynamics and a physical background. RDI has provided both stationary and time-dependent
xact solutions in two and three dimensions [912], including dispersionless circular, elliptic and linear motion, [913,914],
s well as solutions carrying orbital angular momentum [915]. Inverse methods have also been applied to optimise pair
roduction yields through pulse shaping in [710]. Finally, we normally think of external, or background, fields as being
lassical; it is interesting to note, then, that the fields constructed by RDI can carry an h̄-dependence. On the one hand,
his might imply that the constructed fields are excluded from being used in classical systems. On the other hand h̄ ̸= 0
n our world. Furthermore, a background field is really a (strong) coherent state of photons, and there is nothing which
ormally prevents the wave profiles in these states from being h̄-dependent. It would thus be interesting to further explore
his h̄-dependence.

iscussion

It is unlikely that one will be able to find an exactly solvable model which captures all aspects of physics in a given,
ealistic, strong field. Of course, it is not possible to find an approximation which could do this either, by definition. It
s however possible to capture and explore aspects of a system which may not be seen in the most common solvable
odels, namely constant fields and plane waves. For example, a model of exact dynamics in counter-propagating beams

s provided by inverse methods [912], while symmetry methods provide a toy model of particle focussing by structured
eams [903].
Just as with approximations, one should take care in generalising results of exactly solvable systems beyond their

egime of validity. For example, results in 1 + 1 dimensions may well not generalise to higher dimensions. However,
ven if toy models are not of direct experimental relevance, they can still be of indirect relevance, providing e.g. evidence
o support numerical simulations. Quite aside from this, exact solutions are very useful for theory. In future, it is likely
hat a combination of approximations and the other methods of Sections 10.1–10.5 will be necessary to provide more
omprehensive models of physics in strong fields.

0.6. Null vs. non-null fields

Fields for which the invariants (5) are non-zero may spontaneously produce pairs via the Schwinger effect. Exactly
olvable cases investigated in this context include constant electric fields [21,128], Sauter fields [719–721], exponentially
ncreasing/decreasing fields E ∝ e−ωt , e−ωx [699,916,917], inverse-square fields [751,918,919], longitudinal fields depend-
ng on lightfront time, E = E(x±) [431,758], and asymmetric pulses E ∝

√
1 + et/σ cosh−2(t/2σ ) [920]. Plane waves, on

the other hand, are examples of ‘null’ fields for which both invariants vanish and thus there is no pair production. This
simplification prompts the question: does insisting on nullity also simplify the identification of fields in which classical and
quantum equations of motion can be solved? There does not seem to be, in the literature, an answer to this question or a
systematic approach to including the restriction in the construction of fields and dynamics in them. Here we simply review
a class of null backgrounds which do allow progress. These are a class of ‘plane fronted waves with parallel propagation’,
or pp waves for short.
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Let nµ be, as for plane waves, a lightlike direction, and define

Aµ = −nµδ(n · x)Φ(x⊥) , (194)

n which Φ is an arbitrary function of the transverse coordinates x⊥. These fields are in general sourced by charge
istributions ‘ultra’ boosted to the speed of light — as such, the fields are approximations of those for very high energy
ources. (Note that the form of such sources, typically J ∼ δ(x−)ρ(x⊥), is that used in the colour glass condensate
ormalism for heavy ion collisions, see Section 11.3.) The case Φ =

Q
4π log(µ2r2), for constant µ, is the famous ‘shockwave’

escribing the ultra-boosted Coulomb field of a point charge Q [921]. The gravitational and colour-electromagnetic
ounterparts of the shockwave are well-studied [922,923], playing important roles in high-energy hadron physics [924]
nd transplanckian scattering [925]. The case Φ ∼ r2, representing a uniform, space-filling distribution of charge boosted
o the speed of light, is studied in [926] in the context of causality violation and UV completion, in both QED and gravity.
ombining these two cases gives Bonnor’s solution describing the electromagnetic fields of an ultra-relativistic beam, of
inite radius r0 and total charge Q [927,928]:

Φ(x⊥) =
Q
4π

{
r2/r20 r ≤ r0
1 + log(r2/r20 ) r ≥ r0 .

. (195)

hockwave methods have long been a staple of high-energy physics. Motivated by interest in using beam–beam collisions
o access the strong field regime of QED [857,929] (see Section 9), Bonnor’s beam (195) was therefore used in [863]
o investigate the scattering of particles on high-energy particle beams. It was found that the locally constant field
pproximation (Section 5.1) and RN conjectures (Section 9) do not apply in this system.
Finally, we note that Φ(x⊥) = c⊥x⊥ with c⊥ constant is an ‘impulsive’ plane wave, that is one of infinitely short

duration (as is perhaps more easily seen from by the gauge-equivalent potential Aµ = δ⊥
µ c⊥θ (n · x)). Impulsive plane

aves have the advantage that more progress can be made, analytically, in evaluating scattering rates and probabilities
han in general plane waves. They have been studied in the context of the Schwinger effect [930], nonlinear Compton and
reit–Wheeler [266] and quantum interference [268].

0.7. Back-reaction on background fields

We have thus far treated strong electromagnetic fields as fixed backgrounds. This itself is an approximation, as it
eglects back-reaction on the field from any given physical process (scattering, particle creation, and so on) occurring
ithin it [931]. Natural questions to ask are then (i) when does back-reaction on the field become important, (ii) what
re its consequences, and (iii) how is it modelled? (See also [932] for subtleties in the modelling of quantum sub-systems
sing classical backgrounds, and implications for unitarity.) We address some of these questions in this section.

0.7.1. Back-reaction in the Schwinger effect
Consider first the Schwinger effect in a given electromagnetic field. Backreaction on the field due to the created

articles is crucial for overall energy conservation, and can be expected to be important when, roughly, the energy of
he created particles becomes comparable to the energy in the field. Heuristically, backreaction can be taken into account
y simultaneously solving the Dirac equation (or phenomenological equations that determine the time-evolution of pair
reation) and the Maxwell equation,

∂µFµν
= eJ ν, (196)

n which the source term eJ ν describing the charge current of the created particles may contain nonlinear quantum
orrections. Early studies of the backreaction problem in the Schwinger effect (which began in the context of heavy-ion
ollisions [933]) were limited to spatially homogeneous fields and the weak coupling limit such that radiative/collisional
ffects of created particles could be neglected. For purely electric fields, it was found that backreaction induces plasma
scillations [934,935]: created particles are accelerated by the field, driving a current in the electric-field direction. The
ield then decays according to Amperé’s law, ∂tE = −J until it reaches zero; at this point, though, J is still flowing
n the positive direction and therefore E changes direction, decelerating the particles. Eventually, J also changes sign,
nd E begins to increase again. These processes occur repeatedly, yielding oscillations of E and J in time, until E decays
ompletely. Quantum interference can be captured in this picture, and it impacts the spectrum of created pairs as reviewed
n Section 8.2.

While a complete account of backreaction in the Schwinger effect (as well as its analogue in, e.g., graphene [380])
emains an open problem, there have been steady efforts to overcome the limitations of early studies. Some analytic and
umerical progress can be made in, for example, QED1+1 using numerical solution of quantum kinetic equations [936]
nd lattice methods. The real-time lattice approach using Monte-Carlo sampling techniques provides a numerical scheme
n which to compute physical observables in background fields Aµ with complicated spacetime inhomogeneities, as
ell as include backreaction on those fields from pairs created via the Schwinger effect [937–944]. Realtime lattice
echniques have also been applied to quark production [796,945,946], relativistic quantum plasmas [947] and chiral
lasma instability [948]. Further applications can be found in the reviews [135,949]. We outline some particular advances
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hich have followed from the inclusion of (i) magnetic fields, (ii) spatial inhomogeneities, and (iii) radiative/collisional
ffects.
(i) The effect of magnetic fields was discussed in [21,748,943]. If spatially homogeneous, magnetic fields do not receive

ackreaction corrections by Faraday’s law ∂tB = −∇ × E = 0 and hence stay constant in time. Magnetic fields then enter
the Schwinger effect indirectly via modifying the energy π0, as was the case without backreaction, see Section 8.3. For
parallel electric and magnetic fields, pair creation is enhanced, hence the created charge current becomes larger, which in
turn speeds up the plasma oscillations [21,748]. For magnetic fields having both parallel and perpendicular components, it
has been proposed that the chiral anomaly leads to a chiral imbalance N5 (the difference between the numbers of created
ight- and left-handed particles, see Section 8.3), induced by the parallel magnetic component, generating an anomalous
urrent in the total magnetic-field direction via the chiral magnetic effect [765–768]. Therefore, the total charge current
is not parallel to the electric field E, and so the electric-field direction becomes rotated in time according to Amperé’s

law ∂tE = −J [943].
(ii) Advances in realtime lattice approaches have made it feasible to study backreaction in the Schwinger effect with

spacetime dependent fields. The backreaction problem in QED1+1 with spatially finite electric fields was investigated
numerically in [938,939,941,950] (see [951] for an analytical study in the massless limit and also [946] for a numerical
study of massive QCD1+1).

In (1 + 1) dimensions, the homogeneous plasma oscillations described above are modified as follows [938,939,946]:
an initial electric field creates two spatially-localised bunches of electrons and positrons and accelerates them apart. If
the bunches have sufficiently large charge then a strong, localised, electric field is formed between them, with orientation
precisely opposite to that of the original field. The secondary electric field also decays via the Schwinger effect and creates
another two bunches, and a field between them, with opposite charges and orientation, respectively. These processes
repeat, again leading to plasma oscillations in time around the peak of the initial electric field, as well as oscillating charge
distributions in the spatial direction, which continue until the electric field is sufficiently weakened such that sizable pair
creation no longer occurs. In the massless limit, the electric field decays in time t as t−1/2 [951].

(iii) Radiative/collisional effects are important for describing equilibration processes (and also QED cascades discussed
in Section 6). So far, such effects have been typically treated within Boltzmann equations with phenomenological collision
(e.g., relaxation-type kernel and LCFA) and source terms [952,953]. There have been recent attempts to obtain self-
consistent strong-field QED Boltzmann equations from quantum-field theory [105,800]. Ref. [800] straightforwardly
generalised the intermediate particle picture of the spatially homogeneous Schwinger effect by adding a coupling to
dynamical photons and truncating higher-order correlation functions in the Bogoliubov–Born–Green–Kirkwood–Yvon
(BBGKY) hierarchy. Ref. [105] is based on a non-equilibrium quantum-field theoretic approach, called the two-particle
irreducible effective action technique (2PI formalism) [954–956], and systematic power countings in the coupling e and
gradients. The 2PI formalism consistently solves a coupled equations for the one-point function, i.e., the classical field Aµ,
and two-point functions defined on a closed-time path contour, which contain all the statistical and spectral information
of quantum fields out-of-equilibrium. This formalism provides a powerful framework to describe far-from-equilibrium
dynamics from classical fields to quantum particles in a unified manner. Although in general 2PI formalism has problems
with ensuring gauge invariance due to the absence of e.g. vertex corrections [957], it was found that gauge invariance can
be recovered in the kinetic limit [958], reproducing the gauge-invariant strong-field QED kinetic equation (see e.g. [461])
under suitable conditions [105]. A few attempts have been made to numerically solve the 2PI formalism to trace non-
equilibrium dynamics of gauge theories directly without assuming the kinetic limit, but this appears to be challenging as
it requires, for example, a heavy numerical cost due to memory integrals and unphysical contributions [959,960].

10.7.2. Beam depletion
Depletion of a strong field is due not only to pair creation, but also to direct absorption of photons. The impact of

beam depletion on observables such as the photon emission angle in the nonlinear Compton scattering of electron bunches
against intense lasers has been investigated in [192]; an analysis of the energy absorbed from the laser leads to a criterion
for the onset of depletion as follows. First one equates the number of absorbed photons with that in the laser (normalised
per λ3): Nabs ∼ NL, with NL = 2×1014ξ 2. To estimate the number of absorbed photons itself one writes Nabs ∼ Nen̄λ/LC , in
hich Ne is the particle density, n̄ is the average number of photons absorbed per emission, and LC ∼ 1/P is the radiation

ength in terms of the emission probability P. Finally, the number of photons per absorption scales classically as n̄ ∼ ξ 3,
and was determined in [192] by a best fit to numerical calculations of nonlinear Compton for χ > 2. The results indicate
that depletion becomes important for intensities of ξ ∼ 103, and for particle densities of order

Ne ∼ 6.8 × 1011γ 0.92ξ−1.08 per laser wavelength cubed. (197)

As such, depletion effects must be considered when new ultra-high intensity scenarios are envisaged for the study of
strong field phenomena [961]. Depletion through laser energy absorption will be both caused by and have an impact
on cascades [471,484,491,962,963], see Section 6.6. (Note that ‘quantum’ depletion is not included in PIC simulations,
whereas classical depletion is. To illustrate, the energy required to create a pair via the Schwinger effect is at least 2m,
ut this is negligible compared to the energy lost in the accelerating the pair, which goes as mγ ∼ mξ ≫ 2m for ξ large,

which must hold for the LCFA approximations underpinning PIC methods to hold [964].
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Recall that scattering in a background field Aµ is described by the Lagrangian (3). Let S[A + A] be the corresponding
-matrix, in which A represents the dynamical, quantised degrees of freedom. If Aµ obeys Maxwell’s equations in vacuum,
hen it has long been known that [31,32]

S[A + A] = D†(z)S[A]D(z) , (198)

n which D(z) is, in complete analogy to optics, the displacement operator for the photon modes aµ, a†
µ,

D(z) = exp
∫

d3ℓ

(2π )32ℓ0
zµ(ℓ)a†

µ(ℓ) + z†
µ(ℓ)a

µ(ℓ) (199)

ith the profile zµ(ℓ) being the positive frequency component of the background Aµ:

Aµ(x) =

∫
d3ℓ

(2π )32ℓ0
e−iℓ.xzµ(ℓ) + eiℓ.xz̄µ(ℓ) . (200)

aking matrix-elements of (198) shows that scattering in the background is equivalent to scattering in vacuum, described
y the usual QED S[A], but with states which contain the same incoming and outgoing coherent state created from the

vacuum by the action of D(z). That the initial coherent state is unchanged by the scattering process simply reflects that
depletion is neglected when considering a background, i.e. fixed, field. (See [32] for going beyond the case of coherent
states.)

Expanding coherent states in terms of photon number states provides a link between background field amplitudes
and ordinary amplitudes in vacuum; the link may equivalently be studied by expanding amplitudes in background fields
directly in powers of the background. This is of course equivalent to treating the background perturbatively from the
beginning, but expanding e.g. plane wave amplitudes can have advantages over purely perturbative calculations. For
example, the method has been used to study processes in weak fields or superpositions of weak and strong fields, including
nonlinear Compton scattering [385,965], nonlinear and linear Breit–Wheeler [277,966] and trident [967]. The method has
also been used to study high-multiplicity, multi-collinear limits of QED and Yang–Mills amplitudes [156] which would be
difficult to obtain using purely perturbative methods, due to both the large number of legs involved, and the subtlety of
colinear limits.

Coherent states are a key ingredient in the extraction of classical observables from quantum scattering amplitudes,
as has long been studied in the context of radiation reaction [325,445–449] and which has recently received renewed
attention in particle–particle scattering with applications to the extraction of classical gravitational wave observables
from QFT calculations [968,969].

The appearance of quantum states prompts us to recall [970], in which the Dirac equation is solved in the background
of a quantised rather than classical plane wave, i.e. in a single quantised mode of the electromagnetic field. The solution
has structural similarity with the Volkov solution. As such, its matrix elements have been interpreted in terms of quantum
depletion of a highly populated intense laser mode [971]. This interpretation is questioned in [972], simply because
there is no laser or intense field in the theory. A top-down approach suggests instead that the obtained solutions of
the Dirac equation in a quantised background describe an electron together with the single-mode limit of the virtual
photon cloud which always surrounds it and generates its Coulomb field of [973]. Thus, rather than gaining access to
quantum depletion, one is instead considering a greatly simplified, but seemingly exactly solvable, version of QED (and
one which is surprisingly subtle from the viewpoint of lightfront field theory [139], as one must explicitly retain zero
modes). Non-relativistic interactions of light and matter in this single-mode theory are investigated in [974].

These observations prompt the following method to include in calculations back-reaction on background fields; one
calculates amplitudes between asymptotic states containing different coherent photon states. Generalising (198), the
properties of the displacement operator give (assuming that the particles in ‘in’ and ‘out’ are distinct, in momentum
space, from those in the coherent states)

⟨ out |D†(z f )S[A]D(z i)| in ⟩ = N(zf , zi)⟨ out |S[A + B]| in ⟩ , (201)

in which N is a normalisation constant and the new background field B has positive (negative) frequency mode zi (z̄f ). The
use of different coherent states, as in the left hand side of (201) was used in [975] to study superradiance, a mechanism
for extracting energy from spinning compact objects such as black holes. The right hand side of (201) says that changes
in coherent states may equivalently be captured by performing the Furry expansion around the new background B which
is in general complex valued. This was applied to beam depletion in [976]. While this approach may be enough to capture
exclusive depletion amplitudes, such as e.g. complete depletion in which zf = 0, it is not enough to fully capture back-
reaction on an initial coherent state. This can be seen by exploring the same approach in the far simpler Jaynes–Cummings
model (for a recent review see [977]). There one sees that an initial coherent state will typically evolve into a ‘cat’
state [978], exhibiting a quantum aspect of back-reaction. Hence the coherent state methods described here could be
extended by including, in the final state, a non-classical superposition of coherent states.

We note that for light-by-light scattering phenomena, see Section 7, beam depletion is automatically taken into account
by standard numerical solvers of the Heisenberg–Euler equations of motion that account for the full nonlinear dynamics
of the electromagnetic fields [552–554].
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1. Beyond QED

A sufficiently strong external field can modify the weak, strong, and gravitational interactions of elementary particles,
s well as their electromagnetic interactions. In this section we review how strong-field methods, in particular those
eveloped initially or mainly in QED, have found application in other sectors of the Standard Model (SM), and beyond.

1.1. Nuclear physics

The impact of a strong field on nuclear decays is characterised by an intensity parameter ξ̃ and a quantum parameter
χ̃ defined with respect to the parent particle. The ‘tilde’ notation on these parameters is used to emphasise their mass-
dependence: since ξ̃ is normalised by the, usually very large, parent particle mass, it remains small for all currently
available and near-future field strengths. The quantum parameter, which is similarly suppressed, governs the modification
of the total (fully integrated) decay rate.

Several β-decays of particles in a constant crossed field or periodic plane wave (including µ → eνν̃, π±
→ π0e±ν,

→ µν, π → eν and e → eνν̃), were studied in 60s [979] and nuclear decays were studied in the 80s [980–982].
or decays which can occur in vacuum, the impact of the field is typically proportional to χ̃2, whereas for field-induced
ecays the rate is exponentially suppressed as exp(−const/χ̃ ). In all practical cases and assuming that the parent particle
s non-relativistic, χ̃ can approach unity only for fields about or higher than the Schwinger value (still defined with respect
o the electron). Hence the total rate remains almost unaffected by weaker fields. In contrast, the spectral distribution
f decay products is controlled by composite parameters such as ξ̃ 2/χ̃ and ξ̃ 3/χ̃ , and can thus be substantially modified
ven by weak fields. A comprehensive discussion can be found in [983]. Proton transmutation p → ne+ν has recently
een reconsidered in strong, pulsed plane waves [984] and, in agreement with the above, it is shown to be extremely
hallenging to observe with current technology.
The impact of external fields on α-decay is usually considered by incorporating the external field into the Gamov

recluster tunnelling model. The broad results are the same as for β-decay: whereas even relatively weak fields can
ubstantially modify the spectral distribution of the decay products, in particular inducing recollisions [985], the total
unnelling rate remains almost unaffected by the field, unless the field strength is of the order of the Schwinger limit or
igher [986] — it is found in [987], for example, that intensities of the order of 1024W/cm2 can only induce sub-percent
evel effects on fission processes.

A clear discussion of the extent to which α-decays may be controlled with intense electromagnetic fields, highlighting
elevant dimensionless parameters and identifying the limitations of is given by [988], along with illustrative estimates of
he lifetime shifts of several typical isotopes. That paper also identifies shortcomings of earlier works which claim extreme
odifications of decay rates.
One possible mechanism for enhancing nuclear transitions is dynamical assistance, as discussed earlier in the context

f the Schwinger effect, see Section 8.2.2. According to the estimates of [989,990], for example, deuterium–tritium fusion
ould be sped up by an X-ray laser of keV frequency, within the reach of present or near-future technology. See [991] for a
iscussion of the enhancement in near-IR frequency, monochromatic fields, and [992] for the non-adiabatic, or ‘impulsive’
ulsed fields.

1.2. Electroweak and Higgs physics

Consider now the full electroweak sector of the Standard model; in comparison to QED there are, along with electrons
nd positrons, additional charged and neutral particles, and new weak interactions between them. The only really new
ngredient is that the charged W± bosons become, unlike the photon, dressed by an electromagnetic background A;
owever, the high mass of the W means that, as above, its coupling ξ̃W ∼ eA/mW is around 6× 10−6 times smaller than
he coupling ξ ∼ eA/m to the electron. If we consider laser backgrounds, then even for future facilities with ξ = 1000
see Fig. 2 in Section 1), ξW ≪ 1 and the W only couples very weakly to the laser. Note that the effective coupling ξ̃µ of
uons is ξ̃µ ∼ ξ/200 due to the difference in mass between the muon and electron, and so ξ̃µ ∼ 1 may be reached in

he coming years.
Higgs production from laser-assisted lepton–lepton collisions has recently been studied [993] with the idea being to

se the laser fields to give an additional boost to the colliding particles, i.e. to raise their energies, giving better access to
iggs physics [994].
Neutrinos are not charged, but can couple to electromagnetic fields through charged particle loops. Effective actions

or low-energy neutrino–photon interactions can be derived by integrating out the (heavy) particles running in the loop;
or the corresponding Heisenberg–Euler action see [995] and for an application to neutrino-pair creation from external
ields see [996].

The electroweak sector of the Standard Model, unlike QED, violates parity conservation. Consider neutrinos; due to
eing only left-handed (while anti-neutrinos are only right-handed, maximally violating parity symmetry), it is possible
or interactions with neutrinos to convert linearly polarised photons to circular polarisation [997]. This could lead to
irefringence-like signals (see Section 7) in lasers colliding with neutrino beams. The axial–vector–vector current allows
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eutrino to photon conversion at one loop in strong backgrounds [996]; this is investigated for massless neutrinos and
rbitrary plane waves in [998].
The very small neutrino mass is crucial in solving the solar neutrino problem; a flavour state (i.e. an electron, muon,

r tau neutrino) is then a superposition of mass eigenstates, and a neutrino produced with a definite flavour can
scillate between other flavours in flight as the superposition evolves in time. Massive (Dirac) neutrinos can couple to
lectromagnetic fields through their magnetic moment; it was suggested in [999] that the dynamics of ultra-relativistic
eutrinos in strong fields could allow a measurement of the moment, and thus a test of whether neutrinos are of Dirac or
ajorana type, something which remains unresolved. (Recall that all other spin 1/2 particles in the Standard Model are
nown to be Dirac fermions.) Other processes which can be triggered by strong fields include spin oscillations (conversion
f left-handed neutrinos to right-handed) and spin-flavour oscillations (e.g. left-handed electron neutrino to right-handed
uon neutrino), as has been studied in monochromatic plane waves [1000,1001], as well as combinations of plane waves
nd curved spacetimes [1002].

1.3. QCD and heavy-ion collisions

There appear transient, strong, colour (chromoelectromagnetic) and electromagnetic fields in relativistic heavy-ion
ollisions at RHIC and the LHC. The typical strength of the created fields is of order (100 MeV)2 to (1 GeV)2, which
s beyond the critical field strength ES of QED. Heavy-ion collisions may thus provide a unique opportunity to explore
trong-field physics in a complementary regime than that covered by intense lasers (in which the field strength is still
ubcritical but the characteristics of the fields themselves are better understood). The lifetime of the produced fields is,
hough, very short, O(10−1) fm/c at most, which may affect the non-perturbativity of processes under investigation, see
below. Heavy-ion physics is a broad research area, and we will not attempt to review it comprehensively here, instead
directing the reader to the reviews [115,116,949,1003–1006]. We will briefly highlight, though, some similarities and
differences to ongoing work in strong-field QED.

Strong colour fields play crucial roles in the early-stage dynamics of relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In the high-
energy limit, the colliding ions are essentially composed of high-density gluonic matter, and can be effectively described
as classical colour charges. This is a non-Abelian analogue of the Weizsäcker–Williams approximation in QED, and is
conveniently described by the colour-glass condensate (CGC) framework [1007–1009]. The two classical colour charges
act like a ‘‘parallel-plate capacitor’’ just after a collision, and form colour flux tubes in between (which is often called
glasma [1010]). Reflecting the largeness of the gluon density, or the classical colour charges, the created colour flux
tubes become strong and can be parametrised as Ecolour, Bcolour ∼ Q 2

s /g , where g is the QCD coupling constant and
Qs = O(1 GeV) is the so-called saturation scale of the CGC that characterises the density of the gluons. Importantly,
while the QCD coupling g is small at high energies due to asymptotic freedom, it is compensated by the strength of the
field Ecolour, Bcolour ∝ 1/g and hence the interaction with the colour field must be treated non-perturbatively. This is the
same situation as in strong-field QED, where the smallness of the QED coupling e is compensated by the intensity of the
coherent electromagnetic fields, such that ξ > 1 becomes the relevant coupling parameter. While it is widely accepted
that colour flux tubes sourced by the highly dense gluons provide the initial conditions for heavy-ion collisions, it is
an active research topic to address how the flux tubes evolve and eventually decay, via e.g. the Schwinger effect, into
the quark–gluon plasma — matter composed of quarks and gluons liberated from confinement. See [949,1004,1006] and
reference therein for recent progress.

Heavy-ion collisions can also produce strong electromagnetic fields due to, e.g., the strong Lorentz contraction
of Coulomb fields. Estimates of the electromagnetic field-strengths and spacetime distributions in (ultra-)peripheral
collisions were made in [1011,1012]. See also [1013,1014] for asymmetric collisions. It was shown that the created
fields are very strong eE, eB = O(100 MeV)2 − O(1 GeV)2 but are very short-lived. (Ref. [1015] suggests that the
short duration also means that, for ultra-relativistic collisions, the external field approximation itself does not hold.
See also [1016] for a discussion of how to model the classical fields, and their charged particle sources, including spin
and wavepacket effects.) Ultra-peripheral heavy ion collisions have recently led to the first measurements of both
light-by-light scattering [10–12] and linear Breit–Wheeler pair-creation [13] in QED. In ultra-peripheral collisions it is
consistent to describe the two processes using just leading order perturbation theory, even though the Coulomb fields
involved can in some circumstances be considered ‘strong’. The reason is that the processes occur when two heavily
boosted Coulomb fields overlap, and the higher the energy with which the fields collide, the shorter the duration of
the appreciable spatio-temporal overlap. This in turn implies a lower ‘intensity’, and the effect of low intensity fields
can be studied using perturbation theory. In [1017], it is explained that the Keldysh parameter of the interaction is
mω/eE ≳ 1 such that processes are perturbative because the effective field frequency is so high, even though field
strengths above the Schwinger limit are possible. In a plane-wave background, the Keldysh parameter is 1/ξ , and so in
this sense ultraboosted heavy-ion Coulomb fields correspond to low ‘intensity’. It has been found that the contribution of
higher-order interactions with the Coulomb field (so-called ‘Coulomb corrections’) beyond the Born approximation, can be
included adequately using perturbation theory, without requiring an all-orders result [1015], for experimentally-relevant
parameters at current heavy–ion colliders. There remain many open questions and directions for further study of QED
in ultra-peripheral collisions, for example the transition from ‘fast’ to ‘slow’ collisions [1018], creation of pair in bound
states, ‘‘bound-free’’ combinations [1019,1019] and even ‘‘bound-bound’’ states [1020] and the application of tested QED
results, such as using linear Breit–Wheeler as a probe of the strong magnetic fields in heavy–ion collisions [1021], the

generation of which is reviewed in [116,1003].
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1.4. Yang–Mills, gravity and the double copy

Another motivation for studying background colour fields in Yang–Mills theory (YM) is colour-kinematic duality,
r ‘double copy’ [1022–1025]. Double copy shows that scattering amplitudes in gravitational theories can be obtained
xactly from scattering amplitudes in gauge theory. For example, n-graviton scattering amplitudes can be obtained
rom n-gluon scattering amplitudes in gauge theory, by replacing the colour structure of the latter with a copy of their
inematic structure. Double copy may thus provide a whole new way of thinking about gravity as a ‘squared’ gauge
heory. Practically, double copy also offers an efficient method of calculating gravitational observables, since perturbative
alculations in gauge theories are much simpler than those in gravity. See [1026,1027] for reviews and more details.
If double copy is a fundamental relationship between gravity and gauge theory, though, then it must persist beyond

he case of scattering in vacuum, i.e. on flat backgrounds. This prompts the consideration of scattering amplitudes of
olour-charged matter on background colour fields, and of matter and graviton scattering on background gravitational
ields, meaning scattering in non flat spacetimes. Given the progress made in QED, it would seem natural to start with
lane wave backgrounds in both cases, and indeed this is a situation in which QED results are informing progress in YM
nd gravity, as we now discuss.
Background colour fields live, like gluons, in the adjoint representation. They carry both a vector index and a colour

ndex, Aµ ≡ Aa
µT

a in which the generators Ta obey, in terms of the structure constants f of the gauge group obey,
Ta)bc = ifbac . A YM plane wave Aµ is a vacuum solution satisfying the same symmetry algebra as electromagnetic and
ravitational plane waves.37 A consequence of these symmetries is that Aµ must be valued in the maximally abelian
ubalgebra of the gauge group, ‘the Cartan’ [1029] — in other words, to the part of the algebra which is commutative.
his presents a significant simplification, as follows: let T be the generator of some adjoint particle, for example a gluon
cattering on the background. Then we have [Aµ, T] = eiAi

µT, with the colour indices ‘i’ running over the Cartan generators
n the background field, and ei being the ‘root-valued charge’ of T (essentially a vector). The point is that commutation with
µ simplifies to scalar multiplication, and hence interactions with the plane wave background are effectively abelian38. As
result of this simplification, many methods and results of strong-field QED in plane wave backgrounds can be generalised
o YM plane waves. For example, the classical momentum of an (adjoint) colour-charged particle, initial momentum pµ
rossing the plane wave background is (with Aµ having only transverse components, as in (13) for QED),

Πµ = pµ − eiAi
µ(x

+) +
2eiAi(x+) · p − (eiAi(x+))2

2n · p
nµ , (204)

n which the similarities to the electromagnetic case (17) are explicit. The same result holds for fields in the fundamental
.g. quarks, by replacing ei with the fundamental weight µi. The underlying non-abelian nature of interactions with the

background can still be seen, though, in that each colour of scattered particle will see a different background, because
ach will have a different charge ei.
Turning to the quantum theory, consider the calculation of scattering amplitudes in the Furry expansion. Because

luons are colour charged, and so interact directly with the background (while photons interact with electromagnetic
ackgrounds only through charged particles, see Section 7), their propagator and asymptotic wavefunctions are nontrivial.
o illustrate, an incoming gluon is represented in scattering amplitudes by the wavefunction

Eµ(x+)T exp
[
−ip · x − i

∫ x+

−∞

dy
2eiAi(y) · p − (eiAi(y))2

2n · p

]
, (205)

n which T is the generator, the exponent is again the Hamilton–Jacobi action for the classical momentum (204), and the
olarisation vector, here in lightfront gauge n · E = n · ϵ = 0, is

Eµ(x+) = ϵµ +
eiAi(x+) · ϵ

2n · p
nµ . (206)

37 The ‘nonabelian plane waves’ of [1028] do not have the requisite symmetries, and are actually pp-waves – plane-fronted waves with parallel
propagation – rather than plane waves.
38 We illustrate using SU(2), the generators of which are the Pauli matrices. We write these in the Cartan–Weyl basis,

T0
:=

1
2
σ3 =

1
2

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, T+

:=
1
2
(σ1 + iσ2) =

(
0 1
0 0

)
, T−

:=
1
2
(σ1 − iσ2) =

(
0 0
1 0

)
. (202)

The Cartan is spanned by a single element T0 . The remaining two generators T± obey [T0, T±
] = ±T± — because there is only one generator in the

artan, the roots are in this case scalars equal to ±1 respectively; these are the charges of the gluons. Any gluons which have T0 as their generator
arry charge 0; they do not see the background at all. For the extension to matter transforming in the fundamental representation, the charges are
eplaced by the weights of the fundamental representation, here ±1/2 in the natural basis:

T0
(
1
0

)
=

1
2

(
1
0

)
, T0

(
0
1

)
= −

1
2

(
1
0

)
. (203)

ote that while the Cartan–Weyl basis is often just a convenient basis to work in, here it has a particular physical relevance.
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omparing to a photon wavefunction ϵµ exp(−ip · x) in QED, we see that the polarisation picks up a nontrivial spacetime
ependence, like the spin factor in the Volkov solution. Like the spin, though, the structure in (206) is only there to
aintain the transversality relation Π · E = 0 between the kinematic momentum of the gluon (204) and its polarisation

vector: the helicity of the gluon is not changed by propagation through a YM plane wave. Three-point scattering
amplitudes for gluons on YM plane wave backgrounds have been calculated in [1029,1030] and further studied in [1031]
along with higher-point tree amplitudes. At one loop, gluon helicity flip in YM is investigated in [1032], along with the
influence on the process of fundamental quarks in QCD.

Turning to gravity, a plane wave spacetime may be represented in ‘Einstein–Rosen’ coordinates by the line ele-
ment [1033]

ds2 = 4dx+dx−
− γij(x+)dxidxj , i, j ∈ {1, 2} (207)

in which the transverse metric γ ij depends on x+, just as the transverse gauge field depends on x+ in YM and QED. In
the flat space limit, γij → δij and we recover the Minkowski metric in lightfront coordinates. Note that the form of γ ij is
not arbitrary, but is constrained by the vacuum equations, which is unlike the situation for plane waves in QED and YM,
where the functional dependence of the wave is arbitrary. We note briefly that Einstein–Rosen coordinates are not global,
so calculations should be performed in e.g. Brinkmann coordinates [1034]. We stay with Einstein–Rosen here because the
basic structures we will see are more obviously related to those we have already encountered in QED. For example, it is
clear from (207) that, just like in gauge theory, the transverse and longitudinal components of overall momentum will be
conserved in any scattering process. To further emphasise the similarities to gauge theory, we write down the solution
φ(x) of the wave equation on the spacetime (207) which, in scattering, represents an incoming massless scalar particle of
momentum pµ. Writing γ := det γij, the wave equation is g−1/2(∂µ(g1/2gµν∂νφ)) = 0 and its solution is [1035]

φ(x) =
1

γ 1/4(x+)
exp

[
−ip−x−

− ip⊥x⊥
−

i
4p−

∫ x+

dy+γ ij(y+)pipj

]
.

The only nontrivial dependence in the wavefunction is on x+, and is similar to that in the Volkov wavefunction. In the
flat space limit γ ij

→ δij and we recover the wavefunction of a free massless scalar.
Three-point amplitudes for gravitons scattering on gravitational plane waves have also been calculated in [1029,1030].

A double copy relationship was therein established, confirming that graviton amplitudes on the plane wave spacetime
(207) are the double copy of gluon scattering amplitudes on a YM plane wave. This prescription was tested and found to
hold also for three-point amplitudes describing massless (glue or graviton) radiation from massive particles in plane wave
(YM and gravity) backgrounds in [1036]. Now, the classical radiation field emitted by colour-charged particles crossing a
YM plane wave, and massive particles crossing a gravitational plane wave can be obtained from the classical limit of these
three-point amplitudes. They can also, though, be calculated directly in the classical theory, where they are related by a
classical double copy [1037–1039]. The radiation fields were computed using both methods in [1036] and consistency of
the classical and quantum double copy prescriptions was established explicitly.

Double copy has also been used to construct electromagnetic beam models for which the Lorentz force equation is
analytically solvable [907,1040], see Section 10.

11.5. Gravitational waves

Electromagnetic beams with angular momentum can trap particles near the beam centre [1041]. By generalising
properties of such fields, e.g. Bessel beams, to linearised gravity [1042,1043], it is possible to find approximate gravitational
wave solutions which carry angular momentum, and exhibit very similar particle dynamics and trapping phenomena to
the U(1) case. However, such physics exists beyond linearised gravity. Exact solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations,
including circularly polarised gravitational waves, carry angular momentum and allow for bound particle orbits, which
can also be calculated analytically [1044–1046]. See also [1046] for results in Lukash waves.

An exact correspondence between motion in electromagnetic and gravitational waves is again made by the double
copy. The classical double copy of an electromagnetic vortex [1041] carrying angular momentum is a gravitational wave
with helical, or screw, symmetry [1047], an exact solution of the vacuum Einstein equations. One finds from this matching
conditions for which motion in the plane transverse to the two waves is not just similar, but identical, as illustrated in
Fig. 37. The high degree of symmetry of these waves allows for analytic solutions of the equations of particle motion,
see also Section 10.4. In general, relations between waves in electromagnetism and gravity are naturally underpinned by
symmetries, see [901] for a comprehensive discussion.

The observation of gravitational waves [1048,1049] has prompted the question of whether it is possible to generate de-
tectable gravitational waves in lab-based experiments, using e.g. laser–plasma interactions [1050] or optical media [1051].
Using linearised gravity (sufficient given the tiny signal sizes), one can straightforwardly calculate metric perturbations
due to laser-accelerated relativistic ions [1052], standing waves of light [1053], or laser pulses themselves [1054]. The
latter were found to give slightly better prospects for detection than waves generated by acceleration of matter through
laser-driven ablation of foil targets [1055]. However, none of the above currently provide realistic detection scenarios.
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Fig. 37. Classical particle motion in an electromagnetic vortex [1041], and in its double copy, a screw-symmetric gravitational wave [1047]. Motion
projected into the plane transverse to the wave propagation direction (left hand panel, (X1, X2) are our x1, x2) is identical in the two waves for
‘‘matched parameters’’, here Hgrav

= HU(1)/(2pV ) where H is essentially the field strength and pV ∼ our p− , see [1047] for details. Motion in the
longitudinal direction V (essentially our x−) is however very different in the electromagnetic (middle panel) and gravitational (right hand panel).
Source: Figure taken from [1047].

11.6. Monopole pair creation

The electro-magnetic duality of Maxwell’s equations is broken only by the apparent absence of fundamental magnetic
charges, or monopoles. It is therefore natural to consider the possibility of a magnetic analogue of the Schwinger effect,
i.e., pair creation of monopoles in strong magnetic fields. The main obstacle is that the monopole coupling g is strong
due to the Dirac quantisation condition eg/2π ∈ N, implying that one needs to resum radiative corrections in a non-
perturbative manner. Affleck–Alvarez–Manton applied the worldline instanton method [436] (see also [1056]) to this
problem and showed for scalar monopoles with arbitrary coupling g that

2 ImL1-loop
HE ∼

(gB)2

(2π )3
exp

[
−π

(
M2

gB
−

g2

4π

)]
, (208)

rovided that the magnetic field B is constant, homogeneous, and sufficiently weak compared to the monopole mass
, i.e. gB/M2, g3B/M2

≪ 1. Note that the same formula holds for electrically charged scalar particles after replacement
→ E, g → e, and eE/m2, e3E/m2

≪ 1. (See also Section 8.4 on radiative corrections.) The non-perturbative formula (208)
xhibits different magnetic-field- and/or coupling-dependencies compared to naïve perturbative pair creation formulas
or, e.g., the tree-level Drell–Yan process (in which a quark and antiquark from a pair of hadrons annihilate to a pair
f leptons). A proper non-perturbative treatment of monopole pair creation is, thus, important for making a correct
nterpretation of experimental results and setting bounds on the monopole mass M .

Monopole pair creation via the Schwinger effect has recently received renewed interest [639,790,1057–1060], moti-
vated by ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision experiments at RHIC and LHC which create strong magnetic fields of order
eB = O((100 MeV)2-(1 GeV)2). To discuss monopole pair creation in heavy-ion collision experiments, it is important to
nclude strong spatial and temporal inhomogeneities of the generated magnetic fields (see Section 11.3) and the impact
f finite temperature. These effects were included in [790,1058] using the LCFA and the worldline instanton method (the
ccuracy of which in relevant experimental regimes is discussed in [790]). For realistic magnetic field strength in heavy-
on collision experiments, it was concluded that LHC experiments could test the existence of monopoles with masses of
rder O(100 GeV). Details of the first experimental monopole search at the LHC were recently published in [1061]. For
onopole production in the primordial magnetic fields of the early universe see [1062].

1.7. Beyond the standard model

The hunt for physics beyond the standard model (BSM) is a pervasive topic throughout physics (for reviews, see
1063–1066]). Here, we are interested in the connection with intense background fields (for a review in this context,
ee [1067]). Typically BSM and dark matter searches are characterised as using: (a) direct detection (BSM→SM); (b)
roduction-and-detection SM→BSM→SM; (c) collider detection SM→BSM (characterised by e.g. missing transverse
omentum). The majority of scenarios considered that would employ intense EM fields are of the direct detection type,
ith some collider detection examples. One reason is that intense EM fields are typically of very short duration (laser
ulses of the order of tens of femtoseconds and ions in heavy-ion collisions contracted to less than a femtometre in the
ab frame) and so only provide a small spacetime overlap with any probe beam, making production-and-detection less
avourable.

Most BSM searches employing EM fields use weak fields (which are easier to generate and control than intense fields)
nd we summarise these briefly here (a review of magnetic fields used for BSM searches can be found in [562]). Combining
weak magnetic field with a high-finesse cavity, as in the PVLAS [86], BMV [87], Q&A [1068] and OVAL [564] experiments,
r by using a long magnet as a helioscope to capture solar axion-like particles (ALPs) as in CAST [1069] and IAXO [1070]
llows for the weakness of the interaction to be compensated for by the large interaction volume. Weak EM fields are

lso easier to screen from the detector region, such as in ‘light shining through the wall’ (LSW) experiments [1071] like
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LPS [1072], GammeV [1073], LIPPS [1074] and OSQAR [1075]. An alternative to using cavity searches, is to collide probe
nd pump laser pulses directly, and look for signals of BSM physics in the scattered probe photons, such as frequency
onversion due to exchange of virtual ALPs as performed in SAPPHIRES [1076]. (Although intense fields are used in laser
ulse collisions, due to the weak photon-ALP interaction, the physics is still perturbative in the coupling.) In this section,
e will concentrate on the physics case explored in the literature in the last decade, for using intense EM fields in BSM
earches (an early overview is given [1077]).
ALPs, by which we include (neutral) pseudoscalars and scalars, can play a role in intense fields in different ways.

hrough the (dimension-5) diphoton coupling, gφγ γ , ALPs can contribute to photon–photon scattering. (In this sub-section
we apply a common convention that φ refers to scalars or pseudoscalars, and not to laser phase.) In a collision of a probe
with a pump laser beam, ALPs can induce a chiral vacuum birefringence and dichroism signal [1078,1079] as well as
an ellipticity [1080] and the pulse shape can play an important role in the induced rotation [1081]. When colliding two
intense pump laser pulses orthogonally, with frequencies ω1 = 2ω2, a probe of the overlap can experience frequency
up/down shifts at resonant axion masses [1082]. The diphoton coupling is also predicted to lead to parametric instabilities
in the propagation of an intense laser pulse [1083] and a flux of ALPs being generated by a laser-driven plasma wakefield
propagating along a constant strong magnetic field [1084]. The change in an x-ray beam (produced by a free electron
laser) as it probes the quasi-static fields in hollow plasma structures, formed by colliding an intense laser pulse with a
low-density target, has also been suggested as a probe of ALPs [1085]. The diphoton coupling to pseudoscalar ALPs can be
compared to QED light-by-light scattering in a background in a simple way in the weak-field limit by a simple rotation
of the mass and interaction term gφγ γφP (recall Eq. (5)). This procedure generates an effective four-photon interaction
g2
φγ γP

2/2m2
φ , which is as large as the corresponding Heisenberg–Euler QED term if g2

φγ γ ≥ 28α2m2
φ/(45m

4) [1086].
he production of scalar particles by a photon propagating in a circularly polarised monochromatic wave has also been
nvestigated [285].

ALPs can also couple to fermions via a (dimension-4) igφeφψ̄γ 5ψ pseudoscalar or gφeφψ̄ψ scalar term and hence can
e radiated by fermions in intense fields via nonlinear Compton scattering, or can decay in an intense field via nonlinear
reit–Wheeler to an electron–positron pair. Allowing the ALPs to have a mass, as is standard, leads to a modification of
he Compton and Breit–Wheeler kinematics from the massless photon case. An example is given in [1087] for Compton
cattering of an ALP by an electron in a circularly-polarised monochromatic background. The total rate can be written, as
s usual for the QED case as a sum of partial rates for each harmonic R =

∑
∞

n=n0
Rn, except now that the ALP has a mass

(compared to the QED case where the photon is massless), there is a ‘threshold harmonic’ which can be larger than 1:

n0 =

⌈
mφ

mηe

(mφ

2m
+

√
1 + ξ 2

)⌉
, (209)

here ηe = k · p/m2 is the energy parameter of the probe electron and kµ is the plane wave background wavevector
see also the paragraph preceding Eq. (1)). This also affects the harmonic range of each partial rate. It was also shown
n the same work, that the production of pseudoscalars is suppressed for ηe < 1 as ∼ η2e , which is an obstacle to their
roduction in typical beam-laser collisions, in which ηe ≪ 1. Nonlinear Compton scattering of ALPs has been calculated
n the weak-field (perturbative) limit and in a constant crossed field [370], where the LCFA was used to model emission
f ALPs from an electron in an intense Gaussian pulse. In [1088] scalar ALP emission from an electron beam colliding with
laser pulse was calculated, and coherent enhancement was suggested as a means by which to significantly increase the
LP signal. The decay of ALPs via Breit–Wheeler to an electron–positron pair has been calculated in weak fields and a
onochromatic wave [1087], as well as in a constant crossed field, and a finite pulse [371] where the edge effects of a
uasi-constant magnetic field were investigated.
U(1) BSM candidates (sometimes referred to as ‘hidden’ or ‘para’ or ‘dark’ photons) that couple directly to the photon

ia a FµνGµν ‘kinetic mixing’ term (where F is the standard model U(1) gauge field and G the hidden U(1) gauge),
an also be probed in intense fields. In particular, the hidden U(1) sector can interact with photons if there exists a
harge that couples both. Such charges must have a correspondingly small coupling in order to have so far evaded
xperimental detection. The corresponding mini-charged particle (MCP) is therefore itself a BSM candidate that can
e accommodated straightforwardly in strong-field QED in a plane-wave by employing Volkov wavefunctions for MCPs
nstead of electrons/positrons. (Dark radiation constraints on MCPs are reviewed in [1089].) MCPs have a fraction of the
lectron charge (and hence a weak interaction, explaining why they have not so far been detected in experiments), and an
nknown mass. Depending on the ratio of the mass squared to the charge, the ‘Schwinger field’ for MCPs may lie below
r above the QED value, and in addition, the MCP intensity parameter may be small, allowing a perturbative treatment in
background field [1090], or it could be large and hence necessitate the use of dressed states. In particular, it has been
hown that MCPs can contribute to the birefringence of the vacuum and induce a signal in the polarisation of a probe beam
ue to dichroism [1091], which can be increased close to the two-photon mass threshold [1092–1094]. A similar set-up
o an LSW experiment has been suggested, where the wall is traversed by the loop of MCPs, allowing recombination to
hotons on the other side. This type of tunnelling ‘of the third kind’ is enhanced by applying a magnetic field [1095,1096].
With regards to the hidden photon in intense fields, the phenomenological consequences of a hidden photon have been

xplored in a monochromatic background [1093]. The effect on photon–paraphoton oscillations in a circularly-polarised
onochromatic wave on having a spin-1/2 or scalar MCP has been investigated in [1094], with an enhancement found in
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Fig. 38. Left: LUXE-NPOD production mechanisms; Right: LUXE-NPOD exclusion region for stage 0 and stage 1 of the LUXE experiment.
Source: Adapted from [1105].

the scalar case. Mixing of photon and dark photons due to the nonlinearities in QED in intense fields, has been calculated
in constant electric and magnetic backgrounds in [1097] and a search employing a 10 PW laser suggested.

Physics beyond the SM may also be revealed in intense fields if the photon’s interaction with itself is modified by some
onlinearity in Maxwell’s equations which appears at a higher energy scale, such as in the Born (B) [1098] and Born–Infeld
BI) [1099] generalisations of electrodynamics. The interaction Lagrangian for these generalisations can be written:

LB = −b2
[(

1 −
2S
b2

)1/2

− 1

]
; LBI = −b2

[(
1 −

2S
b2

−
P2

b4

)1/2

− 1

]
, (210)

and b is a free parameter with units mass squared. (In the original formulation, by equating the EM self-energy of the
electron with its rest mass, Born and Infeld arrived at the value b = 1.2×1020 Vm−1.) Therefore, the nonlinear modification
f electromagnetism predicted by the BI model, would modify the signal of photon–photon scattering and so schemes to
easure the QED process will also bound the value of b in the BI model. For example, the ATLAS [10,11] and CMS [12]

esults for photon–photon scattering in ultra-peripheral collisions of heavy ions were used to bound BI theory over a large
nergy range [1100] (much higher than typical centre-of-mass energies in intense laser experiments). In the Born–Infeld
heory, the vacuum is not birefringent at leading order unlike in QED (see Section 7), because the predicted vacuum
efractive index is independent of field polarisation. This can be seen by performing a ‘‘weak-field’’ expansion of Eq. (210)
or small S/b2 and P/b2 and comparing to the prediction of the QED:

L̃B ≃
S2

2b2
; L̃BI ≃

S2
+ P2

2b2
, (211)

here, just in this equation we have used L̃ = L−S to subtract off the Maxwell term so as to compare with the weak-field
expansion of Lint in Eq. (137). A comparison of Eqs. (137) and (211) unveils that Eq. (211) can be represented in the form
of Eq. (137) with the replacement m2/e2 → b. For the Born model we infer c1 = 1/2, c2 = 0 and for the Born–Infeld
model c1 = c2 = 1/2. Plugging these results into Eq. (145) (and accounting for the above replacements) we see that
while the Born model exhibits vacuum birefringence there is no birefringence in the Born–Infeld model at quartic order
in the field. However, it was shown in [1101] that if the standard QED four-photon scattering vertex and the tree-level
four-photon Born–Infeld interaction are included in calculations, the interference leads to a modification of birefringence,
i.e. n∥,⊥

total = n∥,⊥

QED + nBI. Therefore, vacuum birefringence experiments can place a bound on BI theory. In general, laser-
based light-by-light scattering experiments can be used to probe Born [1102] and Born–Infeld [1103] electrodynamics. It
has been found, for example, that the polarised angular differential cross-section for scattering from scalar, spinor and
supersymmetric QED and also BI electrodynamics shows discernible differences in the weak-field case [1104].

We remark that there is no vacuum birefringence in (unbroken) SUSY QED in a plane wave background, because
the contribution of loop sfermions to helicity flip precisely cancels that of the fermions. The same is true in SUSY Yang
Mills [156]. Interestingly, this holds despite a background (gauge boson) plane wave not being itself a supersymmetric
vacuum solution.

In addition to direct detection schemes, an intense EM field may also be used to generate a source of probe particles,
which can then be employed in a BSM measurement. For example, the proposed LUXE-NPOD experiment [1105] would
employ an electron–laser collision to generate a bunch of high energy photons which then hit a beam dump, with any ALPs
escaping the dump and decaying to two photons on the other side being detected. This ‘secondary production’ mechanism

would be sensitive to ALP masses of the order O(50 − 300) MeV (see Fig. 38.)
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1.7.1. Lorentz-invariance violating scenarios
One possible source of physics beyond the Standard Model is the violation of Lorentz invariance. It has been proposed

hat intense lasers interacting with high-energy lepton beams could probe Lorentz-violating extensions of the Standard
odel [1106], including noncommutativity in QED interactions [1107], in which quantised spacetime coordinates obey

xµ, xν] = iθµν for θµν a noncommutativity tensor.
Properties of photon propagation in noncommutative QED in the presence of constant crossed fields is explored

n [1108]. The investigations above are ‘‘θ-expanded’’, meaning that θ is treated perturbatively. However, for the case
f lightlike noncommutativity (where θ+⊥ is the only nonzero component of the noncommutativity tensor), the Volkov

solutions in a background plane wave can be found exactly, allowing a more precise treatment: see the review [1109].
Strong-field QED can itself be seen as an analog BSM theory, which admits violations of Lorentz invariance. In Very

Special Relativity (VSR) [1110], the spacetime symmetry group of nature is taken to be the subgroup SIM(2) of the Lorentz
group (plus translations). The resulting theory admits neutrino mass without adding new particles or interactions to the
Standard Model [1111]. Now consider QED in a circularly polarised, monochromatic plane wave. If the wave is of very
high frequency, it will generate (in amplitudes and observables) terms which are rapidly oscillating (e.g. aµ(φ)) leading
to cancellations, as well as terms which are slowly varying (e.g. a2(φ) = m2ξ 2, constant). Removing the former terms and
carefully retaining all of the latter transforms strong-field QED into exactly QED in VSR [1112]. In particular, the intensity-
dependent ‘mass shift’ in QED [37] becomes the physical mass in VSR: it is therefore VSR which realises, exactly, the old
idea of the intensity-dependent mass shift as a genuine effective mass.

12. Conclusions and open questions

We have reviewed work in the theory and phenomenology of strong-field QED over the past decade. We conclude
by summarising progress made, identifying important lessons learnt, and outlining some open problems and possible
avenues of future research, for each of the topics covered in this review.

First order processes

Tree-level (O(α)) processes in plane wave backgrounds have been studied extensively in the literature for many years;
our understanding of nonlinear Compton scattering and nonlinear Breit–Wheeler pair production is very well developed.
Many open theory questions in this area are really questions of how to go beyond plane wave backgrounds, beyond
first-order processes, beyond tree-level, and so on. However, there are a few theory directions which seem to be worth
pursuing, as well as linking the knowledge gained to real-world applications.

One possible direction stems from the fact that closed-form expressions for the probability of nonlinear Compton
and nonlinear Breit–Wheeler in a finite pulse are still unknown, aside from the two limiting cases of infinitely long and
infinitely short pulses. Analytical results for even one plane wave pulse of finite duration would be useful in understanding
field shape effects, understanding strong field and high energy limits, benchmarking numerical results, and delineating
the limitations of local approaches.

Another possible theory direction is related to the many applications of polarised beams of electrons and photons:
in fundamental research, for example at upcoming colliders [1113,1114] and in applications such as studies of surface
physics [1115]. In the intense background context, there is an interest in understanding how the shape of the field
(e.g. laser pulse) and parameters of a probe beam can be tuned so as to optimise the desired properties of the
scattered beam of photons, electrons and positrons. Detailed studies of spin and polarisation have only just begun and as
attainable background field strength and typical colliding particle energy increase, there is still much room for improving
understanding and applications.

Second order processes

Work in recent years has lead to several new insights into tree-level processes at O(α2). We now have a much better
nderstanding of not only how to approximate higher order processes with incoherent products of first-order processes,
ut from these O(α2) tree-level processes we also have a better idea of the size of the corrections. Incoherent-product
pproximations for higher orders including loops have also been developed. However, very little has been done beyond
his approximation for loops. It would be worthwhile, for example, to study the probability of e → eγ to O(α2). Call this
robability P(2)

C ; it can be separated into two-step and one-step parts, where in the two-step part the photon is emitted
n the first or second step and the other step contains a loop. This is like in Compton scattering: the loop contributes an
(α) Mueller matrix building block, given by the interference term between the O(α0) and O(α) parts of the amplitude

or scattering without emission. The two-step probability takes the form ‘‘MC · ML + ML · MC’’. It is already known how
o calculate the two-step part. Calculating the one-step part of P(2)

C would give us a more precise understanding of the
ize of corrections of N-step parts of general O(αN ) processes and would allow us to study in more detail the cancellation
f IR divergences from soft photons in degenerate processes (this process is degenerate to the emission of two photons
ith one of them soft, e → eγ γ at O(α2), which is IR divergent and, recall, can also be separated into two-step and one-
tep parts, where the two-step part is given by the incoherent product of two single-photon emission). Such calculations
ould, perhaps more interestingly, also allow us to check the contribution of P(2) to RR. Including loops gives many more
C
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rocesses and quantities to consider, beyond the already considered O(α2) tree-level processes of trident, double Compton
nd photon trident. This can potentially provide many research problems for the next decade.

pproximation frameworks

A general lesson from studying higher-order processes is that, when making approximations (e.g. the locally constant
ield approximation, LCFA), one should start with the general, all-order result and make approximations to that, before
solating the particular terms of interest. For example, use of the LCFA is normally in the long-pulse limit, where only the
-step contribution is included from n-vertex processes: in trident only the two-step part is included. In the long-pulse
imit the two-step part of trident scales as Rtwo ∼ ξ 2T 2, and the (neglected) one-step part as Rone ∼ ξT . However,
orrections to the LCFA two-step part scale as δRtwo ∼ T 2, so if ξ ≳ T , it would be inconsistent to neglect the one-step
erm but include corrections to the LCFA for the two-step term.

As for future research directions, there are two main fronts on which progress can be made: (i) improving the precision
f existing modelling to meet the demands of improved experimental precision; (ii) extending the localisation scheme,
hich has been used in the local constant crossed field approximation and local monochromatic approximation, to cover

new’ effects.
(i) One example of a higher-precision approximation is the semi-classical Baier-Katkov approach (see Section 5.3) to

onlinear Compton scattering. This is exact in a plane wave and therefore for this process, superior in accuracy to the local
pproach. When ξ 2/γ ≪ 1, the Baier-Katkov approach can even be applied to focussed backgrounds. Can the formalism be
eveloped to deal with higher orders, pairs and cascades? And does it maintain an advantage in accuracy when extended
n this way? In terms of local approaches, the local monochromatic approximation (LMA) misses pulse bandwidth effects
uch as harmonic broadening in nonlinear Compton and nonlinear Breit–Wheeler but is straightforward to adapt to higher
rders. Can particle polarisation be added to numerical codes, which can be significant when ξ ∼ O(1) where the LMA
iffers substantially from the standard approach of using the locally constant field approximation? (Including polarisation
n the trident process using an analytical ‘gluing’ approach has already been demonstrated for the LMA in [241], and
olarisation effects were included in the numerical code, CAIN [386], for a locally-monochromatic linearly-polarised
ackground.)
(ii) Local approximation schemes are essentially used in the ‘‘long-pulse-limit’’ and so only the ‘‘n-step’’ (fully

ncoherent) contribution is included from nth order tree-level process. However, for certain choices of scattered angle,
roduction from the coherent process can in principle be more probable than the fully incoherent process. Can, therefore,
oherent contributions to higher-order processes be included in the local approximation framework? Another possible
irection is in density-dependent processes. So far, it has mainly been 1 → 2 processes that have been included in
imulations (but see recent results [292] including the 2 → 1 process of photon absorption). However, in systems where
he particle density is sufficiently high, 2 → 2 and 2 → 1 absorption processes, can play important roles. Can these be
ncluded in the approximation programme?

igher-order processes and resummation

In general, one must calculate consistently at each perturbative order. For example, if one is looking at nonlinear
ompton scattering, one may suppose it is sufficient to calculate the tree-level diagram. Eventually though, as higher
ield intensities and pulse duration are used the associated probability and cross section will exceed unitarity bounds.
his is not a sign that strong-field QED is broken, nor are any ad-hoc prescriptions or normalisations needed. Rather,
t is a sign that for the chosen parameters one must consider higher-order effects (be they UV (loop corrections) or IR
inclusive corrections) or both), and resummation.

A new method of resumming the α expansion for radiation reaction quantities has recently been developed for plane-
ave backgrounds, see Section 6, where the α expansion is calculated by gluing together strong-field QED ‘‘Mueller
atrices’’, see Section 4. There are still many applications and generalisations to work out, even within this class of

ields. Looking to the future, an obvious goal is to generalise the incoherent-product approximation, with its products of
ueller matrices, to more general space–time dependent fields. One aspect that simplifies such approximations in plane
aves is the fact that only the lightfront longitudinal components of the momenta play a nontrivial role when gluing
ogether Mueller matrices, i.e. the transverse momentum components can all be integrated for each O(α) step separately.
s lightfront time gives the only nontrivial space–time dependence, one only has to deal with two variables for each
tep/Mueller matrix. For more general fields one can expect more than one momentum component to be important for
he gluing process, so that even if one considers a regime in which the probabilities can in principle be approximated
ith some N-step parts, it might still be significantly more complicated than the plane wave case. However, it is often
ell-motivated to consider high-energy particles, for which one can expect significant simplifications since in this limit
(quite) general field behaves essentially like a plane wave, and the solutions to the corresponding Dirac equation look
ery much like Volkov solutions, see [395] and Section 10. While this does not make the problem trivial, one can hope

o make progress on finding such a generalisation in the coming decade.
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ight-by-light scattering

In the first part of Section 7 we focused on the Heisenberg–Euler effective Lagrangian LHE, highlighted the importance
f one-particle reducible contributions, studied the strong field limit of LHE and demonstrated that a perturbative loop
xpansion of LHE breaks down for exponentially large fields. It would certainly be very interesting and important to
dvance the study of higher loop orders of LHE from lower [507] to 3 + 1 space–time dimensions, particularly by using
esummation and resurgence techniques [348]. Another topical research direction is to put forward strategies to go beyond
he loop expansion [521] and so obtain insights into the manifestly non-perturbative parameter regime, where such an
xpansion no longer makes sense.
An important lesson learnt in this context is that a larger Feynman diagram containing a sub-diagram which, considered

s an isolated object, vanishes identically because of an overall momentum conserving delta function can still yield
finite result; cf. [118,159,442,520]. This can be illustrated by the following schematic example: while g(k) ∼ kδ(k)
learly vanishes, upon sewing it to another (finite) contribution h(k) ∼ k with a ‘propagator’ ∼ 1/k2 which is non-
egular at k = 0, and integrating over k, we obtain

∫
k g(k)f (k)/k

2
∼
∫
k δ(k) ̸= 0. Therefore, one should never set such a

uperficially vanishing contribution to a larger diagram to zero from the outset, but rather keep the full expression and
nly apply simplifications on the level of the final expression to be calculated. This subtlety was precisely the reason why,
.g., one-particle reducible contributions to LHE were previously erroneously assumed to vanish.
Moreover, we detailed that analytical results for the photon polarisation tensor are presently only available in

omogeneous constant and generic plane-wave backgrounds. Remarkably, even in a constant field the one-particle
rreducible contribution to the photon-polarisation tensor at two loops and arbitrary momentum transfer has not been
valuated to date. Together with the one-particle reducible contribution determined in [442], this would constitute the
ull result for the two-loop photon polarisation tensor. The result for the one-particle irreducible contribution would
n particular allow one to assess the relative importance of the irreducible and reducible contributions in the strong
ield limit for large moment transfers. Apart from this, it would be worthwhile to go beyond constant and plane wave
ackgrounds and evaluate the (one-loop) photon polarisation tensor in a localised inhomogeneous field. This would for
nstance allow for the study of vacuum diffraction and quantum reflection phenomena generic to inhomogeneous fields
rom first principles without needing to employ a slowly varying field approximation.

Finally, to actively assist the discovery of light-by-light scattering phenomena in high-intensity laser experiments,
n the upcoming years it will definitely be very important to refine various theoretical estimations of prospective
hotonic quantum vacuum signals to account for the full details of the actual discovery experiment. This requires an
ccurate modelling of the precise field configurations available in experiment as well as accounting for any real-world
omplications such as the inevitable presence of shot-to-shot fluctuations and jitter [83]. The combination of the vacuum
mission picture with a Maxwell solver [594,595] as well as complementary approaches based on a direct numerical
olution of the non-linear wave equation in 3 + 1 dimensions [552–554] should allow tackling this challenge.

he Schwinger effect and spontaneous pair production

Our understanding of field inhomogeneities in the Schwinger effect is essentially limited to one-dimensional cases.
omplete analytical frameworks have not yet been established to go beyond this, though there are attempts based on
emi-classical methods and Furry picture expansions, see Section 8.1. Numerical simulations also become resource-heavy
n the presence of multi-dimensional field inhomogeneities. Magnetic-field effects become important for
ulti-dimensional inhomogeneities, and can induce non-trivial phenomena such as Stern–Gerlach forces, spin-current
eneration, chiral-magnetic effects, anomaly-induced dynamical refringence, etc. (see Sections 8.3 and 8.5), all of which
equire further investigation.

Field inhomogeneities may also significantly affect radiative corrections to the Schwinger effect, a topic in which there
emains a great deal to be understood. Even for the simplest case of a constant electric field, for example, only the two-loop
esult is available, see Section 8.4. The exponentiation conjecture still remains an open question. It is also interesting that
he holographic approach predicts an upper limit for electric fields in the super-critical regime, which is worthwhile to
e tested with field-theoretical calculations.
Photon emission due to radiative corrections is also an interesting subject, as it may provide characteristic experimental

ignatures such as high-harmonic generation but still requires further theoretical investigation.
There is no established realtime framework for the Schwinger effect that goes beyond the mean-field approximation.

oing beyond this is crucially important for the discussion of equilibration processes and possible QED cascades. It is
redicted that there exist universal behaviours in far-from-equilibrium quantum processes initiated by overpopulated
auge fields, see e.g. the review [949], and it would be interesting to make connections between those processes and the
chwinger effect.
It is envisaged that available laser strengths may reach a few orders of magnitude below the Schwinger field

ES = 1016 V/cm (corresponding to intensity 1029 W/cm2) in the near future. It is therefore timely to discuss
ossible experimental signatures; for laser experiments, it is important to continue investigation into enhancement effects
ncluding pulse shape optimisation and/or multiple colliding pulse setups [20,138,961,1116].
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Strong fields can also be realised in other systems, e.g. heavy–ion collisions, which may offer an opportunity to explore
he regime of super strong-fields beyond the Schwinger field E ≫ ES. This implies that the Schwinger effect may be
estable via electromagnetic probes in various collision geometries, but because the associated spacetime volume of the
trong fields generated is very small [116,1011,1012], care must be taken to properly account for the impact of finite
olume effects which affect the non-perturbativity of the pair creation process. This, along with quark/gluon production
y strong colour flux tubes, remain open questions, but may be analysed in a quantitative manner using the developments
eviewed here.

he Ritus–Narozhny conjecture

The Ritus–Narozhny (RN) conjecture applies to those backgrounds and parameter regimes where the locally constant
ield approximation (LCFA) holds. Therefore it is required to conceive of a scenario where the high-χ region can be
ccessed experimentally, whilst the LCFA remains valid. This is an active area of research and several suggestions are
eviewed in Section 9.2.

However, on the theoretical side the main challenge is to specify what to resum, and to perform that resummation, in
he high-χ region where the conjecture holds. In spite of a certain progress in understanding the nature of bubble chain
orrections and the reasons for their enhancement in a CCF, the overall understanding of the possible non-perturbative
egime of QED at αχ2/3 ≳ 1 has not been yet achieved. It is likely that the most important feature of this regime, yet to be
ccounted for properly, is the severe ‘‘instability’’ of photons and electrons in a strong CCF, with respect to nonlinear Breit–
heeler and nonlinear Compton scattering. A systematic route to future progress in understanding this regime (including
etter understanding of the role of vertex corrections) might be based on a more rigorous selection of diagrams with
otentially leading scaling for resummation, possibly starting with a general form of the Dyson–Schwinger equations.
xamples of successful application of these equations in similar problems include magnetic catalysis of spontaneous
hiral symmetry breaking [1117] and development of non-perturbative results using 1/Nf expansion [1118,1119] (for
pplication of the latter approach to all-order resummation of reducible contributions to the Heisenberg–Euler effective
ction see Ref. [521]). As a necessary prerequisite for formulating DS equations explicitly in a CCF, a general form of
ff-shell tensor and gamma-matrix structure of the mass and vacuum polarisation corrections was discussed in [853]. A
ystematic approach to resummation can be useful also in understanding possible interrelations between higher order
orrections and backreaction, that were observed in the Jaynes–Cummings model [978].
It has recently been suggested [375] that the classical domain contributes to the RN scaling of χ2/3, since it arises in the

lectron radiation spectrum in the form (χ/s)2/3 (where s ∝ h̄ is the lightfront momentum fraction), which is independent
f the h̄ → 0 limit. Further work may investigate the link between the classical limit, and the RN scaling.
It was also stressed in [232,375] that it can be relevant to consider inclusive observables and degenerate processes, as

hese modify the probability rates in strong fields. An example is the cumulative, damping, impact of IR and background-
ollinear photon emissions on hard-photon emission rates. Therefore, in order to judge the feasibility of particular
xperimental proposals, it may not be enough to focus on specific sets of diagrams (chosen for e.g. simplicity or
ccessibility) or exclusive observables. This is a topic requiring further investigation.

eyond the plane wave and background field approximations

The advances made in both approximate and exact methods for solving the Dirac equation in background fields
hould be systematically exploited to explore physics beyond the plane wave model. Even considerations which only
o a step beyond plane waves (rather than immediately to fully realistic beams) are highly worthwhile if they reveal
henomenological effects missed by the plane wave model. The extension of inverse and superintegrable methods to
roblems of radiation reaction, even in the classical theory, would be interesting to pursue. See also [1120] for recent
esults on generating whole families of solutions to relativistic wave equations using spinorial methods and fractional
ourier transforms. Much work also remains to be done on the extension of WKB methods (including the Stokes
henomenon) to multi-dimensional inhomogeneities.
It would be very useful to have a systematic, analytic, and accessible approach to back-reaction on background fields

e.g. going beyond the mean-field approximation) — ideally, one would be able to build on the methods and results of the
urry picture, rather than abandon the progress made. Perhaps though, a practical approach to back-reaction will require
ery different methods instead.

eyond QED

It would be intriguing to explore how more of the strong-field methods from QED could be brought to bare on heavy-
on physics and the colour glass condensate, where strong classical fields play a crucial role. Developing methods for
oing beyond the mean-field approximation is for example important for the thermalisation/hydrodynamisation of the
uark–gluon plasma in heavy-ion collisions.
As gravitational wave astronomy becomes an ever more well-established field, new approaches will be needed for

alculations of observables in gravity, calculations which are extremely challenging even classically. Motivated by this,
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ecent years have seen the development of efficient methods for extracting the classical limits of observables from
uantum scattering amplitudes without having to calculate the full amplitude itself [968]. There is clearly scope for
dapting such methods to strong-field QED. First-quantised and worldline approaches have very recently been applied
o double copy [1121]. In gravity, such methods can greatly simplify the calculation of graviton scattering amplitudes
ompared to standard diagrammatic approaches, see e.g. [1122]; there remains a great deal of potential, and work to be
one, in the extension of these methods to include background gravitational fields.
In ‘new physics’ particle searches, weak magnetic fields B are often combined with high-finesse cavities to achieve

a long interaction length L and hence increase the production probability by increasing the product BL. The equivalent
uantity in the interaction of a probe with a weak laser pulse of intensity parameter ξ and frequency ω is ξωL. Using

strong fields introduces nonlinearities, which compared to this perturbative scaling, tend to decrease the probability. It
remains an open question as to how other properties of intense fields phenomenology might be used to enhance signals of
new physics. For example in [1088] it was suggested to use coherent production of scalars on an electron beam colliding
with a laser pulse, which drastically increases the yield of scalars from ∼ Ne to ∼ N2

e . This mechanism requires that the
electron bunch length is around the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of emitted particle. Therefore, for higher
energies, as would be required for pseudoscalars, other methods would be required to boost the signal. Depending on
which part of parameter space should be probed, an alternative way forward may be to use QED in intense backgrounds
to provide the probe, which can then be used to test for new physics in standard ways, such as in [1105].

The topics reviewed here lie at the confluence of high-power laser, particle, and plasma physics, and of theory,
simulation, and experiment. As such they are relevant to the intensity frontier of particle physics, to future colliders
such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1123,1124] and Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [1125,1126] through strong
field effects at the interaction point (studied by, e.g. the Advanced LinEar collider study GROup (ALEGRO) [1127]), and
also to matter exposed to extreme electromagnetic fields, such as in exotic astrophysical objects [112] as tested using
high intensity lasers [109].

The past decade has seen huge progress in the understanding of the ‘traditional’ processes of strong-field QED, such
as nonlinear Compton and Breit–Wheeler, the Schwinger effect, and vacuum birefringence, while access to higher-order
processes, such as trident and double nonlinear Compton, has been made possible by a combination of novel methods and
appropriate approximations. More recently, calculations have been pushed to higher loop orders, and in some cases to all
orders, motivated by results on the very high intensity behaviour of QED in strong fields, and by results on resurgence in
quantum field theory. Connections to non-Abelian gauge theories and gravity have also begun to be explored, and there
is scope here for a fruitful exchange of ideas and methods.

This review has concentrated on the last decade of progress. At the beginning of this period, the state-of-the-art
experimental result for testing QED in intense laser fields, was still dominated by the landmark E144 [33,331] experiment
from the mid-1990s. In the last decade, several multi-PW lasers have come or are coming online, that will be able
to reach intensities of the order of 1023 W cm−2 and higher (the E144 experiment operated with a peak intensity of
0.5×1018 W cm−2). The increase in the number of papers published in the last 10 years (Fig. 1), has likely been driven in
part by recent experiments that have probed the edge of the nonlinear quantum regime [77,78] and in part by upcoming
experiments that will use more energetic probes and higher field strengths. These future experiments will be able to
probe the nonlinear quantum regime in depth, and do so at a higher precision. It is a reasonable expectation that ten
years from now, there will be papers that feature comparisons of experimental data with the theoretical models and
predictions reviewed here.

13. Conventions, commonly used symbols and abbreviations

(+,−,−,−) Metric convention
ϵ0 = c = h̄ = 1 (h̄ may be reinstated when needed)
x · y, x · y Inner product (all-plus metric for bold symbols)
m Electron (positron) mass
α = e2/(4π ) = 1/137 Fine structure constant (at scale m)
τ0 = 2α/(3m) Radiation reaction parameter Section 6.3, Eqs. (128) and (124)
ξ Classical nonlinearity parameter Section 1.1
η Quantum energy parameter Section 1.1
χ Quantum nonlinearity parameter Section 1.1, Eq. (1)
kµ = ω(1, 0, 0, 1) Laser (plane-wave) wavevector Section 2.3
ϕ = k · x Laser (plane-wave) phase Section 2.3
k · x = ω(t + z) = ωx+ Phase in terms of lightfront time x+ Section 2.3, Eq. (15)
Φ , T Pulse duration
ℓ Photon momentum
p, q Fermion momenta
dp̃ Invariant measure for on-shell momentum, p Section 3.1, Eq. (28)
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up, vp Free electron/positron spinors Section 2, Eq. (19)
s, sγ Lightfront momentum fraction Section 3.1, Eq. (25) & Section 4.3, Eq. (61)
φ = (ϕ + ϕ′)/2 Average phase Section 3.1, Eq. (30)
θ = ϕ − ϕ′ Interference phase Section 3.1, Eq. (30)
i0 Poles
A, F Classical/background/macroscopic fields Section 2.1
A, F Quantum fields Section 2.1
a, f Probe fields Section 7.3
S , P Field invariants Section 2.1, Eq. (5)
E, B Secular invariants Section 5.1, Eq. (76)
ψ Fermion wavefunction
φ Scalar wavefunction
Θ Heaviside step function
1PI/1PR One-particle irreducible/reducible
CCF Constant crossed field Section 2.3.3
LAD Lorentz–Abraham Dirac (equation) Section 6.3
LCFA Locally constant field approximation Section 5.1
LL Landau–Lifshitz (equation) Section 6.3
LMA Locally monochromatic approximation Section 5.2
NBW Nonlinear Breit–Wheeler (pair production) Section 3.3
NLC Nonlinear Compton Scattering Section 3.2
PW Plane wave
RN Ritus–Narozhny (conjecture) Section 9
RR Radiation reaction Section 6.3
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